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ABSTRACT

This thesis covers new ground by investigating the demand for chemists in the Manchester 

area in the early twentieth century. The study of demand reveals that supply was a more 

complex process than generally realised. Most importantly, Manchester’s varied supply 

systems, which provided both graduates and ‘practical chemists’ who combined experience 

with part-time training, fully met the demand. The study finds that the number of chemists 

employed in the Manchester area was much higher than previously supposed, even as early 

as 1902, and suggests that this may have applied to the whole of Britain.

An insufficient supply of scientists, especially chemists, caused by a shortage of 

scientific and technical education, has been argued as a major cause of the decline of 

Britain as a manufacturing nation. However, although the historiography of decline 

emphasises supply failings, contemporary concerns around 1900 were often about 

inadequate demand. Moreover, contemporaries recognised that sufficient industrial 

demand for chemists would generate the supply required. Demand estimation, although 

difficult, has advantages. Demand is affected directly by economic circumstances and 

therefore reflects the relative success of individual industries or firms. The study 

demonstrates that economic problems resulted at times in oversupply of chemists, causing 

diversion into alternative employment or even unemployment.

The study of demand demonstrates the wide range of chemist employment in the 

Manchester area. It also demonstrates that research chemists were active in Manchester 

from the late nineteenth century and that by the 1930s almost 30% of all chemists 

identified there in this study were recorded as research chemists. Actual numbers are 

provided to confirm the emerging consensus amongst historians that educational 

deficiencies were not a significant factor in decline.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE RESEARCH TOPIC

Whether the supply of technologists and scientists in British industry in the period 1900 to 

1939 was adequate has been a recurrent theme of debate amongst historians. This study 

refocuses the issue by examining instead the demand in the period for scientists and 

technologists. Investigating the case of chemists in the Manchester area, it demonstrates 

that the demand for chemists, including research chemists, was much higher than historians 

have previously thought, even in the early twentieth century. This study bases its approach 

on the principle underlying Supply Chain Management theory -  that demand is the driving 

force for supply and is always met by supply in some way.1 2 Studies of the supply of 

scientists and technologists have tended to concentrate on the outputs of the education 

system. Refocusing the question on demand and then comparing demand with supply 

reveals that supply was a more complex process than has been recognised. Furthermore, 

the interactions between supply and demand are dependent upon economic and other 

circumstances. Changing legal, economic and industrial circumstances caused the demand 

for chemists to fluctuate over time. Such fluctuations in demand had an impact on the 

supply from educational establishments, although their inability to respond quickly meant 

that there were periods of oversupply and undersupply. By measuring demand we can 

obtain a more sophisticated analysis of supply.

It is widely recognised that after leading the world with its industrial revolution, 

Britain experienced a period of relative decline as other Western nations carried out their 

own processes of industrialisation. While there is a sense in which a relative decline can be

1 There is now an enormous literature on the subject; see for example, J. L. Gattoma and D. W. Walters, 
Managing the supply chain (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1996); A. M. Brewer, K. J. Button and D. A. Hensher, 
eds, Handbook o f logistics and supply chain management (London: Pergamon, 2001).
2 M. Sanderson, ‘Education and the labour market,’ in Work and pay in twentieth-century Britain, ed. by N. 
Crafts, I. Gazeley and A. Newell (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007).
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seen as having been inevitable, the reasons for its extent and speed have been an enduring 

theme in histories of modem Britain. Of most relevance to this thesis is the strand of the 

debate concerned with the effectiveness of scientific and technical education; some 

historians attribute the perceived extent of the decline to a lack, from the nineteenth 

century onwards, of scientific and technical education and a resulting inadequate supply of 

scientists and technologists, including chemists. Indeed, many distinguished figures in both 

academe and industry in the second half of the nineteenth century had complained about 

such a lack. However, the debate is now moving towards a consensus that the provision of 

scientific and technical education was ample so that availability of scientists and 

technologists is no longer regarded as a major cause of decline, although some historians 

seem to be not entirely convinced. The study of demand provides quantitative evidence to 

refine the consensus.

This thesis develops a way of measuring the demand for chemists, including 

research chemists, in the Manchester area and examines this demand in relation to a wide 

range of sources of supply over the period 1900-1939. This methodology facilitates the 

construction of an overview of the demand for chemists despite incomplete records. As 

early as 1902, demand proved to be surprisingly high and it increased over the period. 

Furthermore, the range of industries that employed chemists extended well beyond the 

chemical industry; chemists were also employed in other sectors. In addition, this study 

brings a new perspective on the way that demand was satisfied. Not all demand was 

supplied through full-time study in higher educational establishments; alternative routes 

had considerable, if declining, importance. Furthermore, it shows that research became an 

increasingly important employment destination for chemists from the late nineteenth 

century. An important issue is the balance of supply and demand; this thesis argues that 

economic factors had a marked effect on the destinations of individual chemists, especially 

their choice between employment in education or in industry. 3

3 M. Sanderson, ‘Education and the labour market,’ in Crafts, Gazeley and Newell (2007), p. 271.
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1.2 THE DEBATE ABOUT EDUCATION AND BRITAIN’S DECLINE

The debate about Britain’s economic decline has been a long one, so much so that 

‘rethinking British decline’ has been a discussion topic in recent years.4 The debate about 

the efficiency of education has had periods of claim and counter-claim and involved a 

broad spectrum of historians, including historians of science and technology and of 

education, as well as economic historians. Michael Sanderson summarised the course of 

this debate up to 1999.5 The extent to which deficient scientific and technical education 

and a resultant shortage of scientists and technologists was to blame for decline was argued 

in the 1950s and 1960s. Punctuated by challenges in the 1970s, the educational deficiency 

argument was reasserted in the 1980s and challenged again subsequently.

Three of the earliest contributors to this strand in the post-Second-World-War 

period were Donald Cardwell, David Landes, and Derek Aldcroft.6 The contributions of 

both Cardwell and Landes were first written in the 1950s: that of Landes originated as a 

chapter on technological change, which later formed the basis of his influential book of 

1969, The Unbound Prometheus, for the Cambridge Economic History. Aldcroft’s 

contributions, which also focused on technological change, dated from the 1960s.7 The 

contributions from these historians were made at a time when the question of British higher 

education, especially scientific and technical education, was being actively reconsidered in 

the general context of central government deciding how Britain should operate in a post

war world. The output of scientists and technologists and the expansion of university

4 R. English and M. Kenny, eds, Rethinking British decline (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 2000); J-P. Dormois 
and M. Dintenfass, eds, The British industrial decline (London: Routledge, 1999).
5 M. Sanderson, Education and economic decline in Britain, 1870 to the 1990s (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1999).
6 D. S. L. Cardwell, The organisation o f science in England (London: Heinemann, 1957); D. S. Landes, The 
unbound Prometheus (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969); D. H. Aldcroft, ed. The development 
of British industry andforeign competition 1875-1914 (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1968).
7 D. H. Aldcroft, ‘The entrepreneur and the British economy, 1870-1914’, Economic History Review (1964), 
pp. 113-134; D. H. Aldcroft, ed. (1968).
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education were current political concerns.8 The Scientific Manpower Committee of the 

Advisory Council on Scientific Policy, established in wartime to monitor such matters, said 

in 1952 ‘that the shortage of practically all kinds of trained scientists and engineers was 

likely to persist’.9 It is against this background of a perceived current shortage of scientific 

and technical skills and calls for planned intervention to increase the university output of 

scientists and technologists, that historians investigated failings in the supply of scientists 

and technologists as a major cause of economic decline in the late nineteenth century.

Cardwell’s contribution first appeared in 1957, with a revised edition in 1972; his 

book, based on historical research whilst holding a Nuffield Foundation grant, is still 

frequently cited.10 Originally a physicist, his concern as a historian of technology was with 

science-technology relations. His pioneering book investigated issues such as when 

scientists had become professionals, how the industrial laboratory had originated and the 

relationship of the teaching of pure science to the rise of applied science.11 Cardwell 

compared unfavourably developments in scientific and technical education in England 

during the period 1840-1918, with those on the Continent, especially in Germany. Citing 

prominent nineteenth-century commentators from education and industry, he pointed to a 

slow pace of reform of the educational system, a lack of provision of public funding for 

technical education in the 1880s compared with Germany, and the lack of facilities for 

research training, especially of chemists, in most English universities, with Owens College 

the main exception. He added that he saw ‘few opportunities for the pure chemist with 

research interests’, inferring that there was an absence of jobs for research chemists in

8 This can be seen clearly in the early issues o f the influential publication, Universities Quarterly, founded in 
1946. See the preface to the jubilee volume o f reprints from it, M. Shattock , ed, The creation o f a university 
system (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996), pp. 1-11.
9 Quoted in S Zuckerman, ‘The growth o f higher education’, in The creation of a university system, ed by M  
Shattock (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996), p.72; reprint o f 1958 article in Universities Quarterly.
10 J. Pickstone, ‘Obituary, Professor Donald Cardwell’, British Journal for the History o f Science, 32 (1999), 
pp. 485-8.
11 D. S. L. Cardwell, The organisation o f science in England (London: Heinemann, Revised edn 1972), 
preface.
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Britain.12 He noted the significance of the Technical Instruction Act of 1889 for addressing 

some of these deficiencies, but found that they were only eliminated by the expansion of 

scientific and technical education at the beginning of the twentieth century, by when 

Germany had an enormous lead in the training of qualified personnel, including chemists. 

Furthermore, Cardwell argued that before 1902, despite the fact that industrialists valued 

science as could be seen from their having employed German-trained chemists, the supply 

of chemistry graduates from English institutions mainly entered teaching, with very few 

entering industry.13 Cardwell found it ‘quite evident that the majority of the degree 

students at the universities and colleges up to 1914 were intending teachers.’14 Picking up 

on late-nineteenth-century rhetoric, he used the small British synthetic dyestuffs industry, 

as many historians have since, as an example of failure because of an inability to recruit 

British-trained organic chemists, or carry out effective research before 1890, despite 

having been launched in Britain in the 1860s.15 Interestingly, he did not consider successes 

in other areas of the chemical industry.

David Landes was an early and influential economic historian of the decline of 

Britain as a manufacturing nation. He argued that Continental Europe, especially Germany, 

led a Second Industrial Revolution based on new, research-led technologies in steel, 

chemicals and electric power.16 He based his analysis mainly on rates of growth; already 

by 1870, when Britain was entering a mature phase of growth, Germany was entering its 

period of most rapid growth based on technological change. Landes lauded Germany’s 

dyestuffs industry as its ‘greatest industrial achievement’, and argued that a British 

technological lead had been lost, causing a serious loss of export business to the advantage 

of Germany.17 He noted that, in several Continental countries, governments were more

12 Cardwell (1972), pp. 178-9, 238.
13 Cardwell (1972), p. 207.
14 Cardwell (1972), p. 215.
15 Cardwell (1972), p. 172-5, p. 238.
16 D. S. Landes (1969).
17 Landes, p. 246.



interventionist than was the case in Britain and provided financial support for 

amalgamation and industrial reorganisation.18 In summing up his reasons for Germany’s 

advantage, Landes identified the superiority of German state-funded technical education as 

the principal one. He claimed that in a time of great technological change, Germany ‘took 

the right path’ by having a supply of so many well trained technical personnel and argued 

that Germany had effectively ‘institutionalised innovation’.19 On the British side, he 

suggested that there had been a lag in the adoption of large-scale technical training because 

there was a lack of demand for it, caused by reliance on practical experience. His 

arguments were carefully crafted and his book is frequently cited.

The economic historian Derek Aldcroft used facts and figures about British 

manufacturing performance in order to prove that the rates of growth in production, 

exports and productivity in the period 1870-1914 were lower than those of Britain’s 

competitors.20 21 22 A key argument of Aldcroft was that technical progress is more important to 

expansion than capital accumulation or investment. He argued that British technical 

education was totally inferior compared to Germany, commenting that where Germany had 

4500 trained chemists in 1901, Britain had ‘fewer than 1500.’ Harry Richardson’s 

chapter on the chemical industry in Aldcroft’s volume also argued that British education 

was inferior compared with Germany, adding that there was an ‘extraordinary want of 

interest’ shown by British professors to chemistry research and that there was a general 

undervaluing of the benefits of research within industry.23 He noted particularly the failure 

in Britain to carry out effective dyestuffs research in the 1880s.24 However, Aldcroft 

accepted that ‘the chemical industry had its dynamic sectors and on balance it remained a

18 Landes, p. 464.
19 Landes, pp. 326, 352.
20 D. H. Aldcroft, ‘Introduction’, in The development o f British industry andforeign competition 1875-1914, 
ed. D. H. Aldcroft (London: G. Allen & Unwin, 1968), pp. 11-36.
21 Aldcroft (1964), p. 115.
22 Aldcroft (1964), p.l 19.
23 H. W. Richardson, ‘Chemicals’, in Aldcroft (1968), pp. 302-3.
24 H. W. Richardson, ‘The development o f  the British dyestuff industry before 1939,’ Scottish Journal of 
Political Economy, 9 (1962), pp. 110-129.

15
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net exporter.’25 26 27

Thus Cardwell, Landes and Aldcroft all argued that supply failures in education, 

and the resultant failure to supply sufficient scientists and technologists were why 

technological change was hindered and also why little industrial research was carried out 

in Britain up to the First World War. They all felt that the period 1870-1914 was when the 

supply deficiencies that were responsible for decline first had a negative effect on Britain’s 

performance. These three historians introduced many of the themes that would become 

animated discussion points over the next few decades.

) 1.3 DEVELOPMENTS IN THE DEBATE

1.3.1 Education and the Supply of Chemists

Historians of education were also involved in the debate. In 1972, the same year in which 

the second edition of Cardwell’s book appeared, Michael Sanderson, published a rather 

more positive analysis of the state of scientific and technical education in nineteenth- and

• • • 7 Atwentieth-century Britain. He pointed to the successful civic universities which originated 

in the second half of the nineteenth century, highlighting that their endowment and funding 

had come initially from industry and from individuals, not from government. Sanderson

argued that this support from industry illustrated how relevant local industrialists thought 

such institutions were to their own industrial interests, but noted that private support was 

dependent on the state of trade at any time. On the question of the employment of trained 

scientists and technologists, he concluded that although, after the First World War, ‘many 

firms turned eagerly to the graduate’ in order to replace their managers, some firms were 

still hostile to them, so that graduates were not fully accepted until the later 1920s. Like 

many historians, Sanderson saw the First World War as the time of change, especially in

25 D. H. Aldcroft, ‘Introduction,’ in Aldcroft (1968), p. 29.
26 M. Sanderson, The universities and British industry, 1850-1970 (London: Routledge & Keegan Paul, 
1972), p. 172.
27 M. Sanderson (1972), pp. 248, 250.



attitudes. This was when women graduates began to find roles outside school teaching. It 

was also, he said, the time when universities and industry started talking to each other due 

to wartime exigencies.

It is generally agreed that the period up to about 1890 did suffer from limited 

technical and scientific education. Historians of education found evidence that the poor 

availability of graduates in the nineteenth century caused difficulties for industry. For 

example, Gordon Roderick and Michael Stephens provided a brief history of technical 

education and the foundation of the civic universities in the 1871-1881 period.28 When 

describing the supply of science and technology graduates, they noted the graduation of 

only thirteen chemists in 1870, so that some firms in the Northwest wishing to employ 

trained expertise hired German chemists, reiterating Cardwell’s point. Their findings 

reinforce Sanderson’s point that the period 1870-1890, when Britain lagged behind 

Germany in scientific education, was very different from that after 1890. Thus, an 

important step in the analysis of the question of technical education in the late nineteenth 

century was the realisation that the period 1870-1914 is better regarded as two distinct 

periods.29

In the 1980s, with the Thatcher years, a time of some turmoil and a reduction in 

government funding for the universities, the question of whether Britain’s performance 

was adversely affected by deficiencies in education in the period up to 1914, and even in 

the interwar years, continued to be debated. New research indicated that, by 1890, a 

tremendous acceleration in technical education was underway. Roderick and Stephens 

discussed particularly the acceleration of technical education in London with the growth of 

the Polytechnics. Discussing the case of the universities, they noted the slow increase in 

the number of candidates taking degree courses before 1890, but argued that it was due to

28 G. Roderick and M. Stephens, ‘Scientific studies and scientific manpower in the English civic universities, 
1870- 1914’, Science Studies, 4 (1974), pp. 41-63.
29 M. Sanderson, ‘Education and economic decline, 1870-1914’, in Dormois and Dintenfass (1999), pp. 155- 
174.

17
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the financial commitments required of students. Where fee levels were a consideration and 

payment by session available, students opted for shorter courses in order to acquire specific 

knowledge or skills.30 31 32 In the same collection of essays, Michael Le Guillon pointed to the 

improvement in the amount of technical instruction in the second half of the nineteenth 

century, although he emphasises the unsystematic nature of the supply process whereby 

different towns found different solutions. These included individual initiatives, for example 

in the northern cities where technical schools had been founded. School Boards created to 

provide elementary education under the 1870 Education Act moved slowly into the 

provision of secondary and technical education. Industrial towns and cities took advantage 

|  of the Technical Instruction Act of 1889 to raise additional funds for long-established

Mechanics’ Institutes, in many cases to transform them into Municipal Colleges, putting 

some of the recent initiatives onto a firmer financial basis. Le Guillon points out that these 

same towns were also in the lead in the provision of university education.

However, some historians still saw the issue as problematic. Aldcroft maintained 

his pessimistic view of science education and trained manpower at all levels. He suggested 

that many of the university students in science and technology in Britain ‘drifted into 

teaching or emigrated because of the lack of suitable openings.’ Economic historians 

|  Bernard Elbaum and William Lazonick edited a now frequently cited collection of essays

that is a critical survey of reasons for British decline. Julia Wrigley’s contribution on 

technical education and industry argued a version of the ‘educational deficiency’ thesis: 

that British reliance on foreign chemists in the late nineteenth century was evidence that 

Britain produced insufficient chemists, or that they were not appropriately trained, or that

30 G. Roderick and M. Stephens, ‘The universities’ in Where did we go wrong? Industrial performance, 
education and the economy in Victorian Britain, ed. by G. Roderick and M. Stephens (Basingstoke: Fainter, 
1981), p. 195; see also Cardwell (1972), p. 219.
31 M. Le Guillon, ‘Technical education 1850-1914’ in Roderick and Stephens (1981), p. 180.
32 D. A. Aldcroft, ‘The economy, management and foreign competition,’ in Roderick and Stephens (1981), 
pp. 24-5.
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• • • "i"}universities failed to supply people who were useful to industry. In 1987, Corelli Barnett, 

in a somewhat controversial work that made a considerable public impact, pointed to what 

he saw as a major failure, a ‘crushing inferiority of British output of well-educated and 

well-trained personnel at every level’.33 34 He castigated Britain’s wartime performance and 

its post-1945 decline, arguing that it was caused by problems that were already fully 

evident by the 1930s, including a serious lack of technical and general education.

However, he accepted that the British chemical industry was successful by 1939 saying 

that ‘the British chemical industry as it stood at the outbreak of war in 1939 was a direct 

product of experience in the war that ended in 1918.’ Businessmen and politicians ‘came to 

the same conclusion: that the deficiencies revealed in the chemical industry of 1914 must 

be made good.’35 36 He therefore implies that 1914 was a low point in the output (supply) of 

trained personnel, which provides a particular discussion point for this thesis.

The influential economic historian Sidney Pollard, however, whilst describing the 

state of nineteenth century technical education as chaotic, emphasised its extent. He 

estimated that there were 600 Mechanics Institutes in 1851 with 200,000 students, although 

these were not necessarily all studying technical subjects. By 1900 many had been 

absorbed into other technical colleges. Although he agreed that there might have been a 

deficiency at the graduate level, he viewed the lower and intermediate levels of technical 

education as fully adequate for the demands of the period. Pollard’s work thus emphasised 

the importance of other than degree-level training. Historian of scientific and technical 

education, James Donnelly, investigated this further. He found numerous examples of both 

full-time and part-time trained chemists in the second half of the nineteenth century and 

into the twentieth century. He argued also that promotion to the post of chemist on the

33 J. Wrigley, ‘Technical education and industry in the nineteenth century’, in The decline of the British 
economy ed by B. Elbaum and W. Lazonick (Oxford: Clarendon, 1986), pp. 181, 184.
34 C. Barnett, The audit of war: the illusion and reality of Britain as a great nation (London: Macmillan, 
1987), p. 205.
35 Barnett (1987), p. 182.
36 S. Pollard, Britain’s prime and Britain's decline (London: Edward Arnold, 1989), p. 178.
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basis of experience was a frequent occurrence. In Lancashire he noted, the United Alkali 

Co at Widnes and St Helens, had in 1923, 42 ‘degree’ chemists and 96 ‘qualified’ chemists 

who had studied at technical colleges or by evening study, but had not taken degrees. In 

this example of a very large firm, both degree qualified chemist and non-degree qualified 

chemists were employed. Indeed, reminiscences by now elderly industrial chemists suggest 

that, even as late as the 1930s, only half of the works chemists in many firms had formal
T O

qualifications of degree status.

Summarising the state of the argument up to 1999, Sanderson suggested that the 

earlier conventional view of defective technical education in the period 1870-1914 had 

been greatly modified.37 38 39 Pointing out that recent research had reversed the view of the 

supposed failure of certain industries, he argued that some historians had undervalued the 

strength of apprenticeships and part-time education, compared with full-time education in 

formal academic institutions. He found little doubt that English technical education was 

defective before 1890, but then accelerated with astonishing speed: ‘the pre-1914 

educational system ... supplied, after 1890 at any rate, all the schooling and training the 

economy might have required.’40 In particular, when reviewing economic growth, 

Sanderson saw the period 1873 to 1913 not as ‘one where education began to fail the 

economy; on the contrary it was one where modem levels of contribution were achieved 

for the first time.’ 41 More recently Stephen Broadberry has shown how the balance 

adopted in Britain between academic and vocational education was well suited to local 

conditions. In particular, he has argued that there was a satisfactory balance between 

intermediate level skills through apprenticeships and higher-level professional

37 J. F. Donnelly, ‘Consultants, managers, testing slaves: changing roles for chemists in the British alkali 
industry, 1850-1920’, Technology and Culture, 35, 1 (1994), p. 104.
38 Reminiscences by H. Whitaker, interviewed in 2004. The first chemist the author worked for had started at 
Clayton Aniline Company in 1918.
39 M. Sanderson, ‘Education and economic decline, 1870-1914’, in Dormois and Dintenfass (1999), pp. 155- 
74.
40 ‘Introduction’, in Dormois and Dintenfass (1999), p. 3.
41 Sanderson (1999), p. 39.



qualifications.42 Most recently, Sanderson has argued that ‘broadly the connection of 

education and the labour market in the 1900s was good.’ The combination of 

apprenticeship, post-elementary working class education, ‘ample’ technical education 

along with Oxbridge and the civic universities ‘catered for all career outcomes.’43 

Interestingly, Sanderson has suggested that earlier phases of the debate were not helped by 

the degree of specialisation in the educational and economic history communities which 

resulted in the overlap of interests in their fields and possible synergies being overlooked.44 

The emerging consensus on decline and the educational system education is that, after a 

late start in the nineteenth century, it had, by 1914, the capacity to supply the technologists 

that Britain needed.

1.3.2 Education and the Demand for Chemists

If many historians have tended to emphasize supply, industrialists and academics around 

1900 recognised the importance of demand. It can be inferred from their comments that 

they regarded demand and employment as synonymous, much as this study will. For 

example, the prominent Mancunian industrialist and dyestuffs manufacturer, Ivan 

Levinstein, said in his 1902 chairman’s address to the Manchester section of the Society of 

Chemical Industry that ‘Owens [College] graduates find employment so readily that 

demand always exceeds supply.’45 (Sir) William Ramsay, Professor of Chemistry at 

University College, London pointed to demand in the same year, albeit in a negative 

context. In an LCC Technical Board report, he said that ‘manufacturers are not sufficiently 

alive to the necessity for employing chemists’.46 Two years later in his Presidential

42 S. Broadberry, ‘Human capital and skills’, in The Cambridge economic history o f modern Britain, Volume 
II: Economic maturity, 1860-1939 ed. by R. Floud and P. Johnson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2004), p. 73.
43 M. Sanderson, ‘Education and the labour market,’ in Crafts, Gazeley and Newell (2007), p. 270-1.
44 M. Sanderson, ‘Educational and economic history: the good neighbours’, History o f Education, Vol. 36, 
Nos 4-5, 2007, pp. 429-445.
451. Levinstein, Chairman’s Address, JSCI, 21 (1902), pp. 1377-9.
46 M. Sanderson, ‘The English civic universities and the industrial spirit, 1870-1914, Historical Research, 61 
(1988), p. 102.
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Address to the Society of Chemical Industry he commented that after ‘over 30 years 

experience’ in training technical chemists, he was concerned that well-trained chemists 

were in over-supply since manufacturers did not employ them in the roles that they 

should.47 48 Similarly, H. R. Procter, Professor of Tanning at the University of Leeds, when 

delivering his Chairman’s address to the Yorkshire section of the Society of Chemical 

Industry in 1904, said that ‘a serious difficulty is the lack of inducement... to adopt 

technical chemistry as a profession’ The inducement he was speaking of was ‘the 

reasonable prospect of a remunerative post in the future’, meaning proper employment and 

not just the job of a routine analyst at 30s. -  50s. per week. It is clear that Procter agreed 

strongly with Ramsay that the ‘inducement’, that is the demand, had to come from 

industry.

The Prime Minister, Arthur Balfour made a related point in 1904 at a major 

meeting of government and all interested parties to consider additional funding for 

scientific education. He recognised the importance of demand when he said that although 

universities needed more support, ‘there is a still greater need -  namely that capitalists give 

employment to those whom the universities turn out’ adding that many industrialists still 

preferred the future captains of industry to have a practical training.49 By contrast, Henry 

Enfield Roscoe, Professor of Chemistry at Owens College Manchester from 1857 to 1886 

recorded in his memoirs the thanks of 300 prominent Manchester industrialists for his 

achievements at Owens College.50 This suggests rather the opposite of a lack of interest in, 

or demand for education, at least in Manchester. W. H. Perkin Jr., son of the famous 

founder of the synthetic dyestuffs industry in England, had been Professor of Organic 

Chemistry at Manchester from 1892 to 1912, when he moved to an Oxford chair. In a short

47 W. Ramsay, ‘Presidential address,’ JSCI, 23 (1904), p. 852.
48 H. R. Procter, JSCI, 23 (1904), pp. 1075, 1077.
49 O. J. R. Howarth, The British Association for the Advancement of Science: a retrospect, 1831-1931 
(London: BAAS, 1931), p. 237.
50 H. E. Roscoe, The life and experiences of Sir Henry Enfield Roscoe FRS, written by himself (London: 
Macmillan, 1906), p. 241. It appears that he was rather touched by this recognition from industry
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article, he in effect described demand as the driving force for supply when he criticised in 

1916 both manufacturers who ‘have refused to employ, at least in sufficient numbers, 

adequately remunerated chemists of high class attainments’ and the universities and 

colleges, which ‘have failed to create the chemist’ because ‘supply follows demand.’51 

Whatever they thought about its adequacy, demand featured in the analyses of 

contemporaries. One difficulty with contemporary discussions around 1900 is that the facts 

can be concealed by the rhetoric. As Michael Sanderson points out, although the technical 

education lobby of this period had many notable figures, most of them were academics and 

their motives in calling for greater resources could be regarded as suspect.52 It is therefore 

important to separate the reality of academic provision from the rhetoric deployed by some 

academics to encourage support for particular projects.

Historians too have addressed demand, if only by implication. Although the 

historiography of education and decline has largely concentrated on British supply 

deficiencies, the issue of demand has been in the background. Cardwell, for example, 

suggested that ‘demand creates supply’, adding also that supply created demand. Thus, 

implicitly, he was concerned about the supply -  demand balance.54 Discussing the case of 

Germany, he argued that the training of large numbers of chemists there due to government 

policy coincided conveniently with the suddenly increased demand for them, which had 

resulted from the profitable, well-patented early discoveries of the German dyestuffs 

industry and the concomitant increase in research. In the early 1990s, James Donnelly 

made the issue explicit. Demand, he argued, might manifest itself‘at various levels’: as an 

influence on academic curricula and technical training, as recruitment (that is

51 W. H. Perkin Junior, ‘Coal tar colour industry’ in Eclipse or Empire, ed. by H. B. Gray (London: Nisbet, 
1916), p. 106.
52 M. Sanderson, ‘Education and economic decline, 1870-1914’, in Dormois and M. Dintenfass (1999), p.
165.
53 G. K. Roberts, ‘A plea for pure science: the ascendancy o f academia in the making o f the English chemist, 
1841-1914’, in The making of the chemist: the social history o f chemistry in Europe 1789-1914, ed. by D. 
Knight and H. Kragh (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), pp. 107-20, esp. p. 112; R. F. Bud and 
G. K. Roberts, Science versus practice: chemistry in Victorian Britain (Manchester: Manchester University 
Press, 1984), pp. 119, 139-47.
54 Cardwell (1972), p.222.
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employment), or as an influence on research programmes.55 On this reading, demand is an 

influence, or driving force, which causes things to happen.

The aspect of demand perhaps invoked earliest by historians was the question of 

the ‘attitude’ of employers, especially as it affected demand for technical training. Landes, 

for example, had argued early in the debate that a prejudice against employing technically- 

trained workers limited the demand for government-financed technical training. Lars 

Sandberg later challenged this argument: since some firms in highly competitive British 

industry did hire technically-trained workers, it was difficult to believe that an ‘irrational 

opposition to technical training’ could have been a hindrance to economic growth.56 

Sandberg also pointed out that Britain had had a large body of skilled workers, which made 

apprenticeship training more feasible there than in Germany. He argued, therefore, that the 

British system of apprenticeship training, supplemented by part-time study at night, could 

be seen as a rational choice rather than as a prejudice against employing technically trained 

workers that resulted in a lack of demand for them. There was, he argued, a demand for 

them, but it was met outside formal education routes. Indeed, at the more basic level of 

chemical knowledge, there is evidence of a broad appreciation on the part of both 

employers and employees of the value of scientific education in the rapid rise in the 

number of scholars taking the Department of Science and Art inorganic chemistry 

examinations from 5800 in 1876 to some 24,000 in 1895. Most of these would have 

studied part-time in the evening, rather than following full-time education.

On the other hand, taking a rather more sceptical view, the economic historian 

Michael Dintenfass argued that there was a lack of appreciation of the benefits of formal 

systematic education, so there was insufficient demand for trained scientists and

55 J. F. Donnelly, ‘Industrial recruitment o f chemistry students from English universities: a revaluation o f its 
early importance’ British Journal for the History of Science, 24 (1991), pp. 3-20, esp. p. 4.
56Landes, pp. 344-5; L. G. Sandberg, ‘The entrepreneur and technological change’ in The economic history of 
Britain since 1700, Volume 2: I860 to the 1970s, ed. by R. C. Floud and D. N. McCloskey (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1981), p. 106.
57 G. K. Roberts, ‘A plea for pure science: the ascendancy o f academia in the making o f the English chemist, 
1841-1914’, in Knight and Kragh, p. 112.



technologists, with serious shortcomings in the supply of higher education in science and 

technology.58 In particular he disagreed with writers like Pollard who had argued that 

British education turned out a supply of skilled personnel commensurate with demand.59 

When discussing the increasing supply of technologists from the 1890s, Pollard had argued 

that this growth in technical education was both demand driven and ‘demand orientated.’60 

Early in the debate, as noted above, Sanderson argued that evidence of industrial support, 

which we may interpret as demand, was provided by the endowment of and continuing 

donations to the new civic universities by manufacturing industrialists.61 62 Though he 

recognised the element of competitive civic pride underlying such support, Sanderson also 

recognised that if industry felt that a college was no longer providing for its needs, support 

could easily fall away. When viewing demand from the supply perspective, David Mowery 

and Nathan Rosenberg suggested that ‘the British educational system may be viewed ... as 

the supply response to the demand for research investment by firms.’ This accepts that if 

the supply of technical education in the early twentieth century was inadequate, it was 

because the demand was inadequate, since demand was the driving force for supply. 

Therefore, using the same logic, the corollary would be that, if the demand can be proved 

to have been adequate, then the supply must have been also.

For the case of chemists, James Donnelly’s investigations of the employment of 

graduates indicated that the chemical industry’s demand for graduates was rather stronger 

than historians had appreciated. He re-investigated Cardwell’s calculations on the 

employment destinations of chemistry graduates. Using data from several colleges, 

Donnelly demonstrated the opposite of Cardwell -  that more graduates had gone into
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industry than education in the period 1880-1910.63 He pointed out that the industrial 

chemist was the earliest academically-trained worker to be employed on any scale in 

industry, noting importantly that not all trained employees were graduates.64 Others have 

developed this line. Gerrylynn Roberts showed the importance of industrial demand in an 

analysis of the careers of chemistry graduates of University College London.65 Recently, 

Robin Mackie has examined explicitly the total industrial and other demand for chemists in 

Scotland.66

Thus we can see that, although the ‘educational deficiency’ debate has stressed 

supply, demand has implicitly also been an issue. Indeed, it is surprising that more explicit 

use of demand has not generally been made by historians. This thesis will focus on this 

rather surprising gap in the literature.

26

1.3.3 Supply of Chemists and Industrial Performance: The Dyestuffs Industry

Many of the early historians, who blamed failures in education and consequently research 

for their negative effects on industrial performance, leading thereby to Britain’s decline, 

used the dyestuffs industry as a prime example. They have focused on the inability of 

Britain to keep pace with Germany in the ‘science dependent dye industry’ after William 

Perkin Sr. ‘had discovered the process for making aniline dyes’. Even Michael 

Sanderson, who generally has taken a more positive view of technical education, noted the 

shortcomings in the supply of graduate chemists to the dyestuffs industry, although his
r  o

criticism was mainly directed to the late nineteenth century. The dyestuffs industry has 

been described as Britain’s ‘most notable failure’ whilst also warning that ‘generalisations

63 J. F. Donnelly (1991), pp. 3-20.
64 J. F. Donnelly, ‘Defining the industrial chemist in the United Kingdom, 1850-1921 \  Journal of Social 
History, 29 (1996), 779-96; J. F. Donnelly, ‘Structural locations for chemists in the British alkali industry,’ in
The chemical industry in Europe, 1850-1914: industrial growth, pollution, and professionalization, ed by E. 
Flomburg, A. S. Travis and H. G. Schroter (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1998), pp. 218-9.
65 G. K. Roberts, in Knight and Kragh (1998), p. 118
66 R. Mackie, ‘Counting chemists: the distribution o f chemical expertise in Scotland in the first half o f the 
twentieth century’, Journal of Scottish Historical Studies 27, 1 (2007), pp. 48-74.
67 Cardwell (1972), p. 105; J. Wrigley, in Elbaum and Lazonick (1986), p. 170.
68 Sanderson (1972), pp. 18-19.



based on the dyestuffs trade would seriously underestimate the strength of the British 

chemical industry.’69 Even though there is consensus that the lead in dyestuffs manufacture 

passed to Germany by 1880, the organic chemical industry did function at some level. For 

example, business historian W. J. Reader, the historian of ICI, pointed out that Levinstein 

Ltd., whose Manchester dyestuffs factory would later become an important part of ICI, had 

built up extensive sales of naphthalene-based organic chemicals ‘chiefly to Germany’ by 

the 1880s.70 Another example is the Clayton Aniline Company, a long-established 

Manchester firm, which was also selling intermediates to Germany, from the 1890s. Such 

manufactures required a wide knowledge of intermediate and dye manufacturing 

technology, and the use of the appropriate plant and equipment. Similarly, the dyestuffs 

historian, Maurice Fox, showed that the British dyestuffs industry as a whole offered a 

wide range of intermediates and dyes before 1914, despite its small size. Although, 

Britain’s over-dependency on Germany for the supply of dyestuffs in 1914 is often used to 

support a case that shortage of technically-trained personnel and lack of research caused 

the failure of the industry, Fox argued that the British dyestuffs industry was able to 

recover rapidly so that within only four years it not only supplied most of the needs of the 

war effort but, with the help of import tariffs, went on to supply almost 90% by weight of 

British demands in 1929.72 All of these examples suggest that the necessary expertise was 

available.

Even accepting dyestuffs failure, the view that a shortage of chemists was 

responsible restricts discussion to issues of supply. Consideration of demand, however, 

widens the debate to a range of economic and commercial reasons, which had an influence

69 H. W. Richardson, ‘Chemicals’, in Aldcroft (1968), p. 286.
70 W. J. Reader, Imperial Chemical Industries. A history, Volume l, The forerunners 1870-1926 (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1970), p. 261.; H. Heymann, Correspondence Book 1900, The Clayton Aniline 
Archive. (Heymann, a foreign traveller, achieved sales o f  aniline, paranitroaniline, primuline and other 
products to German dyers).
1 M. R. Fox, Dye-makers of Great Britain 1856-1976 (Manchester: Imperial Chemical Industries pic, 1987), 

pp. 36-43.
72 See for example, D. C. Mowery, ‘Industrial research, 1900-1950’, in Elbaum and Lazonick (1986), p. 205; 
J. Wrigley, in Elbaum and Lazonick (1986), p. 170; C. Barnett, ‘The audit ofthe Great War on British 
technology’, in Dormois and Dintenfass (1999), pp. 109, 111; Fox p. 178.
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on demand. If such reasons reduced the demand for chemists, the result would eventually 

have been a lower supply. Cardwell indeed considered such alternative causes for the 

decline of British industry, but rejected them regarding it as improbable that these

economic factors were as important, individually or collectively, as education and 

technical skills.’73 However, more recent work by Anthony Travis, Ulrich Marsch, and 

others has demonstrated that legal and economic constraints were indeed important, and 

were the controlling business factors, which in turn had an impact on supply. International 

differences in patenting practices and patent law have been a particular focus. The 

dyestuffs historian, Anthony Travis, has argued that the German stranglehold on patents 

and profitable manufacture virtually killed the British dyestuffs industry by 1881.74 In the 

case of Germany, Marsch found effective patent protection from 1877 to be fundamental to 

dyestuffs success, an advantage that lasted thirty years. This permitted good profits to be 

made from new products, which paid for investment in expensive research programmes, 

with a corresponding demand for trained chemists. Successful research drove successful 

industrial performance, which in turn drove the demand for technical personnel and their 

education. Marsch’s logic suggests that the low supply of organic chemists in late- 

nineteenth-century Britain was a symptom, not a cause of the problem. Johann Murmann 

and Ernst Homburg have suggested that the specification of process, rather than product, in 

German patent law ‘stimulated the inventiveness of German dye firms’ and, by extension, 

the demand for trained researchers.75 The British Patent Law Amendment Act of 1907 was 

eventually passed, but proved in practice to be flawed.

In the discussion about the decline of the British chemical industry the dyestuffs 

industry has been used as a prime example of the ‘deficiency’ thesis. However, analyses 

which concentrate on the dyestuffs industry overlook areas of British industrial chemical

73 Cardwell (1972), p. 188.
74 A. S. Travis, The rainbow makers (London: Associated University Presses, 1993), esp. pp. 104-137.
75 J. P. Murmann and E. Homburg, ‘Comparing evolutionary dynamics across different national setting: the 
case ofthe synthetic dye industry’, 1857-1914, Journal o f Evolutionary Economics, 11 (2001), pp. 177-205.
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success, for example soap. Keith Trace has given a more balanced view of relative failure 

and success in the British chemical industry to 1913, noting success in soap, explosives 

and general chemicals76 Stephen Broadberry pointed to the widespread perception of poor 

performance and technical lag in the chemical industry, especially in dyestuffs and Leblanc 

alkali, but then also showed how successes in other areas provided a more positive 

financial picture.77 78 79 Indeed, the trade balance of the chemical industry as a whole was 

favourable in the period before 1914. This research will demonstrate that the two largest 

chemical plants in the Manchester area during the period 1900-1939, both dyestuffs works, 

were well supplied with qualified chemists, providing interesting evidence for the supply -  

demand discussion. Furthermore, there was a wide range of chemical firms in the 

Manchester area, and of firms in other industries, with a demand for chemists. Their 

investigation permits us to look at a second aspect of the ‘educational deficiency’ thesis, 

namely the alleged lack of British chemistry research.

1.3.4 Capacity for Research

Cardwell, Landes and Aldcroft all argued that failures in the supply of technical education 

and in the supply of scientists adversely affected research. Thus the main blame for poor 

performance in the chemical industry, especially the dyestuffs industry, has been laid on a 

lack of research during the period 1870-1900. In this assessment, historians have been 

able to pick up on contemporary doubts about the quality and quantity of university 

research in chemistry at the end of the nineteenth century. For example, Levinstein 

criticised English academics for their lack of original research in organic chemistry in

76 K. Trace, ‘The chemical industry,’ in G. Roderick and Stephens (1981), p. 155.
77 S. N. Broadberry, The productivity race. British manufacturing in international perspective, 1850-1990 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), p. 160.
78 Sir J. Clapham, An economic history o f modern Britain, 111: Machines and modern rivalries, 1887-1914 
(London: Cambridge University Press, 1938, reprinted 1968), p. 174. Average yearly exports o f chemicals 
drugs and dyes in 1911-1913 o f £21.0m compared favourably with imports o f £12.3m
79 H. W. Richardson, ‘Chemicals’ in Aldcroft (1968), p. 300.
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comparison to Germany. Cardwell argued that Levinstein’s own firm ‘did little research’ 

and suggested that W. H. Perkin Sr. withdrew from the industry partly due to the difficulty
O 1

of finding research chemists. As late as 1907, Professor Raphael Meldola, President of 

the Chemical Society, was still arguing that research was not understood, either nationally 

or publicly, and that most universities were failures as centres of research.82 Gordon 

Roderick and Michael Stephens took up the question of limited university research. They 

noted that Professor Moore of Liverpool blamed the problems of research on university 

funding when he said in 1911 that ‘no separate provision is made for the endowment of 

research.’ He added that ‘the result is a perpetual struggle between teaching and research’ 

for inadequate finance.83 Since administrators regarded research as a luxury, teaching 

normally won. Roderick and Stephens used the example of Liverpool to demonstrate that 

although wealthy industrialists endowed chairs at the civic universities as a matter of 

prestige, assistants’ salaries then had to come out of general college funds. The resultant 

low ratio of junior to professorial posts in the late nineteenth century had the effect that 

‘teaching duties tended to be heavy’, with the result that research was neglected.84

Moving to the history of British research in the first half of the twentieth century, 

one of the strongest critics of its inadequacy has been David Mowery. He argued that the 

low levels of industrial research, and the resulting poor innovative record, were a major 

cause of the economic decline of Britain.85 In his view, British industry relied too heavily 

in the inter-war years on the government-funded cooperative research organisations, while 

industrial research within firms was often fragmented and poorly coordinated with other 

functions. By contrast, David Edgerton pointed out that much of the discussion on the role 

of science and technology in the British decline was based on ‘historical and anecdotal

80 I. Levinstein, Chairman’s address to the SCI, November 1883, JSCI, 3 (1884), pp. 69-73.
81 Cardwell (1972), pp. 173-4.
82 R. Meldola, ‘Presidential Address’, Journal o f the Chemical Society, 91,1 (1907), pp. 626-59.
83 G. Roderick and M. Stephens, in Roderick and Stephens (1981), p. 10. Moore was Professor o f  
Biochemistry.
84 Roderick and Stephens (1981), p. 195.
85 D. C. Mowery in Elbaum and Lazonick (1986), pp. 189-222.
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cliché’ and suggested that ‘there are good reasons why a firm-based approach to the history 

of R & D’ could be particularly valuable.86 87 88 With Sally Horrocks, Edgerton strongly 

challenged the view that British firms had been deficient in their support of R & D in the 

early twentieth century. They argued that although it had Tong been an article of faith’ 

that the long-term decline of British industry has been due in part to failings in R & D, 

British industry performed R & D to a much greater extent than historians had appreciated. 

They demonstrated that the level of industrial R & D in Britain was comparable to that in 

Germany up to 1933, although much lower than that in the USA, and that British industry 

was neither scientifically nor technologically backward. Drawing on data from the 

extensive Federation of British Industry survey published in 1947, they added important 

nationwide financial data to our knowledge of research in Britain, including estimates of 

research spending and change over time. Edgerton and Horrocks pointed out that much 

literature on British R & D focused on state funded R & D and especially on the Research 

Associations, whereas in reality the expenditure by the Research Associations was trivial 

in comparison with that in private industry. They also found examples of firms carrying 

out R & D even before 1914. They also argued strongly that historians should not assume 

that a lack of published evidence of research means that it did not exist because much 

research had been kept secret, especially before 1914. Horrocks has suggested further that 

some firms even ‘played down earlier research activities’ in the 1930s in order to stress the 

progress which had been made subsequently.89

The work of Edgerton and Horrocks on scientific research in early-twentieth- 

century Britain has completely revised the way it is seen by historians. One reason for this

86 D. E. H. Edgerton, ‘Science and technology in British business history,’ Business History, 29 (1987) No 4, 
pp. 84-99.
87 D. E. H. Edgerton and S. M. Horrocks, ‘British industrial research and development before 1945’,
Economic History Review, 47 (1994), pp. 213-38.
88 Edgerton and Horrocks pointed out that Sanderson had already suggested in 1972 that concentration on the 
Research Associations was misplaced and that existing estimates o f total research spend were therefore 
underestimates; see Sanderson (1972), p. 245.
89 S. M. Horrocks, ‘Enthusiasm constrained? British industrial R & D and the transition from war to peace’, 
Business History, 41 ,3  (1999), pp. 42-63, see p. 47.
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is the quantitative data on which their arguments are based. In a similar way the emphasis 

in this thesis will also be on quantitative data, obtained by investigating the number of 

chemists, including research chemists, employed in the Manchester area.

1.4 CHEMIST SUPPLY AND DEMAND: SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Supply Chain Management offers a means of reinterpreting the historical question of the 

adequacy of supply of chemists. An important element in understanding the concept of the 

supply chain is that it is always demand-led. This term can be defined as ‘motivated or 

propelled by demand, especially from consumers.’90 Demand itself can be defined as ‘the 

desire of purchasers or consumers for a commodity’ whereas supply is defined as ‘the act 

of providing what is needed’.91 Accepting that we can define demand and establish a 

method of measuring it, we can then compare it with supply. By definition a supply is 

inadequate if it is less than the demand. The system then attempts to remedy this deficit, by 

increasing the supply. Part of the corrective mechanism involves price, which is the salary 

in the case of a chemist. If a commodity is in surplus then its price is usually depressed, 

which discourages supply; if there is a shortage, the price of the commodity tends to rise, 

which encourages supply. Chapter 5 argues that such influences can be seen in salaries at 

two Manchester factories. This topic has received relatively little attention in the literature, 

possibly due to lack of reliable information.

Supply Chain Management is used in the whole of industry and commerce today.92 

This research applies two of its basic principles: firstly the assumption that demand is 

always the driving force for supply and secondly the principle of automatic information 

feedback, which is characteristic of such systems. A study of the supply -  demand balance

90 The Concise Oxford Dictionary (Oxford: Oxford University Press 1995), p. 357.
91 The Concise Oxford Dictionary, pp. 357, 1400.
92 Supply chain management makes use o f integrated systems, which derive from MRP (material 
requirements planning) systems first introduced from the late 1950s in the USA. The author, originally a 
works chemist at CAC, worked as a consultant on supply chain systems, mainly in the German chemical 
industry.
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then allows us to consider the effect on both students and graduates of the attractiveness of 

chemistry as a career in the light of fluctuating economic conditions. In a conventional 

supply chain system, the forecast sales and the open orders for a commodity or service 

represent the demand. The system generates the appropriate resupply orders, or 

manufacturing orders, to ensure that these demands can be met in a timely manner. The 

system plans the capacities to fulfill these orders, allocating the necessary resources of both 

personnel and equipment. The system responds automatically and rapidly to changes in 

demand, keeping all parts of the system informed simultaneously. If the demand falls, the 

resupply orders are reduced, as are the orders for the raw materials required. If demand 

increases then the manufacturing or resupply orders are also increased as are those for the 

raw materials. The time taken to produce a commodity is a function of its complexity and 

the speed of obtaining raw materials and is known as the lead time. This is in general the 

minimum time for the system to respond. Inside the lead time it is not normally possible to 

amend the manufacturing or supply programme. Where lead times are particularly long, as 

is certainly the case in the university training of chemists, there is an enhanced risk of 

temporary over- or under-supply.93 94 If demand cannot be satisfied, Supply Chain 

Management allows us to consider alternatives including sourcing from other suppliers and 

the use of substitutes. Applying these principles to chemists, examples of such alternatives 

are readily identifiable and are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

In this study, we are using Supply Chain Management as a tool to analyse a real 

system, the demand for and the supply of chemists into all sectors of their employment. 

Since demand is the driving force for the system, then as demand increases or falls, supply 

will adjust itself according to the demand, albeit with a certain lag. Thus it is illogical to 

expect to understand the system by starting from the supply end. We should analyse 

changes of demand instead, because normality is the economic cycle, not a steady state

93 Gattoma and Walters (1996).
94 Lead time o f tyres to a car plant might be in minutes; 3-4 years for a graduate is long in comparison.



demand. Such changes might be on the macro scale, where the economy of the whole 

country has been affected, or at the level of individual industries or individual firms due to 

changes which have a more restricted impact. Indeed, contemporary comment recognised 

the importance of demand, although the recent historiography tends to emphasise supply.

Supply Chain Management principles are well suited to examining what really 

happened to chemists. For example, Aldcroft suggested that many science and technology 

students in Britain ‘drifted into teaching or emigrated because of the lack of suitable 

openings.’95 This thesis re-examines arguments of this type from a quantitative viewpoint 

by studying the full range of employment of chemists in industry, education, commerce 

and public bodies in the Manchester area. It examines changes in type of employment over 

time, chemists’ mobility and movements into and out of the Manchester area, relating such 

changes to the economic climate of the period. It considers all routes to the supply of 

chemists when examining changes in the supply -  demand balance. Its aim is to estimate 

reasonably accurate numbers of chemists employed in the Manchester study area.
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1.5 MEASURING THE DEMAND FOR CHEMISTS

The demand for chemists has been measured in various ways. One of the first guesstimates 

of the number of chemists working in industry in Britain was made in 1902 by (Sir) James 

Dewar, the President of the British Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS), 

who estimated that there were 1500 of them. Since they were employed in industry they 

provided evidence of the demand for chemists. He based his estimate on the approximately 

500 members of the SCI who replied to a BAAS survey, and multiplied by three, 

presumably to allow for those who did not reply and those chemists who were not

95 D. H. Aldcroft, ‘The economy, management and foreign competition,’ in Roderick and Stephens (1981), 
pp. 24-5.



members of the SCI.96 Donald Cardwell described this number as ‘very liberal.’97 More 

recently, James Donnelly suggested that Dewar’s estimate should be more than doubled: 

he suggested that there were 3500 chemists in Britain at the beginning of the twentieth 

century by estimating that half of the 3500 SCI membership at that time were industrial 

chemists, then doubling to allow for an estimate that only half of all chemists were 

members of the SCI.98 In 1926, a contemporary estimate was that there were ‘some 10,000 

persons earning a livelihood by the practice of chemistry’.99 For 1933, Sally Horrocks 

calculated a figure of 10,000 to 12,000 chemists in industry.100 By 1942, the Ministry of 

Labour’s Central Register had the names of 20,000 chemists on it.101 Robin Mackie has 

recently used census, society membership and university records to count the total number 

of chemists in Scotland in the period 1910-1939. He estimates 700 chemists working in 

all sectors in Scotland in 1910-12, and 2100 chemists for the period 1936-9, which is three 

times as many as in 1910-12. Mackie’s figures for 1910-12 suggest that Donnelly’s 

estimate of 3500 working in British industry is too low; those for 1936-39 imply that the 

Central Register figures are about right.103

Comparison of such estimates is complicated by the fact that they have been done 

on different bases. Some are of industry only. Industry, including research, was the major 

source of demand. However, it is important also to consider chemists in education, 

commerce and the public sector. In this research, estimates of the demand for chemists will 

be made for industry. For all other sectors of employment, those chemists who can be 

identified will be counted.
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96 Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 72 (1902), pp. 3-50.
97 Cardwell (1972), p. 207.
98 J. F. Donnelly (1996), p. 781.
99 A. M. Carr-Saunders and P. A. Wilson, The Professions (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1933, reprinted 
1964), p. 169.
100 S. M. Horrocks, from The Industrial Chemist, 8 (1933), p. 37, quoted in U. Marsch, Zwischen 
Wissenschaft und Wirtschaft: Industrieforschung in Deutschland und Grossbritannien, 1880-1936 
(Paderborn: Ferdinand Schoeningh, 2000), p. 291.
101 C. A. Russell, N. G. Coley and G. K. Roberts, Chemists by profession. The origins and rise o f the Royal 
Institute of Chemistry (Milton Keynes, The Open University Press and the R1C, 1977), p. 250.
102 R. Mackie (2007), p. 70-72.
103 Scotland had roughly 10% of the UK chemical industry; Census o f Production 1935



Academic supply of graduate chemists in a given period can be determined fairly 

precisely, provided the college and other records are complete. For example, Roderick and 

Stephens have provided useful information about the output of graduate scientists in the 

late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, including cumulative totals of the supply of 

graduate chemists.104 But academic supply is unreliable as a definitive guide to the 

provision of chemists because it may be subject to an unknown degree of attrition due to 

illness, accident, death, migration, change of career, or unemployment. Furthermore, 

academic supply is not the sole source of chemists. By contrast, demand, as represented by 

the employment of chemists, is a more reliably inclusive number because it takes account 

of all routes to the status of chemist. However, as Donnelly points out, ‘industrial demand 

is commonly recognised to be more difficult to investigate than the supply side, 

represented by academic provision.’105 The measurement of employment demand is 

important because demand reflects industrial success or failure and is directly affected by 

economic and industrial factors. However, as we noted above, changes in supply tend to be 

a delayed response to economic factors, due to the long lead times.

But the main advantage of demand measurement is that it provides us with actual 

numbers which can be used to challenge or confirm the arguments of the historiography of 

decline. For example, we can recast the argument of Mowery and Rosenberg by saying that 

the number of chemists in the Manchester area provides a measure of the success or failure 

of local employers in placing demands on the British educational system, or of the success 

of local educational institutions in meeting the demands of local employers.106 Therefore, if 

we measure chemist employment in the area, the number of chemists should reflect the 

local demand for scientific and technical education. A further advantage of demand 

measurement is that it explores how entry and exit is related to fluctuations in demand. 

Furthermore, it excludes all of those graduates who have decided to leave chemistry and

104 Roderick and Stephens (1974), pp. 41-63.
105 J. F. Donnelly (1991), p. 3.
106 Mowery and Rosenberg (1989) p. 109.
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make some different career. Conversely, it includes all chemists regardless of their origin; 

it includes chemistry graduates, and importantly, it also includes those who became 

chemists via other routes.

1.6 AIMS AND STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

1.6.1 Aims

Although the issue of Britain’s relative economic decline continues to interest historians, 

the long-running argument about scientific and technical education and Britain’s economic 

decline has now reached maturity. The argument that the supply of technologists was 

adequate at the beginning of the twentieth century is now becoming the consensus 

opinion. Building on the perspectives of Donnelly, who refuted arguments that most 

chemistry and science graduates went into teaching, and Edgerton and Horrocks, who 

strongly challenged the view that research in Britain was at a much lower level than in 

other European countries, this study adopts a regional approach, examining demand for 

chemists in the Manchester area in order to provide a more quantitative perspective on the 

question of the adequacy of the supply of scientists and technologists in Britain in the 

twentieth century up to the outbreak of World War II. Chemists were the largest 

identifiable group of scientists in the period. The Northwest as a whole contained 

approximately one quarter of the British chemical industry at the time. Manchester had not 

only a significant part of the dyestuffs industry, but a wide range of other industry and 

commerce including examples of the newer industries as well as the old staples. 

Manchester also had a major university and a major technical college. Thus it is an ideal 

locus for a study of scientific and technical education and demand for chemists in industry. 

By studying the demand for chemists and for chemistry education at the disaggregated 

level of the individual firm in Manchester, this research aims to obtain firm numbers to 

107 ‘Introduction’ in Dormois and Dintenfass, eds (1999), p. 3.



carry the debate forward on a quantitative basis and investigate the view that the local 

demand for chemists was satisfactorily supplied throughout the period. The methodology 

aims to construct a comprehensive list of individual establishments with a potential 

demand for chemists; it uses a ‘firm-based’ or ‘bottom-up’ method of calculation unlike 

estimates based on census records or society membership. This will make it possible to 

provide actual numbers to refute firmly both the ‘educational deficiency’ and the ‘research 

deficiency’ concepts for the Manchester area. This research examines the effects of the 

considerable increase in technical education in the Manchester area from the 1880s, 

estimating the number of chemists there up to the outbreak of World War II. This research 

will balance the debate by confirming the extent of the demand for chemists in the 

Manchester area in all sectors of employment, examining whether supply and demand for 

chemists were essentially in balance for much of the period. The presence of a satisfactory 

supply -  demand balance would make it unlikely that deficiencies in the supply of 

chemists were responsible for decline in any sector of the chemical industry.

1.6.2 Structure of the Thesis

Chapter 2 introduces the Manchester area and explains its relevance for this study. It 

describes the principal industries of the area, concentrating on those which employed 

chemists. It compares quantitative data on employment in industry in Manchester with data 

for the Northwest, and for the UK as a whole. It outlines some of the economic problems 

the region faced, notably its dependency on cotton textiles and the resulting periods of 

serious unemployment. It notes the history of scientific societies in Manchester. Finally, it 

describes the three colleges chosen to explore routes into employment as a chemist, Owens 

College (later the Victoria University of Manchester), the Manchester Municipal Technical 

School and the Stockport Technical School.

Chapter 3 turns to the sources and the methodology used in the research. Creating
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as accurate as possible an assessment of the employment of chemists in the Manchester 

area was central to this project and this chapter explains how this was done. It starts with 

definitions of some of the key concepts and then analyses the sources which made it 

possible to identify many chemists by name and locate their workplaces. However, such 

data remains fragmentary, and so other methods were required to estimate the total demand 

for chemists. The main such method was based on the rateable value of individual firms, a 

technique that has been used by other historians. The chapter explains this method and 

considers its strengths and weaknesses.

Chapter 4 uses the methods described in Chapter 3 to identify over 500 

manufacturing establishments in the Manchester area and to estimate the number of 

chemists employed in them. It does this for four dates in the period 1902-1936. It also lists 

the chemists who have been identified by name at the same four dates. It uses data on the 

identified chemists to demonstrate the increasing numbers of chemists in the various 

sectors which employed them. It also uses the data to demonstrate the increasing level of 

qualification of chemists over the period studied.

Chapter 5 fleshes out the quantitative data of Chapter 4 by looking at specific 

examples of the employment of chemists in industry in the Manchester area by means of a 

number of case studies of firms active in the region. The firms have been selected to 

provide a cross-section of industry, including major firms, such as The Clayton Aniline 

Company, and many smaller ones. The chapter provides an analysis of the wide range of 

employment open to chemists in the area including industry, education, commerce and the 

public sector. It notes the rapid increase in the number of research chemists in the 

Manchester area. It discusses several examples of career paths in Manchester from training 

through to employment as chemists, including information on salaries.

Next, Chapter 6 looks at the supply of and demand for chemists in the Manchester 

area over time, and how this was affected by in- and out- migration and movements into
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alternative employment. It relates fluctuations in supply and demand to the rapidly 

changing economic conditions of the period. By considering the supply of chemists over 

time and the employment of chemists in the Manchester area, it becomes clear that any 

deficiency in the supply during the period studied was short-term and related to sudden 

spikes in demand. It also notes that the long lead time in supply meant that there were short 

periods of over-supply when demand was suddenly reduced.

Chapter 7, the concluding chapter, summarises the findings of the research and 

considers their implications for debates about Britain’s relative decline. In brief, it argues 

that the number of chemists employed in the Manchester area was much higher than 

previously realised; indeed, that demand for chemists was already high in 1902 and rose 

thereafter. It suggests that all industries that employed chemists were adequately supplied 

throughout the entire period. If we generalize from the regional to the national, and since 

the availability of chemists in the more prosperous areas of Britain should have been at 

least comparable to that of Manchester, failings in the supply of chemists should not have

been a factor in the decline of Britain.
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2. INDUSTRY AND EDUCATION IN THE MANCHESTER AREA

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The Manchester area is an excellent locus for a case study of the demand for chemists in 

the first four decades of the twentieth century: it was at the centre of a major industrial 

region with large chemical and chemically-related industries and it had prominent 

institutions for scientific and technical education, which were well-known for their 

teaching of chemistry. Its industries, dyestuffs in particular, provide examples of policies 

which have been the basis of discussions about the sufficiency of scientific and technical 

education for Britain’s economy. Moreover, excellent records survive of Manchester’s 

colleges and sufficient of its industry to carry out an effective investigation.

This thesis investigates a geographical area consisting of Manchester, Stockport 

and Trafford Park, which is referred to throughout as ‘the Manchester area’; its precise 

boundaries will be given in Chapter 3. All references to ‘the Manchester area’ from this 

chapter on refer specifically to this study area. This chapter provides an overview of 

industry generally in the Manchester area over the period 1902-1936. Taking numbers of 

employees as the criterion, it compares the size of those industries that employed chemists 

to the size of like industries in the Northwest and in Britain as a whole, in order to set them 

in a regional and national context. The chapter also describes the development of scientific 

and technical education, particularly chemistry education, in the area.

Manchester, arguably the world’s first modem industrial city, grew around the 

confluence of three rivers, the Irwell, Irk and Medlock.1 Its growth was stimulated by 

ready access to water, for transport, for water power and for industrial processes including 

bleaching, dyeing, printing and finishing, which were essential for its core industry, the 

production of cotton textiles. The river valleys simplified the building of canals in the

1 M. Girouard, M., Cities and people (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985), p.257; G.Timmins, Made in 
Lancashire. A history o f regional industrialisation (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1998).



eighteenth century, which greatly cheapened the cost of the transport of coal and aided the 

rapid spread of steam power for the growing textile industry. Many cotton mills were built 

on sites adjacent to the canals to facilitate the inward transport of coal and of raw baled 

cotton, imported through Liverpool, and the outward shipment of finished goods. Other 

raw materials, including plentiful supplies of coal, salt, sand and limestone were all within 

easy reach. Even the clay on which the city stood was suitable for brick manufacture, and 

the brick-built mills of the Ancoats area of Manchester marked the start of its industrial 

revolution of the eighteenth century. Several of the large brick-built textile warehouses of 

the Victorian era, which now survive as luxury hotels and apartments, are a testament to 

both the enormous manufacturing output and the import and export trade of the city in the 

nineteenth century. It has been argued that Manchester was a prime example of an 

industrial city: ‘the pattern which had been pioneered in Manchester was to be repeated, 

with variations, all over the world’.2 The city of Manchester grew rapidly from a 

population of more than 300,000 in 1851, to 543,872 in 1901, 714,333 in 1911, 730,307 in 

1921 and 766,311 in 1931.3 Neighbouring Stockport had population 94,422 in 1901 and 

125,490 in 1931.4 This speed of growth created its own problems as the city gradually got 

to grips with sanitation, water supply and the appalling mortality rate. The city was also at 

the heart of a wider urban industrial region with a number of satellite towns.5
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2.2 INDUSTRY IN THE MANCHESTER AREA AND ITS REGION

2.2.1 The Manchester Area as an Industrial Complex

As the centre of a region with a complex set of inter-related industries, the Manchester area

2 M. Girouard (1985), p. 269. Girouard described its development from small beginnings, the acceleration of 
its growth, the hurriedly erected housing, the problems of over-rapid growth, the development o f city 
government, public services, water, sanitation, education, public health and other institutions, then with 
wealth, its societies and the arts, relating this ‘pattern’ o f  city development to other world examples.
3 Census figures from Official Handbook 1988-89 (Manchester: Manchester City Council, 1988), p. 196.
4 Census o f England and Wales, 1901,1931 (London: HMSO, 1934).
5 R. F. Bud and G. K. Roberts, Science versus practice: chemistry in Victorian Britain (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1984), p. 32.
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provides an example of what historians have termed a ‘cluster’, that is an ‘agglomeration 

of industries connected by common products, technologies, markets (either of supply or 

demand) or institutional frameworks’.6 7 Clusters are seen as having three main 

advantageous features which support infrastructural, technological and economic 

development and success: the building up of a local workforce with similar skills, input- 

output advantages because of opportunities for local outsourcing and the possibility of
n

technology spillover from one industry to another to the advantage of all. Douglas Famie 

has demonstrated how the city region of Manchester was totally transformed by the cotton 

industry, and the resultant linkages into building, engineering, chemicals, communication, 

transport, trade and banking.8 This development influenced the whole of southeast 

Lancashire so that by 1889 the area could be considered as a single workshop. The 

symbiotic relationship of its clusters, including Manchester, made Lancashire by the late 

nineteenth century the leading county in England in nine major industries based on 

employee numbers (metal working and engineering; coal mining; print, bleach and dye 

works; glass manufacture; alkali manufacture; soap and candles; chemical works including 

dyes; rubber manufacture and saw mills).9

Most of the industries of the Manchester area had a demand for chemists. Indeed, 

the Chemical and Allied Trades Committee of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce, 

which was established in 1890, embraced a wide range in its definition of ‘allied trades’; in 

addition to chemicals, it listed rubber, textile dyeing and printing, papermaking and glass 

manufacture.10 Of course, many of the chemical firms of the Northwest had their origin in

6J. F. Wilson and A. Popp, eds, Industrial clusters and regional business networks in England, 1750-1970 
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2003).
7 M. Steiner, ‘The discrete charm o f clusters: an introduction,’ in Clusters and regional specialisation, ed. by 
M. Steiner (London: Pion, 1998), pp. 3-4; A recent article gives a good example o f  technology spillover in 
late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century Germany, J. Streb, J. Baten and S. Yin, ‘Technological and 
geographical knowledge spillover in the German Empire 1877-1918, Economic History Review, 59, 2 (2006), 
pp. 347-373.
8 D. A. Famie, ‘The role o f  the cotton industry in economic development’, in The fibre that changed the 
world, ed. by D. A. Famie and D. J. Jeremy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), pp. 557-83.
9 Famie, p. 562.
10 Manchester Chamber o f Commerce, Chemical and Allied Trades Committee Minute Book No. 1, 1890- 
1901, Manchester Central Library Local Studies Archive, Ref. M8/4/9.



supplying the needs of the textile trade. The textile dyeing and finishing industry required a 

particularly large range of chemicals, including bleaching chemicals, dyestuffs, finishing 

agents, sizes and gums to strengthen the textiles, textile oils, general lubricants, thickening 

agents for printing pastes, mordants for fixing the dyes and soaps and detergents to wash 

the finished products.11 Thus the general business climate for textiles directly affected 

much of the chemical industry in the area.

This complex of chemical industries in Manchester and the Northwest led to their 

becoming a magnet for Continental chemists. The German chemist, Ludwig Mond (1839- 

1909) when setting up a factory in Widnes wrote in 1872 ‘... there is nowhere in the world 

where a factory could be set up with such ease and small capital, and where such working 

power can be found’12 Other immigrants included Ivan Levinstein (1845-1916), a Berliner, 

who as a young man founded the Blackley works for the manufacture of dyestuffs in 1865, 

and Charles Dreyfus (1848-1935) an Alsatian chemist from Mulhouse who, after working 

in the Lancashire dyestuffs industry, founded the Clayton Aniline Company in 1876 for the 

manufacture of nitrobenzene and aniline. Even earlier, two noted German chemists, 

Heinrich Caro and Carl Martius, who were later to have major careers in the German 

dyestuffs industry, had worked for some years at the Manchester firm of Roberts, Dale and 

Company, founded in Combrook in 1853.14 Unfortunately, the Manchester dyestuffs 

industry was not as successful as the closely networked German dyestuffs firms.15

The dependence of the Manchester area cluster and the whole of the Northwest on 

cotton textiles well into the twentieth century had unfortunate consequences when textile 

business was lost during the interwar years due to increased competition in international
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1' Famie, p. 561, lists a few o f the enormous range o f ‘consumables’ that went into the textile industry.
12 A. Popp, in Wilson and Popp (2003), pp. 208-28; Letter from Ludwig Mond, quoted in D. W. F. Hardie, A 
history o f the chemical industry in Widnes (ICI General Chemicals Division, 1950), p. 64.
13 M. R. Fox, Dye-makers o f Great Britain 1856-1976 (Manchester: Imperial Chemical Industries pic, 1987), 
p. 10; E. N. Abrahart, The Clayton Aniline Company Ltd 1876-1976 (Manchester: Clayton Aniline Company 
Ltd, 1976), p. 13.
14 Fox, pp. 125-6. Roberts, Dale & Co had manufactured picric acid from an early date. Picric acid had a 
minor use as a yellow dye for silk; such use from the late 1840s makes it arguably the oldest coal-tar dye.
15 J. P. Murmann, Knowledge and competitive advantage. The co-evolution o f firms, technology and national 
institutions (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), p. 79.



markets from lower-cost producers. The fate of the region may be seen as typical for older 

clusters which were prone to decline when there was inadequate replacement of the old 

staples with newer industries. As of 1929, 56% of the total insured employed persons in 

Lancashire still worked in three of the old staple industries: cotton, engineering and coal 

mining.16 17 Lancashire’s dependency on cotton textiles led to high unemployment whenever 

problems affected the industry. Thus the downturn of 1921 led to severe unemployment in 

the Northwest (formally, Lancashire plus Cheshire); that of 1931 was even worse. Census 

o f Production data confirms this; the total of manufacturing jobs in Lancashire and 

Cheshire fell from 1,442,000 in 1924 to 1,232,910 in 1935.18 The national unemployment 

data in Table 2.1 shows clearly the regional nature of the economic problems of 1931-32. 

Table 2.1 also includes unemployment data for three important individual industrial 

sectors, pig iron, cotton textiles and chemicals.
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Table 2.1: Percentage Unemployed in Britain 1929-1936, by Region and Industry

R E G IO N 1929 1932 1936
London 4 .7 12.6 6.4
S ou theas t 3.3 12.0 5.0
S o u th w e s t 6.0 14.8 7.1
M id lands 9.5 21 .2 8.6
N ortheas t 12.6 29 .8 17.5
N orthw es t 12.8 26 .8 16.4
S co tland 10.9 25 .9 15.8
W a les 18.1 37 .3 29 .0

S E LE C T E D  IN D U S T R IE S
C hem ica ls 6.5 17.3 9.2
Pig iron 14.4 43 .8 16.6
C o tton  T ex tiles 12.9 30 .6 16.7
Source: T. Hatton, ‘Unemployment and the labour market in inter-war Britain’ in The economic history of 
Britain since 1700, Volume 2: 1860-1939 ed. by R. Floud and D. N. McCloskey (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, Second Edition, 1994), p. 374.

16 An industrial survey o f the Lancashire area excluding Merseyside: made for the Board o f Trade by the
University o f Manchester (London: HMSO, 1932) p. 28.
17 Both the National Census of England and Wales and the Census o f Production o f the United Kingdom use 
this definition, regarding Lancashire and Cheshire as a single region for census purposes. The industrial split 
between the counties was unequal with Lancashire having a larger population and more industry than 
Cheshire. Cheshire was mainly an agricultural county, though it had a major alkali industry based on the salt 
deposits near Northwich. The industry o f its northeast comer was similar to that o f neighbouring southeast 
Lancashire with cotton textiles, bleaching, dyeing and calico printing. Stockport also specialised in hatting.
18 Final Report on the Fifth Census of Production of the United Kingdom, 1935 (London: HMSO, 1938-44).
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Table 2.1 indicates that unemployment in the Northwest was higher than in the south of 

Britain, but similar to other areas in the north. This regional imbalance between north and 

south continued in the 1930s despite national signs of recovery.19 20 21 22 It has been suggested 

that one of the key features of a cluster -  the specialised skills and industrial experience of 

its workforce -  was in fact a disadvantage in the context of a downturn, because it tended 

to discourage migration to more prosperous regions. Table 2.1 also suggests that, 

nationally, unemployment in the chemicals industry was less marked than in the cotton 

textiles industry, but note how chemical unemployment can be seen as moving in step with 

both textile unemployment and general unemployment.

Historians have often drawn a distinction between ‘Inner Britain’ (the Southeast 

and Midlands), which experienced a net increase in the number of factories during the 

1920s and 1930s, and ‘Outer Britain’ (the Northwest, Northeast and Scotland), which 

experienced a net decrease, even in the recovery phase of the 1930s. This difference is 

confirmed by the statistics of new firm start-ups in the interwar years. An analysis of new 

firms from the Registry o f Business Names highlights the gains made by the Southeast and 

the Midlands. In contrast, the areas of the old staple industries, especially those at the 

geographical periphery of Britain in the North, South Wales and Scotland, which had been 

very successful in the nineteenth century, fared badly. Two thirds of the new firms were in 

the service sector, many being in the Southeast. Indeed, the new firms contributed to ‘the 

persistence of regional disparities.’ Only occasional examples of new manufacturing 

industries, for example artificial silk, leather cloth, rubber etc. helped certain areas, like 

Manchester, to achieve a modest recovery.

19 D. H. Aldcroft, The British economy, Vol.l, The years of turmoil 1920-1951 (London: Wheatsheaf, 1986), 
p. 119.

20 T. Hatton, ‘Unemployment and the labour market in inter-war Britain’ in R. Floud and D. N. McCloskey,
eds The economic history of Britain since 1700, 2nd edn, Volume 2: 1860-1939 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1994), p. 376.
21 N. von Tunzelmann, ‘Britain 1900-45: a survey’, in The economic history of Britain since 1700, Volume 2: 
1860 to the 1970s, ed. by R. C. Floud and D. N. McCloskey (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), 
p. 244.
22 J. S. Foreman-Peck, ‘Seedcom or chaff? New firm formation and the performance o f  the interwar
economy’, Economic History Review, 38 (1985), pp. 402-22, especially p. 412.



Various reasons have been suggested for the decline of the Manchester cluster. 

Some have seen it as part of a cyclical process, positing a four-stage life cycle for an 

industrial cluster involving: achieving critical mass, take-off, peak entry and finally, 

saturation. Applying this four- stage principle to the Manchester cluster, John Wilson and 

John Singleton set the critical mass at 1780 and the take-off in the period 1780-1850. They 

argued that the peak-entry phase -  where rate of growth falls, innovation is rare and 

competition increases from low-cost producers -  corresponded to the period 1850-1920.23 24 

Further, they considered that the Manchester cluster in general responded inadequately to 

the challenges of the second industrial revolution in the late nineteenth century. 

Unfortunately, saturation was reached precisely at the point of the general economic 

downturn in the interwar years. Consequently, this study is interested in the later part of the 

peak-entry phase because its dates correspond roughly to those of the ‘where did we go 

wrong’ argument.25 For Swann, single technology clusters did not have the Tasting power’ 

of diversified clusters because ‘diversity promotes longevity’.26

Some historians have argued that entrepreneurial failure caused the region’s 

problems. The close networks and interlocking directorates of interwar Lancashire textile 

firms hindered restructuring.27 Their reaction to the cotton industry’s problems has been 

described as the result of dysfunctional business networks in Manchester and the 

surrounding towns, leading to defensive collusion among manufacturers and merchants. 

The aggressive changes that were necessary to revitalise the region took place only in 

individual firms in other industries. From this perspective, Manchester textile industrialists 

and merchants failed to act as sufficiently vigorous ‘change agents’, especially in the

47

23 G. M. P. Swann and M. Prevezer, ‘Introduction’, in The dynamics o f industrial clustering, ed. by G. M. P. 
Swann, M. Prevezer and D. Stout (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), p. 6.
24 J. F. Wilson and J. Singleton, ‘The Manchester industrial district, 1750-1939: Clustering, networking and 
performance’, in Wilson and Popp, 2003, pp. 44-67; on the timing o f the downturn in Lancashire industry see 
also, Timmins, p. 273.
25 G. Roderick and M. Stephens, eds, Where did we go wrong? Industrial performance, education and the 
economy in Victorian Britain (Basingstoke: Falmer, 1981).
26 G. M. P. Swann, ‘Clustering in high technology industries’, in Swann, Prevezer and Stout (1998), p 64.
27 S. Toms and I. Filatotchev, ‘Networks, corporate governance and the decline o f  the Lancashire textile 
industry, 1860-1980’, in Wilson and Popp (2003), pp. 68-89.



economic downturn of the 1920s. Others have argued however that an element of inertia 

in the Mancunian response was understandable. Low cost barriers to entry are not always 

helpful if there are high barriers to exit.29 Thus in the case of the cotton industry, the high 

barrier to exit, that is the high cost of rationalisation, conditioned the industry’s thinking up 

to 1939 so that the total rationalisation that was needed was unthinkable for Lancashire 

industrialists, leading to inertia. In effect, the ‘old networks’ which had fed a long period of 

expansion became fossilized, unable to cope adequately with the saturation phase of 

development, when new strategies and diversification were needed.30

Michael Dintenfass and Lars Sandberg have argued that there was, in fact, an 

element of common sense in the Manchester response. Had Lancashire invested more 

heavily in new machinery, the losses would have been even greater than they actually were 

when the inevitable shifts in world supply of cotton goods occurred.31 For example, in the 

case of the New England cotton trade, new investment failed totally to avoid collapse, so 

Lancashire inertia in the same period could be interpreted as a sensible decision. Indeed, 

Sandberg has argued that although failure to keep up with technological progress leads to 

decline, heavy investment in new technology is a waste of money if the comparative 

advantage has already been lost.32 There was an example of such waste in Stockport in 

1938 where two cotton-spinning mills were totally re-equipped, yet never restarted work.33 

Rather than a result of serious management failings, Sandberg saw the problems of 

Lancashire as a period of painful adjustment because cotton textiles were primarily an 

export industry that could not be protected by domestic tariffs, and which suffered an 

inevitable loss of competitive advantage.34 So far, we have dealt mainly with decline. 

However, new investment provided a more positive picture.

28 Wilson and Singleton, in Wilson and Popp (2003), pp. 44-67; Toms and Filatotchev, in Wilson and Popp 
(2003), pp. 68-89.
29 J. F. Wilson and A. Popp, ‘Conclusion,’ in Wilson and Popp (2003), p. 275.
30 Wilson and Singleton, in Wilson and Popp (2003), p. 66.
31 M. Dintenfass, The decline of industrial Britain 1870-1980 (London: Routledge, 1992), p. 21.
32 L. G. Sandberg, ‘The entrepreneur and technological change’, in Floud and McCloskey (1981), p. 101.
33 A. N. Swinfin, Personal Recollections (2006).
34 L. G. Sandberg, Lancashire in decline: a study in entrepreneurship, technology and international trade 
(Ohio: Ohio State University Press, 1974), pp. 223-4.
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2.2.2 New Investment

If the history of the old staples was one of resistance to change, new investment did occur 

in other sectors. Infrastructural investments were important to the area already in the late 

nineteenth century. It had by then an extensive railway network. This was supplemented 

from 1894 by the Manchester Ship Canal, linking a new dock area close to the city centre 

to the sea in the Mersey estuary, thus avoiding the double handling previously involved in 

importing and exporting via Liverpool. The Canal provided industrial sites along its banks. 

The Cooperative Wholesale Society (CWS), for example, immediately opened a soap 

works near Manchester on a site adjacent to the canal. Similarly, Trafford Park Industrial 

Estate was opened in 1897 on a 1200-acre site adjacent to the Manchester Ship Canal.

Although larger than others at the time, it was typical of many new industrial 

developments in the UK, which were often on greenfield sites.36 The estate employed 

12,000 by the end of 1903 increasing to 50,000 by 1939 in 200 plants, including several 

investments from American firms.37 Trafford Park also made specific sites available for 

smaller firms, recognising the importance of such firms in the Manchester economy.

The new industrial estates in Britain often included newer industries such as 

electrical engineering, chemicals, food, motor vehicles, rubber and plastics, and this was 

certainly the case at Trafford Park. Major chemical investments there included soap, 

lubricant and dyestuff manufacture. The electrical engineering industry has also been seen 

as successful, although much of it consisted of the offshoots of US firms.38 For example, 

Trafford Park had already attracted the American electrical engineering firm, 

Westinghouse, by 1902. Of the 247,948 persons in the electrical engineering industry 

nationally in 1935, Lancashire and Cheshire had a 19.6% share of the UK total, most of it 

concentrated in Trafford Park. Scotland and the north of England had almost nothing. The

35 Timmins, p. 232.
36 P. Scott, ‘Industrial estates and British industrial development, 1897-1939’, Business History, 43, 2 (2001), 
pp. 73-98; R. Nicholls, Trafford Park (Chichester: Phillimore, 1996), p. 38.
37 P. Scott (2001), p. 74; See also R. Nicholls (1996).
38 R. E. Catterall, ‘Electrical engineering’ in British industry between the wars. Instability and industrial 
development, ed. by N. K. Buxton and D. H. Aldcroft (London: Scolar, 1979), p. 270.



wider use and flexibility of electrical power meant that new industries could go where they 

wanted, providing further problems for the old industrial clusters. The Ship Canal aided the 

import of raw materials, including grain and oil seeds, and consequently there were several 

major food industry investments. The Northwest food industry used graduate chemists at 

an early date and it has been argued that this was one industry where British productivity 

compared favourably at the time with the United States and the rest of the world.39 In total, 

the Northwest had a 24% share of the new industrial estates, but because they were 

concentrated on the Lancashire periphery in Manchester and at Bromborough on the 

Mersey estuary, the gains were geographically restricted. Several rubber firms were 

located in Manchester; as older products declined, new ones maintained their business.40

Interestingly, the importance of such developments was not always given sufficient 

recognition by contemporaries. A descriptive survey of Manchester industry by Professor 

Henry Clay and Russell Brady in 1929 concentrated on the old staples that had already run 

into increased competition, as though these were the only industries worth considering.41 

The only new industry described was electrical engineering. The survey ignored industries 

like rubber, chemicals, paper, printing, food, drink and oilseed milling, dealing with 

Trafford Park in just one sentence. This suggests that absorption with industries that had 

served the area so well in the past hindered an interest in newer ones. However, Professor 

Clay had himself recognised that a purge of all but the most efficient cotton firms was a 

precondition of the industry’s revival.42 This solution seems to have been too radical for 

the industry. The paradox was that the new thinking represented by new investments in 

Manchester, and the old, represented by the cotton industry, existed side by side from 

1900, without much interaction between the two.

The instances of foreign multinationals’ investing directly in production facilities in

39 S. Pollard, Britain’s prime and Britain's decline: the British economy, 1870-1914 (London: Edward 
Arnold, 1989), p. 51.
40 S. Levitt, ‘Manchester Mackintoshes: A history o f the rubberised garment trade in Manchester’, Textile 
History, 17, 1 (1986), pp. 51-70.
41 H. Clay and K. R. Brady, Manchester at work (Manchester, 1929).
42 J. F. Wilson and J. Singleton in Wilson and Popp (2003), p. 66.
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the UK during the period 1900-1939 have been examined.43 An analysis of a database of 

471 firms showed clearly that the majority of such investments occurred in the Southeast, 

with the periphery, especially the north and Scotland, receiving virtually no foreign 

investment.44 The main exception was the Northwest, but with only 10.5% of the total 

number of investments. Analysis of this data by industry shows that of 80 chemical 

investments, 70% were in the Southeast and 11% in the Northwest. A study of foreign 

direct investment in the British chemical industry prior to 1918 showed that most of the 

investments were in the more prosperous Southeast, although there were several in the 

Manchester area.45 It has been suggested that the British Patent Act of 1907 encouraged 

German and Swiss dyestuff manufacturers to set up in the UK, a trend that was later 

reinforced by British protectionism.46 For example, the German firm, Bayer 

[Farbenfabriken vorm. Friedr. Bayer & Co], showed some interest in taking over the 

Clayton Aniline Company in Manchester in 1908; a controlling interest was eventually 

acquired by the Swiss Firm, the Society of Chemical Industry in Basle in 1911.47

This blend of industries in the Northwest still had problems during periods of major 

economic difficulty, because the investments in newer industries, important though they 

were, were not large enough to compensate fully for the considerable reduction in the 

cotton textile business which occurred during the interwar years. Furthermore, because the 

dyeing and finishing sectors of the textile industry of the Northwest were major customers 

of the chemical industry, a downturn in one automatically affected the other. Nevertheless, 

it would be wrong to portray Manchester as an area in decline, because there was 

considerable evidence of rejuvenation.

43 P. Scott, ‘The location o f early overseas multinationals in Britain 1900-1939. Patterns and determinants.’ 
Regional Studies, 32 (1998), pp. 489-501.
44 F. Bostock and G. Jones, 1994, ‘Foreign multinationals in British manufacturing 1850-1962’, Business 
History, 36 (1994) pp. 89-121.
45 A. Hagen, ‘Patent legislation and German FDI in the British chemical industry before 1914,’ Business 
History Review (1997), 71, 3, pp. 351-80. A. Hagen, ‘German direct investment in the UK, 1871-1918’, 
Business History (1999), 41 ,2 , pp. 37-68.
46 G. Jones, ‘Foreign multinationals in British industry before 1945’, Economic History Review, 41 (1988), 
pp. 429-53.
43 Directors’ Minute Book, 1908, The Clayton Aniline Company Archive.
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2.2.3 UK Industries Employing Chemists

In Chapter 3, a methodology will be developed for estimating how many chemists there 

were in manufacturing industry. This section looks at changes over time in the overall 

number of employees within the industries which employed chemists, as an indicator of 

their relative strength in the period. It uses UK Census o f Production data to give the broad 

picture from 1907-1935 and data from the National Census o f England and Wales for 1931 

to give more detail of employee numbers in the Manchester area.

Table 2.2 shows the number of employees in all the relevant industries, listing them 

in the order of their Census code, for the years 1907-1935.48 The reasoning behind the 

choice of industries is explained in Chapter 3.

Table 2.2 Industries Employing Chemists: UK, 1907-1935
Source 1924 Census o f Prodn. 1935 Census o f Proc uction
Employees in Year 1907 1924 1924 1930 1935
INDUSTRY SECTOR
III Coke & by-products - - 18,554 15,325 14,061
IV Glass manufacture n.a. 37,781 36,891 39,571 46,201
V Chemical industry 155,641 207,121 188,300 189,000 205,600
VI Iron founding n.a. n.a. 84,302 91,541 109,643
VI Non-ferrous metals 29,681 49,150 48,844 47,285 55,290
VII Textile dyeing & finishing 103,813 115,406 114,837 105,237 100,084
VIII Leather tanning 28,910 31,696 31,900 30,900 32,000
X Brewing & malting 84,969 67,236 67,500 63,400 57,600
X Aerated waters etc. 28,657 19,295 14,000 15,852 17,861
X Cocoa & sugar confecty. 61,292 79,881 77,580 72,733 74,169
X Sugar & glucose Trade 6,501 12,688 12,621 16,910 16,507
XII Paper making 40,955 51,390 51,234 53,514 59,748
XIV Rubber manufacture 24,039 48,087 47,671 53,368 56,814
XV Gas works 83,440 110,661 107,806 113,805 121,249
XV Electricity generation 22,618 50,893 49,788 78,675 102,945
XV W ater undertakings 22,104 32,541 29,678 30,459 31,974
Chemist-employing TOTALS 692,620 913,826 981,506 1,017,575 1,101,746
TOTAL all manufacture: 6,984,976 7,891,529 7,298,202 7,141,114 7,305,510
Source: Final report on the third census ofproduction o f the United Kingdom, 1924 (London: HMSO, 1924). 
Final report on the fifth census ofproduction of the United Kingdom, 1935 (London: HMSO, 1938-44). 
Notes:
1) . Coke and by-products were included in chemicals in 1924, but listed as a separate category in 1930/1935.
2) . After 1924 the Report excluded small firms, defined as those with 10 or fewer employees. Where these 
figures are available, they have been added back and the table shows the combined totals.
3) . In 1907 and 1924, salt works were in a separate category (ca. 5000 employees).
4 ) . The Roman numerals refer to the categories used in the National Census o f England and Wales.
5) . The 1924 Census of Production includes data for 1907; 1935 has data for 1930 and 1924 on 1935 basis.
6) . Iron founding excluded in 1907 and 1924, since it was not on the same basis as 1935.

48 Final report on the third census ofproduction of the United Kingdom, 1924 (London: HMSO, 1930-32). 
Final report on the fifth census ofproduction o f the United Kingdom, 1935 (London: HMSO, 1938-44).
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The purpose of Table 2.2 is to demonstrate the size of the industries which employed 

chemists in broad terms, ignoring the minor discrepancies which occur with Census o f 

Production data due to changes in how employee numbers were recorded.

Employee numbers in the chemical industry increased over the period, especially 

between 1907 and 1924. There was also a general increase in employee numbers in most of 

the industries which employed chemists over the period. The total UK workforce in 

manufacturing industries in the period 1907 to 1935 was ca. seven million. The chemical 

industry workforce was 2.3% of this in 1907, but grew to 3% by 1935. Partial data for 

1912 suggests that the number of chemical industry employees had already increased 

substantially in the first five years.49 By 1924, employee numbers in the chemical industry 

had reached a stable figure of just over 200,000, if coke and by-products are included. 

Numbers employed in the utilities and in the glass, paper, and sugar refining industries all 

showed a considerable increase between 1907 and 1935. Textile dyeing and finishing and 

leather tanning numbers remained roughly constant, but those in brewing and malting fell. 

Table 2.2 demonstrates that, with l.lmillion employees in 1935, the other industries listed 

above that employed chemists were five times the size of the chemical industry.

We also wish to examine employee numbers in the Manchester area for all of those 

industries which employed chemists, comparing them with the totals both for Northwest 

region and for the whole of England & Wales. Unfortunately, Census o f Production data 

cannot be used to investigate employment at the city level because it is grouped within 

larger geographical units. A town-specific analysis can however be carried out in our 

period using the Industry Tables of the National Census o f England and Wales for 1931,50 

These tables disaggregate employees in the various sectors of industry by borough and by 

urban area. They also give regional data and totals for England &Wales (The Northwest is

49 Final report on the third census ofproduction of the United Kingdom, 1924 (London: HMSO, 1930-32), 
contains some figures for 1912; the sector chemicals, dyes and drugs grew from 52,257 employees in 1907 to 
61229 in 1912, then to 69,245 in 1924.
50 Census o f England and Wales, 1931, Industry Tables (London: HMSO, 1934).
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Area IV).51 Table 2.3 lists the numbers of employees in the industries which employed

chemists for England and Wales, then for the Northwest and finally for the Manchester

area, expressing employment in the Manchester area firstly as a percentage of that in

England and Wales and secondly of that in the Northwest.

Table 2.3 Industries Employing Chemists in England and Wales, in the Northwest, and in 
the Manchester Area, 1931___________________________________

INDUSTRY SECTOR

England & 
W ales

Northwest Manchester
Area

Manchester 
% England 

& W ales

Manchester
%

Northwest
III Coke ovens,by-prod.wks. 10,360 225 0 0.0 0.0
IV Brick, pottery & glass 184,889 21,937 1,381 0.7 6.3
V Chemical industry 192,592 54,670 7,716 4.0 14.1
VI Metal founding 208,646 22,062 6,326 3.0 28.7
VI Electric cables/batteries 44,819 14,350 1,653 3.7 11.5
VII Textile dyeing & finishing 89,153 50,870 10,927 12.3 21.5
V ili Leather tanning 26,712 8,220 746 2.8 9.1
X Sugar refining 14,427 4,843 83 0.6 1.7
X Cocoa & chocolate 32,852 1,663 682 2.1 41.0
X Brewing 69,526 8,524 1,717 2.5 20.1
X Aerated waters 16,638 2,908 766 4.6 26.3
XII Paper & board making 43,452 8,780 338 0.8 3.8
XIV Rubber manufacture 45,326 14,194 5,504 12.1 38.8
XV Gas works 109,675 14,040 2,725 2.5 19.4
XV Electricity generation 72,653 12,233 3,018 4.2 24.7
XV W ater undertakings 27,379 8,086 528 1.9 6.5
Chemist employing TOTALS 1,189,099 247,605 44,110 3.7 17.8
All industries % 100.0 15.7 2.8
Source: Census o f England and Wales, 1931, Industry Tables (London: HMSO, 1934). Employees from the 
contiguous townships o f Audenshaw, Denton, Droylsden, Cheadle & Gatley, Hazel Grove, Stretford
and Urmston, which were readily accessible to workmen by tram, are included in the Manchester area totals. 
Employee totals in the Census o f England and Wales are o f all industries, rather than just the manufacturing 
industries.
Note: The categories in the Census of England and Wales and their names are not always identical to those in 
the UK Census of Production.

In 1931, the Manchester area had about 2.7% of the population of England and Wales. 

Most of the main industries in the study area fell in the range of 1-4% of the England and 

Wales total, although both textile dyeing and finishing and the rubber industry were 

considerably higher at about 12% of the country’s employment in those industries. In 

1931, the study area had 4% of the chemical industry of England and Wales and overall a

51 There are slight differences in the way that the data is handled between the UK Census o f Production and 
the Census o f England and Wales, but the purpose here is only to give an overview o f the main industries that 
employed chemists and their relative importance in Manchester and the Northwest, rather than to make fine 
grained comparisons. When comparing with UK totals, note that Scotland had ca. 10% o f the UK chemical 
industry. The Northern Ireland chemical industry was virtually negligible.
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3.7% share of all chemist-employing industries listed in Table 2.3. The average 

Manchester share o f ‘all chemist-employing industries’ in the Northwest was about 18% in 

1931. Industries where the Manchester area had rather more than the usual Northwest share 

were metal founding, textile dyeing and finishing, brewing and mineral waters, cocoa, the 

rubber industry and electricity generation and gas manufacture. Industries with less than 

the Northwest average percentage were chemicals, electrical cables and batteries, leather 

tanning, and paper and board making. The slightly lower than average percentage for 

chemicals confirms that Manchester was not really a primary chemicals town. It 

produced chemicals for other industries, especially dyestuffs, a large proportion of its 

chemical industry.

Nevertheless, this study of demand for chemists in the Manchester area will be 

dealing with a very considerable segment of chemist employment across a wide range of 

industries. What is provided here is the general industrial context in both Manchester and 

the Northwest by expressing relative sizes of industries in terms of employee numbers. It is 

clear that the chemical industry would have the highest demand for chemists, and that 

demand in other industries would be proportionally lower. The question of intensity of 

demand for chemists and a methodology for determining the number of chemists will be 

developed in Chapter 3.

2.3 SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

2.3.1 Scientific Institutions in Manchester: the Background

From the eighteenth century, Manchester had a rich civic scientific culture. Its Literary 

and Philosophical Society, which was founded in 1781, dealt with higher education and 

chemistry as well as many other interests. A group of its members founded the Manchester 

Academy in 1786, a dissenting academy, in which the soon-to-be famous Manchester

52 The main centres of the chemical industry in the Northwest were Widnes, Northwich, Runcorn, 
Bromborough, St Helens, Warrington and Accrington.



chemist, John Dalton (1766-1844), who proposed the chemical atomic theory, taught from 

1793-99.53 This was largely a time of individual experimentation and a considerable 

number of industrial processes dependent on chemistry, especially textile chemistry, were 

gradually advancing as improvements were being made.54 In 1823 the Royal Manchester 

Institution was founded to promote the arts and culture, although it also had scientific 

interests. Lyon Playfair (1818-1898), who had obtained a PhD in Germany, was appointed 

its honorary professor of chemistry in 1843, staying for two years during which he lectured 

on chemistry and trained private pupils in his laboratory. This gave an opportunity for 

young men to leam modem practical chemistry in Manchester in the 1840s.55 These were 

in the main what have been termed ‘gentlemanly’ institutions with a general scientific 

remit; they contributed to a rich civic culture of science in Manchester.56

Later in the century, Manchester scientists were active in promoting institutions 

with a more explicitly industrial or applied science remit. The Society for the Promotion of 

Scientific Industry was formally inaugurated in Manchester in 1874, but faded away in 

1876 after a financially disastrous second exhibition. Its support had come mainly from 

chemical manufacturers and consultants; apparently disappointment was expressed that 

only 300 members joined the society.57 Actually, this looks quite a respectable number for 

such an early date; the Manchester membership of the SCI totalled only about 200 in 1903. 

The aims of its supporters were, however, met by the formation of the Society of Chemical 

Industry in 1881, which drew much of its strength from the Northwest (Roscoe was its first 

President), although it was essentially London based.58 Leading industrialists strongly 

supported the society and a Manchester section was formed in 1883. Mancunian chemical

56

53 Also known as the Manchester New College.
54 G. N. Burkhardt, ‘Schools o f  Chemistry in Great Britain and Ireland XIII. The University o f Manchester
(Faculty o f Science),’ Journal of the Royal Institute o f Chemistry (1954), pp. 448-460.
55 R. H. Kargon, Science in Victorian Manchester, enterprise and expertise (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1977), p. 99.
56 Kargon, p. 27; D. S. L. Cardwell, The organisation o f science in England {London: Heinemann, Revised 
edn 1972), p. 65.
57 W. V. Farrar, ‘The Society for the Promotion of Scientific Industry, 1872-1876,’ Annals of Science, 29, 1 
(1972), p. 83.
58 Farrar, p. 86.



industrialists were also active in promoting the interests of their trade. In 1890 a Chemical 

and Allied Trades Committee of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce was formed and 

twenty-five members attended the first meeting. Most were chemical manufacturers, but 

there were also dyers and two chemical engineers. At least five of the members had 

degrees or Associateships in chemistry. A major discussion point in the 1880s and 1890s 

was the rise of the German organic chemical industry and the competition that it provided, 

which many members thought was made worse by defective British patent law.59

2.3.2 Chemistry at the Universities and Technical Colleges of the Northwest

Chapter 1 introduced the main area of interest of this thesis, namely whether Britain’s 

relative economic decline could be attributed to deficiencies in technical and scientific 

education from the nineteenth century onwards, which allegedly resulted in a shortage of 

chemists, leading therefore to poor industrial performance. This section looks briefly at the 

number of technical schools and colleges in the Northwest before discussing the three 

colleges which provide the main educational sources for this research. Many technical 

institutions were founded in the Northwest during the period of rapid growth in technical 

education following the educational reforms of the late nineteenth century, which included 

the Technical Instruction Act of 1889, the Local Taxation (Custom and Excise) Act of 

1890 and the first offer of government financial assistance to the university colleges in 

1888.60 By 1906, the first edition of the Institute of Chemistry’s publication, Official 

Chemical Appointments, listed 32 technical schools, colleges, institutes and universities in 

the Northwest that employed chemistry teaching staff.61 These included 21 colleges with 

either one or two chemistry staff members. There were also eight colleges with larger

59 Manchester Chamber o f Commerce, ‘Chemical and Allied Trades Committee Minute Book No. 1, 1890- 
1901,’ Manchester Central Library Local Studies Archive. The deliberations o f the Patent Laws Sub- 
Committee occupy over 50% o f the volume o f the minutes for the entire eleven years o f the first minute 
book. Levinstein regularly lobbied government on the defects o f British patent law on the committee’s 
behalf. See also Farrar, p. 81.
60 Cardwell (1972), pp. 160-1.
61 A List of Official Chemical Appointments held in Great Britain and Ireland, in India and the Colonies 
(London: Institute o f Chemistry o f Great Britain and Ireland, 1st edn, 1906).
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chemistry departments having a staff of three to five lecturers and demonstrators. In 

addition there were three large establishments in the Northwest, the Universities of 

Liverpool and Manchester, and the Manchester Municipal Technical School. By the time 

of the ninth edition in 1937, there had been a considerable increase in the teaching 

personnel although the number of technical schools and colleges had increased only 

slightly to 35.62 There were now 14 colleges with one or two chemistry staff, ten colleges 

with three to five staff, five larger colleges with six to ten chemistry staff and finally six 

large institutions, the technical schools/colleges of Manchester, Liverpool, Salford and 

Widnes, and the two universities. The number of chemistry lecturers and demonstrators 

had more than doubled over the period, and almost all were degree qualified. Three 

colleges in the Manchester area were studied for this thesis and their registration records 

were key sources for this research: Owens College (The Victoria University), Manchester 

Municipal Technical School and Stockport Technical School.

Owens College and the Manchester Technical School dominated the provision of 

higher education in the area, the latter already having over 6000 students in 1908. The 

Stockport Technical School provides an example of one of the smaller institutions of the 

area. Between them they provided the vast majority of the scientific education of the area.

(i) Owens College

Owens College was established with the bequest in 1846 of a wealthy Manchester 

merchant, John Owens. His wish to found a college may have been influenced by a 

pamphlet of 1835 entitled ‘a plan of a University of Manchester’ by H. Longueville Jones, 

a former Dean of Magdalen College Cambridge.63 The general interest in both science and 

the arts through its societies meant that by the time of this bequest for the founding of a 

new college with the object of teaching young men ‘in such branches of learning and

62 A List of Official Chemical Appointments (London: Institute of Chemistry o f Great Britain and Ireland, 9<h 
edn, 1937).
63 E. Fiddes, Chapters in the history of Owens College and of Manchester University 1851-1914 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1937), p. 19.
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science as are ... usually taught in the English universities,’ Manchester was receptive to 

the idea.64 The College was for men only and there were to be no tests of religion. If there 

was an emphasis on science, the breadth of subjects taught suggests that the trustees had in 

mind a traditional university model. The College opened in 1851. An early historian of 

Owens, a former Professor of History there, suggested that the trustees spent little on 

buildings, ‘but appointed professors of distinction’.65 Edward Frankland (1818-1898), who 

had studied in Germany under Bunsen and had also spent time in Justus Liebig’s 

laboratory in Giessen, was appointed to the chair of chemistry, and provided with 

sufficient funds to furnish a laboratory for research and teaching. His background was in 

the early structural elucidation of organic chemistry and he made important contributions 

to the concept of valency. Of the 62 students enrolled in 1852, 25 studied chemistry, a 

considerable proportion and a reflection of the early local interest in that subject.66 Though 

the Manchester business and industrial community had had some exposure to the sciences 

and arts through its various societies, Frankland felt that Manchester people had little 

appreciation of higher education. He proposed that the college should address this by 

having a greater emphasis on applied sciences. Rather than relating to the obvious local 

industries of textiles or dyestuffs, his course on technological chemistry in 1853-54 

stressed combustion chemistry, which was also an element in his developing practice as an 

analytical consultant in coal gas manufacture and analysis locally.67 There were difficulties 

in the later 1850s with reduced student numbers, as happened at many colleges in Britain at 

that time, and Frankland resigned in 1857.

Henry Roscoe (1883-1915), who after taking a first degree at University College 

London, had also studied with Bunsen in Germany, was appointed as Frankland’s 

successor. Roscoe’s interest was in inorganic chemistry, but he had a good appreciation of

64 Colin A. Russell, Edward Frankland: Chemistry, Controversy and Conspiracy in Victorian England 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), p. 148.
65 E. Fiddes, ‘The development o f  Manchester University’ in Education at work, ed. by H. B. Smith 
(Manchester: The University Press, 1927), pp. 1-28.
66 Kargon, p. 161.
67 Russell (1996), pp.153, 159-176.
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the value of organic chemistry and was instrumental in appointing Karl Schorlemmer 

(1834-1892) as Professor of Organic Chemistry at Manchester in 1874, the first professor 

to have this title in Britain. Having trained in Germany, initially as an apothecary before 

turning to chemistry, Schorlemmer had come up through the ranks at Owens, starting as 

Roscoe’s private assistant in 1859.68 The turning point in the college’s fortunes was, 

apparently, the new charter for the University of London in 1858, which gave open access 

to London examinations and degree qualifications, including a BSc from the first 

examination date of 1862. That fact that Owens students could sit London examinations 

proved popular, perhaps by providing an incentive to middle class industrialists to send 

their sons to the college.69

Roscoe was successful in revitalising the chemistry course. He later recollected that 

his initial 15 students in the chemistry laboratory had progressively increased to 118 by 

1887, shortly after his resignation.70 The College moved to new premises in Oxford Road 

in 1873, where Roscoe’s new chemistry laboratory was an important sign of what was now 

a ‘northern, science orientated’ college.71 Owens College flourished ‘in part because its 

chemistry professor, Henry Roscoe, could count on the support of key local industrialists. 

In turn the professors acted as consultants ... for local industry.’72 The curriculum Roscoe 

developed took on the interests of local industry. He recollected that, having secured 

thorough teaching in both inorganic and organic chemistry, ‘... it became necessary to see 

how far it was possible to introduce lectures and practical instruction in some special 

branches of applied chemistry.’73 He argued that ‘provided a secure scientific basis is laid’ 

lectures on the scientific principles of industrial processes could be of benefit to future

68 P. J. Hartog, ‘Schorlemmer, Carl (1834-1892)’, rev. Anthony S. Travis, Oxford Dictionary o f National 
Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004 (http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/24831, accessed 23 May 
2009).
69 Kargon, p. 169; Cardwell, p. 92.
70 Sir Henry E. Roscoe, The life and experiences of Sir Henry Enfield Roscoe FRS, written by himself 
(London: Macmillan, 1906), p. 244
71 Kargon, pp. 213.
72 J. V. Pickstone, Ways of knowing. A new history of science, technology and medicine (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2000), p. 166.
73 Roscoe, p. 250.
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employees in industry. In 1871 the curriculum included coal tar and its distillation, acid 

and alkali manufacture, dyeing and printing and glass and porcelain manufacture. By 1875 

dyes formed a larger part of the course and in 1876 a metallurgical course was added.74 

Schorlemmer had links to the local dyestuffs industry; during the 1860s, he had done some 

consultancy work on the new aniline dyestuffs for the firm of Roberts, Dale & Company.75 76 77 78 

Thus the curriculum for chemistry appears to have responded to the requirements of local
n s

industries, an important consideration in ensuring success.

In 1881, Owens College became part of the federal Victoria University, which had 

the authority to issue its own degrees. It was joined by University College, Liverpool in 

1882 and the Yorkshire College, Leeds in 1888. A new course in Chemical Technology 

was introduced into the syllabus at Owens in 1885. Lectures were by the recently 

appointed Watson Smith (1845-1920) who had trained at Heidelberg and at the Zürich 

Polytechnic and who also had industrial experience. The course content may well have
no

been influenced by his Zürich experience. The course was offered as part of a Certificate 

in Chemical Technology initially, but was integrated as part of the Honours degree course 

in chemistry of the Victoria University as early as the 1886-87 session.79 The industrial 

orientation of this technological chemistry course was evident in its 4-year structure with 

the manufacture of sulphuric acid, soda and bleaching powder in the first year, technology 

of fuel, gas manufacture and coal tar in the second, purification of coal tar products, 

intermediates and dyes, alkaloids etc. in the third and the chemical technology of 

bleaching, dyeing and printing in the fourth.80 James Donnelly commented that Smith’s 

course ‘flourished for a time’ although ‘applied chemistry remained an uneasy hybrid.’81 In

74 Kargon, pp. 210-11.
75‘Schorlemnier, Carl,’ ODNB.
76 M. Sanderson, The universities and British industry, 1850-1970 (London: Routledge and Keegan Paul, 
1972), p. 172.
77 The Owens College Manchester: Calendar for the Session 1885-6 (Manchester: Cornish, 1885).
78 Kargon, p. 211. Watson Smith was lecturer o f  technological chemistry.
79 The Owens College Manchester: Calendar for the Session 1886-7 (Manchester: Cornish, 1886).
80 The Owens College Manchester: Calendar for the Session 1886-7 (Manchester: Cornish, 1886), p. 77.
81 Donnelly, J. F., ‘Getting technical: the vicissitudes o f academic industrial chemistry in nineteenth-century 
Britain’, History o f Education, 26, No. 2 (1997), p. 133.



1886, Roscoe resigned and went into politics becoming a Liberal MP active on educational 

issues; he later became Vice-Chancellor of the University of London. His replacement at 

Owens was Harold. B. Dixon (1852-1930), an Oxford-trained chemist, who developed 

combustion studies and was heavily involved in government-sponsored investigations of 

explosions in mines, demonstrating the practical nature of much Manchester research. He 

was to remain in the chair until 1922.82

Owens College developed a considerable reputation in research from the nineteenth 

century. Though he turned mainly to literary work in his later career, Schorlemmer had 

earlier done path-breaking work on valency in organic chemistry. He was succeeded as 

Professor of Organic Chemistry in 1892 by W. H. Perkin Jr., (1860-1929) who had also 

trained in Germany. Perkin’s particular sphere of research was in natural product chemistry 

in terpenes and later in alkaloids. He continued the Manchester tradition of academic 

consultancy within industry, being retained as a consultant by the Clayton Aniline 

Company. The opening of the Schorlemmer Memorial Laboratory in 1895 gave Owens 

the first chemical laboratory in Britain solely devoted to organic chemistry.84 In his history 

of Owens College, written in 1900, P. J. Hartog, a lecturer there, emphasised its reputation 

as an institution for researchers: the directors of the laboratories at Owens College ‘... have 

always regarded the education of research chemists as one of the chief functions of the
Of __

department.’ He added that the purpose of the recently opened ‘Higher Technical 

Organic Laboratory’ was research work.86

The Victoria University of Manchester achieved independent university status in 

1903, with Owens College being absorbed into it in 1904. It was common rhetoric at the 

time to criticize universities for not carrying out research. However, in 1907 the President 

of the Chemical Society, Raphael Meldola, excepted the Manchester Department from his

82 Harold Baker Dixon, Who Was Who, online edition (accessed 23 May 2009);
83 Directors Minute Book, The Clayton Aniline Company Archive. Perkin was retained at £200 per annum 
around 1908.
84 Kargon, p. 212.
85 P. J. Hartog, The Owens College Manchester (Manchester, Cornish, 1900), p. 70.
86 Hartog (1900). This was a reference to the Schorlemmer Laboratory, which had opened in 1895.
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general criticism: ‘many of our universities are distinct failures as centres of research’, 

with the exception of Manchester which is ‘an active centre of research’ on the Continental 

model. Further laboratory extensions were made in 1909. The research school was very 

much reduced by the outbreak of war in 1914, although war-related work carried on; 

notable discoveries included in 1916 Chaim Weizmann’s fermentation route to acetone, a 

solvent used in the manufacture of the main military propellant, cordite.87 88

An outstanding feature of the interwar years was the close collaboration in work on 

organic reaction mechanisms of Professor Arthur Lapworth (1872-1941) a physical and 

inorganic chemist who had succeeded Dixon in 1922, with Robert Robinson (1886-1975), 

Professor of Organic Chemistry, which raised Manchester University chemistry to world- 

level standard. Robinson also played an important role as a consultant to ICI Dyestuffs at 

Blackley during the 1920s. The elucidation of reaction mechanisms would ultimately be of 

great value to industry in the improvement of their processes.

The influence of the Manchester chemistry department in the twentieth century is 

further confirmed by the eight Nobel prizewinners in chemistry among former students and 

researchers at Owens and UMIST. Indeed, Manchester remained a powerhouse of organic 

chemistry in the 1930s and beyond with Ian Heilbron as Professor of Organic Chemistry. 

Michael Polanyi was Professor of physical chemistry. Numbers increased considerably: by 

the 1938-39 session, total student numbers at the University had increased to 2774 with a 

teaching staff of 288 including 43 professors. There had been a particularly rapid increase 

in the lecturer and assistant lecturer grades in the mid-1920s.89

In summary, the chemistry department of Owens and the Victoria University was 

characterised by curricula which were relevant to industry, by a tradition of professorial 

research and by regular contact with industry through consultancy.

87 R. Meldola, Presidential Address, .Journal o f the Chemical Society, Transactions, 91,1 (1907), p. 637.
88 G. N. Burkhardt, (1954), p. 453. Weizmann had worked in the colour department at CAC with Dr 
Meyenberg and later on synthetic camphor, see Abrahart (1976), p. 25.
89 A. B. Robinson and C. Lees, ‘The Victoria University o f Manchester 1903-39,’ in A portrait o f the 
University o f Manchester, ed by B. Pullan (London: Third Millennium Publishing, 2007), pp. 28-32.
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(ii) Manchester Municipal Technical School

On its formation in 1883 it was initially named the Manchester Technical School and 

Mechanics’ Institution, but was soon renamed the Municipal Technical School. It 

experienced further changes of name and status in the twentieth century. In 1902 it was 

renamed as the Municipal School of Technology and became the Faculty of Technology of 

the newly independent Victoria University of Manchester in 1905 with the facility to issue 

BSc Tech degrees. It became the Municipal College of Technology from 1918, the 

University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology (UMIST) in 1966, and 

finally merged fully with the University in 2004.

The Municipal Technical School (hereafter referred to as ‘the Municipal College’) 

had its origins in the Manchester Mechanics Institution, which was founded in 1824. Early 

enthusiasm for scientific education for artisans had largely died by the mid-nineteenth 

century so that the emphasis was more on ‘social activities’.90 Nevertheless, some 

individual classes were still successful and new premises were opened in 1856. The new 

Department of Science and Art examinations from 1859 enabled the introduction of 

appropriate day and evening classes and the Institution gained a sound reputation.91 92 93 In 

particular, its examination record in various classes, including chemistry, ‘enhanced its 

reputation’. However, competition from better equipped day schools, and the opportunity 

given by the examinations of the new City and Guilds of London Institute provided the 

impetus for further change. New classes in 1880-81 in bleaching, dyeing and printing and 

other applied subjects, together with improvements in the chemistry laboratory were 

successful and the Institution was consequently reorganised as a Municipal Technical

93School. The conversion took place in 1883, helped by large subscriptions from local

90 M. J. Cruickshank, ‘From Mechanics Institution to Technical School’ in Artisan to graduate, ed. by D. S.
L. Cardwell (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1974), pp. 134-56.
91 M. Le Guillon, ‘Technical education 1850-1914’ in Roderick and Stephens (1981), p. 178; The 
Department o f Science and Art had been set up in 1853.
92 Cruikshank, p. 143.
93 J. H. Reynolds, An historical account o f the origin and development of the Municipal College of 
Technology, Manchester {Manchester: The College o f Technology, 1923), p. 16.
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firms. The College operated using the examinations of the City and Guilds of London 

Institute from 1883. Highly qualified men, many trained in Germany, were appointed to 

the new institute and total student numbers rose rapidly from 2000 in 1883 to 6000 in 

1908. The early years of financial uncertainty were ended by the Technical Instruction Act 

of 1889 and the Local Taxation (Custom and Excise) Act of 1890 whose provisions 

Manchester took up quickly, resulting in the injection of public money.

Improved technical education had been lobbied for forcefully by local industrialists 

such as the Mancunian dyestuffs manufacturer Ivan Levinstein, introduced above, who 

initially employed German chemists in his firm, possibly because of a perceived dearth of 

locally-trained chemists, but probably because he could hire them cheaply. In 1886 

Levinstein expressed views that were characteristic of the time and would be much cited as 

evidence by historians subsequently -  that Britain needed improved technical education, 

and a greater interest in research by university professors, to compete with Germany in 

dyestuffs manufacture.94 For example, he quoted Professor Bayer, Professor of Chemistry 

at Munich University and discoverer of synthetic indigo, who attributed Germany’s 

dyestuffs industry’s achievements to ‘intellectual ability’ which enabled it to succeed 

despite disadvantages in resources.95 Levinstein argued that Britain must improve its 

technical education in order to compete. He took an active part in the management of the 

chemistry department at the Municipal College and argued that any occupant of a chair of 

chemical technology there must have practical experience.96

In the 1880s, many of the students of the College started as boys aged 15 years 

studying chemistry part-time; relatively few day students continued to degrees, which 

would have been achieved at that time through external examination by the federated 

Victoria University or the London University. The course of instruction in pure chemistry

94 Cardwell (1972), p. 160; Richardson, H. W., ‘Chemicals’, in The development of British industry and 
foreign competition 1875-1914, ed. by D. H. Aldcroft (London: G. Allen & Unwin, 1968) p. 302.
951. Levinstein, ‘Observations and suggestions on the present position o f the British chemical industries with 
special reference to coal tar derivatives’, Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry, 5 (1886), pp. 351 -9.
96 Fox, p. 26. He was also a governor o f Owens College.
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had three stages for both inorganic and organic chemistry: elementary stage 1, advanced 

stage 2 and advanced stage 3, with practical work at all stages. Only after successful 

completion of the pure chemistry courses were students allowed to continue to the applied 

courses. This was similar to the approach taken to the teaching of chemical technology at 

Owens in the 1880s. Indeed, in the 1890s, to avoid duplication, Owens College agreed to 

discontinue its technical lectureship in bleaching, dyeing and printing and to discontinue 

all evening courses which corresponded to those at the Municipal College at the same 

level.97 98 * By 1903, the applied chemistry courses at the Municipal College included 

metallurgy, brewing, oils and fats, gas manufacture, cotton bleaching and dyeing, calico

• • • noprinting, coal tar products and paper making. Thus, after completion of the pure 

chemistry course, which included practical laboratory work, many students proceeded to 

the courses which focused on the industries of the Manchester area. There is indirect 

evidence about the nature of the student body. Levinstein’s dyestuffs factory in Blackley, 

Manchester started an apprenticeship scheme in 1903 that took its laboratory assistants 

mainly from the local Central Schools and sent many of them to the Municipal College on 

a part-time basis." The student intake will be described in more detail in Chapter 6.

The objects of the Municipal College changed little over the years. The Calendar 

for 1908 stated that ‘the object... is to provide instruction and training in the principles of 

science in their application to the Industrial Arts ... The courses of instruction of the 

School are directed more especially to the requirements of the industries of southeast 

Lancashire, of which Manchester is the commercial centre.’100

Once established on a sound financial footing, a period of consolidation and 

expansion at the College resulted in student numbers rising to 3434 in 1895, only 200-300

97 E. Fiddes (1937), p. 164.
98 The Municipal School o f Technology, Calendar for the Session 1903-4 (Manchester: Hey wood, 1903),
250.
99 Fox, p. 41.
100 The Municipal School o f Technology, Calendar for the Session 1908-9 (Manchester: 1908), p. 250.
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of whom were full-time day students, then to 5932 including 635 day students in 1905.101 

These numbers of technology students were large when compared with numbers at the 

Victoria University. The Municipal College was very successful and larger premises were 

required which were opened by the Prime Minister, Arthur Balfour, in 1902.102 The 

number of day students continued to rise; in the year 1910-11 there were 383 students 

taking day university courses in technical subjects, 392 taking other day courses and 4475 

taking evening classes. Thus the rise in numbers of day students was balanced by a large 

fall in the number of part-time students in 1910-11. This may perhaps have been a 

consequence of the downturn in the Manchester chemical industry around 1905-1910, 

which is discussed in Chapter 6.

A paper read to the science section of the BAAS in 1910 quoted a typical example 

when it described the case of a Targe firm in the Northwest’ where grammar school boys 

were given 12 months in the works. If they were able they were sent to the Municipal 

School of Technology for three years day study for a degree, then given further experience 

in the works laboratories.104 In summary, the Municipal College made a huge contribution 

to both part-time and full-time technical education in chemistry in the late nineteenth 

century and up to 1910; after 1910 it was supplying a large and increasing number of 

technical graduates. By 1927 there were 6000 evening students, mostly studying for 

Ordinary and Higher National Certificates, introduced nationwide in 1921. The AMCT 

qualification (Associate of the Manchester College of Technology) was highly regarded by 

industrialists.105 This was the largest establishment for part-time chemistry education in the 

Northwest in the period up 1939.

(iii) Stockport Technical School

101 P. J. Short, ‘The Municipal School o f Technology and the University, 1890-1914,’ in Cardwell (1974), pp. 
157-66.
102 Manchester Municipal School o f Technology Jubilee 1902-1952 (Manchester: 1952), p. 3.
103 J. H. Reynolds (1923), p. 28; Manchester Municipal School of Technology Jubilee 1902-1952, p. 7.
104 R. Blair, Nature (1910), p. 350.
105 H. Hankins and T. Yates, ‘The College o f Technology and the two World Wars, 1903-51,’ in Pullan 
(2007), p. 38.
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Stockport Technical School was one of the smaller technical schools in the Northwest. 

Funded partly by public subscription, it opened in 1889, although it appears that the 

planning for its foundation had started before the Technical Instruction Act was passed.

The Annual Reports indicate that textile courses were taught from the beginning, the textile 

workshop having been fitted out ready for the opening: a graduate teacher gave chemistry 

courses already in 1891. The early accounts of the Technical School show that 30% of 

income came from course fees, 25% from various grants and 45% from excise duties.106 

There were 20 chemistry students in 1899 and two teachers of chemistry.107 By 1937, there 

were 85 students and a chemistry staff of six, all degree qualified.108 Students mainly came 

from local industry, especially the dyers and calico printers and the small chemical works 

in the town. Many of the junior laboratory personnel at the British Cotton Industries 

Research Association, the Shirley Institute, set up by the Department of Scientific and 

Industrial Research (DSIR) after the First World War, took part-time chemistry courses at 

the Stockport College. The Shirley Institute was located in Didsbury, between Stockport 

and Manchester. Over the period 1931-1940, its employees provided over 30% of the 

student intake, demonstrating that the smaller educational institution could fill an important 

niche role.109

2.4 SUMMARY

Manchester is a good locus for a case study of the historical dimensions of the educational 

deficiency issue drawing on the history of chemistry. It is an excellent example of a major 

industrial cluster with a large chemist-employing industrial component and it developed

106 Stockport Technical School, Annual reports, 1889-1909 (Stockport: Swain & Co), 21 Reports.
107 Stockport Technical School, Annual report, Session 1899-1900 (Stockport: Swain & Co, 1900).
108 One lecturer was also a Member o f the Society o f Dyers and Colourists.
109 Stockport College for Further Education, Admission Registers for Chemistry Courses, 1931-1940, 
Stockport Local Heritage Library.
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scientific and technical education, including chemistry education, relatively early. The 

Manchester study area, always referred to simply as ‘the Manchester area’ in this thesis, 

had 4% of the chemical industry in England and Wales and 3.7% of the main chemist- 

employing industries by employee numbers, based on the 1931 National Census. Roughly 

9% of Manchester industry was in the chemist-employing category.

Positive aspects of Manchester industry were the development of Trafford Park and 

some investment in newer industries. However, the negative economic effects of its 

continuing dependency on cotton textiles, and their bleaching, dyeing and printing, 

depressed its overall economy in the interwar years. Its scientific education, especially its 

chemistry research at Owens College, was a very positive feature. Owens College gave its 

students the opportunity to study an industrially-orientated curriculum with organic 

chemistry lectures from an early date. The opportunities were broadened by the existence 

of short courses, including laboratory work, and some evening classes. Consultancy by 

Manchester academics aided the connection to industry. In addition, the Municipal College 

made a massive contribution to the provision of part-time education to industry, its applied 

chemistry curriculum being closely matched to the needs of local industry.

Although it was a large city area, thanks to its records, as will be demonstrated in 

chapter 3, it is feasible to attempt to identify the chemist-employing establishments in the 

Manchester area and therefore the probable total chemist demand employed there. The 

investigation of chemist demand in the Manchester area provides the opportunity to put the 

supply -  demand comparison onto a firmer quantitative basis, in order to move the debate 

about alleged shortage of chemists and failures in scientific and technical education

forward.
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3 DEFINITIONS AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 INTRODUCTION

After discussing the Manchester area context of this study in the previous chapter, this 

chapter now turns to the definitions, sources and methods. The key definitions for this 

research are of demand and of the chemist. The chapter starts with the definition of 

demand in section 3.2. Since demand is almost automatically coupled with supply, Section

3.2 also defines the relationship between them. The definition of the demand for chemists 

draws on the principles of Supply Chain Management, a concept that was introduced in 

Chapter 1. Section 3.3 defines the term ‘chemist’, giving examples of chemists and listing 

the rules for ensuring that only genuine chemists, as interpreted in this research, are 

included. Section 3.4 discusses the sources of demand for chemists, dividing industry into 

three groups by intensity of demand, and also looking at demand from other sectors. 

Section 3.5 describes the sources and how they were used. These provide the data for the 

two techniques used to explore the demand for chemists. The two techniques are 

introduced in section 3.6. The first technique involved investigating a wide range of 

sources to identify chemists in all sectors of employment. This technique was particularly 

important for chemists working in education, the utilities and public bodies, which were 

not covered by the second technique. In the case of manufacturing industry, it was clear 

that the first technique of counting identified chemists would not yield complete results. 

Therefore, a second technique uses rate books as a source to estimate demand for chemists 

in manufacturing industry. Section 3.6 finishes by describing the three methods of 

calculation used in the second technique, then combines them in ‘fitting it together’ to 

provide a table of standard estimates of chemist demand per rateable value at each of the 

four years selected to provide an overview of chemist demand in the Manchester area. The 

four years chosen cover an important period in British economic history and the history of
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technical education, they are spaced at roughly decade intervals and the necessary records 

are available. The start year of 1902 is that of the much cited BAAS survey of chemists, 

which provided the starting point for Donald Cardwell’s and James Donnelly’s estimates 

of chemist numbers.

In brief, the second technique relies on finding manufacturing establishments where 

source material survives and then extrapolates this known demand for chemists to other 

establishments, where no records survive, in the ratio of their respective rateable values. 

This procedure, although approximate, gives a plausible chemist demand for industry in 

the Manchester area. If the estimated figures for manufacturing industry are then added to 

the totals of chemists identified for all of the other sectors, it gives a robust calculation for 

total demand for the Manchester area.

3.2 THE DEFINITION OF DEMAND

Demand can be defined as the desire for a particular commodity. In the case of chemists 

the demand would be for their expertise. Supply is the provision of that commodity. In the 

case of chemists in the period 1900-1939, this meant both the academic provision of 

graduate chemists and the supply of ‘practical chemists’ by a process that included years of 

experience, often supplemented by part-time technical education. Examples of ‘practical 

chemists’ will be regularly discussed throughout this study.

When looking at demand, it is standard practice in industry and commerce to 

discuss supply and demand together, because they are regarded as linked in an interactive 

process. Modem planning systems derive from the old MRP (material requirements 

planning) systems of 50 years ago, which, as the name suggests, dealt only with the 

planning of demand for materials. Today’s systems deal not only with materials, but also 

with the demand for plant capacities, people and finance in an integrated system now 

normally referred to as Supply Chain Management, which was introduced in Section 1.4.
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The basic principle of such a system is that ‘the demand forecast drives the manufacturing 

and distribution.’1 A further point can be drawn from Supply Chain Management theory. 

The supply chain is a continuous process, which reacts to external factors and provides a 

flow of information along the chain. Thus demand information drives all aspects of supply. 

If adverse economic circumstances occur, the demand is often reduced. In manufacturing 

industry the supply chain would respond automatically by cutting manufacturing orders, 

reducing the necessary capacities and cutting orders for materials. Where final stocks are 

excessive, new uses might be sought for the products. If we apply the principles of Supply 

Chain Management to chemists, we can argue that demand here also drives the supply. If 

we take educational establishments as an example, the effect of reduced demand might be 

a shortage of jobs for the final product, the graduate. Alternate employment might need to 

be sought. Negative information flowing back through the supply chain might reduce the 

attraction of a career in chemistry, causing a reduction in the intake of the raw material, 

namely students. Such potential effects are discussed in Chapter 6.

If the demand for a chemist is fulfilled, the end result is an employed chemist. In 

this study, therefore, demand is defined as employment. Thus, the number of employed 

chemists provides a measure of the fulfilled demand. Defining demand in this way has the 

advantage of making it quantifiable and measurable using archive and primary sources. 

There is also a precedent for this approach. Chapter 1 noted that, effectively, this definition 

was used at the beginning of the twentieth century by contemporaries such as Arthur 

Balfour, the Prime Minister, and (Sir) William Ramsay, Professor of Chemistry at 

University College London. Speaking in his presidential address to the Chemical Society 

in 1907 on the status of original research, Raphael Meldola said that it was not easy to get 

accurate information about the number of chemists employed in factories.2 Thus the 

problem of demand for chemists was recognised early in our period, and it was equated

1 J. L. Gattoma and D. W. Walters, Managing the supply chain (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1996), p. 283
2 R. Meldola, ‘Presidential Address’, Journal o f the Chemical Society, Transactions, 91, 1 (1907), p. 651.
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with employment. Somewhat later, the American Chemical Society, too, defined demand 

as employment when discussing demand for chemists in 1950.3 More recently the 

historian, James Donnelly, has argued similarly that ‘demand might be interpreted at 

various levels’ including recruitment, that is, employment.4

Taking employment as demand does raise the possibility that recognised demand 

might not always have been filled. It is also possible that firms failed to recognise that a 

demand existed, and that they should have taken steps to fill it. This may be what Cardwell 

was implying when he argued ‘that until the universities were producing the specialist, 

industrial demand could not make itself felt -  did not in fact exist.’5 Unrecognised demand 

can hardly be measured, but the gradual acceptance of the value of scientific expertise by 

industry led to the hiring of chemists, which this study does measure. Having explored the 

evidence on employment in Chapters 4 and 5, we can then turn to the balance between 

supply and demand, which is the subject of Chapter 6.

To measure employment, we need to identify as many potential avenues of chemist 

employment as possible in our study area across the wide range of industry employing 

them. This study aims to identify all chemist employment, in all relevant sectors. However, 

as Donnelly noted: ‘industrial demand is commonly recognised to be more difficult to 

investigate than the supply side represented by academic provision.’6 A particular problem 

is that in order to estimate total demand a source is required which is complete. This was 

particularly an issue for industry, where direct evidence of employment in company 

archives is difficult to find, because so few have survived. Instead, use was made of a 

source which does provide information on all industrial properties, namely the rate books. 

This study found them satisfactory to use for manufacturing industry, but less useful for 

the public sector, for education and commerce. This led to the idea of using the two

3 Chemistry in the Economy (Washington DC: American Chemical Society, 1973), p. 478.
4 J. F. Donnelly, ‘Industrial recruitment o f  chemistry students from English universities: a revaluation o f its 
early importance’ British Journal for the History o f Science, 24 (1991), pp. 3-20, esp. p. 4.
5 D. S. L. Cardwell, The organisation o f science in England (London: Heinemann, 2nd edn, 1972), p. 246.
6 Donnelly (1991), p.3.



separate techniques mentioned above. Therefore, the calculation of demand from this 

research combines these two techniques. Though the resulting figure is not a complete one, 

the methodology makes it possible to achieve a more complete measure of demand than 

any previous one. Furthermore, it is one which can then be compared with supply.

3.3 THE DEFINITION OF THE CHEMIST

3.3.1 Counting Chemists: Some Problems

The definition of a chemist used in this thesis is the historical one: a chemist is a person 

who would have been described as a chemist at the time. Robin Mackie summarises the 

problems of counting chemists in a recent paper.7 He draws attention to the problem of 

defining a chemist, the difficulties in the use of census information, the comparatively low 

membership of chemical societies, the risk of double counting and the difficulty of tying 

down chemists and their qualifications in the private sectors of industry and commerce, 

compared with the public and education sectors. Like Mackie, this research uses chemical 

society membership lists and university registers as its main sources. It does not make 

detailed use of census data, since this can only give a very rough figure of chemists.8 

However, the study also uses data from the technical colleges and other surviving archives 

to provide an insight into the contribution of ‘practical chemists’ and those with lesser 

qualifications to meeting the demand for chemists around 1900. Mackie has said that ‘with 

no agreed definition of who was a chemist, we must rely on how contemporaries used 

these terms.’9 This study relies similarly on contemporary usage and finds that industry, 

especially the larger firms, used the term in a reasonably consistent manner. What is more 

difficult to decide is whether individual claims to be a chemist are equally valid. As 

Mackie points out, the ability to crosscheck individuals in a range of sources gives a degree

7 R. Mackie, ‘Counting chemists: the distribution o f chemical expertise in Scotland in the first half o f  the 
twentieth century’, Journal of Scottish Historical Studies 27, 1 (2007), pp. 48-74.
8 Mackie, p. 53.
9 Mackie, p. 51.
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of confidence in the results. However, counting chemists is difficult when dealing with the 

many ‘practical’ chemists of the period, who probably never joined the chemical societies. 

The methodology attempts to include the demand for these chemists, which would 

otherwise never be counted.

Since the purpose of this research is to measure the demand for chemists, a sound 

definition is required to make sure that all genuine chemists are included, and that those 

persons who were not chemists are excluded. The word ‘chemist’ frequently occurs in the 

sources used for this research. We can argue that the regularity with which chemists are 

referred to in the literature suggests that the term was an accepted one.10 The nomenclature 

of individual chemists often described their expertise, as in the term ‘analytical chemist’, 

or described the industry in which they worked, for example ‘brewer’s chemist’ or ‘cement 

works chemist’. In accepting this description we use a contemporary term to describe a 

contemporary job. Chemists often worked in a research, public or educational 

establishment. However, others were employed within a factory management hierarchy.

By the end of the nineteenth century, a structure had evolved in chemical works whereby a 

chemist was clearly above an assistant chemist, who would be of lower qualifications or 

experience and would only occupy a supporting role. The chemist would be below a works 

manager controlling the whole factory, or in the case of a large plant, a manager 

controlling several buildings and referred to as superintendent, departmental manager or 

similar title. This formal structure was already in evidence at Manchester chemical 

manufacturers, Levinstein Ltd. and the Clayton Aniline Company Ltd., in the 1890s.11 By 

the early twentieth century, the granting of contracts of employment of one to three years 

duration often marked the status of chemist in the larger firms. Examples of these points 

are included in Chapter 5.

10 The popular use o f the term chemist to mean pharmacist is not a serious issue in this study: pharmacists are 
usually clearly identified as such in the sources used.
" SCI Annual Meeting 1897, Works Visits, Journal o f the Society o f Chemical Industry, 16 (1897), p. 599; 
The Clayton Aniline Company Archive.
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3.3.2 Qualified Chemists and ‘Practical Chemists’

Although contemporary usage of the term chemist was fairly clear, the profession was a 

developing one and change over time occurred in the nature of qualification. Indeed, one 

of the aims of the Institute of Chemistry was to ensure that membership defined a 

professional standard of competence for chemists. In Germany, defining who was a

chemist was relatively straightforward because the great majority of chemists were
1 1

formally qualified. In Britain the position was less clear-cut. A qualified chemist can be 

defined as one with a chemistry degree or equivalent. By 1902, chemistry was taught in all 

the principal universities. Michael Sanderson has described the increasing output of 

science graduates from the British universities; Gordon Roderick and Michael Stephens 

calculated the cumulative total of honours chemistry graduates in England as 675 by 1900 

and 2430 by 1910, which seems a fairly small pool of graduates to cover all demands.14 

Cardwell calculated that only a small proportion of this limited supply of chemistry 

graduates went into industry.15 However, as the BAAS survey of 1902 showed, only one in 

five British chemists in the sample available had a degree, while many chemists had 

studied for a period at university or at college without taking a degree.16 As has already 

been pointed out, attendance of university courses as occasional students for short periods, 

rather than to pursue a degree, was common, especially in the late nineteenth century.17

However, there were a number of routes to qualification. In addition to the 

university degree, an important route was the examination leading to Associateship of the

12 J. F. Donnelly, 'Defining the industrial chemist in the United Kingdom’, 1850-1921’, Journal o f Social 
History, 29 (1996), pp. 779-96: C. A. Russell, N. G. Coley and G. K. Robert, Chemists by Profession: The 
origins and rise o f the Royal Institute o f Chemistry (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1977).
13 K. H. Jarausch, The unfree professions: German lawyers, teachers and engineers, 1900-1950 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1990); U. Marsch, Zwischen Wissenschaft und Wirtschaft: Industrieforschung in 
Deutschland und Grossbritannien, 1880-1936 (Paderbom: Ferdinand Schoeningh, 2000), p. 45.
14 M. Sanderson, The universities and British industry 1850-1970 (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1972); 
G. Roderick and M. Stephens, ‘Scientific studies and scientific manpower in the English civic universities, 
1870- 1914’, Science Studies, 4 (1974), pp. 41-63.
15 Cardwell, p. 207.
16 Report British Association, 72 (1902), pp. 3-50. This was a survey o f the employment and qualifications o f  
SCI members who appeared to be chemists in the works. Ca. 500 members replied and the survey results 
have often been cited.
17 R. F. Bud and G. K. Roberts, Science versus practice: chemistry in Victorian Britain (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1984), p. 218, Note 7.
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Institute of Chemistry (IC), a self-regulating professional association founded in 1877 with 

the aim of giving chemists professional standing by means of a qualification that had both 

academic and practical components. It provided a route for chemists who did not have a 

degree to meet academic criteria by introducing examinations to ensure a high standard of 

theoretical knowledge. At the same time, it required all chemists, including graduates, to 

meet ‘practical’ standards also through stringent examination. After the First World War, 

graduates could become members without further examination. Richard Pilcher, the 

Registrar of the Institute of Chemistry, writing in 1938 emphasised the IC’s view by that 

time that a chemistry degree provided the clearest evidence of training and competence, 

80% of members of the Institute being graduates.18 However, according to Pilcher, the IC 

left the membership door open to those who had studied on a part-time basis or who had 

‘approved experience’ and ‘responsible positions’. IC members included both Associates 

and Fellows; the total membership was ca. 1000 in 1902 rising to over 6000 in the 1930s.

At colleges such as the Manchester Municipal Technical College a range of 

qualifications was available, including studying for an external London degree or a 

technical degree (BSc Tech) within the Faculty of Technology of the University from 

1905. Later in the period many chemical assistants at the utilities as well as chemists in 

industry took the qualification of the Associateship of the College of Technology.

However, many chemists around 1900 had a lower degree of formal qualification, as the 

results of the BAAS survey of 1902 made clear. As discussed in Chapter 1, Pollard and Le 

Guillon described the range of part-time education available for scientists and 

technologists, such as the City and Guilds examinations. College records suggest that many 

students combined a period of part-time training with gaining experience in the works. 

Other abilities could also be assessed, especially management skills, an important point in 

managing the workforce. However, an essential part of their training was their gaining of

18 R. B. Pilcher, The profession of Chemistry (London: Institute of Chemistry o f  Great Britain and Ireland, 4th 
edition, 1938), p. 15.
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works experience. This is what made them chemists by experience or ‘practical chemists’.

Chapter 5 will include evidence from two large Manchester chemical factories showing

that, after a period as assistant chemist, trainees had the opportunity of promotion to the

status of chemist. Donnelly saw this avenue of promotion as particularly important,

whether within the laboratory, or into works management.19 The case of the United Alkali

Company in Widnes and St. Helens has already been mentioned in Chapter 1. Here, in the

1920s, just over 30% of the chemists had degrees: the majority were ‘qualified’ but with

lower formal qualifications. Speaking of the Widnes Municipal Technical School,

Donnelly noted that ‘there was a considerable demand for training as low-level analytical

chemists in the town’ and suggested that many UAC chemists must have had this

background.’ Donnelly also suggested, rightly, that such chemists ‘tend to be historically

invisible’ unless they gained further promotion, or joined the chemical societies.20 21

It was only after the period of this research, from the 1940s, that it appears to have

become the norm for chemists working in industry to have a degree. A retired plant

chemist at Clayton Aniline Company recollected that even in the larger chemical firms in

the 1930s barely half the works chemists were graduates, and in the smaller firms even

• 2 1 * •fewer would be thus qualified. He himself left school aged sixteen, had no formal 

chemical qualification, and worked at two Yorkshire dyestuffs manufacturers. This is an 

example of a chemist relying almost entirely on experience. Such ‘practical chemists’ 

substituted practice based knowledge and experience for formal qualification. However, 

many would probably have received some part-time training from one of the numerous 

technical colleges that were available from the late nineteenth century. The records of part- 

time education at the Manchester Municipal College and at Stockport College show many 

examples of this type of training and it is clear that the potential pool of part-qualified or

19 J. F. Donnelly, ‘Consultants, managers, testing slaves: changing roles for chemists in the British alkali 
industry, 1850-1920’, Technology and Culture, 35, 1 (1994), p .100, p. 128.
20 Donnelly (1994), p. 124
21 H. Whitaker; Reminiscences, interviewed in 2002 (retired 1974).



‘practical chemists’ was large. One purpose of studying employment in the Manchester 

area is to estimate how large this combined pool of chemists was, and to assess on a 

quantitative basis the range of qualifications within it.

3.3.3 The Definition of Chemist used in this Research

This study defines a chemist as a person referred to as a chemist in the 1883-1940 period, 

whether formally qualified or qualified only by experience. The sources used list many 

hundreds of chemists in the Manchester area. A chemist may be recorded in the 

membership list of a chemical society or in any source where occupational details were 

provided. A reference of this type would seem to be quite clear cut, providing acceptable 

evidence that this person may be incorporated into a survey of chemists. However, this 

research has identified a number of grey areas. Thus, when deciding whether the title of 

chemist is justified, that is, whether an individual should be counted as a chemist, it is 

necessary, where possible and relevant, to check the context -  including requirements for 

chemical expertise, the age of the individual concerned and the courses they had studied -  

in order to exclude exaggerated claims. Rules are needed to make the definition as precise 

as possible as the following examples demonstrate. In the first example, age is the defining 

criterion; in the remaining cases, it is a matter of the use and meaning of job titles: -

• A 15-year-old boy studying elementary chemistry at the Municipal Technical 

College put his occupation as ‘chemist’. ‘Chemist’ could only be an aspiration, 

and should be amended to apprentice. All ‘chemists’ in the College records who 

were less than 20 years of age have been treated in this manner and excluded.

• A 15-year-old apprentice chemist studied chemistry part-time at the College. He 

was later promoted to ‘assistant chemist’, then after ten years of study was listed as 

a chemist at Manchester Corporation Gas Department. The claim at 25-years-old is 22

22 Register of Admissions, 1900, The Municipal Technical School, Manchester University: John Rylands 
University Library, University Archive and Records Centre. Student No. (1885), 232.
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accepted as a valid claim.

• Eight people from the CWS biscuit factory in Manchester attended a course on the 

chemistry of sugars in 1900, including a 26-year-old chemist.23 Given the age of the 

latter, he has been included as a chemist.

• Bury gas works in Lancashire had an assistant chemist as well as a chief chemist in 

1937. Assistant in this sense almost certainly means assistant to the chief chemist, 

not a lower grade of chemist.24 Many assistant chemists in the public sector held 

degrees. By our definition they were ‘chemists’, although their job title did not do 

full justice to their qualifications. However, ‘assistant chemists’ in industry were a 

lower grade in the management structure and are excluded from the tables of 

chemists. Their lack of formal qualification had to be compensated by years of 

experience before they could be considered for promotion to chemist. The lowest 

grade in most works was the laboratory assistant or apprentice chemist, who could 

be promoted to assistant chemist after several years of part-time study of chemistry.

We now have a working definition of a ‘chemist’, but criteria are needed to ensure 

consistency. This study uses the following six rules to decide whether individuals found 

should be counted as chemists:

1. All chemistry graduates are defined as chemists, including those with the job titles 

of assistant chemist or technical assistant in the utilities, and in the public sectors. 

Non-graduate assistant chemists in industry are excluded.

2. All graduate teachers, lecturers and demonstrators are defined as chemists. Non

graduate schoolteachers of chemistry are excluded.

3. All holders of an associateship of degree equivalent standard, e.g. Associates or 

Fellows of the IC are defined as chemists, as are Associates of educational 

institutions, including those designated as assistant chemists.

23 Register of Admissions, 1900, The Municipal Technical School, Student No. (1900) 4268.
24 Official Chemical Appointments (London: Institute o f Chemistry o f Great Britain and Ireland, 9th edn. 
1937).
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4. Persons describing themselves as chemists in the membership lists of the chemical 

societies (listed in section 3.5.2 below) are counted as chemists; analysts as well as 

analytical chemists are included.

5. Students describing themselves as chemists are counted as chemists provided that 

they are not less than 20 years of age and provided that the college record shows 

that they are doing more advanced courses of chemistry.

6. Colourists, if members of the Society of Dyers and Colourists from 1936, are 

included.25

3.3.3 The definition of the Study Area

In investigating the demand for chemists, it was necessary to define a precise area. This 

area, which includes Manchester, Stockport and Trafford Park, is referred to throughout as 

the Manchester area. Map 3.1 shows the precise boundaries of the area, with the exception 

of Romiley which is on the edge of the southeast comer of the map. The area includes to 

the west Trafford Park, and is then bounded by the River Irwell. To the northwest and 

north it includes Broughton and Blackley, in the east Harpurhey and Droylsden, on the 

southeast Bredbury and Romiley, on the south Stockport and is bounded to the southwest 

by the River Mersey as far as Stretford. Contiguous residential areas such as Stretford, 

Urmston, Denton, Audenshaw, Cheadle and Hazel Grove (all readily accessible in the 

period by tramcar) are included because their workpeople are likely to have worked in the 

firms listed in this research, as would many of their chemists. The area covered therefore 

includes virtually all the Manchester conurbation, with the exception of Salford.

Where reference is made to the Northwest of England, Lancashire and Cheshire 

using the boundaries of 1931 is meant. This is ‘Area IV’ in the National Census of 1931 

and effectively almost identical to ‘Area 2’ in the Census o f Production.

25 Colourists required considerable chemical knowledge. Some firms, including CAC, regarded them as 
chemists. The earliest example at CAC was described as a ‘chemist colourist’ in 1912, on a chemist grade.



Map 3.1 The Manchester Area
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Reproduced from the 1961 Ordnance Survey, Sheet 101, with the permission of HM Stationery Office © 
Crown Copyright NC/09/2009.
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3.4 SOURCES OF DEMAND FOR CHEMISTS

Having chosen employment as the proxy for demand, where did chemists work? A major 

problem is that employment data for the private sector is fragmentary because firms often 

destroyed records when they closed, amalgamated or were taken over. Most of the large 

chemical, textile and engineering firms of the Manchester area have closed altogether. 

Companies were not required to keep records about employees in a standard format, and 

business confidentiality was so highly regarded in the period that we are examining, that 

even government was cautious in the information that it collected. For example, the Census 

o f Production data is grouped into quite large areas of the country (Area 2 is the whole of 

Lancashire and North Cheshire). It has been suggested that it was ‘published in such a way 

as to obscure the contribution of any single firm to either total employment or output of

9 Aany particular industry.’

3.4.1 Industrial Demand: The Chemist-Employing Industries

The study refers to firms with a demand for chemists as ‘chemist-employing firms’. The 

term ‘establishment’ is normally used throughout the thesis to refer to an entity on a single 

site, whether manufacturing, commercial, public sector or one of the utilities. In 

manufacturing industry, establishment is interpreted as synonymous with works because 

the rate books normally describe a manufacturing site as a ‘works’.

Chemists found employment in a wide range of industry and commerce as the 

following listing shows. Richard Pilcher provided a list of where chemists actually worked 

in his book The Profession o f Chemistry, written in 1938 on behalf of the Institute of 

Chemistry, of which he was Registrar. His list of chemist-employing industry was ‘mainly 

selected from the schedule adopted by the British Bureau of Chemical Abstracts’ as 

follows:26 27

26 L. Johnman, ‘The large manufacturing firms o f 1935’, Business History, 28 (1986), pp. 226-45.
27 Pilcher, p. 67.
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Fuel; Solid Fuels; Gases; Destructive Distillation; Mineral Oils
Tar and Tar Products
Dyestuffs and Intermediates
Fibres; Textiles; Cellulose; Paper
Bleaching; Dyeing; Printing; Finishing; Laundry Work
Acids; Heavy Chemicals; Alkalis; Salts; Non-M etallic Elements
Glass; Ceramics
Building Materials
Metals; Metallurgy, including Electro-Metallurgy
Electrotechnics
Fats; Oils; W axes
Paints; Pigments; Varnishes; Resins; Plastics 
India Rubber; Gutta Percha 
Fermentation Industries
Foods; Baking; Dairying and M ilk Products; Margarine; Flour M illing; Catering
Organic Products; M edicinal Substances; Essential Oils
Photographic Materials and Processes
Explosives; Matches
Sanitation; Water Purification.

Pilcher’s purpose in listing such examples was to show that many industries used 

chemistry and thereby to demonstrate the value of the profession. His list was wider than 

the chemical industry and tends to move from the chemical industry to related industries 

and then back to chemicals. However, different industries had different intensities of 

demand for chemists, which can be expressed as the percentage of chemists to overall 

numbers of employees. This research divides industrial demand for chemists into three 

categories, which show a decreasing intensity in demand on moving further away from the 

core chemical industry, or as Coley puts it, into ‘ . zones of manufacturing, which depend 

on the chemical industry, but with decreasing claims to be considered part of it’. All of 

the industries identified by Pilcher are included. The categories are defined in Tables 3.1

29and 3.2, which include the industry codes used in the 1931 Census o f England and Wales.

1. Category 1, the group with highest intensity of demand includes all of the chemical 

and allied trades under Code V, (Chemical Industry) with the exception of glue 

manufacture, tallow refining and oil blending, which in practice have a rather lower 28 29

28 N. G. Coley, ‘The shape o f the British chemical industry,’ in Chemistry, society and environment: A new 
history o f the British chemical industry, ed. by C. A. Russell (Cambridge: The Royal Society o f  Chemistry, 
2000), p. 31.
29 Census of England and Wales, 1931, Industry Tables (London: HMSO, 1934).
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intensity of demand. These exceptions are placed in category 2.

2. Category 2 is the group with a medium intensity of demand. These industries would 

require more than analysis and quality control. Chemists would be involved in 

research and to some extent in process control. The chemist-employing industries 

in this category are listed in Table 3.1.

Table 3. 1: Chemist-employing Industries with Medium Chemist Dem
Code Manufacture
III Coke ovens and by-products
III Cement & lime manufacture
IV Pottery and porcelain manufacture
IV Glass manufacture
V Oil blending, glue manufacture, tallow refining
VI Metal refining and founding; aluminium manufacture
VI Manufacture o f electrical cables; accumulators and batteries
VI Manufacture o f chemical and gas industry plant
VI Electroplating
VII Artificial silk spinning
VII Textile dyeing, printing, bleaching and finishing;
VIII Leather tanning industry
X Sugar refining, glucose manufacture
X Brewing and distilling
XII Paper, wallpaper and board manufacture; paper staining
XIV Rubber, leather cloth and linoleum manufacture
XIV Photographic materials and processes
XV Gasworks, electricity generation and water and sewage treatment
Source: Census of England and Wales, 1931, Industry Tables (London: HMSO, 1934).

3. Category 3 comprises industries with a lower demand for chemists, for example, solely 

in analysis and quality control. They are listed in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Chemist-employing Industries with Lower Chemist Demand

Code Manufacture
IV Brick and Tile Manufacture
VI Steel manufacture and general engineering
X Flour milling,
X Bread and biscuit manufacture
X Jam making, sugar confectionery, chocolate
X Dairy products and margarine
X Vinegar manufacture
X Mineral waters
X Tobacco manufacture
Source: As Table 3.1

The categorisation above is based on a rough generalisation of the role of chemists in these



industries. Category 1 is clear; the manufacture of chemicals. The validity of these three 

categories of intensity is demonstrated by the frequency with which identified chemists 

have been counted in these industries, tabulated in Chapter 4, and their relative demand for 

chemistry education, discussed in Chapter 5. The position of a manufacturing firm within 

these groupings could change over time. Sanderson has argued that the more chemical a 

firm became, the greater the need for research, and the higher the demand for chemists.30 

For example, Bengers and Glaxo were originally in the food industry but by the early 

twentieth century they were pharmaceutical manufacturers. They have therefore been 

classified in the first category, that is, the category with the highest level of demand.

Chapter 2, Table 2.3 shows that the chemical industry of England and Wales had 

around 190,000 employees in 1931. The importance of categories 2 and 3, that is of 

medium and lower chemist demand, is that although their demand for chemists was 

proportionally lower, they actually had many more workers than the chemical industry. 

Indeed, the total of all chemist-employing industries was over one million. The proportions 

in the Northwest were similar with almost 55,000 employees in the chemical industry, but 

248,000 employees in all the chemist-employing industries listed. The food industry is an 

example of a chemist-employing industry where the strict control of both the quality of 

ingredients and of process conditions was important from an early date.31 Food firms with 

a higher ‘chemistry’ content like brewing, distilling and sugar refining are placed in 

Category 2. Those requiring analysis and quality control, just for ingredients and final 

products, like flour milling and bread making, are placed in Category 3.

Many process industries had a comparable demand for control of raw materials and 

process conditions. The role of chemistry in many industries is well illustrated by research 

by Pari Patel and Keith Pavitt on patents that are chemically orientated for various 

manufacturing sectors in the USA in 1981-1990. In a survey of 440 large firms, they

30 M. Sanderson, ‘Research and the firm in British Industry 1919-39’, Science Studies, 2 (1972), pp. 105-51.
31 S. M. Horrocks, ‘Consuming science: science, technology and food in Britain, 1870-1939’ (unpublished 
doctoral thesis, University o f Manchester, 1993), pp. 158-162.
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found that 71% of the patents by chemical firms were chemical in nature; the figure for 

pharmaceuticals ones was 80.2%.32 However, 70.6% of patents for firms in the food 

industry were also chemical. Other chemist-employing firms too had many chemical-type 

patents: textiles (52.9%), rubber and plastics (43.2%), drink and tobacco (40.8%), building 

materials (30.5%) and paper and wood with (25.4%). The average of chemical-type patents 

for all industry was 28.8%. This involvement of chemical research in so many industries 

demonstrates the demand for research chemists within them. The nature of the research 

was often reflected in the nature of the process, resulting in chemists often finding 

employment in works management in these industries. Although this survey is much later 

than our period, J. Fleischer found that chemical patents were a similar proportion of all 

patents -  25.5% -  in the 1930s.33 Moreover, Patel and Pavitt’s groups include the 

industries in this study, and those in Pilcher’s list above.

In summary, many chemist-employing industries needed chemists, even if demand 

was lower than in chemical manufacture. The textile dyeing and finishing industry was of 

course of particular importance in the Manchester area. Most firms in this industry required 

some input from chemists and 25% of the students at the Municipal College came from 

them. Older colleagues with knowledge of the trade suggested that a typical medium-sized 

dyer with 200-300 employees required a colour chemist, a works chemist and possibly a 

shift chemist as well in the late 1930s.34 Such a firm is in our medium Category 2.

3.4.2 Demand in Non-Manufacturing Sectors

It was not only manufacturing which required chemists. Public bodies, local authorities and 

the utilities all had a demand for them. Chemists were required as public analysts and as 

public health and other inspectors, such as in the Alkali Inspectorate, and also the Ministry

32 P. Patel and K. Pavitt, ‘Technological competencies’, in The dynamic firm: The role o f technology, 
strategy, organization and region, ed. by A. D. Chandler, Jr., P. Hagstrom and O. Solvell, (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1998), p. 195.
33 J. Fleischer, ‘The growth o f chemical patents’, Chemical and Engineering News, 30, pt 1 (1952), pp. 239- 
42.
34 Former CIBA-Geigy marketing colleagues, interviewed 2002.
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of Defence (a huge source of demand in 1914-18). They were also required by hospitals 

and medical laboratories. Furthermore, Manchester was an important commercial and 

trading city in which local commerce had a demand for chemical education. Commerce 

interacted with industry, and the Municipal College records show that shippers, merchants, 

chemical brokers and agents, patent agents, insurance companies, banks and the legal 

professions all employed students of chemistry. The commercial demand for education in 

chemistry is discussed in chapter 5.

This thesis does not deal in detail with the employment of chemists within 

education. However, analysis of data from the Manchester and Stockport Colleges gives a 

quantitative indication of the number of students who subsequently were employed either 

in higher education as lecturers at colleges and universities, or in secondary education as 

chemistry teachers. Some of the sources used, such as the membership lists of the chemical 

societies and Official Chemical Appointments, provide information on the employment of 

chemists in education, although they are not always complete. The study discusses the 

influence of economic factors on the supply and demand for chemistry graduates in 

education in Chapter 6.

87

3.5 THE SOURCES AND HOW THEY WERE USED 

3.5.1. Sources Identifying Individual Chemists

A wide range of sources was used to collect evidence on the demand for chemists in the 

Manchester area. Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 describe the sources and how they were used; 

those used to identify individual chemists are discussed here, those used to estimate total 

demand in industry in the following section. The two sections also explain how the sources 

were used in the two techniques introduced in Section 3.1 of this chapter: Technique 1 

identifies chemists working in the area by name, where possible with details of their 

qualifications and employer; Technique 2, aims to identify all establishments that might
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have employed chemists, and estimate the numbers they employed.

To identify by name chemists working in the Manchester area, the three main types 

of source used are Official Chemical Appointments, the membership lists of the chemical 

societies and the college registration records. Some other sources, including the published 

work of Maurice Fox drawing on the ICI archives, were also used.

(i) Official Chemical Appointments (OCA)

Published by the IC in nine editions over the period 1906 to 1937, OCA listed the 

appointments of chemists in the educational and public sectors. It included universities, 

colleges and schools with their chemistry teaching staff, although the coverage of schools 

was patchy, especially in the earlier editions. It also included government and public 

laboratories, public analysts, gas examiners, utilities (those in public ownership), Research 

Associations and agricultural institutes with the names of their senior and junior chemical 

staff. The study extracted data for all chemists working in education and the public sector 

in the Manchester area from the 1906, 1912, 1927 and 1937 editions of OCA, including 

name, employer and a summary of their qualifications.

(ii) Membership Lists of the Chemical Societies

The membership lists of the three principal chemical societies in the United Kingdom, the 

Institute of Chemistry (IC), the Society of Chemical Industry (SCI) and the Chemical 

Society (CS), provided another major source of information on chemists. In addition, some 

chemist-employing industries had their own societies, such as the Society of Dyers and 

Colourists (SDC). Although by no means all chemists joined these societies, it may well be 

that those who worked in the chemical industry were better represented than those in other 

industries. These membership lists provide considerable evidence on where chemists were 35 36

35 M. R. Fox, Dye-makers o f Great Britain 1856-1976 (Manchester: Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd, 1987).
36 By 1936, the British Cotton Industries Research Association (The Shirley Institute) was a major employer 
o f research chemists.



employed and what qualifications they held. However, where the date of the membership 

list was more than forty years after the date at which a member joined the society, such 

members were assumed to have retired and their names were not included in the lists of 

identified chemists, because they were deemed no longer active.

The Institute of Chemistry of Great Britain and Ireland produced registers of 

members at regular intervals. These list the university and the degree for graduate members 

of the society; from at least 1930 on, they also usually include the employer. The names, 

qualifications, occupation, employer’s name and industrial sector of chemists in these lists 

were collected.

The Society of Chemical Industry, which was founded in 1881, had an active 

Manchester section. However, not all its members were chemists and not all Manchester 

chemists were members. Even at a firm like CAC, which participated actively in the 

society, only half of its chemists were members.37 The SCI was originally founded as a 

voice for chemical manufacturers and chemists in industry although academics were 

strongly represented, and its journal, The Journal o f the Society o f Chemical Industry, was 

orientated towards applied chemistry. Annual membership lists were produced up to 

February 1920, but unfortunately the 1920 list was the last one. The SCI lists quote the 

employer for about 30% of members (almost 50% for Manchester members), but they do 

give an occupation in almost all cases. The SCI lists have a major advantage for our 

survey: some of the ‘practical chemists’, with experience but lower formal qualifications, 

were members. Such chemists are below the radar of most other methods of location. For 

this study, details were extracted for all Northwest members of the SCI for the years 1895, 

1903, 1912 and 1920 including their name, occupation, employer and industrial sector.38
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37 Of the 28 CAC chemists in Nov. 1918, 14 were members; The Clayton Aniline Company Archive: 
Membership List, Journal of the Society off Chemical Industry, (1919).
38 Society o f Chemical Industry, ‘List o f  members’, [1895, 1903, 1912 and 1920(bound in 1919 Volume)]; 
these have been located with bound copies o f the annual volumes o f the journal.



The Chemical Society, the oldest surviving chemical society in Britain, was 

founded in 1841 to promote chemistry and related branches of science, but was a learned 

society rather than a professional body. It published lists of members at regular intervals: 

the lists were consulted but found to be less useful because they seldom quoted the 

members’ employers. They were used for crosschecking Manchester entries, and for 

providing information concerning members’ qualifications. Just occasionally they provided 

new names or missing information concerning employer.

The Society of Dyers and Colourists was founded in 1884 in Bradford.39 It is best 

known for its major work the Colour Index, which lists all commercially available dyes, 

their properties and their chemical structures. Although the majority of its membership 

came from the textile dyeing trade, many members had chemistry qualifications. The 

Society of Public Analysts and Other Analytical Chemists was founded in 1874 to 

encourage and assist the study of analytical chemistry. It published a journal, the Analyst. 

Both of these societies published membership lists at intervals, which have been used to 

locate additional chemists.

(iii) The College Registration Records

A third major source used to identify chemists working in the Manchester area, were the 

registration records of the three colleges introduced in Chapter 2. Registration records for 

all three colleges have survived with varying degrees of completeness and all contain some 

information on the employment of their students. The subsequent employer was recorded 

for most Owens College graduate chemists, whilst the current employer was recorded for 

almost all part-time Municipal College and Stockport College students.

Commencing with Owens College, the registration records of its chemistry 

department were recorded in three hand-written volumes, starting with a student who
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graduated in 18 8 8.40 The students were in full-time education, and employment data was 

not initially included. However, someone added the details of subsequent employment, 

presumably at a later date. How much detail was provided varies. Some students who later 

became nationally known have a potted history of their careers and awards, whereas most 

only have a note of their first job. Some employment data is available for 74% of the 

graduates. The fact that the data was added later means that it might have a bias, in that it 

is possible that the College was more likely to hear of university appointments than 

industrial ones. However, no evidence was found for this. In some cases, a period of 

teaching was followed by work in industry, or vice versa. The appearance and wording of 

some entries suggests that they were taken from OCA. Others may be based on letters from 

graduates to the University reporting on jobs obtained, as they list both employment and 

salary. The chemistry department’s student registration volumes are not a complete record 

of all Manchester University graduations. In particular, they do not include the technology 

degrees from the Faculty of Technology. Thus the numbers of graduates recorded in this 

study are not comparable to those quoted by Donnelly, who analysed both BSc and 

BscTech degrees in his study of graduate employment.41 However, the department’s 

registration records provide a quantitative guide to the wide range of employment into 

which Manchester graduates went and the geographical spread of the employers who took 

them. The Victoria University of Manchester also published a printed list of graduates in 

1908, which included most of their employers and has made it possible to identify almost 

100% of employers up to that date.42

Details were taken for all 1138 students whose graduations lay between 1888 and 

1940 with name, degrees, the dates they were received and summaries of future

40 Owens College, Students (Student’s records, 1888-1940, 3 Vols. Ref DCH/1/2/2/1-3), Manchester 
University: John Rylands University Library, University Archive and Records Centre. There are minor 
discrepancies in the hand-written dates o f degree awards compared with later official printed information.
41 Donnelly (1991), pp. 3-20. Note that the research for this thesis uses only the handwritten registration 
records, so there may also be differences in the sources as well.
42 The Victoria University o f Manchester, Register of graduates up to July Is' 1908 (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1908).
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employment, where these were available. If employment data was available, students were 

assigned to one of ten occupational categories, using the longest period in any job as the 

defining one in those cases where several different occupations were recorded. Most 

graduates had only one job listed, presumably the initial one. The relative proportions of 

the ten categories were calculated, together with how this changed over time. Numbers 

entering higher and secondary education were calculated separately. The ten occupational 

categories used were: -

Table 3.3 Job Sector Codes used for Chemists and Students

Code, 1931 Census Sector Job Code
V Chemical industry che
VII Textile dyeing and finishing tex
III, IV, VI, VIII, XII, XIV Other manufacturing industry oth
X Food, drink and tobacco fod

Education, universities and colleges edu
School teachers sch

XVII Commerce and finance com
XV Utilities: gas, water, sewage and electricity uti

Public bodies, Research Associations pub
Medical, hospital laboratories med

Note. These codes are used throughout Chapters 4, 5 and 6 and in the Appendix. They permit a broader 
analysis than Tables 3.1 and 3.2, which describe intensity o f chemist demand.

The use of these ten categories made it possible to compare results with other authors who 

have studied chemist employment in industry and education.43

Turning to the second of the colleges studied, the Municipal College was the largest 

source of part-time chemistry education in the Manchester area. Records of student 

registrations are available from the session of 1883-84 to that of 1908-09.44 One 

registration book was compiled for each year, and numbers rose from 2000 students per 

year in 1883 to over 6000 students by 1908. The registrations are largely in date order so 

that day students are mixed with evening and Saturday part-time students. Registrations for 

special summer courses are recorded at the end of each volume. The day students were

43 Owens College data extracted is on the Data CD, Tables D1A and D1AB.
44 The Municipal Technical School, Manchester, Registers of Admissions, 1883-1909, Manchester University, 
John Rylands University Library, University Archive and Records Centre. It appears that later registrations 
were on cards and were lost.



studying full-time and so had no employer. Moreover, there were no annotations of the 

type found at Owens College; as a result there is no information which could be used to 

measure demand for them. However, most part-time students were employed and the 

pattern of their employment reflected the employers’ demand for chemistry education in 

the Manchester area. For this research, details were extracted of over 3300 part-time 

students who gave chemistry as their main subject. The process excluded those students 

taking only a one-year course of chemistry as part of an engineering course. Engineers or 

dyers studying chemistry alone were included, but not those textile students who had only 

a limited exposure to chemistry through such courses as ‘dyed goods’. Data was collected 

for registrations of part-time students studying chemistry as their main subject in the years 

1883, 1885, 1887, 1889, 1892, 1895, 1898, 1900, 1902, 1904, 1906 and 1908. The names, 

ages, occupations, courses studied, employer’s names, addresses and industry or 

commercial sectors of these students were taken. In order to analyse employment, the 

study assigned students to one of the ten occupational categories shown in Table 3.3 and 

calculated the relative proportions of the ten categories with change over time. The study 

analysed the number of students who undertook extended periods of study, for example 

over three years, and how many received only an introduction to chemistry. The results are 

summarised in Appendix, Table 1 A.

There were also around 40 day chemistry students yearly. The names, ages and 

courses studied were extracted for the years 1900, 1902, 1904, 1906 and 1908, but as 

explained above, there was no information on employers.

Finally, the Stockport Technical School had only a modest number of chemistry 

students, but it adds a perspective on part-time education in the 1930s, which would 

otherwise be missing. Data was collected for students at Stockport for each year from 1931 

to 1940, with the exception of 1932, 35, 38 and 39. There were 78 chemistry admissions in 

1931, rising to 141 in 1940.
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(iv) Other Sources used

Maurice Fox has notes on many chemists who worked in the dyestuffs industry in his book 

Dye-makers o f Great Britain 1856-1976, including material based on his study of the ICI 

Dyestuffs Group (later ICI Organics Division) archives.45 His work has provided additional 

names of chemists in the Manchester area, and is indicated as the source where relevant. In 

addition a number of retired former chemists from the industry of the Manchester area 

have been interviewed, as were the son and grandson respectively of the founders of two 

Manchester area chemical factories, Ashbrooks and G. H. Briggs. The author personally 

extracted, and roughly sorted, the surviving records of the Clayton Aniline Company Ltd. 

(CAC), including directors’ minute books and salary records, from the basement of its 

administrative building prior to its demolition in 2008.46 Older CIBA-Geigy colleagues 

from the sales and marketing side were also interviewed, including Dr Kenneth Skelly and 

David Evans. Harry Whitaker provided interesting insights into working practices in the 

smaller dyestuffs manufacturers of the 1930s. The recollections of George Burrows and 

Jack Adams dated back to 1929 for CAC. Mr P. Perkin had worked at both Combrook 

Chemical Co and Ellis Jones in Stockport and provided information about their 

employment of chemists. The chief executive of European Colour pic kindly permitted 

access to the archive of Ellis Jones & Company in 2004. Valuable information about 

numbers of chemists employed and of workforce numbers in the 1930s was obtained.

These numbers are used in Tables 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 below.

Access was available to the collection of chemists’ obituaries assembled at the 

Open University by Robin Mackie and Gerrylynn K Roberts for their project ‘Studies of 

the British Chemical Community, 1881-1972: The Three Principal Institutions’. This filled 

in several gaps in employment information on chemists known to be in Manchester.

45 Fox.
46 The Clayton Aniline Company Archive: (Location not finalised): Salaries and Wages Book 1890-1898; 
Salary Ledgers, 1911-1939; Directors Minute Books (from 1906); List o f Wartime Chemists (1914-1918) 
with their Factory Responsibilities; H. Heymann, Traveller’s Correspondence books, 1899-1901.
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Commercial directories for Manchester and Stockport were useful in identifying analytical 

& consultant chemists; listing in a directory served as an advertisement and was therefore 

likely to be comprehensive.

3.5.2 Sources used to Explore Employment in Industry

The sources listed in 3.5.2 made it possible to identify large numbers of chemists working 

in the Manchester area. However, as previously discussed, the sources did not provide a 

complete list, and were particularly poor for industry where many chemists who lacked 

formal qualifications and/or who did not join the chemical societies worked. For this 

reason, a second method was developed to create a more complete estimate for chemical 

employment in industry. This method was based on identifying all industrial 

establishments in the Manchester area with a potential demand for chemists.

One potential set of sources for employment in industry were the censuses of 

population and production carried out in the first half of the twentieth century. The Census 

o f England and Wales and the Census o f Production o f the United Kingdom for the period 

were checked and proved useful for a broad-brush assessment of the relevant industries in 

the interwar years.47 48 Some important sectors in this study are readily identifiable in them. 

The chemical industry is separately recorded as are the textile dyeing and finishing 

industry, paper making and rubber manufacture. However, census records are not 

particularly useful for identifying chemists as Mackie has noted. The categories can be 

too broad so that they include persons with little connection with chemistry. Moreover, the 

inclusion of many persons less than 20 years of age transgresses our criteria for chemists. 

As pointed out in Chapter 2, the National Census for 1931 is useful for employee numbers 

because, unlike earlier years, it recorded numbers of employees by industry within each

47 Census of England and Wales, 1931, Industry Tables (London: HMSO, 1934). Final report on the third 
census ofproduction of the United Kingdom, 1924 (London: HMSO, 1930-32); Final report on the fourth 
census ofproduction of the United Kingdom, 1930 (London: HMSO, 1933-35); Final report on the fifth 
census of production of the United Kingdom, 1935 (London: HMSO, 1938-44).
48 Mackie, p. 52.



local town or borough in its ‘Industries’ Volume. Therefore, for 1931 only, the total 

number of employees in any industry is available for the precise study area, by adding 

together employees in Manchester, Stockport, Cheadle, Hazel Grove, Bredbury, Romiley, 

Stretford, Urmston, Denton and Audenshaw. Chemists who lived in these same contiguous 

areas are excluded from the survey if they are identified as not working in the Manchester 

study area.

Business archives for the industrial firms of the Manchester area also do not 

provide a solution. Many firms have merged, have been taken over or closed down and the 

preservation of archives has not received priority. Of around 130 chemical works sites 

from the 1930s, probably only three survive today. Since the aim in this research was to 

assess the demand for chemists at the level of the individual establishment, such patchy 

resources were inadequate. What was required was a source that listed all manufacturing 

sites in the area and could be used to locate all chemical or chemist-employing 

establishments. For this, the rate books seemed not only ideal but also the only possible 

source. They list every building and every works site, and the rateable values give a 

measure of the size of the sites, which then gives the opportunity of estimating demand.

There are precedents, as several authors have used rateable values to compare the 

relative importance of firms. For the early nineteenth century, Roger Lloyd Jones and A.

A. Le Roux used them to assess growth of firms in Manchester. They compared 15 cotton 

firms and derived a simple formula to estimate employee numbers based on their rateable 

values.49 Lloyd Jones and Michael Lewis used rateable values to assess the relative size of 

a range of industries and warehousing in Manchester.50 They found that the correlation 

between value of properties and rateable values was good over their period of 1815-41. 

They looked at Manchester in terms of its assets, comparing spinning mills and

49 R. Lloyd Jones and A. A. Le Roux, ‘The size o f firms in the cotton industry: Manchester 1815-41,
Economic History Review, 33 (1980), pp. 72-82.
50 R. Lloyd Jones and M. J. Lewis, ‘The economic structure o f ‘Cottonopolis’: Manchester in 1815, Textile 
History, 17, 1 (1986), pp.71-90.
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warehouses, dyehouses, chemical works, foundries, general merchants and public houses. 

In particular they used the linking and cross-referencing of rating records and directories to 

find all significant firms, a technique that this research has also found effective.51 52 53 Katrina 

Honeyman used rateable values to compare the property owned by (and hence the capital 

available to) small entrepreneurs in the cotton spinning, lead mining and lace making 

industries during the industrial revolution. A. E. Musson and E. Robinson have also used 

rateable values for inter-firm comparisons. Such use of rateable values is often earlier 

than our period, probably because it is a very useful technique where virtually all other 

records are lost, as was the case in this study.

The background to rating evaluation and the provisions of The Rating and 

Valuation Act, 1925 is provided by the contemporary textbook on rating by S. A. Smith 

and H. S. Logsdon. As Smith and Logsdon explain, the rateable value of any building 

was equal to the rental which could be obtained from it.54 This was related to the capital 

value of the building and rateable value would in many cases be equal to the capital value 

multiplied by 4-5%. Public buildings were in fact rated in precisely this way. The rate 

books would therefore include two values, the Net Annual Value (NAV) and the Rateable 

Value (RV). For industrial properties these were normally the same. The 1925 Act laid 

down that all buildings should be revalued on a five-year cycle, as was already the case in 

the County of London, and that industrial properties must be valued by a professional 

valuer. It is not known when Manchester and Stockport revaluations were done. However, 

it is clear that their rate books were kept up-to-date with new information each year: at the 

back of each volume are pages listing the hundreds of entries for new housing or business 

premises, including amendments relating to new investment in existing premises. Thus,

51 R. Lloyd Jones and M. J. Lewis, Manchester and the age of the factory: the business structure of 
Cottonopolis in the industrial revolution (London: Croom Helm, 1988), p. 160.
52 K. Honeyman, Origins of enterprise. Business leadership in the industrial revolution (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1982), e.g. p. 139; A. E. Musson and E. Robinson, Science and technology in 
the industrial revolution (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1969).
53 S. A. Smith and H. S. Logsdon, The Rating and Valuation Act 1925 (London: 1927).
54 Smith and Logsdon, especially pp. 129-166 on ‘Methods o f Valuation’.



although full revaluations may only have taken place at intervals, new investment and 

amended rateable values seem to have been entered in the books in a prompt and timely 

manner in Manchester. It is however possible that, although new investments were 

recorded rapidly, reductions were recorded less frequently, and perhaps not even until the 

next revaluation. Rating valuation seems to have been strongly influenced by building 

value and relatively little by machinery, because machinery was rated at its current value. 

Older machinery was therefore rated at a low value.

The rating relief provided by the 1925 Act removed machinery from valuation and 

reduced the rateable values of all manufacturing establishments to 25% of their previous 

values. However, Net Annual Value (NAV) remained the same. The changes in rateable 

value had not been implemented in Manchester in 1926, nor in Stockport by 1928. They 

were implemented by 1931 in Stockport, and the Manchester rate books were on the 

amended basis in 1936. To ensure comparability, NAV is used in place of rateable value in 

1936 (unfortunately NAV was not quoted in the 1936 Manchester Rate Books; 

manufacturing values were therefore multiplied by four).

For the city of Manchester, the Local Studies Archive of the Central Library has 

preserved rate books at irregular intervals.55 It was decided to use the years 1902, 1916, 

1926 and 1936 as these gave a good coverage of the period and map quite well to OCA 

dates. Rate books are archived for Trafford Park at roughly ten-year intervals, but only 

from 1921:56 This is unfortunate as several major firms were already installed in Trafford 

Park from the beginning of the twentieth century. Rate books survive for most years for 

Stockport, with Bredbury and Romiley.57

To get as complete a survey as possible, data on chemist-employing industry in 

Manchester and Stockport for the four years of 1902, 1916, 1926 and 1936 were taken

55 Manchester Poor Rates, 1902, 1916 and 1926; Manchester General Rates 1936, Manchester Central 
Library, Local Studies Archive.
56 Stretford Poor and General Rates, 1921, 1930 and 1941, Sale Library, Local History Archive.
57 Stockport, Bredbury and Romiley Poor and General Rates, Stockport Heritage Library.
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from the relevant rate books. For Trafford Park, rate books were only available for 1921, 

1930 and 1941, and, of necessity, these dates were substituted for 1916, 1926 and 1936 

respectively. Inspection of the rate books indicated that most rateable values in Trafford 

Park changed relatively little after the initial investment, so this should not have introduced 

significant error. Name of firm, address, description of rated property and rateable value 

were noted. This data is recorded in Appendix Tables 2A and 2B.

There were a few problems in collecting the data. Firstly, the boundaries of 

Stockport and Manchester were extended, for example in 1913, and earlier records have 

not always survived. Secondly, legibility of the hand-written books is good, but factories 

and commercial properties are mixed in with housing and shops and this complicated the 

identification of industrial properties. Manchester has roughly 200,000 entries for 1916, in 

39 large volumes, and it was possible that some entries were missed. Finally, if the rate 

books have the advantage of including all properties, it is not always possible to identify 

which firms were relevant manufacturing sites as some are simply described as ‘works’ 

with no further information. This was inadequate for the purpose of this research, since it 

was important to distinguish between a cotton dyeing works, which should be included 

according to the criteria above, and a cotton-spinning mill, which should not.

It was therefore clear that an additional source was needed to track down relevant 

establishments. General commercial directories were found to be the most complete source 

of the names of firms with a potential demand for chemists.58 59 They were used to provide 

data for each firm including name, address and manufacturing sector. The details were 

combined into four lists for 1902, 1916, 1926 and 1936, sorted by both name and address. 

These were then compared with the rate books to locate relevant chemist-employing firms.

58 Manchester Poor Rate for the years 1902, 1916-17, 1926-27, General Rate for 1936-37, (ca. 35 Vols.): 
Poor and Borough Rate for Stockport (18 Vols.); Bredbury & Romiley Poor and General Rate, 1902, 1916, 
1926, and 1936 (2 Vols.); Stretford Poor and General Rate for the years 1921-22, 1930-31 and 1941-42,
( Vol. ‘F \  Trafford Park etc.).
59 e.g. Slater’s Manchester Salford and Suburban Directory, (London: Kelly’s Directories, 1901,1903); 
Slater’s Directory o f Manchester, (1916); Kelly’s Directory o f Manchester, Salford and Suburbs, (London: 
Kelly’s Directories, 1926, 1936). Kelly’s Directory o f Che shire (Various Dates).
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Where the rate book property was entered only as ‘works’, information was added from the 

commercial directories to the entry. In practice even the combined lists were not 

comprehensive enough, and some omissions occurred. Where a gap has occurred, but it is 

known that the firm did exist at that date, the firm is marked as ‘present’ in Tables 2A and 

2B in the Appendix. An example was a large bleacher known in Heaton Norris from the 

nineteenth century. Rated in Stockport in 1926, it has an entry in Table 2A. The earlier rate 

books for Heaton Norris, then in Lancashire, are lost, so the entry for this firm in Appendix 

Table 2A reads ‘present’ for both 1902 and 1916. It is believed that the remaining 

omissions are likely to have been small and that the resulting lists of firms provide a 

relatively accurate guide to chemist-employing firms in the Manchester area.

Once the rateable value for each property was established, it was used to calculate 

the number of chemists it was estimated that a property of this size would need. This 

estimate is given in Appendix Tables 2A and 2B in the columns entitled ‘Chemists 

Estimated’. Although rateable value cannot fully correlate with the number of people 

employed in a factory, it is based on the capital value of the plant and there is likely to be a 

rough relation between value of plant and number of employees. Thus, for instance, this 

study assumes that, on average, a chemical factory of double the rateable value of another 

will have double the number of employees.

Clearly, setting the ratio of rateable value to chemists per establishment was key to 

the success of this research. The precise method by which this was done is discussed in the 

next section; it depended on identifying some firms where the number of chemists 

employed was known. Where such evidence was available for an individual firm, this was 

also entered in Appendix Tables 2A and 2B in the columns ‘Chemists known’.

To locate evidence on such firms, in addition to the sources described in Section 

3.5.2, a number of other sources relating to individual firms were used. In a few cases, 

company records provided a useful source. Directors’ minute books could be informative
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about people, new investment in plant and processes or in research.60 Company accounts 

were used to calculate the number of personnel from the total wages bill divided by the 

typical weekly wage in industry.61 In an example at the Tiviot Colour Works, the number 

of personnel calculated in this way provided a cross-check on individuals’ personal 

recollections from the 1930s, yielding a similar number. The directors’ minute books were 

informative both on company policy and the hiring of qualified chemists. Company 

histories also provided some background information, but not the detail required to 

estimate the number of their chemists. Technical journals such as Chemical Age 

commented on new investment, and issued capital gives a rough guide to the size of firms.

3.6 FITTING IT TOGETHER: HOW THE DATA WAS USED TO CALCULATE 

THE DEMAND FOR CHEMISTS

As previously explained, this research essentially used two techniques to calculate the 

demand for chemists in the Manchester area. Technique 1 was straightforward and 

consisted of counting all those chemists whose existence could be identified in each of the 

four years. In Technique 2, an average value of rateable value per employed chemists was 

calculated for the establishments where information on chemist employment has survived. 

These values are in Table 3.10 below and are used to estimate the chemist demand in 

manufacturing industry where all archives have been lost. However, factors other than 

investment affected rateable values in our period. There was massive inflation around 

1918, and then considerable deflation throughout the later 1920s and early 1930s. It will be 

necessary to look at the effects that such changes might have had on valuations throughout 

the period.

60 e.g. Directors Minute Book, Tiviot Colour Works (Ellis Jones & Co Ltd Archive) dated December 1923; 
Directors Minute Books, The Clayton Aniline Company Archive.
61 Profit & Loss A/c Ellis Jones & Co lists total wages 1902-1923; Salaries and wages ledgers 1892-98, The 
Clayton Aniline Company Archive.



3.6.1 Technique 1

Looking first at Technique 1, details were taken of all Manchester area chemists from 

OCA, the membership records of the chemical societies, college records, collections of 

obituaries and other sources for years as close as possible to the rate book sample years of 

1902, 1916, 1926 and 1936.62 The sources used are listed in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Sources used in Technique 1
SOURCE/REFERENCE

SOCIETY
Date o f Reference used fo r the 

Counting Exercise
YEARS

O ffic ia l C hem ica l Appoin tm ents, 1st, 4th, 
6th a nd  9th Editions. (London: Institute of 
Chemistry o f Great Britain and Ireland)

1906 1912 1927 1937

R e g is te r o f  Fellows, Associa tes and  S tudents  
(London: Institute o f Chemistry o f Great Britain and 
Ireland)

1900 1913 1926 1938

L is t o f  M em bers
(London: The Society o f Chemical Industry)

1902 1916 1920 —

L is t o f  Fellow s
(London: The Chemical Society)

1900 1916 1929 1936

L is t o f  H onorary  M em bers, M em bers, A ssoc ia tes  and  
J u n io r M em bers  (Bradford: The Society o f Dyers and 
Colourists)

1934

L is t o f  the o fficers and  m em bers  (London: The 
Society o f Public Analysts and Other Analytical 
Chemists)

1905 1913 1926 1939-40

S tudents 1888-1940  Student's records; Owens 
College; 3 Vols, Ref. DCH/1/2/2/1-3, John Rylands 
University Library o f Manchester, University Archive 
and Records Centre

Used throughout

S tuden t R egisters 1883-1909  Manchester Municipal 
Technical School, John Rylands University Library of 
Manchester, University Archive and Records Centre

1902

A dm iss ion  R egisters fo r C hem istry  Courses, 1931- 
1940, Stockport College for Further Education.

1936

F ile  o f  C hem ist O bituaries  
The Open University

Used throughout

D ye-M akers o f  G rea t Britain, 1856-1976
M. R. Fox, (Manchester: Imperial Chemical Industries
Ltd, 1987)

Used throughout

S la te r’s  M anchester, S a lfo rd  & Suburban D irec to ry  
(London: Kelly’s Directories Ltd)

1903 1916 1926 1936

62 Access was available to the collection o f chemist obituaries assembled at the Open University by Robin 
Mackie and Gerrylynn K Roberts for their project ‘Studies o f  the British Chemical Community, 1881-1972: 
The Three Principal Institutions’.
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Ten sources over a date range of 1900-06 were used for 1902. The corresponding sources 

for the nearest available date were used for 1916, 1926 and 1936. The results of the 

counting for 1902, 1916, 1926 and 1936 are contained in Appendix Tables 3 A, 3B, 3C and 

3D. They are analysed in Chapter 4.

3.6.2 Technique 2: Estimating the Demand for Chemists in Industry

Technique 2 combines several methods of estimating the demand for chemists.

1. Using where known, information on the number of chemists and the total 

workforce to calculate a percentage of all employees. This is the method used by 

Marsch who found that the German chemical factories had 2-4% chemists in the 

workforce in the late nineteenth century, with the proportion of chemists rising over 

time.63 For Manchester in the first half of the twentieth century, a figure of around 

4% proved accurate. Using this method, if the number of employees is known in 

each factory, a reasonable estimate of the demand for chemists can be made.

2. Using rateable values to estimate the number of employees. The 1931 census 

quotes numbers of employees at the level of individual local authorities, and this 

makes it possible to allocate them to individual factories in proportion to their 

rateable value. This method could only be used with the 1931 Census, which is the 

only one to provide this level of detail. If this calculation is applied to the chemical 

industry of the Manchester area, the result is an average of 120 employees per 

£1000 rateable value. Chemist demand can then be estimated for each factory using 

method 1 above. The same method can be used for the other chemist-employing 

industries but the percentage of chemists per employee should be lower; a figure of 

0.5-1 % was estimated.

3. Using rateable values to estimate the number of chemists. The number of chemists

63 Marsch, p.67.



obtained from archives or personal memories, can be extrapolated to other firms 

based on the rateable value of their works. In 1931 the result of method ‘3’ can be 

compared with those of methods ‘1’ and ‘2’.

The application of the three methods within Technique 2 can be demonstrated with 

examples.

(1). Using Known Values to Calculate a Percentage of all Employees

A number of examples where data on the number of chemists and on the total workforce 

existed, made it possible to estimate a ratio for Manchester in the first half of the twentieth 

century. The Clayton Aniline Company Ltd. had 8 chemists and 200 employees in 1893 so 

4% of the employees were chemists. In 1900, 12 chemists and 220 employees 

corresponded to 5.5%, in 1915 the 18 chemists and 415 employees to 4.3% and in 1936 the 

57 chemists and 1300 employees to 4.4%.64 The percentage of chemists varied between 4.0 

and 5.5%. In this Clayton example, the percentage stayed fairly constant despite increasing 

numbers of employees, increasing product range and increased investment. Turning to 

another company, Levinstein Ltd. had 18 chemists and 400 employees in 1897, which 

corresponded to 4.5%.65 In 1919, its successor, the British Dyestuffs Corporation had over 

6000 workpeople and nearly 300 trained chemists, which was a percentage of almost 5%.66 

Fox noted 14 chemists in a total of 300 employees at Scottish Dyes Ltd. in 1924, namely 

4.7%.67 The percentage of chemists appears to have been similar for several companies and 

was comparable to German firms in 1912, although slightly higher at the earlier dates, as 

Table 3.5 demonstrates.
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64 Salary books, The Clayton Aniline Company Archive.
65 Society o f Chemical Industry Annual Meeting 1897, Works Visits, Journal o f the Society o f Chemical 
Industry, 16 (1897), p.599.
66 Review, Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry, 38 (1919), p. 276.
67 Fox, p. 160.
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Table 3.5: Chemists as Percentage of Total Workforce, Major German and British 
Chemical Firms. 1888-1912_______________________________

D A TE 1888 1900 1912
G e rm a n y
B A S F 1.7 2.1 3.0
H o e ch s t 2.8 3.5
B aye r 2.3 2.6 3.1
T e rM e e r (1880) 3.3 (1895) 3.3 4 .0
G re a t B r ita in
Lev ins te in  Ltd. (1897) 4 .0 n.a.
C lay ton  A n ilin e  Co. Ltd. (1893) 4 .0 5.5 (1915) 4 .3

Source: Marsch, p. 67; J. Soc. Chem. Ind. 16 (1897) p. 599; The Clayton Aniline Company Archive.

Marsch gives his figures for several major German firms in terms of the number of 

employees per chemist. For ease of comparison, his figures are recalculated in Table 3.5 as 

the percentage of employees that were chemists (CAC and Levinstein Ltd. are given as the 

Manchester comparisons). The above firms all had chemist percentages of 3 to 4% by 1912 

so the German examples are similar to the British ones found in this research. Russell, 

Coley and Roberts discuss the probable proportion of chemists needed in relation to total 

workforce and suggest that it was between 2 and 4%, although Russell noted a refinery in 

1960 with 4.5%.68 However, the archive examples found in this study indicate 4% chemists 

per workforce for the larger firms and 6-8% for the smaller chemical firms. For a slightly 

later period, statistics compiled by the Reichstagskomittee in 1931 on the German chemical 

industry showed that 4% of the total employees were chemists, engineers and members of 

the professions.69

(2). Using Rateable Values to Estimate the Number of Employees

As explained, the level of local detail in the 1931 Census o f England and Wales makes it 

possible to link employees to individual sectors and via the rate books to individual works. 

Employee numbers are given by industry for each town and area in the National Census

68 C. A. Russell, ‘Industry and the profession after 1918’, in C. A. Russell with N. G. Coley and G. K. 
Roberts, Chemists by profession (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1977), p.231.
69 Chemical Age, 24 ( 1931 ), p. 547.
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for 1931, Industries Volume Using this source, the employee numbers for the chemical 

and textile-finishing industries for the study area were calculated. This was then compared 

to the total rateable values of all firms in these industries for 1936. We are forced to use a 

combination of 1936 rateable values with 1931 employee numbers since the rate books for 

Manchester do not survive for 1931. However, the Census o f Production shows that the 

number of employees in the chemical industry was similar in 1930 and 1935. The number 

of employees in 1931 was divided by the rateable value in 1936, then multiplied by 1000 

to give an average number of employees per £1000 rateable value.70 71 The values obtained 

were 120 employees per £1000 for the chemical industry and 300 employees per £1000 for 

the textile dyeing and finishing industry. The chemical industry estimate can be checked in 

some instances against actual numbers from archives and personal memories, as the 

examples in Table 3.6 demonstrate. This suggests that these ratios are robust and can be 

used to link rateable values with numbers of employees and numbers of chemists. The 

calculated values in Table 3.6 are reasonably consistent with the actual numbers found.

Table 3.6: Comparison o 7 Actual and Calculated Numbers of Employees in 1931/36.
Rateable No. o f Calculated Number Known Number

Firm Value Chemists o f Employees o f Employees
G. H. Briggs £104 1 12 10
Ashbrooks (1921) Ltd. £220 3 26 30-35
Ellis Jones & Co Ltd. £400 4 48 ca. 55
Cornbrook Chemical Co. Ltd. £465 6 56 ca. 80
Clayton Aniline Co. Ltd. £9700 57 1170 1300
Source: D Briggs, Personal memories 2007; Ashbrooks, P. Fletcher, Personal memories 2004; Ellis Jones & 
Co Ltd., Directors’ minute book, 1923-1939, (European Colour pic); Combrook Chemical Co Ltd., P. Perkin, 
Personal memories, 2004; The Clayton Aniline Company Archive.

(3). Using Rateable Values and Archives to Estimate Chemists

Archives for a number of chemical companies gave data on the number of chemists 

employed in 1902, 1916, 1926 and 1936 thus permitting a comparison with the rateable 

values. Table 3.7 includes a calculation of the average rateable value per chemist employed

70 Census o f England and Wales, 1931, Industry Tables (London: HMSO, 1934).
71 This is the same procedure that Lloyd Jones and Le Roux used in their study o f Manchester in the early 
nineteenth century; Lloyd Jones and Le Roux, pp. 72-82.
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for the chemical establishments for each of the four years. These are the only firms where 

it has been possible to identify the precise number of chemists. These examples were used 

to establish a baseline of rateable value per chemist, which can then be extrapolated to 

provide an estimate of chemist numbers at other chemical works sites where we lack firm 

information. Data is also available for four firms in the food and drink sector, but for other 

industries the entries are rough estimates based on occasional examples.
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Table 3.7. Establishments with Numbers o f Chemists Identified and Rateable Values. 1902-1936 (NAY for 1936)

RV £ No. o f RV £ per RV £ No o f RV £ per RV £ No. o f RV £ per RV £ No. o f RV £ per
Firm Chem ists C hem ist C hem ists Chem ist Chem ists Chem ist Chem ists C hem ist

1902 1902 1902 1916 1916 1916 1926 1926 1926 1936 1936 1936
C HE M IC A L INDUSTRY
A shbrooks (1921) Ltd - - - 210 2 105 220 3 73
G. H. Briggs - - - - - - 104 1 104
British A lizarine  Co Ltd 4800 18 267 3671 20 184
C laus & Co/BDC Ltd. 198 2 99 212 - - 1552 12 129 - - -
Clayton A niline  Co. Ltd 2257 17 133 2307 22-29 80-105 9100 35 253 7913 57 139
Cornbrook Chem ica l Co - - - 200 - 465 6 78
Ellis Jones & Co Ltd 112 I(T 112 162 1 162 250 2 125 400 4 100
Kay Bros. Ltd 141 2 71 323 2 162 390 2 195 450 3 150
Levinste in ’s/BDC/IC I 1638 19 86 2522 - - 14500 45 - 9052 56 162
Ramie Co Ltd 165 1 83 255 2 128 255 2 128 - - -
TO TALS 4511 41 110.0 31057 118 263.2 22275 150 148.5
A verage fo r C hem icals 110 110 260 150
TEXTILE  DYEING
M edium  dyeing firm - - - - - - 1000 2 500
EXAM PLES FROM  IND IVIDUAL SECTO RS; NO A V E R AG E S PO SSIBLE
FO O D & DRINK
CW S B iscu it W orks 2417 1 2417 4787 - - 4428 - -
H Faulder & Co Cocoa 1010 1(1907) 1010 1416 1 1416 2890 1 2890 3380 - -
Jew sbury & Brown 950 2 475 1458 2? 729? 1933 - - 1712 - -
F. Robinson & Co Ltd 414 1 414 575 1 575 1350 2 675
O ther m anufacturing  
industry
West’s Gas Imp. Co Ltd 446 - - 839 - - 2158 1 2158 2116 2 1058

Sources: Ashbrooks, P. Fletcher, personal memories (2002); D. Briggs, 2006; British Alizarine Minute Books, Fox, p. 117; Claus & Co, J. Greenwood, ‘Personal 
Reminiscences’, Journal of the Society of Dyers and Colourist, 78 (1962), pp. 313-5; The Clayton Aniline Company Archive; Combrook Chemical Co & Ellis 
Jones, personal memories P. Perkin 2004; Ellis Jones & Co Ltd, Directors’ Minute Book; Kay Brothers, typescript ‘History’, Stockport Heritage Library; 
Levinstein Ltd., Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry, 16(1897) p. 599 and Fox p.49; Dyeing firm, opinion, older CIBA-Geigy marketing personnel 2002; 
CWS, List o f Members, Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry, 1902; H Faulder & Co Ltd, Students, Owens College.
Notes.
1) . British Alizarine Co, Rateable Value 1930; Number of Chemists 1923; Claus & Co Rateable value 1916, Number of chemists 1923.
2) . Rateable value per chemist is estimated at £500 for dyeing firms, based on 1931 Census and 0.5-1% chemist per employee.
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For those chemical firms where both rateable value and number of chemists are known, the 

rateable values and the number of chemists are each added together for the years 1902, 1926 

and 1936 in order to obtain an average figure of rateable value per chemist. For example, 

adding the figures for 1902 together gives £4511 for 41 chemists, or an average of £110 per 

chemist (to the nearest £5). There is too little data for 1916 to make this calculation, but since 

rateable values did not change significantly from 1902, the same figure of £110 per chemist 

has been assumed. The calculated average for chemical works is £260 rateable value per 

chemist for 1926 and £150 for 1936. These values are then used to compile Table 3.10. A 

medium sized dyeing firm is also included; this is an average case rather than a specific firm. 

The number of employees, 300 per £1000, is based on National Census data for 1931 and was 

obtained by dividing the total number of employees in the dyeing and finishing sector by the 

total rateable value of all firms in the sector.

The results show a reasonably consistent pattern. Clayton Aniline, Company a large 

works, has a higher rateable value per chemist than the smaller firms. The table shows that the 

small firms required proportionally more chemists and their rateable value per chemist is 

therefore lower. It is of course impossible to go below one chemist as the soap-making works 

of G. H. Briggs demonstrates.72 If a firm had a research department within the works site, then 

the number of chemists would be rather greater than in a firm which only had manufacturing 

facilities. The small Cornbrook Chemical Company had a research department with two 

graduate chemists, increasing the ratio of chemists to rateable value, and also the ratio of the 

number of chemists to employees. However, the averaging done in Table 3.7 should eliminate 

the minor deviations caused by individual circumstances, resulting in ratios which are robust 

and consistent enough for the applications to which we put them.

72 D. Briggs, Interviewed in 2007.



3.6.3 Putting Methods 1, 2 and 3 Together

Before putting the three methods together to give a table of chemists per rateable value, it is 

necessary to look at the general pattern of changes in rateable values in the Manchester area 

over the period 1902-1941. Three influences affected rateable values in the early twentieth 

century.73 Firstly, new investment led to increased rateable values (and to increased chemist 

demand) over time. Secondly, the removal of machinery from the valuation by the Rating Act 

of 1925, tended to reduce the rateable values of manufacturing establishments after its 

implementation around 1929. Thirdly, the values were affected by changing prices. If the 

severe inflation in the period 1914-1920 was reflected in valuations, this would have increased 

them, albeit with an unknown delay. This inflation was followed by a period of deflation up to 

1934, which would then have caused a decrease in valuations.74 Minor changes in inflation 

may well have been dealt with by adjusting the precept or rate levied. Table 3.8 shows 

changes in the Board of Trade Wholesale Prices Indices over the period 1900-1936.
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Table 3.8: Board ofTrade Wholesale Prices Indices, Total Index, 1900-1936
YEAR INDEX INDEX INDEX COMMENT
1900 100.0
1902 96.4
1912 114.9
1913 116.5 100.0
1916 186.5
1920 368.8 307.3 Rebased with 1913 = 100
1921 197.2
1922 158.8
1926 148.1
1930 119.5 100.0
1934 104.1
1936 94.4 Rebased with 1930 = 100

Source: B. R. Mitchell, British Historical Statistics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), pp. 476-7.

73 After 1928, rateable values o f manufacturing premises were reduced to 25% of their former value. NAV (net 
annual value) continued as before and is used for 1936 to ensure comparability.
74 Economic trends 604, (Office for National Statistics, 2004) p.44. A purchasing power o f £1019 in 1914 
dropped to £395 in 1920, rose to £542 by 1926, then further to £624 in 1936. Inflated values are the reciprocal; a 
true value o f £100 in 1914 would be represented by roughly £250 in 1920 and £160 in 1936 on this basis. Note 
that RV per chemist in 1916 was £110, in 1926 it was £260 and in 1936 was £150, influenced by these trends.



In order to isolate changes in rateable value from the general increase in the demand for 

chemists, the underlying trends in rateable values have been examined for several industrial 

sectors, including chemicals. The results are listed in Table 3.9. The rateable values of 169 

establishments present at all dates from 1902 to 1936 were totalled, and the totals expressed as 

a percentage with 1902 as the baseline. In addition, the 54 establishments that were present at 

all three dates from 1916, were similarly analysed. In order to obtain comparability with the 

data for the previous group, 1916 is taken as baseline and set at 133.8%, which was the 

average 1916 percentage for those establishments that were present at all four dates. The 15 

similar properties in Trafford Park were calculated separately to investigate the effects of the 

different dates. We would expect the later dates to include new wartime investment and also 

much of the effect of wartime inflation. However, in the case of Trafford Park the use of the 

1921 rate books probably means that wartime investment was already included.

DATE 1902 1916 1921 1926 1930 1936 1941
MANCHESTER n
1902-36, all sectors 169 100.0 133.8 208.9 196.0
1902-36, chemical industry 100.0 119.4 311.4 279.7
1902-36, textile dyeing etc. 100.0 112.3 205.0 191.4
1902-36, other manufacturing 100.0 123.7 199.8 176.5
1902-36, food, drink, tobacco 100.0 102.1 151.6 171.4
1902-36, utilities 100.0 168.0 220.0 177.1

1916-36, all sectors 54 n.a. 133.8 256.4 208.6
TRAFFORD PARK
1921-41, all sectors 15 n.a. n.a. 100.0 89.2 124.2

Clearly the rating evaluations were influenced by the rise in the prices index during the 1914-

18 war and the subsequent deflationary trends of the later 1920s, probably with a delay of

some years. Taking note of the inflationary and deflationary trends shown in Table 3.8, the

results of Table 3.9 can be interpreted as follows. It seems probable that there was no general



upwards revaluation between 1902 and 1916: indeed 60% of continuing chemical 

establishments retained virtually the same rateable value. A further 14% had modest increases, 

and 18% had large increases in value, but these were almost all small factories where even 

doubling the value made little difference to the overall total, although any such change would 

certainly indicate new investment. The values for 8% of the factories were substantially 

reduced. The impact of wartime investment appears only to have been recorded after 1916.75 

However, the large increase in 1926 was so general that it must have been the result of an 

upward revaluation, added to considerable wartime investment in the larger firms. For 

example, Table 3.9 shows that the RV index increased from 119.4 in 1916 to 311.4 in 1926, 

which is an increase of 161%. The revaluation would also have been influenced by the high 

inflation between 1914 and 1920. Turning to Trafford Park, unfortunately we have no data 

earlier than 1921 but it seems likely that the 1921 values there already included this 

revaluation. The Stockport rate books, where every year has survived, demonstrate that new 

investments were valued promptly.

The 1926 figure for chemicals in Table 3.9 is higher than that for ‘all sectors’, which 

suggests above average investment in the chemical industry. The food industry was a slow 

starter, but investment continued in the 1930s. Most continuing firms show a fall in rateable 

values between 1926 and 1936, despite known cases of investment. A typical case was 

Clayton Aniline Company where the value fell from £9100 in 1926 to £7913 in 1936 despite 

some investment. Thus the negative inflation from 1922 to 1934, and the removal of 

machinery from the evaluation process for manufacturing firms, following the 1925 Act, 

resulted in a downward revaluation, which exceeded the effects of new investment. The
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75 Munitions plants like one in Gorton, Manchester, and presumably the new TNT plant at CAC, were zero rated.



further increase at Trafford Park in 1941 was due to large investments there, Metropolitan 

Vickers being responsible for the majority.

What is the likely effect when calculating an average value of rateable value per 

chemist? Since we are comparing an increasing number of chemists over time with an abrupt 

rise in rateable value in 1926, there will inevitably be a marked discontinuity in the value for 

1926. For 1936 we are comparing a further increase in the number of chemists with a modest 

fall in rateable values, and so the average rateable value per chemist falls, as can be seen in 

Table 3.7. The calculations in Table 3.7 have therefore given three values of rateable value per 

chemist, £110 per chemist for 1902, £260 for 1926 and £150 for 1936. Table 3.9 shows that 

rateable values rose moderately between 1902 and 1916 and it is clear that this time of rapid 

change in wartime is not yet reflected in the 1916 valuations. The 1902 value of £110 per 

chemists has therefore been assumed for 1916 also.

These values are used to create a table of standard numbers of chemists per rateable 

value range as shown in Table 3.10 below. Thus in 1936 our standard of £150 per chemist 

gives 1 or 2 chemists for the £100-200 range, 3-4 chemists for £500, 6-7 chemists for £1000 

and so on. Calculations for 1902 and 1916 are based on £110 per chemist and that for 1926 is 

based on £260 per chemist. How do these work out in practice? In 1936, CAC had a rateable 

value of £7913. At £150 per chemist this gives 53 chemists; Appendix, Table 3D lists 57 

chemists.76 The British Alizarine Company had rateable value £3671. At £150 per chemist this 

gives 24 chemists; there were actually 20.77

The values in Table 3.10 are used in Chapter 4 to estimate the demand for chemists in 

each individual manufacturing establishment in the Manchester area for 1902, 1916, 1926 and 

1936. To ensure that only significant firms are included in the study, chemical works of

76 See Appendix, Table 3D
77 Fox, p. 117.
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rateable value below £50 have been excluded. For the chemist-employing industries in the 

categories of medium or lower intensity chemist demand, in order to eliminate those with a 

negligible probability of demand for a chemist, significant establishments are defined with a 

value of £150 or over.

Table 3.10. Number of Chemists per Establishment by Category & Rateable Value 1902-36
CATEGORY Category 1 High Intensity 

Chemical Manufacture
Category 2 

Medium Intensity
Category 3 

Low Intensity
DATE 1902 & 1916 1926 1936 1902-36 1902-36

Avg. £/Chemist £110 £260 £150 £500 £1000
Rate. Value £ ''lumber of Chemists

50-100 1 1 1 0 0
101-200 1-2 1 1-2 0 0
201-300 2 1-2 2-3 0 0
301-500 3-4 1-2 3-4 0-1 0
501-750 5-6 3 4-5 0-1 0

750-1000 8-9 3-4 6-7 1-2 0-1
Then pro rata.

Notes:
1) . Over £1000 take pro rata; thus £3000 is treble the £1000 number o f chemists.
2) . Tables 3.1 and 3.2 define medium and low intensity of demand.

Following the logic of Tables 3.1 and 3.2, dyeing and finishing firms and rubber 

manufacturers with rateable value around £500 are estimated at 1 chemist; if over £1000 they 

are estimated at 2-3 chemists. Large breweries and food factories of value over £1000 at are 

estimated at 1 chemist. Larger foundries and engineering works over £1000 are estimated at 1 

chemist. The study has found that some of the largest engineering establishments had a small 

team of chemists, often including graduates and a research chemist. Such firms are estimated 

with at least 2-3 chemists. These estimates in sectors 2 and 3 above are consistent with 

examples observed in this research. Several are included in Table 3.7, for example the CWS 

biscuit works in Manchester, RV £2417 in 1902, had at least one chemist; Faulder’s chocolate 

works in Stockport, RV £1010 in 1902, had an Owens graduate chemist from 1907.
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3.6.4 Combining the Two Techniques: Estimating the Demand for Chemists in the 

Manchester Area

The methods described have been used to produce two tables listing all the chemist-employing 

establishments which have been identified in the Manchester area. The two tables are given in 

the Appendix and are entitled, Appendix Table 2A: Chemist-Employing Establishments in the 

Manchester Area: 1902 and 1916, and Appendix Table 2B: Chemist-Employing 

Establishments in the Manchester Area: 1926 and 1936. These tables include estimates of 

chemist demand for manufacturing industry and also the numbers of identified chemists 

working in all sectors. They provide the quantitative information for Chapter 4 and for much 

of the later discussion. In summary, there were five stages involved in their preparation: -

1. Prepare checklists of all Manchester area firms with a potential demand for chemists 

from the commercial directories for 1902, 1916, 1926 and 1936, and then check the 

rate books with their aid. Construct tables of all the relevant chemist-employing firms 

in the Manchester area, including their rateable values.

2. Using Table 3.10 add an estimate for the number of chemists to the table for each 

industrial establishment, based on its rateable value.

3. Allocate those chemists identified by Technique 1 to their employing firms in a 

separate column. The number of chemists found would normally be less than the 

estimate because many chemists will not appear in the sources available. The fact that 

the actual number of chemists found is occasionally higher than the estimate may 

indicate that the estimate is slightly on the conservative side.

4. Add to the table the numbers of chemists in those categories of demand that can only 

be counted, for example education, public bodies, chemical consultants and the 

utilities. These figure come towards the end of the table.
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5. Finally, at the foot of the table, add a separate listing with those named chemists, often 

graduates, whose employers could not be found in the rate books or were excluded due 

to low rateable values.

3.7 CONCLUSION

This chapter has defined the terms involved in this research and described the sources and the 

methodology used. It has provided definitions for demand and for chemists and shown that 

sources exist which make it possible to identify a great number of chemists by name and by 

their employment. In addition, it has demonstrated a method that makes it possible to estimate 

the total demand for chemists in industry in the Manchester area. In section 3.6 it describes the 

two techniques used to measure the demand for chemists, firstly the counting of those 

chemists who can be identified by name and secondly an estimation method for chemists in 

the manufacturing establishments. The second technique relies on extrapolation from limited 

data, but the use of the rate books ensures that almost all of the manufacturing sources of 

demand should have been located. Company records where they survive have been used to 

flesh out and correct these estimates. The purpose of this technique is to estimate on a factory- 

by-factory basis the demand for chemists and to provide an estimate of the total demand for 

chemists from manufacturing industry in the Manchester area. When this is combined with 

totals of identified chemists outside the manufacturing sector, it produces a robust value for 

the total demand for chemists in the Manchester area. The next chapter, Chapter 4, contains 

the results of this estimation of chemist demand in the Manchester area at four dates from

1902 to 1936.



4. THE EMPLOYERS AND THE EMPLOYED: CHEMISTS IN THE 

MANCHESTER AREA

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents in tabular form an analysis of the data collected for this research, 

firstly the numbers of establishments employing chemists, including their total rateable 

values, and secondly, the numbers of chemists employed in the Manchester area at the four 

key dates. The findings on which this analysis is based are contained in six tables, two for 

the employers and four for the employed.

These tables draw on a number of tables in the Appendix. Appendix Tables 2A and 

2B list the workplaces. They include every establishment with a potential demand for the 

employment of chemists that we have been able to locate in the Manchester area, by 

extracting data from the rate books. The establishments are listed by industrial sector for 

the four dates of 1902, 1916, 1926 and 1936. Each establishment includes an estimate of 

chemist demand obtained from a standard table, based on rateable value, as described in 

Chapter 3. In addition, the tables include non-industrial establishments that employed 

chemists, even though it was not possible to estimate how many from the rate books. 

Appendix Table 2A covers 1902 and 1916 and Appendix Table 2B covers 1926 and 1936.

Appendix Tables 3A to 3D list all the chemists that have been individually 

identified as working in the Manchester area, by means of the sources described in Chapter 

3. The counts of identified chemists in Tables 3 A to 3D have been included in Appendix 

Tables 2A and 2B, allocated where possible to the individual establishments where they 

worked. This method covers both industrial and non-industrial establishments. Thus these 

two tables incorporate the results obtained from both of the techniques, counting and 

estimation, used to determine the number of chemists working in the Manchester area, as 

described in section 3.6 of Chapter 3. The counting technique was used in all sectors, but
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was the sole technique available in education, the public sector, commerce and the 

utilities, where the estimation technique could not be applied.

The data from these six tables in the Appendix is presented in tabular form in this 

chapter, showing the number of chemists employed in the Manchester area and how this 

changed in the different sectors of employment over the period. The chapter goes on to 

compare data for the different dates to explore changing employment mobility among 

chemists and the changing level of their qualifications. Finally the chapter compares results 

for the interwar years with a Manchester industrial survey of 1950 in order to explore the 

extent to which some of the trends endured. The conclusion considers the implications of 

these findings for our understanding of the demand for chemists over the period 1902-1936 

in England and Wales as a whole.

4.2 CHEMIST EMPLOYMENT IN THE MANCHESTER AREA: THE 

EMPLOYERS

Using the methodology described in Chapter 3, this research surveyed chemist-employing 

establishments in the Manchester area for the years 1902, 1916, 1926 and 1936, and 

extracted data from the rate books for the closest available years. As was explained in 

Chapter 3, Section 3.6.3, chemical firms of rateable value below £50 and firms in other 

industries below £150 were excluded to ensure that only firms of a reasonable size were 

counted. If chemists identified by name were later found to be working at one of these 

establishments, their workplace was added to the table in a special group at the bottom. 

These cases are discussed later in the chapter. The tables follow the practice of the Census 

o f Production in using the term ‘establishment’ to mean a single entity on a single site.

This term applies equally to industry, to the utilities and to commercial businesses. In 

practice there were few examples of firms with more than one site in the area.

Table 4.1 summarises the data on establishments in the study area by sector and
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also gives the total rateable values of the establishments by sector. The Research 

Association was not rated and is not therefore included in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: No. of Establishments, Manchester Area, with Potential Demand for Chemists
YEAR 1902 1916 1926 1936
MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS
SECTOR
V Chemical Industry 114 126 125 133
VI Metals, machines 56 53 54 62
VII Textile dyeing and finishing 71 64 58 60
X Food, drink and tobacco 55 63 68 75
XIV Rubber manufacturers 15 20 21 25
IV, VIII, XII,XIV Glass, leather, pottery, paper 22 20 27 30
TOTAL MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS 333 346 353 385

NON-MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS & 
UTILITIES
XV Utilities 13 13 13 12

Public bodies 4 6 9 9
XVII Commerce and finance 13 11 9 12
TOTAL NON-MANUFACTURING & UTILITIES 30 30 31 33
TOTAL ESTABLISHMENTS 363 376 384 418
RATEABLE VALUES £ £ £ £
V Chemical industry 21,219 30,656 64,143 64,806
VI Metals, machines 80,203 132,511 157,559 155,668
VII Textile dyeing and finishing 30,462 38,277 60,100 55,301
X Food, drink, tobacco 27,987 49,177 63,845 79,123
XIV Rubber manufacturers 7,466 12,568 19,712 18,612
IV,VIII, XII, XIV Glass, leather, pottery, paper 7,535 5,563 17,092 23,639
XV Utilities 59,007 124,253 128,621 121,972

Commerce & public 4,836 963 5,954 6,236
TOTAL RATEABLE VALUES 238,715 393,968 517,026 525,357
Sources: As detailed in Chapter 3, Section 5.
Notes:
1) . Sector codes are drawn from the 1931 National Census.
2) . Subsequent Tables group Codes IV, VI, XII and XIV as ‘other manufacturing industry’. Separated here 
they show the importance o f individual sectors in the Manchester area. No code III firms were located.
3) . Not all rateable values could be located, but those not located were usually small companies so totals 
should not be seriously affected. NAV is used instead o f RV in 1936 for comparability.

The top section of Table 4.1 shows that the total number of establishments in all categories 

of chemist-employing industry increased between 1902 and 1936 by 15%. The number of 

textile dyeing and finishing establishments fell, but the number of chemical works rose by 

17% over the period. In the rubber sector the increase in the number of establishments was 

67% and in both the glass, leather and pottery sector and in the food, drink and tobacco 

sector the increase was 36%. Many small and medium-sized chemical works sites



maintained roughly the same rateable value throughout the study period. However, the 

increase in the size of the largest establishments led to a concentration of industrial 

property in the hands of the two chemical firms that already dominated the chemical 

industry in Manchester in 1902, Levinstein Ltd., later British Dyestuffs Corporation 

(BDC), then ICI Dyestuffs Group, at Blackley and the Clayton Aniline Company Ltd. 

(CAC) in Clayton. These two firms alone accounted for 50% of the increase in the 

chemical industry’s total rateable value between 1902 and 1926. Individual new 

investments in factories in Trafford Park, some of them in the newer industries, provided 

most of the remainder. The modest rise in the total rateable value of the chemical industry 

between 1926 and 1936 resulted from new investments, partly balanced by reductions in 

NAV at older establishments, caused by the deflationary trends of the later 1920s, which 

were demonstrated in Chapter 3, Table 3.8.

Engineering and metals showed a mixed picture with expansion in diesel engines 

and gas and process plant engineering firms, although other sectors shrank. Again, new 

investment in Trafford Park was the main reason for expansion. Gas manufacture and 

electricity generation expanded greatly during the period. Textiles, apart from new fibres, 

were very depressed at the end of the period and partial closures were reflected in reduced 

rateable values.

Since the rate books for Manchester survive at roughly 10-year intervals, only a 

rough estimate of the longevity of establishments in the area can be made from them. Of 

chemical establishments, 44% survived for the entire period, appearing at all dates between 

1902 and 1936. In addition 58% were present at three dates, and 87% were present at two 

dates. Establishment size had some effect on survival rates. Taking the establishments with 

rateable value over £200 in 1916, 54% were present at all four dates. Of firms with 

rateable value less than £200, only 35% were present throughout, suggesting that smaller 

firms had a rather shorter longevity. Of course, the years 1902-1936 do not necessarily 

delimit the life-span of the firms being considered here. Many firms already had a long
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history prior to 1902; some lasted for many years after 1936. There were four large 

chemical establishments in 1902 of rateable value over £1000. Three survived for the 

whole period but one closed in 1926. Other sectors have not been analysed in the same 

detail but a brief scan indicated that the pattern was similar.

4.3 CHEMISTS IN THE MANCHESTER AREA: COUNTING AND ESTIMATION

As explained in section 3.6 of Chapter 3 and using the rules contained in Table 3.10 from 

Chapter 3, chemist numbers were estimated for each establishment and entered in the 

Appendix, Tables 2A and 2B. Identified chemists were allocated to their employers where 

this was possible, and the numbers were also entered. It should be noted that not all the 

establishments counted in Table 4.1 will have employed a chemist as defined in section

3.3.1 in Chapter 3. Many will have relied on a lower grade of technician, or outside 

consultants, especially in the early years. The estimation technique allows for this by 

allocating chemists to establishments according to their rateable value, so that on average 

the figures are correct. In practice, of course, some firms with smaller works will have 

employed a chemist, just as some with a larger works will not have. Furthermore, the 

sources used for both of the two methods are not complete. In particular, it appears 

probable that OCA, especially in the earlier years, did not include all chemists in school 

teaching, or even all the schools. Nevertheless it is our best available figure for the non

manufacturing employers. For industry, our method of estimating chemist demand is 

approximate but it is inclusive and has been applied consistently to all manufacturing 

establishments. The next four sections summarise the data for each of the four years: 1902 

and 1916 draw on Appendix Table 2A: 1926 and 1936 draw on Appendix Table 2B.

4.3.1 The Demand for Chemists in 1902: Identified and Estimated

The figures for 1902 are set out in Table 4.2. The first column gives the sector; the second,
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the number of establishments counted in the rate books per industrial sector. No 

attempt was made to count establishments in education. The third column gives the number 

of chemists estimated for manufacturing industry. Finally, the last column, gives all the 

chemists who were identified by name across all sectors of employment. Sub-totals give 

employment for industry and for all other sectors. At the foot of the industry section is 

given the number of chemists for whom no employer could be identified, but who were 

probably working in industry, since, as will be discussed below, it is thought unlikely that 

they worked in the public sector. Finally, there is a small group of counted chemists whose 

employer is known, but not found in the data extraction exercise from the rate books.

These firms appear to be a mix of small manufacturers, sales companies, agents and 

commercial firms and are placed in a separate row at the bottom of the other sectors 

section, since it was not always clear if the individual firms were commercial or industrial 

ones. Tables 4.3 to 4.5 follow the same format at Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Estimated and Identified Chemist Demand 1902. by Business Sector
Business Sector Num ber of 

Establishments
Estimated
Chemists

1902

Identified
Chemists

1902
MANUFACTURING
V Chemical industry 114 174 95
VII Textile dyeing/finishing 71 26 7
IV, VIII, XII, XIV Other manufacturing industry 93 33 5
X Food, drink and tobacco 55 8 3

Employer not identified n.a. - 44
SUB-TOTALS 333 241 154

EDUCATION, COMMERCE, UTILITIES AND 
PUBLIC BODIES
Tertiary education n.r. 30
Teaching n.r. 6
Chemical consultants n.r. 34
Commerce and Finance 13 7
Utilities 13 10
Public bodies 4 4
Named chemists in small firms in commerce 
and manufacturing

6

SUB-TOTALS 30 97
TOTALS 363 251
Sources: see Chapter 3, Section 5.
Note: n.a. is ‘not available’; n.r. is ‘not relevant’



In total, 251 chemists were identified by name in 1902. Looking first at the sectors 

where only counting was possible, there were 97 identified chemists in the non-industrial 

sectors in 1902. There were many consulting chemists and analysts in the study area. No 

estimated figure was attempted for consultants; their inclusion in the commercial 

directories and their membership of the chemical societies probably ensures that they were 

almost all identified. In local government and the utilities, a combination of OCA, college 

training records and society membership should ensure that most chemists were located 

and identified. Indeed, many of the chemists in this sector appear twice, in OCA and also in 

the society membership lists. Turning to education, there were thirty chemists recorded as 

working in higher education at Owens and the Municipal College. However, only six 

schoolteachers were identified and this looks far too low for the Manchester area. Robin 

Mackie has argued that the OCA is likely to underestimate the number of chemistry 

teachers because of its apparent incomplete recording both of schools and of women 

teachers.1 Thus the numbers of chemists identified in education in Manchester throughout 

the period 1902 to 1936 may in part reflect the degree of completeness of recording in the 

sources, rather than trends in educational demand.

The names of the 44 chemists without identified employer in 1902 were located 

mainly because they belonged to the Chemical Society or Institute of Chemistry, whose 

members included several lecturers, but few schoolteachers. There is no firm evidence of 

where they worked, but since their names do not appear in the educational or public sectors 

in OCA, a reasonable assumption is that most of them were in industry. If so, there were 

241 estimated chemists in manufacturing, of whom the names are known for 154, that is 

64%, or, to be more precise, it was possible to identify by name 154 of the chemists that 

were estimated to be in manufacturing. The estimate of 174 chemists for 114 chemical 

factories amounts to 1.5 chemists per factory and may seem low when we consider that

1 R. Mackie, ‘Counting chemists: the distribution o f chemical expertise in Scotland in the first half o f  the 
twentieth century’, Journal o f Scottish Historical Studies, 27, 1, 2007, p. 64.
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chemical works have the highest intensity of demand, as defined in Chapter 3.

However, if we assume that the 44 chemists without known employer were all in the 

chemical industry, then there were 1.9 chemists per factory in the chemical industry and 

for other manufacturing areas, the ratio is only 67/219, i.e. 0.3 chemists per works. As 

explained above, the aim of the estimating technique is to obtain an estimate of the total 

demand for chemists, recognising that in 1902 some of the smaller chemical works would 

not have used a chemist, but relied on the experience of a foreman or owner. When 

considering manufacturing industry alone, 110 of the identified chemists in 1902 can be 

linked to an employer. However, only 47 of the above 333 industrial establishments had 

identified chemists working for them. Using the estimation technique, it is estimated that 

another 89 firms employed chemists, who it has not been possible to identify by name, 

although some of the 44 chemists with no employer might have worked for them. Trends 

in identifiable employment will be discussed for the whole period with Table 4.6.

4.3.2 The Demand for Chemists in 1916: Identified and Estimated

The counting exercise found 348 chemists identified by name. The SCI membership list 

was particularly important for the survey of 1916; 55% of the identified chemists were 

members of the SCI. The numbers of chemists counted and estimated are totalled by
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Table 4.3: Estimated and Identified Chemist Demand 916. bv Business Sector
Business Sector Num ber of 

Establishments
Estimated
Chemists

1916

Identified
Chemists

1916
MANUFACTURING
V Chemical industry 126 244 116
VII Textile dyeing/finishinq 64 37 14
IV, VI, XII, XIV Other manufacturing industry 93 49 13
X Food, drink and tobacco 63 23 3

Employer not identified n.a. - 89
SUB-TOTALS 346 353 235

EDUCATION, COMMERCE, UTILITIES AND 
PUBLIC BODIES (COUNTED)
Tertiary education n.r. 43
Teaching n.r. 15
Chemical consultants n.r. 28
Commerce and finance 13 6
Utilities 13 10
Public bodies 4 4
Named chemists in small firms in commerce 
and manufacturing

7

SUB-TOTALS 30 113
TOTALS 376 348
Sources: see Chapter 3, Section 5.

Estimated chemists in industry totalled 353 of which 235 could be identified (67%). The 

total number of chemists who could be identified increased to 348 compared with 251 in 

1902. The number in higher education increased from 30 to 43 over the period. As in 1902, 

higher education seems to have been fairly completely recorded, whereas only 15 

chemistry teachers were listed in OCA for the Manchester area This number is higher than 

in 1902, but still suggests incomplete recording of both schools and their teachers. The 

small number of teachers recorded locally also compares oddly with the much larger 

supply from Owens College as the discussion in Chapter 6 later reveals. As in Table 4.2, 

the number of chemists without known employer adds some uncertainty to the analysis. It 

is likely that most of them would have been in industry and this means that the industry 

total of identified chemists rose from 154 in 1902 to 235 in 1916, an increase of 53%, 

although the number of establishments changed little.

However, the total rateable value of chemical establishments in the Manchester 

area rose from £21,219 in 1902 to £30,656 in 1916, a rise of 44%. The rateable value total



for all industry with a potential demand for chemists rose by 65% from £238,715 to 

£393,968. The survey of 1916 was of course carried out for a war year. This was a time of 

change and there was a huge increase in personnel in the armaments industry. Taking the 

CAC as an example, thirteen chemists joined the company in 1916 due to expansion of 

TNT manufacture, but five or six left, presumably to join other munitions plants.2 There 

was a demand for chemists in the newly completed munitions facilities in and around the 

city; several Owens chemistry graduates went to these establishments on or soon after 

graduation.3 As a result, it is possible that the procedures used to identify chemists by 

name may be less accurate than for other years. In particular, some younger chemistry 

teachers recorded in OCA may have been absorbed into the munitions factories. 

Unfortunately the munitions factories were not rated so there is no quick way of estimating 

their size. At least one teacher joined CAC in TNT manufacture.4

4.3.3 Demand for Chemists in 1926: Identified and Estimated

The counting exercise found 626 chemists identified by name. The numbers of chemists 

counted and estimated are totalled by business sector in Table 4.4.

The Manchester area membership of the Institute of Chemistry increased greatly by 

1926, as it had nationally, following the change in their regulations exempting honours 

graduates in chemistry from the Associateship examinations.5 The 1927 membership list 

enabled the identification of many more chemists, but seldom quoted the employer, so that 

a large number of identified chemists lack employer information in Table 4.4. The use of 

SCI data from 1920 (it accounts for 150 chemists in Table 4.4.) gives some risk of
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2 The Clayton Aniline Company Archive.
3 Owens College, Students, (Student’s records, 1888-1940, 3 Vols. Ref. DCH/1/2/2/1-3), Manchester 
University: John Rylands University Library, University Archive and Records Centre. See Student numbers 
964, 969, 984, 1006,2009.
4 List o f Wartime Chemists (1914-1918) with their Factory Responsibilities, The Clayton Aniline Company 
Archive.
5 G. K. Roberts, ‘Defining professional competence,’ in C. A. Russell with N. G. Coley and G. K. Roberts,
Chemists by profession. The origins and rise o f the Royal Institute o f Chemistry (Milton Keynes: Open 
University Press, 1977), p. 180.
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counting chemists who may have left Manchester by 1926.

Table 4.4 Estimated and Identified Chemist Demand 1926. by Business Sector
Business Sector Num ber o f 

Establishments
Estimated
Chemists

1926

Identified
Chemists

1926
MANUFACTURING
V Chemical industry 125 352 190
VII Textile dyeing/finishing 58 72 31
IV, VI, XII, XIV Other manufacturing industry 102 73 30
X Food, drink and tobacco 68 25 6

Employer not identified n.a. - 154
SUB-TOTALS 353 522 411

EDUCATION, COMMERCE, UTILITIES AND 
PUBLIC BODIES (COUNTED)
Tertiary education n.r. 73
Teaching n.r. 39
Chemical consultants n.r. 26
Research Association n.r. 25
Commerce and finance 9 5
Utilities 13 16
Public bodies 9 16
Named chemists in small firms in commerce 
and manufacturing

15

SUB-TOTALS 31 215
TOTALS 384 626
Sources: see Chapter 3, Section 5.
Note: The estimation technique cannot be used for Research Associations and therefore chemists employed 
by the Manchester one are included in the counted sector in Tables 4.4 and 4.5.

Of the estimated demand for 522 chemists in industry, 411 or 79% could be identified by 

name. The number of graduate teachers recorded increased greatly compared with 1916 

suggesting that there was indeed a problem with the sources in the earlier period. There 

appears to be a more complete recording both of schools and of chemistry and science 

teachers in OCA in 1926. There was a large apparent increase in numbers in tertiary 

education between 1916 and 1926. This may have been caused by an increase in higher 

education in the period, or a greater use of part-time and assistant lecturers. The number of 

chemists identified in industry increased markedly compared with 1916. Increased 

numbers of chemists were identified in other industries as well as in the chemical industry, 

especially in textile dyeing and in the grouped sector ‘other manufacturing industry’. The 

Research Associations became significant employers of chemists by 1926; the only 

example in Manchester, but an important one, was the British Cotton Industries Research
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Association, the Shirley Institute, which was introduced in Chapter 2.

Marsch noted that in Germany in 1925, 56.9% of chemists worked in the chemical 

industry.6 Table 4.4 shows that in the Manchester area in 1926, 30.3% worked in the 

chemical industry, 10.7% in other industry and 34.3% in education, public bodies, etc. The 

24.6% of chemists without known employer adds uncertainty to the analysis; most of them 

would have been in production, with many in the chemical industry. Even if all of them 

were in the chemical industry, the percentage would still be slightly lower than in 

Germany. It seems likely that Britain had a rather lower percentage of chemists in the 

chemical industry than Germany, with correspondingly more in other sectors.

4.3.4 Demand for Chemists in 1936: Identified and Estimated

The counting exercise found 826 chemists identified by name. The numbers of chemists 

counted and estimated are totalled by business sector in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Estimated and Identified Chemist Demand 936, bv Business Sector
Business Sector Number of 

Establishments
Estimated
Chemists

1936

Identified
Chemists

1936
MANUFACTURING
V Chemical industry 133 466 289
VII Textile dyeing/finishing 60 103 49
IV, VI, XII, XIV Other manufacturing Industry 117 109 42
X Food, drink and tobacco 75 51 15

Employer not identified n.a. - 117
SUB-TOTALS 385 729 512

EDUCATION, COMMERCE, UTILITIES AND 
PUBLIC BODIES (COUNTED)
Tertiary education n.r. 85
Teaching n.r. 47
Chemical consultants n.r. 11
Research Association n.r. 84
Commerce and finance 12 11
Utilities 12 28
Public bodies 9 21
Named chemists in small firms in commerce 
and manufacturing

27

SUB-TOTALS 33 314
TOTALS 418 826
Sources: see Chapter 3, Section 5.

6 U. Marsch, Zwischen Wissenschaft und Wirtschaft: Industrieforschung in Deutschland und 
Grossbritannien, 1880-1936 (Paderborn: Ferdinand Schoeningh, 2000), p. 189.



In 1936, the ICI research department at Blackley was building up to a final total of 194 

research managers and research chemists in 1938 at Hexagon House. However, only those 

chemists identified by name are incorporated in the totals above. The IC membership list 

for 1938 quoted the employer for most members so that rather more chemists could be 

linked to a specific firm. The total of estimated chemists in the Manchester area’s industry 

was 729 of which 512 could be identified by name (70%). A further 27 chemists, many of 

them graduates, were working for small firms not located in the rate books. In 

manufacturing, the number of identified chemists in industries outside the chemical 

industry had increased appreciably. There were 49 chemists identified in textile dyeing and 

finishing, for example. Moreover, the Shirley Institute employed a further 84 chemists who 

were working on research related to textiles. There was a marked increase in the number of 

chemists in the public sector over the whole period.

4.4 THE SUMMARISED RESULTS: DEMAND FOR CHEMISTS 1902-1936

Tables 4.2 to 4.5 above have described the results of applying the two techniques of 

determining chemist employment to the Manchester area, counting identified chemists 

across all sectors of employment, and estimating total employment in the case of 

manufacturing industry. Counting identified chemists provides accurate, but incomplete 

data because it does not include those chemists who left no trace in the sources available, 

many of whom will have been in our category of ‘practical chemists’. The strength of the 

estimation technique is that it assesses the total manufacturing demand for chemists, so that 

these ‘practical chemists’ are accounted for, even if they cannot be identified.

The advantage of the estimation method can be understood by examining the 

situation in 1902 where it was noted that many factories with an apparent need for routine 

product and process control were apparently without chemists. In some cases, it is possible 

that know-how might have been supplied by foremen within the firm, rather than by
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chemists; in others, expertise might have been bought in by contracting one of the 

many analytical and consulting chemists in Manchester identified at that time. It is likely 

that different firms found different solutions to these needs. However, for many the 

solution will have been to employ ‘practical chemists’, who it has not been possible to 

identify because they did not possess a degree or join the chemical societies (although a 

few joined the SCI). As such, they are almost invisible as far as records are concerned.7 

The evidence for the rapidly increasing number of chemists shown in this chapter to have 

been employed in industry, and the large numbers mentioned in Chapter 2 of junior 

laboratory personnel in training at the Municipal College even before 1900, suggests that 

this was an increasingly common solution. The drop in the number of consulting chemists 

in the first decades of the twentieth century suggests a continuing shift to firms carrying 

out their own process control. Chapter 5 will discuss cases where primary sources 

demonstrate that many firms employed ‘practical chemists’, including those with part-time 

training. The estimation technique has made it possible to identify their likely numbers in 

1902 and at the other survey dates.

Between them, the two techniques provide an overview of all chemist employment 

in the Manchester area. The top half of Table 4.6 gives our best estimate of the total 

chemist employment, which is the sum of the two techniques: estimating for industry and 

counting identified chemists for all other sectors, even if the sources used entailed a degree 

of undercounting in the counted total.8
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7 J. F. Donnelly, ‘Consultants, managers, testing slaves: changing roles for chemists in the British alkali 
industry, 1850-1920’, Technology and Culture, 35, 1 (1994), p. 124.
8 It could be argued that because the counted figure has a risk of undercounting, especially in education, an 
estimate should be made o f the percentage undercount. However, the estimates are already so large that it 
seems preferable to tackle the education deficiency argument with estimates that are almost certainly on the 
conservative side rather than have concerns about the accuracy o f estimating undercounting.
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Table 4.6: Total Chemist Emolovment in the Manchester Area, 1902-1936
Y E A R 1902 1916 1926 1936
(1) E stim ated  ch e m is ts  in industry 241 353 522 729
(2) C oun ted  ch e m is ts  in industry 154 235 411 512
(3) C oun ted  ch e m is ts  in pub lic  & o th e r secto rs 97 113 215 314
(4) T o ta l coun ted  chem is ts , all sec to rs : (2 )+ (3) 251 348 626 826
(5) T o ta l C hem is ts , all secto rs : (1 )+ (3) 338 466 737 1043

(6) C o n su lta n ts /e d u ca tion /n o  know n e m p lo ye r 113 174 292 259
(7) A llo ca te d  chem is ts : (4) -  (6) 138 174 334 567
(8) E s tab lishm en ts  w ith  chem is ts : in dus try 47 62 70 83
(9) E s tab lishm en ts  w ith  chem is ts : o th e r 23 24 34 54
(10) T o ta l es ta b lish m e n ts  w ith  a lloca ted  ch e m is ts 70 86 104 137
Sources: Tables 4.2 -4 .5 ,  Appendix Tables 2A, 2B.

The development of chemist employment in Table 4.6 does appear to show a logical trend. 

It demonstrates that employment of chemists in the Manchester area increased throughout 

the period, starting from an already considerable number in 1902. Possible confirmation 

for the accuracy of the methods is provided by the very similar ratios obtained for three 

types of total. Taking rows (1), (2) and (4), the ratio of the number of chemists in 1936 to 

that of 1902 is similar at 3.02 (729/241) for estimated chemists in industry, 3.32 for 

identified chemists in industry (512/154) and 3.29 for all counted chemists (826/251). 

Based on identified chemists there were 3.3 times as many chemists in 1936 in the 

Manchester area sample as there were in 1902. It is equally valid to say that there were 

roughly 30% of the chemists in 1936 present in 1902, a point to which we will return later. 

For comparison, Robin Mackie estimated that there were three times as many chemists in 

Scotland in 1936-39 as in 1910-12.9

Furthermore, it has proved possible to allocate many chemists to specific 

establishments, including those in industry, utilities, commercial firms and small firms not 

located in the rate books. The lower half of Table 4.6 attempts this. It deducts those 

chemists who have been identified as working in education, as consultants or for whom no 

known employer was found (row 6) from the total for all identified chemists (row 7). The

9 R. Mackie, (2007), pp. 70,71.
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numbers of establishments with allocated chemists for industry and for other sectors 

are given in rows (8) and (9) and are added together in row (10). This process demonstrates 

the increasing size of the subset of confirmed employers of identified chemists among the 

establishments which we have enumerated in Table 4.1, including utilities, public bodies, 

and commercial firms as well as manufacturing ones.

The number of chemists employed by confirmed chemist-employing establishments 

rose from 138 in 1902 to 567 in 1936; over the same period, the number of establishments 

rose from 70 to 137. This does still leave many establishments with no identified chemists 

throughout the period. Even in 1936, Appendix, Table 2B reveals that we have been unable 

to identify any chemist at 26 large Manchester area firms of rateable value over £2000, 

including three major breweries, a copper wire works and a manufacturer of chemical and 

gas process plant. However there were 116 identified chemists without known employer in 

1936, and these may well have filled this very obvious gap, possibly complemented by 

some of the ‘practical chemists’.

One final point is worth noting: a number of chemists were identified as working 

for firms that were not found in the rate books. Appendix Tables 2A and 2B demonstrate 

that this is an increasing trend over the period 1902-36. From a handful of cases in 1902 it 

increases to a total of 25 establishments in 1936 that were not located in the rate book 

survey and for which 27 identified chemists, many of them graduates, worked.10 It is 

possible that some firms were missed when surveying the rate books, but more likely that 

they had a rateable value of less than £50, or were agents or commercial firms. These cases 

provide evidence that there was an increasing trend to employ chemists, including 

graduates, by small firms. These identified chemists are placed as a sub-group within the 

counted chemists, as shown in Tables 4.2-4.5.

10 Despite checking all rate book entries (over 200,000 in 1936) some establishments slipped through the net, 
probably because they were small firms, selling companies or agents. Some chemists were identified with 
employer names that had not been located in the trawl through the rate books, despite the additional cross
check with the directories.
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4.4.1 Changing Demand within Industry and Other Sectors

Table 4.7 summarises chemist employment data from Tables 4.2-4.5, providing a 

comparison of trends over time in the various sectors of chemist employment. In the top 

part of the table it looks at trends in industry using the estimated figures. In the bottom half 

it uses figures for all sectors using the figures for identified chemists. The strengths and 

weaknesses of the two methods have already been discussed, but it may be useful to recall 

that the number of chemists that could be identified by name did depend on the available 

sources, amongst which the lists of SCI members (not available after 1920) and those of 

the IC (which was quite small until the 1920s) were significant. Some of the changes in 

identified chemists may therefore be a function of the availability of sources.

Table 4.7: Change Over Time; Estimated and Identified Chemists in the Manchester Area,
1902-1936
N u m be r o f C hem is ts 1902 1916 1926 1936
E s t im a te d  C h e m is ts
M A N U F A C T U R IN G  IN D U S T R Y
V C hem ica l indus try 174 244 352 46 6
VII T ex tile  dye ing  & fin ish ing 26 37 72 103
IV, VI, X II, X IV . O th e r m anu fac tu ring  indus try 33 49 73 109
X  Food, d rin k  and to bacco 8 23 25 51
T O T A L 241 353 522 729
Id e n t if ie d  C h e m is ts
M A N U F A C T U R IN G  IN D U S T R Y
V C hem ica l indus try 95 116 190 289
VII T ex tile  dye ing  & fin ish ing 7 14 31 49
IV, VI, X II, X IV . O the r m anu fac tu ring  industry 5 13 30 42
X  Food, d rin k  and to bacco 3 3 6 15
E m p lo ye r no t iden tified 44 89 154 117
P U B LIC , E D U C A T IO N  A N D  O T H E R
T e rtia ry  educa tion 30 43 73 85
S choo l teach ing 6 15 39 47
C hem ica l co n su ltan ts 34 28 26 11
T e x tile  R esearch  A ssoc ia tion 25 84
C o m m e rce  and finance 7 6 5 11
U tilities 10 10 16 28
P ub lic  bod ies 4 4 16 21
N am ed ch e m is ts  in sm a ll firm s  in industry , 
sa le s  and co m m erce

6 7 15 27

T O T A LS 251 348 626 826
Source : T ab les  4 .2 - 4 . 5 .

Trends in the estimated demand for chemists show a rapid rise over the period 1902-36,



recognising that the estimation methods are most reliable for the chemical and textile 

dyeing and finishing sectors. The average number of estimated chemists per establishment 

ranges from 1.5 in 1902 to 3.5 in 1936 for the chemical industry and from 0.3 in 1902 to 

1.0 in 1936 for the other industries. It has proved possible to identify over half of the 

estimated chemists in the chemical industry throughout.

Turning to the identified chemists, changes in industrial employment are 

particularly marked. Table 4.7 suggests that the industrial demand for chemists in 1902 

was mainly concentrated in the chemical industry, whereas numbers identified in other 

industrial sectors were very low. The number of chemists identified in the chemical 

industry rose from 95 to 289 over the period 1902-36, a ratio of 3.04, similar to that for 

total identified chemists already discussed. In other industries, especially the textile 

industry, the demand for chemists increased by 1916, and accelerated from the 1920s, 

presumably because of the increasing importance of textile, and dyeing and printing 

research.11 The textile industry had already been the largest user of the Municipal College 

for technical education of its employees in chemistry from the nineteenth century, as 

Chapter 6 will explore. However, contemporaries saw the textile sector as slow to use 

graduates: for instance, the Liverpool Vice-Chancellor claimed in 1924 that the Calico 

Printers Association Ltd. had a ‘considerable prejudice’ against graduates.12 The 

Manchester data for 1926 suggests that this comment was already becoming out of date. If 

the chemists at the Shirley Institute are taken into consideration, the textile sector was the 

second largest employer of chemists in 1936.

In the food industry and in other manufacturing industry, the numbers of identified 

chemists in 1902 and 1916 are very modest. This is rather surprising because there were 

large numbers of part-time students of chemistry at the Municipal College from these
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11 The major increase in chemists working in the textile industry, especially the huge increase in research by 
1936, is set against a general background o f decline in the industry.
12 M. Sanderson, The universities and British industry (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1972) p. 295



sectors in the period 1883-1909. By 1926, the numbers in other manufacturing 

industry, which included rubber and engineering, had increased substantially. By 1936, 

chemist numbers in the food, drink and tobacco sector had also increased. However, as 

chemist numbers in these sectors rose, the number of analytical and consulting chemists 

fell. It is feasible that consultants continued to find work in the food sector, and in other 

manufacturing, until such firms began to build up their own analytical and chemical staffs.

For the public sector and the utilities, we only have figures for identified chemists. 

However, these suggest that chemist numbers also rose substantially, although these were 

not large employers of chemists as was industry. Nevertheless, the 1936 to 1902 ratio for 

number of chemists in the public sector and utilities combined was 3.4, in line with the 

average. Within this, there were differences between sectors. In higher education, there 

was a major demand for qualified chemists as early as 1902 and this continued to grow. On 

the other hand, there were very few schoolteachers in the early surveys and the question of 

their incomplete recording has already been discussed. By 1926, there appeared to be a 

more complete recording of both schoolteachers and college teaching staff in OCA; as a 

result the number of teachers more than doubled between 1916 and 1926, which points 

very strongly to under-recording in earlier years. The flow of chemists into education is 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, when the relationship between supply and demand in 

education and industry is explored. The figures for identified chemists permit some overall 

comparisons. The sectors where the 1936 to 1902 ratio was much over the average were 

textile dyeing and finishing, other manufacturing industry and food, drink and tobacco, as 

Table 4.7 demonstrates.

Thus, by 1936 there were large numbers of chemists in all of the main employment 

sectors in the Manchester area. The large number of identified chemists lacking employer 

information creates some uncertainty, but it is likely that most were employed in industry. 

Indeed, James Donnelly, using obituary data, argued that chemical society members who
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quoted their private address frequently had ‘industrial interests’ 13

4.5 CHANGE OVER TIME: CHEMIST MOBILITY AND QUALIFICATION

The counting technique not only establishes the number of identified chemists in the 

Manchester area, but the data obtained provides quantitative information about the extent 

of chemists’ mobility between employers and about the changes in the level of their 

academic qualifications during the period.

4.5.1 Chemists Changing Employer or Leaving the Area, 1916-1936

The lists of identified chemists in the Manchester area for 1916-1936 can be used to show 

how many chemists changed employer, retired or left the area. The list for 1916 was 

compared with 1926, and that for 1926 with 1936. Table 4.8 shows the results of the 

analysis. No comparison was made of 1902 and 1916 because of the rather longer time 

period involved, and because the 1916 figures were disrupted by war. 13

Table 4.8: Chemists’ Mobility: 1916-26 and 1926-36
Date Description Number % of

(n) Total
1916
348 Chemists

Still in Manchester in 1926 196 56

Of which, same employer 151 43
Changed employer 11 3
Employer not known 34 10
Moved away or retired 152 44
TOTAL 348

1926
626 Chemists

Still in Manchester in 1936 277 44

Of which, same employer 214 34
Changed employer 26 4
Employer not known 37 6
Moved away or retired 349 56
TOTAL 626

Source: As Tables 4.3-4.5.
Note: ‘Changed employer’ includes change o f site, or teachers changing school.

13 J. F. Donnelly, ‘Defining the industrial chemist in the United Kingdom, 1850-1921’, Journal o f social 
History, 29, (1996), 779-96, Footnote 24. This effect may have applied to the 1920s and 1930s also.
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Of the 348 identified chemists in 1916, 196 were also found in the 1926 list. The 

remaining 152 chemists must have either left the district, or employment as chemists, 

retired or died. The percentage of retirements in a 10-year cycle might be expected to be 

around 25%, assuming a 40-year career (although they could have been deferred in 1916 

due to shortage of younger men). Of the 626 identified chemists in 1926, 277 were also 

found in the 1936 list. The distribution between departures and retirements introduces 

some uncertainty, but Table 4.8 suggests that where most of the 1916 cohort of chemists 

stayed in the area, a rather larger proportion of the 1926 cohort moved away.

In both periods, where chemists stayed in the area, the majority stayed with the 

same employer. Both periods suffered serious downturns in business, followed by 

recovery. The downturn of 1920-22 was particularly severe so it could be argued that this 

encouraged those chemists with a job to stay with it. The downturn of 1930-32 was 

followed by a period of more sustained recovery and a more favourable business climate, 

which could have encouraged chemists to move to employment opportunities elsewhere in 

the UK. However, chemists who moved away may have stayed in the same firm, as in the 

case of movements of chemists in ICI Dyestuffs group between Blackley (Manchester) and 

Huddersfield.14 Unemployment could have occurred in periods of economic downturn, or 

cases of chemists leaving the chemical industry. These possibilities are discussed in 

Chapter 6 in relation to supply and demand.

Both the results for 1916-1926 and 1926-1936 are consistent with information from 

the CAC archive which shows that a majority of the chemists stayed there for their whole 

career, and that the number changing to other employers in Manchester was small. The 

possibility that the sources used may miss some of the ‘practical chemists’ has already 

been mentioned. It seems plausible that they would be even more likely to stay with the 

same company for their entire careers (as was the case at CAC), because a major part of

14 M. R. Fox, Dye-makers o f Great Britain 1856-1976, (Manchester: Imperial Chemical Industries pic, 1987), 
p. 175.
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their ‘qualification’ would consist of their length of experience in a specific industry, 

even in a specific firm. The more highly qualified graduate chemists would be more likely 

to have opportunities to change employers during their careers.

4.5.2 Increase in the Proportion of Qualified Chemists over the Period 1902-1936

Where chemists were identified by name, the sources often also gave information on their 

qualifications. It is therefore possible to explore changes in the level of qualification over 

time. The analysis in Table 4.9 is solely of identified chemists.

Table 4,9 Identified Chemists in the Manchester Area. 1902-1936. with their Qualifications
Number o f chemists at date 1902 1916 1926 1936
C h e m is try  Q u a lifica tio n N u m be r % N u m be r % N u m b e r % N u m be r %
With a degree, BSc/MSc/PhD 69 27.5 145 41.7 368 58.8 576 69.7
Degree equivalent AIC/FIC/AMCT 25 10.0 25 7.2 77 12.3 88 10.7
FCS, (also MSDC in 1936) 44 17.5 62 17.8 31 5.0 74 9.0
Municipal College training 60 23.9 27 7.8 32 5.1 19 2.3
Owens short Course 6 2.4 2 0.6 2 0.3 - -

No training record found 4 7 18.7 87 25.0 116 18.5 69 8.4
Identified Chemist Totals 251 348 626 826
Source: Appendix Tables 3A-3D.
Note:
The table ranks chemists in a hierarchy with degree qualifications as the highest criterion. Individual 
chemists are counted only once, although degree holders may also be A1C/FIC or FCS and AIC/FIC chemists 
may also be FCS. FCS/MSDC chemists listed in the third row are those with no other qualification. 5 FCS 
members had done short courses at Owens.

Most of the chemists’ qualifications could be identified. The figures for 1902 show that 

there were already quite large numbers of degree-qualified chemists working in the 

Manchester area, in addition to the many chemists of lower qualification. The 69 degree- 

qualified chemists in 1902 in Manchester represented 27.5% of the identified chemists, 

somewhat higher than the 21% found in the BAAS survey of the same date.15 If we accept 

that the fellowship of the Chemical Society represented good standing in terms of chemical 

knowledge and experience, then only 18.7% of the identified chemists lacked evidence of 

knowledge or training. Part-time Municipal College training supplied 23.9% of the 

identified chemists in 1902, but fell in importance later as the proportion of fully-qualified

15 Report o f the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 72 ( 1902), pp. 3-50.



chemists rose. Since the majority of the chemists were at least partly qualified, the 

inference is that employers in the Manchester area had a favourable attitude to the value of 

technical education by 1902 and throughout the period, which provides a counter-argument 

to criticisms of their attitude.

Slightly over half of the degree-qualified chemists were employed in only eighteen 

different firms in industry in 1902, widely distributed throughout the Manchester area, as 

Appendix Table 3A demonstrates. The second largest group was in tertiary education with 

the remainder in consultancy and the public sector. From 1902 on the proportion of degree- 

qualified chemists rose rapidly from 27.5% to 41.7% in 1916 and then to 69.7% of the 

identified chemists in 1936. Adding in Associates and Fellows of the IC, by 1936, 80% of 

identified chemists in the area had a high level of qualification. The percentage of chemists 

in education, in public bodies and in the research institutes with such qualifications was 

almost 100%; in industry the percentage of chemists thus-qualified was around 70%. This 

question will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

The presence of so many identified chemists in the area in 1902 indicates that the 

employment of chemists was a process that had started considerably earlier in the 

nineteenth century. This suggests that the exhortations of academics like Owens Professor 

of Chemistry, Henry E. Roscoe and industrialists like Ivan Levinstein had some success in 

raising the awareness of the value of technical education, and in encouraging industrialists 

and others to take action, as confirmed by the employment of so many chemists. From a 

considerable base of 251 chemists identified by name as early as 1902, numbers continued 

to rise to 826 chemists in 1936, the majority of whom were qualified. Thus, the experience 

of the Manchester area provides evidence which challenges the educational deficiency 

argument that was introduced in Chapter 1, by demonstrating conclusively that there was a 

large number of chemists in the Manchester area already in 1902 and that their 

qualification level rose rapidly thereafter.
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4.5.3 Comparison of Identified and Estimated Chemists with Company Size

The sources used to identify the chemists in Appendix Tables 3A to 3D include university 

and college records and membership lists of the chemical societies, especially the 

Associates and Fellows of the Institute of Chemistry. Therefore the methods used to 

compile lists of identified chemists do have a bias towards qualified chemists, whereas the 

estimation method for industry includes all chemists, even those ‘practical chemists’ who 

are invisible in the educational and professional records. The data makes it possible to 

check if there is any correlation between the proportions of identified chemists in industry 

and the size of the establishments employing them, and if there is any evidence that a 

higher proportion of ‘practical chemists’ than degree-qualified chemists worked for smaller 

firms. Table 4.10 compares numbers of identified and estimated chemists with the rateable 

values of the establishments for which they worked.
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Table 4.10 Identified and Estimated Chemists by Size of Establishment. 1902-1936
Rateable

Value
Chemists

1902
Che

1S
mists
16

Che
1S

mists
26

Che
19

mists
36

Range £ Identified Estimated Identified Estimated Identified Estimated Identified Estimated
£50-200 27 62 18 51 13 42 17 68

£201-500 21 44 22 80 14 64 26 102
£501-2000 22 51 26 87 28 111 60 297

Over
£2000*

48 63 68 108 190 309 291 385

Sources: as for Tables 4.2 - 4.5.
Notes:
1) . * Levinstein Ltd. was just below £2000 in 1902, but is included in the ‘above £2000’ category.
2) . The column ‘known’ only includes identified chemists with known employers. . .

1 dUiwV*'« $'■c  J

The analysis demonstrates that the proportion of the estimated chemists who could be 

identified was ca. 20-48% for the small to medium establishments of rateable value range 

£50-£2000, and around 61-76% for the large establishments. Thus Table 4.10 indicates that 

the proportion of identified chemists was higher in the larger establishments. Certainly, 

there tended to be more qualified chemists in the large firms, as is evident from archive 

information for CAC and some secondary source information for Levinstein Ltd., which 

will be discussed in Chapter 5. The striking feature is that it is so difficult to identify



individual chemists in the smaller firms, especially in 1936. We might speculate that 

this may partly be because such firms employed graduates from other universities, who 

have been missed because they were not members of the IC. It is also possible that such 

firms relied mainly on chemists with part-time training. The question of inflows and 

outflows of chemistry graduates will be discussed in Chapter 6.

Appendix Tables 2A and 2B show that it has been possible to identify chemists 

even in a few of the smallest establishments. However, if the estimates of chemist demand 

are valid, Table 4.10 suggests that, since most chemists in smaller establishments were 

unknown, it is likely that they had lower qualifications, or relied on practical experience. 

The American Chemical Society used the term ‘qualified by experience’ as late as 1950 

and suggested that such chemists still represented a major element within the chemical 

profession even at that date.16 This research suggests that there was a continuing demand in 

the Manchester area for such ‘practical chemists’ and that, up to the end of our period, 

many smaller establishments still employed them. As will be explored in the following 

section, there is even evidence that this trend survived into the 1950s.

4.6 THE MANCHESTER SURVEY OF 1950-53

A postscript to this research is provided by the survey carried out by the Manchester Joint 

Research Council in the Manchester area between 1950 and 1953.17 The Council had been 

set up in 1944 as a cooperative effort between the University and the Manchester Chamber 

of Commerce. The Council aimed to encourage research in industry, for example by 

holding a conference for ‘the smaller firm’.18 The purpose of the 1950-53 survey was to 

establish how much scientific knowledge was used by industries in the area, and how many

16 Chemistry in the Economy, (Washington DC: American Chemical Society, 1973), p. 478.
17 Manchester Joint Research Council, Industry and Science (Manchester: Manchester University Press,
1954).
18 Manchester Joint Research Council, Research and the smaller firm, Conference, 16 October 1946, 
Manchester.
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scientists, especially research scientists, were actually employed. Only firms with over 

50 employees were interviewed. The survey split industry into four categories, which it 

called ‘modem’, ‘engineering’, ‘textile’ and ‘miscellaneous’. To do this, it regrouped the 

industrial categories in official statistics in order to simplify the presentation of the results.

Although the survey started eleven years after the end of our period and reported 

three years later, its category ‘modem’ was roughly similar to the range of chemist- 

employing industries studied here, except that it included electrical engineering and 

excluded textile dyeing.19 The survey used the term ‘technologist’ for the scientists that it 

examined. The survey provides a check on whether the trends we have identified in the 

first four decades of the century continued. The survey team visited 225 establishments 

from a broad range of industry, which in total employed 147,000 people in the greater 

Manchester area. Of these, 118 establishments employed at least one scientist or 

technologist, the total of such qualified persons being 1297, of whom 684 were graduates 

and the remaining 613 held diplomas of some sort. The survey found that graduates 

worked in both research and production, but tended to be concentrated in research. Most of 

the technologists with diplomas were in production. Our study found a similar trend, and 

this will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

The 58 establishments visited in the ‘modem’ category had 28,000 employees. This 

category contained 400 of the graduates and 251 of the diploma holders, which equates to

23.2 technologists per 1000 employees, or 2.3%. This percentage may be compared with 

the 4% for the chemical industry, 1% for textile dyeing and finishing and 0.5% or less for 

other industries, used in this research. The 1950-3 survey did not include unqualified 

technologists, whereas this study regards chemists lacking formal qualifications as 

important contributors to industry. The ‘modem’ category contained only 19% of the total

19 It included Code IV chemicals; Code VI (lines 70-79) electrical engineering; Code IX precision 
instruments; Code X (113) rayon production; XIII (part) preserving fruit & vegetables, margarine & dextrine 
manufacture; Code XV (part) paper & board manufacture; Code XVI (lines 190, 191) rubber & linoleum. 
Note that these are the 1951 codes, which had changed from the 1931 codes used in this research.



workforce surveyed, but 53% of the qualified technologists. Considering the industries 

grouped in the ‘modem’ category it is likely that the majority of the technologists were 

chemists, with the remainder being engineers, particularly electrical engineers.
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4.7 THE MANCHESTER AREA AS AN INDICATOR OF TRENDS IN ENGLAND 

AND WALES

This study has identified many of the chemists employed in the Manchester area at four 

dates between 1902 and 1936. Even in 1902, 251 were identified by name of whom 69 

held degrees; the number identified increased to 826 in 1936, with 576 of them holding 

degrees. For most of these chemists it has been possible to identify employers and thus to 

demonstrate that they were employed across a broad range of industrial and other sectors. 

In 1902, the majority of identified chemists were in either education or in the chemical 

industry; by 1926 the numbers in other industries were rapidly increasing. Of the chemists 

identified in 1902, 64% had received some form of training, whereas by 1936, 80% were 

fully qualified. Manchester chemists demonstrated considerable mobility, with many 

leaving the area, particularly between 1926 and 1936. Those who stayed in the Manchester 

area, often stayed with the same firm for their whole career.

How does this relate to Britain as a whole? Chapter 2 noted that the Manchester 

area in 1931 had 4% of the chemical industry of England and Wales and of the chemist

using industries based on employee numbers.20 The proportion in 1902 is not known, 

although it is unlikely to have been much more. The population of the area was 2.7% of the 

England and Wales total. However, by reason of its university, its technical college and its 

major Research Association, the Shirley Institute from 1920, it is likely that its chemist 

population might have been rather more than its 4% share would suggest. There are two 

possibilities for estimating the implications for England and Wales (noting that Scotland

20 Census of England and Wales, 1931, Industry Tables (London: HMSO, 1934).



had about 10% of the chemical industry of Britain in 1935): firstly, using the counted 

total to provide a conservative estimate for the total demand and secondly, using the 

estimated total in industry to obtain a very rough estimate of the industrial demand for 

chemists.

If the Manchester area were a representative 4% sample of England and Wales in 

both 1902 and 1936, its totals of 251 and 826 identified chemists at these two dates would 

represent roughly 6,300 chemists in 1902 and 20,600 in 1936 in the country as a whole. 

Clearly there is a risk in dividing by small percentages. These figures are subject to an 

unknown error. However, it is probable that they are of the right order of magnitude. The 

1902 figure is appreciably higher than Donnelly’s estimate of 3500 chemists for Britain, in
9 1that year.

Turning to industry alone, the estimated figures of 241 and 729 in the Manchester 

area in 1902 and 1936, would suggest around 6000 and 18000 in industry England and 

Wales as a whole in those two years. Moreover the estimate of 353 chemists in industry 

alone in 1916 would equate to around 8,800 chemists for the country as a whole, and 

would explain why the availability of chemists did not seem to be a major problem in 

Britain’s efforts to catch up with Germany in the 1914-1918 war. The figure of 1500 

chemists provided to parliament in 1916, had it been true, would have left Britain unable to 

provide the explosives, dyes, drugs and chemicals necessary for the war effort.21 22 The 

estimates from this study can also be compared with a contemporary estimate in 1926 that 

there were ‘some 10,000 persons earning a livelihood by the practice of chemistry’.23 In 

1942, there were 20,000 chemists on the Ministry of Labour’s Central Register, which is
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21J. F. Donnelly, (1996), pp. 779-96. Donnelly was using the membership of the SCI as a rough guide to the 
number o f chemists in British industry.
22 R. M. MacLeod, ‘The “Arsenal” in the Strand: Australian chemists and the British munitions effort 1916- 
\9 \9 ', Annals of Science, 46 (1989) pp. 45-67.
23 A. M. Carr-Saunders and P. A. Wilson, The Professions, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1933, reprinted 
1964), p. 169.



reasonably consistent with the suggestion of 20,000 in 1936.24 If we calculate in 

reverse, Table 4.6 showed that, in the Manchester area, chemist numbers in 1902 were 

about one third of those in 1936. On this basis, if there were about 20,000 chemists in 

Britain in 1942, a good case can be made for there having been about 6000 chemists in the 

first decade of the twentieth century. Thus, these estimates, rough though they are, do seem 

to be consistent. If we return to the educational deficiency argument, it is clear that some 

contemporary comments, for example the 1500 chemists in 1916, provide support for such 

arguments. The problem is that this contemporary comment was at considerable variance 

with reality.

4.8: CONCLUSION

The above estimates are speculative. What is new from this study of the Manchester area is 

the evidence that the demand for chemists in the twentieth century started from a 

substantial base already by 1902 and rose to a large number by 1936. Even in 1902 the 

majority of the chemists had received some form of technical training and the analysis of 

qualifications in Table 4.9 demonstrates that the proportion of qualified chemists increased 

rapidly thereafter. These findings contradict Mowery’s view of a desperate shortage of 

technologists in Britain, but strongly support Pollard’s argument for a supply of 

technologists commensurate with the needs of the economy as a whole and Marsch’s view 

that there was in Britain an alternative approach to technical education.25 They also 

strongly support Sanderson’s and Donnelly’s views that many more chemistry graduates 

went into industry at the turn of the nineteenth century than had formerly been supposed, 

and demonstrate that Cardwell’s supply orientated approach, whilst emphasising the
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24 G. K. Roberts, ‘The era o f the industrial chemist’, in Russell, Coley and Roberts, (1977), p. 250.
25 D. C. Mowery, ‘Industrial research, 1900-1950’, in B. Elbaum and W. Lazonick, eds (1986); S. Pollard, 
Britain’s prime and Britain’s decline (London: Edward Arnold, 1989); U. Marsch, (2000) p. 210, 212.



importance of employment in education, was not accurate.26 In order to provide more 

detail about the demand for chemists in the area, Chapter 5 looks at chemists’ job titles, at 

examples illustrating the range of their employment and at some examples of their training 

and career progression. Chapter 6 looks at supply and demand in the distribution of 

chemists between industry, education and the public sectors. It studies the significant 

effects of the changing economic circumstances of the 1920s and 1930s on chemist 

employment.
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26 M. Sanderson, (1972); J. F. Donnelly, ‘Industrial recruitment o f chemistry students from English 
universities: a revaluation o f its early importance’, British Journal for the History o f Science, 24 ( 1991 ) pp. 
3-20; D. S. L. Cardwell, The organisation o f science in England (London: Heinemann, Revised edn 1972).



5. THE EMPLOYMENT OF CHEMISTS IN THE MANCHESTER AREA
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

In order to illustrate the broad trends discussed in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 explores examples 

from all sectors of chemist employment in the Manchester study area and thus examines 

what sorts of chemists there was a demand for over the period 1902-1936. In Section 5.2 

the chapter discusses how chemists became a distinct occupational category, then focuses 

in Section 5.3 on the occupations of those chemists enumerated in Tables 4.2-4.5 of 

Chapter 4 as having been identified by name, for whom employment data is recorded in 

Appendix, Tables 3A-3D. The changing proportions of their occupations provide evidence 

of demand emerging for different types of chemists over the period, which was one of 

considerable fluctuation for the economy of the Manchester area, as was seen in Chapter 2. 

A wide range of sources, including the available archive information, is used to explore the 

roles played by chemists across the full range of chemist employment, especially the 

occupation of research chemist. Section 5.4 considers examples of the employment of 

chemists in specific Manchester chemical factories, including their training and salaries. 

Section 5.5 looks at examples of the employment of chemists in other industries, after 

which Section 5.6 discusses employment outside the manufacturing sectors. Finally, the 

chapter analyses the changing levels of qualification within groups of chemist occupations, 

using a combination of college records and membership lists.

5.2 THE OCCUPATIONS OF CHEMISTS: THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE 

ANALYST INTO THE WORKS CHEMIST

Analysing the demand for chemists in the Manchester area is only possible because of the 

emergence of a distinct professional category called chemists in Britain. Historians have
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focused on the role played by the analytical chemist in this development during the 

nineteenth century.1 2 3 As new products were discovered, analysis was required to identify 

their chemical composition and to control the process of their manufacture. Later in the 

nineteenth century, with the growth of the chemical industry and improvements in 

analytical techniques, analysts moved increasingly into the management of manufacturing 

processes and through development of the processes, into research. Analysis was an 

important part of the work of all chemists, not just analysts. Indeed, practical laboratory 

work and the learning of analytical techniques played a major role in the education of all 

chemists.

In the first half of the nineteenth century, the British chemical industry was mainly 

concerned with inorganic chemistry, particularly the manufacture of acids, alkalis and 

inorganic salts. Soap manufacture created a large demand for alkali in the Northwest. 

Cheshire and Lancashire were both major producers and major consumers of the output of 

the industry, as it was fundamental to various processes of the cotton textile industry. Also 

important for the products of the cotton textile industry were organic chemicals, especially 

dyestuffs. Virtually all of the dyes available were derived from natural products, including 

imported logwoods, although there was little knowledge of their chemical structure. Most 

of these natural dyes required the use of mordants in their application, and the manufacture 

of such mordants, especially alum, was an important local industry.

With advances in coal tar distillation and in the manufacture of derivatives of 

benzene, naphthalene and anthracene, all of which were isolated by chemists in the middle 

of the century, organic chemistry rapidly became more important in industry. The

1 J. F. Donnelly, ‘Defining the industrial chemist in the United Kingdom’, 1850-1921, Journal of Social 
History, 29 (1996), pp. 779-96; C. A. Russell, ‘The growing role o f chemical analysis’, in C. A. Russell with 
N. G. Coley and G. K. Roberts, Chemists by profession (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1977), pp. 
94-112.
2 R. F. Bud and G. K. Roberts, Science versus practice: chemistry in Victorian Britain (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1984), p. 72; see also ‘Syllabus’, Owens College, Calendar for the Session 
1886-7, (Manchester: Cornish, 1886).
3 A useful overview o f the manufacture o f  chemicals used in the textile industry, such as acids, alkalis and 
mordants, in the Manchester area in the first half o f  the nineteenth century is provided in M. R. Fox, Dye- 
makers o f Great Britain 1856-1976 (Manchester: Imperial Chemical Industries pic, 1987), p. 125; see also 
Bud and Roberts, (1984), pp. 115-6.
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development from mid-century of the concept of valency, its application to carbon- 

carbon bonds and Kekule’s suggested ring structure for benzene over the period 1857-1865 

marked the birth of structural organic chemistry and the possibility of the systematic 

development and investigation of organic chemicals. This was especially relevant for a 

growing urban centre such as Manchester, where coal tar produced by the expanding coal 

gas industry provided the raw material for numerous tar distillers, who in turn provided 

raw materials from the 1860s for the manufacture of the new synthetic dyestuffs based on 

coal tar.4 Analysis was vital in the gradual elucidation of the chemical structures of these 

new discoveries. The emergence of the analytical and consultant chemists in the mid

nineteenth century provides evidence of these needs. Their role was important in advising a 

wide range of industry, especially in supporting the smaller firm, unable or unwilling to 

afford a full-time chemist.

Manufacturing was not the only driver for the expansion of the role of the 

analytical chemist. Analytical consultants worked regularly in the area of water and 

sewage treatment and advised rivers’ boards. In the public and social sector, legislation, for 

example the Act for Preventing Adulteration in Food and Drink (1860) and the Sale of 

Food and Drugs Act (1875), led to increased demands for chemical analysis in the interests 

of public protection.5 In the Manchester area alone there were 34 analytical and consulting 

chemists by 1902, as Chapter 4 noted, at least two of whom were public analysts. In the 

public sector, the state set increased demands for the protection of the public by means of 

analysis of water and foodstuffs to ensure quality and freedom from contamination. An 

example in Manchester concerned deliveries of brewers’ sugars contaminated with arsenic, 

which caused a spate of poisoning there in 1900. Wilson’s brewery was concerned for the 

reputation of their beers, a popular local brew, and called in the city analyst to confirm 

their freedom from arsenic thereby giving an example of the combination of public and

4 A. S. Travis, The rainbow makers. The origins of the synthetic dyestuffs industry in Western Europe 
(London: Associated University Presses, 1993).
5 R. C. Chirnside and J. H. Hamence, The practising chemists: a history o f the Society for Analytical 
Chemistry 1874-1974 (London: The Society for Analytical Chemistry, 1974).
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economic interests.6

The problem of litigation was a further stimulus to the development of analytical 

techniques and the employment of analytical expertise. For example, determining the 

chemical composition and identity of the early aniline dyes was crucial to sorting patent 

rights in what was a highly competitive industry. More generally, the growing organic 

chemical industry increased the demand for chemists considerably.7 In a competitive 

industry, the use of analysis in process development work in order to reduce inputs and 

improve the yield of outputs was an important concern. The inclusion of process costing in 

the 1908 course on research at the Manchester Municipal College emphasises this point.8

The founding of the Institute of Chemistry in 1877 marked an emphasis on greater 

professionalism among chemists.9 James Donnelly has argued that a labour market for 

chemists, especially analytical chemists, developed in the second half of the nineteenth 

century.10 As the profession of chemist developed, analytical chemists in industry formed a 

recognisable early group. According to Donnelly, there was an important change whereby 

these analysts, or ‘testing slaves’, came to be promoted to take over the actual 

manufacture. He argued that ‘men recruited for routine analytical work extended their 

activities in two major directions .... The more important shift was into process 

management, a higher status and better paid form of work’, but there was also the 

possibility to manage others in the laboratory.11 As such assistants gained experience in 

process management, employers could consider promoting them to the status of chemist, 

giving the employer an additional option when filling the demand for a chemist.

So far we have considered how the profession of chemist developed in the

6 N. Richardson, A history o f Wilson’s Brewery 1834-1984 (Manchester: Neil Richardson, 1983), p. 5.
7 Travis (1993), p. 137.
8 Calendar for the Session 1908-9, (with degree and other awards) (Manchester: The Municipal Technical 
School), Manchester University: John Rylands University Library, University Archive and Records Centre.
9 G. K. Roberts, ‘Defining professional competence’ in Chemists by profession, C. A. Russell with N. G. 
Coley and G. K. Roberts (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1977), pp. 158-185.
10 J. F. Donnelly, ‘Industrial recruitment o f  chemistry students from English universities: a revaluation o f its 
early importance’ British Journal for the History o f Science, 24 (1991), p. 7; J. F. Donnelly, ‘Consultants, 
managers, testing slaves: changing roles for chemists in the British alkali industry, 1850-1920’, Technology 
and Culture, 35, 1 (1994), p. 103.
11 Donnelly (1994), pp. 100, 116, 127.
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nineteenth century, prior to discussing the period of this research. By the late 

nineteenth century, the occupational roles of analytical chemists working in industry and 

consulting chemists in independent practice were already clearly defined. The 

differentiation of roles continued in the first half of the twentieth century, so that by the 

1930s, R. B. Pilcher, Registrar of the Institute of Chemistry, described four types of 

chemist employed by industry: analytical chemists, research chemists, control chemists 

(his term for those in the works) and consulting chemists.12 Some of these changes can be 

explored by using the job titles of Manchester chemists; this will be examined in the next 

section.

5.3 OCCUPATIONS OF MANCHESTER AREA CHEMISTS

This section traces the occupational trends across the full range of chemical employment in 

the Manchester area -  in industry, education, the public sector and commerce -  over the 

period 1902-1936, using the four cohorts of chemists identified by name in this study. It 

uses their job titles given in the membership records of the Society of Chemical Industry 

and of the Institute of Chemistry as a proxy for occupational identity. Entries in such 

membership lists frequently give a guide to both the industry and sector in which an 

individual worked and their role within that industry or sector, for example ‘print works 

chemist.’ Although job titles were not always precisely defined, and the labels given them 

might vary early in our period, the entries can be grouped into broad categories, making it 

possible to investigate changes in their proportions over time.

Underlying the increasing chemist numbers in the Manchester area were the 

changes in the membership of the SCI and the Institute of Chemistry. The SCI had much 

the larger membership in 1902 (ca. 3500). However, the membership of the IC increased

12 R. B. Pilcher, The profession o f chemistry, (London: Institute of Chemistry o f  Great Britain and Ireland, 3rd 
Edn, 1935), p. 66.
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rapidly in the 1920s, overtaking the SCI, and reaching a membership of ca. 6500 in

n

1936. As the SCI membership list has been an important source in this research, its 

cessation in February 1920 may result in a slight distortion of the data thereafter. The 

identification of chemists in the later surveys relies mainly on Manchester college data and 

IC membership, especially for 1936. This may have resulted in a slight bias away from 

industrial positions and in favour of research and educational ones.

Table 5.1 includes all the chemists who have been identified by name in the 

Manchester area for four dates in the period 1902-1936. The job titles used to group them 

are listed in the first column. The proportions of the job titles are listed by percentage. 13 14

Table 5.1: Job Titles of Identified Chemists in the Manchester Area, 1902-1936.
Y E A R 1902 1916 1926 1936
T o ta l N u m b e r  o f  Id e n t if ie d  C h e m is ts , 251 3 4 8 626 826
JO B  T IT LE  (as % o f To ta l)

C hem ica l m anu fac tu re rs , m anu fac tu ring  chem is ts 10.3 7  A 4.4 3.3
M anagers 1.2 2.9 2.1 3.2
C hem is ts 32.1 34.7 30.2 25.5
A n a lys ts  and ana ly tica l chem is ts 7.6 4.9 4.1 2.5
R esea rch  ch e m ls ts /resea rch  m a nagers  in industry 4.0 8.6 19.5 17.7
R esea rch  ch e m is ts  in R esearch  A sso c ia tio n s 4.0 10.3
T e x tile  dye rs , p rin te rs , b leachers , co lou ris ts 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.4
C hem ica l eng inee rs , e n g inee rs , m e ta llu rg is ts 0.4 0.9 3.4 1.5
P ro fesso rs , lectu re rs , d e m o n s tra to rs 11.9 11.8 10.9 10.3
S ch o o lte a ch e rs 2.0 4.3 6.2 5.7
A n a ly tica l & consu lting  chem is ts 13.4 7.8 3.5 1.4
C om m erce : agen ts , m e rchan ts , d rysa lte rs 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.6
P ub lic  ana lys ts , a lka li inspecto rs 1.2 1.1 2.4 1.5
M ed ica l o ccu p a tio n s , lib rarian  e tc - 0.3 0.6 1.5
Job  title  no t iden tified 15.1 14.1 7.2 13.7
T O T A L 100.1 100.0 100.1 100.1
Source: Appendix, Tables 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D .14
Notes:
1) . Job titles such as works chemist, technical chemist, colour chemist, have been grouped under ‘chemist’.
2) . ‘Analysts’ and ‘analytical chemists’ are those who were employed by industrial firms.
3) . ‘Analytical & consulting chemists’ are those who were independently engaged in consulting practice.

13 Russell, Coley and Roberts (1977), Appendix, Figure 8.
14 The 1936 total o f research chemists is probably undercounted. Only 107 research chemists were identified 
in 1936 at Blackley. However, by 1938 there were 194 research chemists at the new research centre there, 
adding a further 87 research chemists to the 1936 total of 231.



5.3.1 Industry: Chemists in the Works

We focus first on industrial employment, starting with the largest group in 1902 in Table 

5.1, namely the chemists. Most of the chemists in this group had the simple job title 

‘chemist’; the group also incorporates smaller numbers of works chemists, technical 

chemists, and chemists with specialist titles like print works chemist. Putting these works- 

orientated job titles together, creates a composite group which probably contained most of 

those chemists who were actually involved in industrial manufacture in the works.15 Their 

proportion fell from 32.1% to 25.5%, but this corresponded to a rise, almost trebling in 

numbers from around 80 in 1902 to 211 in 1936. Most would have been controlling the 

processes in the chemical industry, but some would have been filling that role in other 

industries, which was increasingly the case from the 1920s. The Census o f Production 

shows that the chemical industry workforce stabilised at around 200,000 by 1924 (see 

Chapter 2, Table 2.2), so the increases in the numbers of chemists in the manufacturing 

sectors thereafter are due to a combination of two effects, increasing proportions in the 

chemical industry relative to employee numbers and increasing employment of chemists in 

other industries, as demonstrated in Chapter 4, Table 4.7.

The second largest industrial grouping in 1902 consisted of the manufacturers, 

manufacturing chemists and managers and would probably include many owners. Some 

managers could have been former chemists who had been promoted to senior management. 

Many in this group were members of the SCI. Their proportion totalled 11.5% in 1902, but 

fell to 6.5% by 1936, although this represented a modest increase in numbers.16 About 20% 

of this group were identified as qualified in 1902; by 1936 most were degree qualified.

Analysts and analytical chemists working in industrial firms maintained their 

numbers over the period, but were much reduced as a percentage. This suggests that the

15 At least 80% of these ‘chemists’ worked for manufacturers. The Clayton Aniline Company initially used 
the title ‘technical chemist’ for all chemist occupations; after 1920 it just used the title ‘chemist’; Salary 
Ledgers; the Clayton Aniline Company Archive.
16 This group o f chemical manufacturers, manufacturing chemists, managing directors and managers contains 
only those who have been identified with reasonable probability as chemically qualified; many had degrees.
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demand for analysts stayed roughly constant in each establishment. Since their 

numbers stayed constant, the inference is that, with growing specialisation in process 

management in the works, the analyst was complemented by increasing numbers of works 

chemists, process development chemists and research chemists.

Many of the chemists in the group ‘job title not identified’ quoted their home 

address rather than their employer, which means that neither their job title nor their 

employer is known, adding some uncertainty to the analysis.17 However, as was argued in 

chapter 3, it seems likely that the majority of these chemists worked in production. As was 

noted, it was relatively easy to identify the employer for almost all chemists working in 

education, in research and in the public sector. If we group the manufacturers, managers, 

analysts, analytical chemists, chemists and chemists with the unknowns from Table 5.1, we 

have probably included everybody associated in some manner with industrial works. Their 

combined percentage of 66.3% fell to 48.2% in 1936, but this represents not so much a 

shift out of industry as a shift into research.

5.3.2 Industry: Research Chemists

In addition to chemists working in production, industry employed an increasing number of 

research chemists, either in small groups or in central research organisations such as that at 

ICI Blackley. Further chemists worked in organisations associated with industry as in the 

case of the British Cotton Industries Research Association situated in Manchester, which 

was known as the Shirley Institute.

Starting from a small, but appreciable, proportion of 4.0% of all chemists already in 

1902, the percentage of research chemists in industry rose to 8.6% in 1916, 19.5% by 1926 

on the eve of the establishment of ICI and to 17.7% by 1936. In addition, research chemists 

in the Shirley Institute rose from 4.0% of all chemists in 1926 to 10.3% in 1936, giving a 

combined total of 28.0% for all research chemists linked to manufacturing in that year. The

17 Many o f these are the same chemists in the ‘employer not identified’ group in Chapter 4, Table 4.5.
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employers of almost all of the above research chemists in 1936 have been identified; 

roughly half of them were in the chemical industry, with the rest in textile manufacture 

(counting the Shirley Institute as at least associated with the textile industry), dyeing and 

finishing, engineering, rubber and food. This indicates quite a wide spread of chemical 

research in the industry of the Manchester area.

In the historiography of decline, ‘failure to innovate’ is regularly coupled with 

failure to educate, and especially to alleged deficiencies in the supply of research
1 o

chemists. In the light of the historiography, the availability of research chemists has 

therefore been examined more closely. Histories of Owens College make it clear that the 

college was meeting a demand for research chemists already in the late nineteenth century. 

However, the job title ‘research chemist’ does not seem to have been widely used at that 

time and the identification of research chemists poses problems. For example, in 1897 the 

sources show that two major Manchester firms, the Clayton Aniline Company (CAC) and 

Levinstein Ltd., had between them a total of 12 individuals engaged in a role that would 

later be called research chemist or research manager.18 19 None have been found referred to 

as research chemists in society membership lists of the time; job titles like ‘colour chemist’ 

were used instead. At CAC, the dyestuffs researcher, A. G. Green, was employed as 

‘dyestuffs manager’, although his main responsibility was research, leading a team of 

‘colour chemists’ and introducing many new dyes there. Moreover, in the early days of the 

industry, chemists often had mixed responsibilities. Thus, Green recounted how as 

dyestuffs manager he carried out research, introduced new products and installed the 

necessary plant and processes.20 21 He was recorded as a colour chemist in 1895, rather than 

dyestuffs manager. However, after 1900, the title ‘research chemist’ appears to have been

18 D. S. L. Cardwell, The organisation o f science in England (London: Heinemann, 2nd edn, 1972), p. 222; M. 
Dintenfass, The decline o f industrial Britain 1870-1980 (London: Routledge, 1992), p. 70.
19 Society o f Chemical Industry, ‘Annual Meeting 1897: Works Visits’, JSCI, 16 (1897), p.599: The Clayton 
Aniline Company Archive.
20 A. G. Green, The second Ivan Levinstein memorial lecture, The Manchester Chemical Club, 22 November 
1938, p.3. He was hired at CAC to research new dyes for their range, especially direct dyes for cotton.
21 List o f Members, (London: The Society o f Chemical Industry, 1895). Presumably his self-designation.



in more general use in the Manchester area.

Donnelly, when discussing the history of chemical research pointed to ‘an 

expansion of analytical laboratory activities into forms of embryonic research and 

development’, although he recognised that ‘formal institutionalisation of this had to wait 

many years’. Ernst Homburg defined the key step in the formation of an embryonic 

research department as the point when a research chemist received a qualified assistant. He 

made the case that the demand for research laboratories in England, France and Germany 

was stimulated by the existence of effective patent laws which were the key to the potential 

gains from new processes.22 23 It should be noted that not all research chemists worked in 

large research departments. Some firms in the Manchester area had only one or two 

research chemists. Others had larger research departments, the largest being that of the ICI 

Dyestuffs Group in the 1930s. Table 5.2 gives the numbers of establishments employing 

research chemists before 1920, and up to 1936, categorised by rateable value range.24
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Table 5.2: Employment of Research Chemists by Establishment Size
Rateable Value 
Range

Establishments with 
Research Chemists 

by 1920

Establishments with 
Research Chemists 

by 1936
£50-200 2 0

£201-500 2 4
£501-2000 2 7
Over £2000 10 13

Research Associations 1 1
TOTALS 17 25

Sources: Appendix, Tables 2A, 2B, 3B, 3C, 3D.

Table 5.2 demonstrates that it was mainly the larger firms which employed research 

chemists. The table includes examples of non-chemical firms such as the Cooperative 

Wholesale Society, who had extensive food, tobacco, soap and other manufacturing 

facilities in and around Manchester, and who had a central research department with

22 Donnelly, (1991), p. 20; Donnelly was referring to the late nineteenth/early twentieth centuries.
23 E. Homburg, ‘The emergence o f  research laboratories in the dyestuffs industry, 1870-1900’, British 
Journal for the History o f Science, 25 (1992), p. 97.
24 1920 was chosen because there is good data on the occupations o f SCI members (corrected to Feb. 1920), 
bound with the 1919 volume, to which access was available.
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qualified chemists, as did the textile firms Tootal Broadhurst Lee Co Ltd. and Calico 

Printers Association Ltd. The work of David Edgerton and Sally Horrocks has shown that 

more research was carried out in industry early in the twentieth century than had 

previously been thought.25 26 The figures in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 support their contention. 

Although many firms had research chemists before 1920, the number increased 

considerably in the 1920s and 1930s. Table 5.2 also demonstrates that quite small firms 

hired research chemists.

The number of research chemists employed in 1902 and 1916 demonstrated by 

Table 5.1 refutes Cardwell’s view that the output of graduates before 1914 was too small to 

permit even a moderate expansion in demand for research.27 28 The historian of Owens 

College, P. J. Hartog, has already been quoted saying in 1900 that Owens College ‘have 

always regarded the education of research chemists as one of the chief functions of the 

department.’ His further comment that former students held many positions as research 

chemists and research managers is important in confirming that there was already an 

industrial demand for them in the late nineteenth century. Sanderson noted nine firms 

taking Manchester graduates ‘specifically for research’ in the period 1896-1904.29 As was 

pointed out in the overview of Manchester science in Chapter 2, Owens College had a 

laboratory designed specifically for organic chemistry research from 1895. Training in the 

practical aspects of research management in inorganic chemistry was available at the 

Municipal College from 1908 through a course of 12 lectures in the session 1908-09 

entitled An introduction to inorganic technical research. The course included costing, 

theoretical and technical research, utilisation of waste products and effluent treatment.30

25 These were active in the 1920s, see Table 3C; that o f  CPA started in 1906.
26 D. E. H. Edgerton and S. M. Horrocks, ‘British industrial research and development before 1945’, 
Economic History Review, 47 (1994), p. 235; D. E. H. Edgerton, ‘British Industrial R & D, 1900-1970’, 
Journal o f European Economic History, 23, (1994), p. 65.
27 Cardwell (1972), p. 222.
28 P. J. Hartog, The Owens College Manchester (Manchester: Cornish, 1900), p. 70.
29 Sanderson, (1972), p. 21.
30 Calendar for the Session 1908-9, (with degree and other awards), The Municipal Technical School, 
Manchester University: John Rylands University Library, University Archive and Records Centre.
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The inclusion of costing and ecological matters in the syllabus suggests that it was a 

useful and practical course. However, it has to be said that the course attracted only a small 

number of students.

Research activity in the late nineteenth century may have been underestimated by 

historians due to misleading job titles which hinder the accuracy of counting, as in the case 

of the early dyestuff researchers mentioned above. Moreover, early research was often 

kept secret, for obvious reasons, as Edgerton and Horrocks have suggested.31 Turning to a 

later period, they challenge the more negative opinions about British research, by quoting a 

Federation of British Industry (FBI) survey from 1947, which showed that 1381 persons 

were engaged in research in the larger British firms in 1930.32 Most of these would have 

been chemists. In 1926, the number of research chemists identified in Manchester was 147. 

If we exclude the 25 researchers at the Shirley Institute this leaves 122 research chemists in 

Manchester industry.33 If this number is compared with the 1381 for all persons engaged in 

research in 1930 reported by the FBI survey, the Manchester figure looks higher in 

proportion than that for the whole country, considering that the area studied had only about 

4% of the chemical industry and 2.8% of all industry of England and Wales in 1931.34 One 

possible reason for this is that Table 5.2 included a number of small firms who would 

presumably be excluded from the FBI estimates of research spending. However, this is not 

enough to explain the difference, and the Manchester data suggests that the FBI survey 

may have underestimated the employment of research chemists.

The work of Edgerton and Horrocks has demonstrated that concentrating on the 

Research Associations seriously underestimated British research activity. The findings in 

this study of the Manchester area strongly support their views, because the first major 

increase in the number of research chemists there had occurred before the Research

31 Edgerton and Horrocks (1994), p. 215.
32 Edgerton and Horrocks (1994), p. 219.
33 Taking the 1926 figure could be regarded as more representative because it is before the large increase in 
the numbers o f research personnel both at the Shirley Institute and at ICI Dyestuffs Group at Blackley.
34 See Chapter 2, Table 2.3.
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Associations had really got going.35 The British Cotton Industries Research 

Association was founded in Manchester in 1919, initially with four chemists and 

technologists. However, the number of research chemists in the Manchester area had 

already increased markedly by 1916. Thus any suggestion of a lack of research before 

1916 is contradicted by the number of research chemists evident from Table 5.1. It must, 

however, be acknowledged that by 1937 the Shirley Institute employed a very large 

number of research chemists.

The large proportion of research chemists found in the Manchester area could be 

regarded as non-typical, because Manchester, with its Research Association and other 

institutions, may have been a special case. However, the position was not so different in 

the wider Northwest, which accounted for roughly 25% of the UK chemical industry.36 37 

The number of members of the SCI in the Northwest describing themselves as research 

chemists increased from two in 1895 to 75 in 1920, representing 9.4% of the Northwest 

membership for that year. Since only about 60% of the Northwest members could be 

regarded as chemists, this indicates that roughly 16% of the chemists in the SCI in 

February 1920 recorded their job title as research chemist. Research chemist numbers in 

the SCI showed a sharp increase between 1912 and 1920. Again, this was before the 

Research Associations really got going. Later in the period, the large increase in the 

proportion of research chemists in the Northwest generally is further confirmed by the 

membership list of the Institute of Chemistry in 1938. Of the 878 members in the 

counties of Cheshire and Lancashire who recorded their occupation, 201 (22%) described 

themselves as research chemists or research managers in 1938. This was only slightly 

lower than the 28.0% of identified chemists found to be engaged in research in the 

Manchester area around the same date. The higher concentration of research chemists in

35 Industrial Research Associations in the United Kingdom, (OECD, Paris, 1967). The first o f the Research 
Associations set up under the aegis o f the Department o f Scientific and Industrial Research was that for the 
photographic industry in 1918. By 1924 there were 24 Research Associations.
36 Chapter 2, Table 2.2.
37 Register of Fellows, Associates and Students, 1938 (London: Institute o f Chemistry o f Great Britain and 
Ireland, 1938).
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the Manchester area was probably due to the presence of the ICI research department 

and the Shirley Institute within the study area, which contributed 13.0% and 10.3% 

respectively of the 28% total, leaving only 4.7% identified in the other 23 establishments 

of Table 5.2.

More speculatively, it is plausible that industrial employers would aim to acquire 

the advantage of the latest theoretical knowledge for their research by preferentially 

appointing recent graduates. We can roughly check this suggestion by assuming that such 

new appointees would join the SCI fairly quickly. Of the 75 Northwest members of the 

SCI in 1920 who were recorded as research chemists or research managers, only six had 

also been members in 1912, three as research chemists and three as chemists or works
T O

chemists. This suggests that the other 69 were new appointments made after 1912 and 

before 1920. These additional members were spread widely in the Northwest, though many 

were at the Blackley works of Levinstein Ltd.. Thus the SCI data suggests that research 

chemists may often have been new appointments. Support for this view comes from W. J. 

Reader, the historian of ICI, who noted that of seventy research chemists working in ICI 

Dyestuffs Group in 1929, nearly half of them were ‘less than five years from university.’38 39 

Thus, despite the polarisation of research in Manchester where two establishments 

employed the majority of the research chemists, there were many firms, even smaller ones, 

employing them. The rapid period of increase in research numbers predated the formation 

of the Research Associations.

5.3.3 Other Occupational Trends

Other trends clearly visible in Table 5.1 are the marked decline in the proportion of 

independent analytical & consulting chemists, the fairly steady proportion of those in 

tertiary education and the moderate increase in schoolteachers from a very low start. These

38 List of Members, (London: The Society o f Chemical Industry, 1919, revised Feb. 1920).
39 W. J. Reader, Imperial Chemical Industries. A history, Volume II, The first quarter-century 1926-1952 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1970), p. 186.



trends have been previewed in Chapter 4.

Analytical & consulting chemists in independent practice were an important group 

in 1902 at 13.4% of the total. They probably carried out some industrial work, especially 

for the smaller firm, as well as consulting in the public sector. Their numbers were much 

reduced by 1936, which suggests that ‘in house chemists’ often carried out those activities 

which analytical and consultant chemists had handled in 1900. Thus many small chemical 

firms and firms in other industries were now hiring their own chemists rather than buying 

in expertise. However, there was continuity in the numbers in the public sector in the 

occupations of public analyst and gas examiner.

The other large percentages in Table 5.1 were in education. The Table suggests that 

educational demand was higher in the tertiary sector. Indeed, we would expect to find a 

concentration of lecturers in Manchester given the presence of the University and the 

Municipal College there. The proportion of chemists in tertiary education stayed level 

throughout the entire period, indicating that the total numbers of their chemistry 

department personnel kept pace with the increased numbers of identified chemists.

Intuitively, the number of chemists identified as schoolteachers seems low, which, 

as discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.1, is possibly a result of systematic undercounting. 

Schoolteachers were not recorded at all in the first two editions of Official Chemical 

Appointments and very few have been found in the other sources used. Several schools 

were recorded in the 1912 edition of the OCA, but the subsequent increase in both the 

percentage and the absolute numbers of schoolteachers suggests that there may have been 

serious under recording in earlier years. Several major schools in the Manchester area were 

omitted from OCA, for example Stockport Grammar School and Stockport School, 

although their chemistry teachers were located through other sources. Furthermore, as 

discussed in the definitions in Chapter 3, only graduate schoolteachers are included in 

Table 5.1 and regarded as chemists for the purposes of this study, although it is known 

from the records of the Municipal College that a large number of teachers of chemistry and
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science studied on a part-time basis.

The changes summarised above are discussed in greater detail in the next three 

sections. These examine the demand for chemist employment in the chemical industry in 

Section 5.4, in other manufacturing industries in Section 5.5 and outside manufacturing 

industry in Section 5.6. Finally, Section 5.7 discusses how the qualifications of chemists 

varied in different occupations and over time.

5.4 DEMAND FOR CHEMISTS IN THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

This section examines the demand for chemists in the chemical industry, including 

examples of their career paths and salaries. The choice of firms is based on availability of 

archive information together with data listed in Appendix Tables 2A-2B for firms and 

Tables 3A-3D for identified chemists respectively. The sources for this data are listed in 

Chapter 3. They are mainly primary sources, including company archive material, 

interviews with older chemists, in house company histories, pamphlets and other material. 

Although limited, the information available does facilitate the exploration of specific cases 

underlying the trends indicated by the analysis of Table 5.1. The chemical manufacturing 

industry has the highest intensity of chemist demand as defined in Chapter 3. The 

establishments discussed in this section have a bias towards the dyestuff industry, because 

Manchester itself did. The two largest chemical factories in the area by rateable value in all 

four surveys were dyestuff manufacturers. In total, 23 of the 129 chemical works in the 

area in 1936 were either dyestuff manufacturers, or associated raw material suppliers, like 

tar distillers. Their combined rateable value of £32,368 was 50.5% of the 1936 total. 

Dyestuff employers also accounted for much of the employment in the chemical industry: 

in 1931, the three largest employers, accounting for a third of the chemical industry 

workforce, were dyestuff manufacturers. Overall, roughly half of the chemical industry 

workforce in the Manchester area worked in dyestuff manufacture, or for its raw material
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and intermediate manufacturing suppliers.
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5.4.1 The Large Chemical Firm: Levinstein Ltd., Clayton Aniline Company Ltd.

As was discussed under methodology in Chapters 3 and 4, rateable value has been taken as 

the measure of establishment size and for estimating chemist demand. In Chapter 4 we 

defined large firms as those with a rateable value over £2000. The two firms examined 

here were in fact the largest chemical firms in the Manchester area, Levinstein’s, from 

1919 part of British Dyestuffs Corporation Ltd. and from 1926 the Blackley works of the 

new ICI Dyestuffs Group and the Clayton Aniline Company Ltd. (CAC).40

Both Levinstein’s and CAC were founded by continental entrepreneurs. Ivan 

Levinstein manufactured dyestuffs in Blackley from 1865, and Charles Dreyfus founded 

the Clayton Aniline Company in 1876.41 W. J. Reader described these two firms as ‘tiny by 

comparison with the great German firms’, even in 1913.42 By 1919 both factory sites were 

large, both had been vital to the war effort and both were to survive for many years, 

although they were indeed still much smaller than the major German firms. Table 5.3 

compares the rateable values of the two factories and the numbers of chemists employed in 

them, both estimated and identified.

Table 5.3: Rateable Va ues & Chemist Numbers: Blackley Works & Clayton Aniline
YEAR Blackley Number of chemists Clayton Number of chemists

RV £ Estimated Identified RV £ Estimated Identified
1902 1638 15 19 2257 21 17
1916 2522 23 25 2307 21 29
1926 14500 56 45 9100 35 35
1936 9052 60 65 7913 53 57

Source: Appendix, Tables 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D.. 
Notes:
1) . NAV in place o f RV in 1936.
2) . The reasons behind the drop in RV in 1936 are discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.6.3.
3) .Many research chemists worked at Blackley: in addition to the works chemists above, 54 research 
chemists were identified in 1926 and 107 by 1936.

40 Appendix, Table 2A.
41 Fox, p. 10; E. N. Abrahart, The Clayton Aniline Company Ltd 1876-1976 (Manchester: Clayton Aniline 
Company Ltd, 1976), p. 13. Two authoritative sources deal with these firms, Fox on Levinstein’s and 
Abrahart on Clayton Aniline. This section draws heavily on Fox, but access was available directly to the 
original sources on which Abrahart drew.
42 W. J. Reader, Imperial Chemical Industries. A history, Volume I, The forerunners 1870-1926 (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1970), p. 260.
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As Chapter 3 noted, an RV to chemist ratio of £110 is used in both 1902 and 1916, a 

ratio of £260 in 1926 and a ratio of £150 per chemist in 1936. There was considerable 

wartime investment at both sites, but this was not yet reflected in the 1916 values. These 

ratios, and the reasons for the drop in 1936, were discussed in Chapter 3 in connection with 

Tables 3.7-3.9. All chemists at CAC have been identified throughout the period. Since data 

from CAC constituted an important part of the calculation on which the estimates are 

based, it is not surprising that estimated and identified figures for chemists are fairly close. 

However, at Levinstein’s the numbers of identified chemists, obtained from Owens 

College data, society membership data and Fox, are even slightly more than the estimates, 

except in 1926. It is possible that a few research chemists were referred to only as chemist, 

thus elevating apparent numbers in the Blackley Works. If this happened, it does mean that 

research numbers are correspondingly slightly understated.

These two firms together employed 15% in 1902, rising to 27% in 1936, of all the 

chemists identified by name in this research.

(i) Levinstein Ltd.

The annual meeting of the SCI in 1897 reported a visit to the Blackley works. At this stage,

the works had a total of 400 employees.43 The chemical staff inclusive of the dyeing

laboratories comprised 18 head chemists, 12 assistant chemists and 15 youths, apprentices

and boys. Ivan Levinstein, who accompanied the visit, said that there were 8 chemists

‘employed in special laboratories solely designed for scientific research’. Unfortunately he

did not state whether these research chemists were part of the 18 or additional to them. It is

clear from Levinstein’s comments that his ‘head chemists’ were what we refer to as

‘chemists’ throughout this thesis and that the assistants were a lower grade. This is a point

to which we will return regularly in the discussion of the management structure and the

training of chemists at both Levinstein’s and CAC. By 1897, Levinstein’s already had

43 Society o f Chemical Industry, ‘Annual Meeting 1897, Works Visits’, Journal of the Society o f Chemical 
Industry, 16(1897), p. 599.
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almost twenty years’ experience in the manufacture of azo dyes and their naphthalene 

based intermediates, many of which they exported to Germany. Research work was 

important in the introduction and patenting of new dyes, although serious financial 

setbacks were caused by patent litigation.44 As a result Levinstein entered into an 

agreement with three of the German firms for a period of five years from 1890. By 

licensing dyestuffs and by further research work, the factory gained experience in the 

manufacture of a wide range of intermediates and dyes. The knowledge of organic 

chemical processes obtained was subsequently to prove invaluable in helping to meet the 

wartime demand for dyes.45

The almost universal criticism of the dyestuff industry both by commentators in the 

late nineteenth century and by more recent historians mentioned in Chapter 1 implied that 

there was, at that time, a shortage of organic chemists for research and doubts about their 

quality. Yet Levinstein’s clearly had a reasonably large research establishment already by 

1897 and the chemist to total employee ratio at the firm was 4.5%, which was more 

favourable than the 2-4% found by Ulrich Marsch in the largest German dyestuff factories 

at that time, as Chapter 3, Table 3.5 demonstrated.46 Also, the level of expertise at 

Levinstein’s is likely to have been similar to that of the German firms. From the outset, 

Levinstein employed trained chemists, mainly German PhDs, and from the 1890s 

graduates of Owens College as well. Four were hired in that decade and the trend 

continued.47 Fox argues that, by 1900, Levinstein’s was ‘at last beginning to depend more 

and more on the products of an improved English education.’48 However, due to Ivan 

Levinstein’s rather autocratic style, turnover was high. Many chemists left after only a few 

years, some finding jobs locally. A. G. Green reported that these chemists were known

44 Fox, p. 18.
45 Fox, p. 47.
46 U. Marsch, Zwischen Wissenschaft und Wirtschaft: Industrieforschung in Deutschland und 
Grossbritannien, 1880-1936 (Paderbom: Ferdinand Schoeningh, 2000), p. 67.
47 Owens College, Students (Student’s records, 1888-1940, Vol. 1, Ref DCH/1/2/2/1), Manchester 
University: John Rylands University Library, University Archive and Records Centre.
48 Fox, p. 41.
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facetiously as Die Gesellschaft der ehemaligen Levinsteiner.49 This probably had the 

effect of spreading knowledge of both organic chemistry and dyestuff chemistry more 

widely in the Manchester area.

Oddly, considering Ivan Levinstein’s advocacy of technical education his firm was 

rather late, compared with the calico printers for example, in sending junior laboratory 

personnel to study chemistry at the Municipal College. Only two Blackley students were 

registered there between 1883 and 1889.50 The total rose to six in 1892, then increased 

considerably to fourteen in 1900 and seventeen in 1904. This expansion of demand for 

training was probably linked to Levinstein’s apprenticeship scheme. Blackley apprentices 

appear in the Municipal College records from 1895, when there were five. A formal 

scheme for employing boys recruited from local central schools as assistants apparently 

operated at least from 1903 to 1908.51 For example, the college records confirm that there 

were eight apprentice chemists, aged 15-18, from Levinstein’s studying there in 1904.

That Levinstein’s had a demand not only for graduate chemists but also for 

chemists trained via part-time education at the Municipal College is shown by their pattern 

of employment. It is clear that there were two alternative supply routes to meet the demand 

for chemists at Blackley at the end of the nineteenth century: that for graduates and that for 

‘practical chemists’. Using the concepts of Supply Chain Management, we could regard 

these as two separate segments of the demand -  supply process.52 The segment comprising 

graduates coming directly from university needed to learn the technology of dye 

manufacture in the works, whereas the segment comprising the part-time students, such as 

those discussed above, had a lower level of formal education that was complemented by 

greater practical experience in the laboratory and the works. This dual provision will be 

discussed further in Chapter 6.

49 Green, (1938), p. 8, ‘The Company o f former Levinsteiners’.
50 Registers o f Admissions, 1883-1909. The Municipal Technical School/The Municipal School of  
Technology, Manchester.
51 Fox, p. 43.
52 Making use o f the concept o f Supply Chain Management, as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.
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Furthermore, by about the same time, there was a clear career route from 

apprentice through to chemist. Although the College registration data was only sampled 

every two to three years, it still provides information on individual careers and, since it is 

likely that all apprentices would have been registered there, on the apprenticeship scheme. 

The students in the year 1900 provide an example. They included three apprentice chemists 

of ages 17-20, three assistant chemists, ages 17-21, and two chemists, ages 23 and 30. 

Based on sequences of later student entries in the Municipal College records, several of 

these apprentices were later promoted to assistant chemist and at least two assistant
C"1

chemists were promoted to chemist around 1900. This hierarchy was also reflected in 

salary details. In the early 1900s, assistant chemists earned £60 to £80 a year and the 

starting rate for chemists was £120 with £10 yearly increments. In 1908, an experienced 

dyestuffs chemist earned £250.53 54 Fox does not mention contracts of employment at 

Levinstein’s at this time, although by analogy with CAC they were almost certainly used 

and are probably implicit in the £10 yearly increments. At British Dyes in Huddersfield, 

service agreements were introduced from late 1915, and ‘junior chemists’ were signed on 

from late 1916 on three year agreements in a salary range of £175 to £225, ‘the higher 

amount being applied to those with BSc qualifications.’55 One year contracts were also 

used for assistant chemists at ICI Dyestuffs Group in the 1930s.56

Returning to chemist employment at the Blackley site, numbers fluctuated greatly 

during the interwar years at what became the British Dyestuffs Corporation in 1919, then 

part of ICI in 1926. Many graduates were engaged in the immediate post-1914-1918 war 

period. However, the boom of 1919 was followed by a severe downturn in 1921. The

53 The Municipal Technical School, Manchester, Registers o f Admissions, 1883-1909, Manchester University: 
John Rylands University Library, University Archive and Records Centre; Levinstein student number (1895) 
3168, apprentice, found later as number (1898) 3342, assistant chemist aged 22; Student number (1900)
2534, assistant chemist found later as number (1902) 4386, as a chemist aged 23. (Registration numbers at 
the Municipal College are only unique within year).
54 Fox, p. 41.
55 Fox, p. 87; L. F. Haber, The chemical industry 1900-1930 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971), p. 353. Haber 
described as novel the introduction o f three-year contracts at British Dyes in 1915, which provided security 
o f tenure for research assistants.
56 ICI Dyestuffs Group Ltd, Assistant Chemist Contract, Local Studies Archive, Manchester Central Library.
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broader effects of these economic changes on the supply and demand for chemists will 

be discussed in some detail in Chapter 6. German deliveries of dyes as war reparations 

made the problem more acute for the dyestuff firms of the Manchester area. At the British 

Dyestuffs Corporation, research numbers were cut from 80 chemists in 1920 to 30 in 1923, 

followed by a further reduction to a low of 15 chemists in July 1923.57 At the 

Corporation’s general meeting in Manchester in 1923, the chairman said that the policy of 

the directors for the present would be not to strive after new discoveries, but to develop the 

cheaper manufacture of known products.58 This statement marked a change of policy that 

would greatly reduce research effort and the numbers of research chemists employed. The 

chief research chemist, Professor A. G. Green, resigned in protest. Chemical News added 

that the lack of research seemed to herald a return to the nineteenth-century policies which 

had led to the ‘shipwreck’ of the early British dye industry.59 However, a recovery set in 

from 1924 and more research chemists were employed again. In a booklet produced in 

1924 for the British Empire exhibition, BDC claimed that across their five works, 

including Blackley, they had a total workforce of 3000 and 125 chemists, 83% of whom 

had university degrees. This indicates a chemist to workforce ratio of 4.2%, similar to that 

in 1897, and a preference for graduates. According to Fox, these figures may have been 

optimistic.60

However, the number of chemists identified in Appendix, Table 3C suggests that 

BDC’s recovery was complete by 1926. Reader points out how the stability and success of 

the Dyestuffs Group in the 1930s was very much due to the shrewd and forceful bargaining

57 Fox, p. 171. The snapshots o f chemist numbers in 1916 and 1926 cannot fully represent the sometimes 
abrupt short-term changes in employment during the period. However, the effects on employment patterns 
are dealt with in more detail in Chapter 6.
58 Letter by Professor W. M. Gardner, Yorkshire Post, 12 September 1923.
59 Chemical News (1923), p.222.
60 Fox, p. 171; Fox has argued that such figures were unlikely as they represent over-rapid recovery from the 
recent downturn o f 1922/23. Thus, peak demand for workforce must be distinguished from average demand. 
Jeremy and Famie argued that official company material often quoted figures at the peak o f a business cycle 
to enhance the company’s prestige. D. J. Jeremy and D. A. Famie, ‘The ranking o f firms, the counting o f  
employees and the classification o f data. A cautionary note’, Business History Ah, 3, (2001), pp.106.
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carried out with IG, resulting in a cartel agreement in 1932.61 62 Fox suggests that the 

Dyestuffs Group withstood the downturn of 1931 reasonably well, with profits recovering 

progressively from 1932. The number of research chemists was further increased, with 

the development of the research laboratories there. In 1938, two years after our key date of 

1936, ICI’s organic chemistry research was consolidated on the Blackley site, bringing 

together 194 research managers and chemists, making it the biggest employer of chemists 

in the area.63

(ii) The Clayton Aniline Company Ltd.

Founded in 1876, the product range at Clayton Aniline was narrower than that at 

Levinstein’s initially. The main manufactures were the dyestuff precursors, nitrobenzene 

and aniline, with only a few dyes. A photograph of 1890 shows the 25 members of the 

Clayton staff, including the founder, Dr Dreyfus. Salary records indicate that there were 

about 11 chemists in 1890 and 14 in 1897.64 As at Levinstein’s, both German-trained and 

British-trained chemists were employed. Arthur G. Green, who studied at University 

College London and had been awarded the Fellowship of the IC in 1887, had previously 

worked at the London colour manufacturer Brooke, Simpson and Spiller. In 1894, he was 

engaged to carry out research at Clayton as dyestuffs manager. By 1897 he had a team of 

four research chemists, three German and one British, working for him and due to his 

research the range of dyes had been greatly extended.65 Green left in 1901 to a 

distinguished career in consultancy, academia and in industry at BDC.66 A German 

chemist, Dr A. Meyenberg, replaced Green as head of the dyestuffs department. The 

economic downturn of 1905 had such a disastrous effect on sales that the dyestuffs 

department was reduced to only one chemist at that time. The financial problems were only

61 Reader (1970), Volume II, pp. 190-95.
62 Fox, p. 177.
6j Fox, p. 189. Appendix, Table 3D does include all those chemists identified from the new research facility.
64 Salaries and Wages Book, 1890-1898, The Clayton Aniline Archive.
65 Many o f these dyes were in the stilbene series, were substantive on cotton and were still being made 70 
years later by the author.
66 Fox, see for example pp. 109-110, 127-8, 170-1
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finally resolved when CAC was taken over by the Swiss firm, the Society of Chemical 

Industry in Basle, in 1911 67

The number of German chemists and chemical engineers at CAC created a 

difficulty in 1914, when one fled and six were interned, including the managing director.68 

The rapid expansion of TNT and accompanying acid manufacturing and recovery 

capacities in 1915 required the hiring or promotion of more chemists, increasing staff but 

delaying any major increase in dyestuff capacity until after 1917. Some young chemistry 

teachers went into explosives manufacture in the Manchester area, including two who were 

recruited at CAC.69 In total, 24 chemists joined the company between 1914 and 1918.70 

Two had been drawn back from the army. The urgent actions were similar to those being 

deployed at the time to build up a team of dyestuff chemists at Claus and Company, a 

constituent company of BDC, which was also situated in Clayton.71

Although some chemists moved on to other Ministry installations during the war, 

the majority of those newly employed in wartime remained at CAC for the rest of their 

working lives, transferring to the manufacture of azo dyes and intermediates following the 

expansion initiated by Ciba in 1918. The salary records show a complement of 29 chemists 

in 1916, increasing to 35 in 1926, and to 57 in 1936. Several graduates of Owens College 

were hired over the period.72 The total number of employees had been 200 around 1900, 

rising to 330 in 1913 and to 550 in 1916. The economic problems of 1921-22 resulted in 

short time working, including a period when the factory worked alternate weeks.73 There

67 The firm o f Binschedler & Busch in Basle was renamed ‘the Society o f Chemical Industry in Basle’ in
1884; the abbreviation ‘CIBA’ has been the official style o f the company since 1945. ‘The story o f chemical 
industry in Basle’ (Basle: CIBA Limited, 1959), p. 99.
68 Abrahart, p. 33. One experienced chemist went down with the Titanic in 1912.
69 The shortage o f chemists was temporarily acute. At least one chemist was borrowed from Switzerland. It is 
not clear if the teachers accepted explosives manufacture as an alternative to war service or whether they 
were assigned by the government. An Austrian chemist fled, leaving his wife; CAC paid her a pension.
70 There is evidence of these urgent actions in a list o f wartime chemists at CAC, which includes their 
previous employment, and records the individual manufactures on which they worked. Wartime list o f  
chemists; The Clayton Aniline Company Archive.
71 J. Greenwood, Journal o f the Society o f Chemical Industry, 78 (1962), p. 313.
72 Students, Vol. 1-2, 1888-1935, Ref. DCH/1/2/2/1-2, Manchester University: John Rylands University 
Library, University Archive and Records Centre, student registration numbers 694, 2600 and 2643.
73 Abrahart, p. 40.



was a temporary reduction in the workforce to only 250 in 1923, although, unlike at 

BDC, all chemists were retained. When the SCI visited Clayton Aniline in 1925, the 

manager, Mr Peak, informed the visitors that the factory had a workforce of over 1000 and 

‘employed 50 highly trained specialists in colour chemistry’.74 There had recently been a 

large increase in the size of the works, with new buildings for both intermediates and 

dyestuffs. The number of employees increased to 1300 in the late 1920s and early 1930s. A 

memoir, probably dating from 1931, states that whereas 60 products were made in 1914, 

this had now increased to 500 products, and there were 1300 employees.75 Though the 

work force did not increase, the number of chemists reached 57 in the late 1930s. The 

research department at this time was small because most research took place at Ciba’s 

headquarters in Switzerland, but an increasing number of chemists were employed in 

customer service. The percentage of chemists relative to labour force was roughly 4-5% 

throughout, similar to Levinstein’s. The first female to be employed as a research chemist 

in the 1920s at CAC was a graduate of Owens College; she was later promoted to the

77senior staff.

In the 1890s, salaries for chemists were in the range £75-200, with Green receiving 

£400. In 1910, salaries were mainly in the range £78-£250, although more experienced 

German PhDs received up to £300. Thus salaries were similar to the examples quoted by 

Fox at Levinstein’s. Wartime chemist salaries started at a minimum of £140; by 1922 the 

lowest chemist salary was £210 and the range reached up to £420. For comparison, in 1912
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74 Society o f Chemical Industry, ‘Annual Meeting 1925: Works Visits’, Journal o f the Society o f Chemical 
Industry, 44 (1925), p.303.
75 Memoire No. 45, unsigned, undated, (around 1931 from the topics discussed), The Clayton Aniline 
Company Archive.
76 Former CAC employees recollected the names o f  52 chemists (with the plants in which they worked) 
together with a work force o f about 1300 in the 1930s. Reminiscences o f  H. Whitaker, J. A. Adams 
(employed at CAC from 1929), G. E. Burrows (from 1931), interviewed in 2002. All three were employed at 
CAC in the late 1930s. Access in 2006 to the salary records rendered these estimates redundant, although it 
confirmed that the old employees had good memories. Salary Ledgers 1911-1939; Directors’ Minute Books 
(from 1906), the Clayton Aniline Archive.
77 This led to a slight problem as she was then entitled to attend the senior’s dinner, an all male affair. It is 
said that a Clayton compromise was reached. Each year the management sent a formal invitation, which she 
politely declined. Reminiscences, T. Peacock, 1960s.
78 Salaries and Wages Book 1890-1898. Salary Ledgers, 1911-1939, Directors Minute Books (from 1906), 
The Clayton Aniline Archive.



the IC considered £100 per annum to be the very minimum acceptable salary for a
70

newly qualified Associate.

There is clear evidence at CAC, furthermore, of two routes to employment as a 

chemist, which further confirms the existence of the two demand segments described 

above. Fortunately, the salaries of the chemists trained by the two alternative supply routes 

can be directly compared in the period 1907 to 1917. Five graduate chemists, all from 

Owens College, and five chemists with part-time training at the Municipal College were
on

appointed in this period. All had contracts of employment, usually of three years. The 

lowest graduate appointment salary was £140 in 1914, and the highest was £220 in 1917. 

By 1922 graduates who had been working for some years at Clayton had salaries around 

£400-420. The part-time educated chemists started on a lower salary of about £100 in the 

period 1906-1910 (range £78 to £150). All five of these chemists earned around £350 in 

1922 (range £292 to £380), so by 1922 the salaries of this group were only slightly less 

than the graduates’ salaries. The salary progression of one ‘practical chemist’ was fairly 

typical. In 1902, aged 17, he worked in the dyehouse laboratory as a sample-dyer. He 

studied part-time for at least six years at the Municipal College. By 1910 he was a colourist 

on £100, a chemist-colourist in 1912 on £127, then a chemist on £220 in 1917 and £380 in 

1922. In another example, a student who had studied part-time at the Municipal College 

was appointed chemist in 1910 aged 23, at a salary of £78 that was low compared to all of 

his colleagues. His three-year contract with annual increments was the key indicator of his 

status as chemist. By 1922 he was assistant manager of a colour department on £345, 

showing that promotion prospects were important when choosing a career. 79 80
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79 G. K. Roberts, ‘Analysts and academics’, in C. A. Russell with N. G. Coley and G. K. Roberts, Chemists 
by profession. The origins and rise o f the Royal Institute of Chemistry (Milton Keynes, Open University 
Press, 1977), p. 211.
80 The Municipal Technical School, Manchester, Registers of Admissions, 1883-1909, CAC students’ 
registration numbers; (1898) 2285: (1906) 1676: (1906) 4038: (1908) 2318: (1908) 3986; Owens College, 
Students, Vol. 1-2, 1888-1935, Ref. DCH/1/2/2/1-2, Manchester University: John Rylands University 
Library, University Archive and Records Centre, CAC students’ registration numbers, 46, 110, 528, 2251, 
2451.



At CAC, promotion to chemist included moving to the salaried grade with a 

contract, normally of one to three years’ duration. Fixed term contracts were probably in 

use at CAC from the 1890s. Further individual examples of careers at CAC include a 19- 

year-old assistant chemist studying a 1st year organic chemistry course in 1900. Six years 

later, and 25 years old, he was still studying at the Municipal College but was now a 

chemist. An assistant chemist studied 2nd year organic chemistry part-time at the college in 

1906; in 1908 aged 20 he was studying a 3rd year course and was now recorded as a 

chemist. This shows how young the ‘practical chemists’, who had just been promoted, 

could be at that time. Another student at the Municipal College in 1898 was a laboratory 

assistant, working for A. G. Green. Four years later he was an assistant chemist, still at 

Clayton. In 1904 at the age of 23 he was studying an honours course on the theory and 

practice of dyeing and was recorded as chemist at Strines Printing Company, who were 

calico printers. Some students moved among several firms. One student starting in 1902 

worked at CAC, then at Levinstein’s in 1904 and finally at W. G. Thompson and Co. in 

1908, during his study at the College.81 82 83

5.4.2 Characteristics of the Large Manchester Firm

Certain characteristics were common to both Levinstein’s and Clayton Aniline. They had 

clear evidence of structured employment by the 1890s. They sent many students to the 

Municipal College, whose records provide evidence of a career leading from laboratory 

assistant or apprentice chemist to assistant chemist, with the possibility of eventual 

promotion to chemist. The availability of this route to the role of chemist, alongside that of 

graduate entry, confirms that there was a demand for two segments of chemist supply: 

qualified and ‘practical chemists’. Both companies had similar starting salaries, with

81 These cases are included in the five chemists above.
82 The Municipal Technical School, Manchester, Registers o f Admissions, 1883-1909; CAC student, 
registration numbers, (1898) 924: (1902) 3968: (1904) 1093.
83 The Municipal Technical School, Manchester, Registers o f Admissions, 1883-1909; student registration 
numbers, (1902) 3966: (1904) 2541: (1908) 4424.



contracts of employment that specified the annual salary increments. They carried out 

research from an early date, the 1870s for Levinstein’s and 1890s at CAC. Both sought 

chemical expertise from an early date by hiring many German chemists in the 1880s, 

usually PhDs. They also employed an increasing number of British chemists, including 

graduates from Owens College, starting in the 1890s. Both factories had a chemist to 

employee ratio of 4-5% throughout, which was slightly higher than that of the much larger 

German firms. Contracts of employment were granted at CAC by 1906 and probably 

earlier. Chapter 3 discussed the difficulty in defining a chemist and the uncertainty about 

the level of formal chemistry qualification required. However, on the evidence of the 

management structures at Levinstein’s and CAC, the terms chemist and assistant chemist 

were used in a consistent manner, the step from assistant chemist to chemist constituting a 

promotion.

The reaction chemistry employed at CAC and Levinstein’s had many similarities, 

at least after 1895, when CAC started to manufacture more dyestuffs and intermediates.

The main activities of laboratory assistants and assistant chemists at CAC were analysis, 

and overseeing the correct, meaning chemically and economically efficient as well as safe, 

running of the manufacturing processes which often involved hazardous reactions, to 

achieve products with desired properties. In azo dye manufacture, the reactants had to be 

carefully analysed for every batch of dye. The balance was critical, because excess of one 

reactant would be, at best, wasteful and, at worst, would have seriously deleterious effects 

on the quality of the dye. Analysis was vital to raw material, process and product control. It 

was also the gateway into the technology, whether training to become an analyst or taking 

the route by promotion to assistant chemist and even to works chemist, as the examples 

above demonstrate. Thus work in analysis at CAC and at Levinstein’s often did lead to 84

84 Haber, p. 59. Professor Tilden had said in 1907 that Royal College o f Science, London graduates went to 
the new technical colleges as lecturers at £150 per annum Starting salaries at Levinstein’s and CAC were 
rather lower than this in 1907, but age related increments and the promotion possibilities quoted above made 
the offers more attractive.
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‘process management in the works’, as Donnelly has argued, although he cautioned 

that ‘it is difficult to establish a clear picture of the managerial structure of most works’.85 86 

The examples at Levinstein’s and CAC were, in effect, apprenticeships where the 

laboratory practice of analysis, together with part-time college study, was used to teach the 

technology. Such analytical practice was also a sound way of introducing the new graduate 

to dyestuffs technology.

A contemporary commentator, speaking of 1914, doubted whether there were 

twenty chemists in Britain who had up-to-date experience in the manufacture of coal tar
o / r

colours on the commercial scale. Table 5.3 shows that his judgement was wrong because 

Manchester alone had more than 30 chemists in the dye industry already in 1902, and there 

were many more in Yorkshire firms. This question of the interaction of supply and demand 

of chemists will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

5.4.3 The Small to Medium Firm: Anchor Chemical Co Ltd., Ellis Jones & Company 

Ltd., Kay Brothers Ltd. and the Cornbrook Chemical Company Ltd.

Levinstein’s and CAC were substantial firms. However, even the smaller chemical firms of 

the area carried out research and paid regard to their markets. The small-to-medium firm is 

defined for our purposes here as having a rateable value range of £50-£500, and a 

workforce of 15-200 at some point in our period.87 The firms discussed in this section were 

all based in the study area, were included in the survey and had a considerable longevity. 

Many of their chemists have been identified. Information is available for all four firms 

based on archives, official histories and reminiscences of former employees. Table 5.4 lists

85 J. F. Donnelly (1994), p. 111; J. F. Donnelly, ‘Structural locations for chemists in the British alkali 
industry’, in The chemical industry in Europe, 1850-1914. Industrial growth, pollution and 
professionalization, ed by E. Homburg, A. S. Travis and H. G. Schroter (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1998), p. 211.
86 C. M. Whittaker, The British coal tar colour and its difficulties in wartime, Journal o f the Society of  
Chemical Industry, 35 (1916) p. 783. The quote is an interesting example o f mixed messages. The shortage 
of experienced chemists in dye technology supports declinist views o f  lack o f supply; it is contradicted by the 
further comment that shortage o f chemists wasn’t really a problem. Measurement o f demand at the time 
confirms that it is the second comment that was actually correct.
87 The term ‘small’ firm is not used because o f the specific meaning o f ‘less than ten employees’ used in the 
Census o f Production. Such firms are described here as ‘small to medium’.
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their rateable values. All four firms invested between 1902 and 1936 as the increase in 

their rateable values in Table 5.4 demonstrates.

Table 5.4: Rateable Values for Four Small to Medium Chemical Firms with Estimated and
Identified Chemists
YEAR Ancho

Com
Chemical 

Dany Ltd.
Ellis Jones & Co. Ltd. Kay Brothers Ltd. Combro

Com
ok Chemical 
Dany Ltd.

RV £ Chemists RV £ Chemists RV £ Chemists RV £ Chemists
Est. Id. Est. Id. Est. Id. Est. Id.

1902 28 1 - 112 1 - 141 1 2 385 3 2
1916 67 1 1 162 2 - 323 2 3 234 2 -

1926 688 3 1 250 2 - 390 2 2 200 1 1
1936 1222 7 2 400 3 4 450 3 3 465 3 6
Source: Appendix, Tables 2A and 2B.
Notes:
1) . 1902 RV Combrook Chemical is that for Roberts Dale & Company at the Combrook site, Manchester.
2) . Note that Anchor Chemical only crossed the £100 RV threshold in 1926, then grew out o f  the range.
3) . Personal reminiscences o f chemist numbers only available for Ellis Jones and Combrook in 1936.

(i). The Anchor Chemical Co. Ltd.

This small family firm, which made rubber chemicals, was founded in 1892 and relocated 

almost immediately to Clayton.88 The firm’s history records that it had eight employees in 

1903, two being family members. Experimental and development work was carried out by 

the son of the founder, but no record of his qualifications has been located. Another family 

member took the Honours chemistry course at Owens College from 1902, but did not take 

a degree, which was not unusual at the time.89 The company was incorporated in 1907. An 

SCI member was appointed as works chemist before 1916, which may be seen as the 

family taking steps to bring in outside expertise as the company expanded. Both of the 

chemists identified there in 1936 were London chemistry graduates, and the factory was 

now rapidly expanding out of the ‘small to medium’ category. This is an example of a 

small firm which eventually became a major business by successfully occupying a 

specialist niche in providing a wide range of chemicals to the rubber industry, one of the 

successful industries of the interwar years. As a result, it expanded with considerable 

speed.

88 The following section draws upon Anchor Chemical Company Ltd 75lh Anniversary 1892-1967 
(Manchester: Anchor Chemical Co. Ltd, 1967), p. 2.
89 Students, Vol. 1, 1888-1912, Ref. DCH/1/2/2/1, Manchester University; Student number 480.
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(ii) Ellis Jones & Company Ltd.

This firm started as a drysalters90 in Scotland in the 1890s, relocating to Stockport around 

1900.91 92 It was owned by two partners, one of whom was a member of the SCI at the time 

and may have provided the chemical expertise, although there is no record of his 

qualifications. The company started manufacturing colours around 1910. By the 1920s it 

had developed two ranges of products, gums and colours each with a chemist in charge, 

although they were probably more managers than chemists and there is no record of their 

qualifications. The managing director was a qualified engineer. The company hired its 

first graduate chemist from Owens College in 1930 to start a research department and also 

a qualified colourist from ICI. It engaged further graduate chemists in the 1930s, including 

a German PhD research chemist to look at uses for its by-products.93 By 1936, its RV had 

increased to £400 giving an RV to chemist ratio of £100, compared with an average of 

£150 at that date. The firm was badly affected by the economic problems of the period, 

especially in 1931. It cut wages and salaries and passed the dividend. However, it 

continued to carry out research. It researched new uses in the food industry for its gums 

and it increased its exports to the USA. These activities were carried out in a company with 

only 55 employees. The company provides a good example of the progressive hiring of 

qualified chemists. It is also one of several examples of drysalters expanding to become 

chemical manufacturers. This specialist colour-manufacturing firm still exists in Stockport 

today.94

(iii) Kay Brothers Ltd.

Kay Brothers was founded as a firm of drysalters in Stockport in 18 83.95 By 1902 the firm 

had become manufacturing chemists (i.e. pharmaceutical manufacturers). It had expanded

90 Drysalters were dealers in gums, oils, colours (some overlap with the category ‘oil and colour men’), drugs 
and preserved products.
91 Ellis Jones & Co Ltd., Directors’ minute book, 1923-1939, European Colour (Pigments) Ltd.
92 Comment, P. Perkin interviewed in 2004.
93 He may have been a refugee as there was no shortage o f chemistry graduates at this date.
94 European Colour (Pigments) Ltd.
95 History o f Kay Brothers, unpublished booklet, unsigned, undated (ca. 1960), Stockport Heritage Library.
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considerably by 1936. On the outbreak of war in 1939 it had RV £580 with an 

extensive laboratory staff and 216 employees.96 It already had two chemists in 1906, one 

being paid a salary of £500. Two family members were directors and it can be inferred 

from the firm’s History that they were pharmacists. A further works chemist was appointed 

in 1911. The board proposed the appointment of a research chemist in 1926, although it is 

clear that the chemists had been doing research from an early date as all new products were 

developed in-house. The very good salary of the chief chemist in 1906 suggests that he 

might have been expected to carry out research and development as well. Mixed 

responsibilities often occurred at this date, even in the larger firms as we saw in the case of 

Green at CAC. Only with the formal establishment of separate research departments would 

occupations be more strictly defined. The firm’s history mentions personalities but does 

not give a full list of senior staff. However, there seem to have been at least three or four 

chemists in the 1930s, in addition to an unknown number of pharmacists. Its RV to chemist 

ratio of £150 was equal to the average (see Chapter 3, Table 3.6), but its chemist to 

employee ratio of about 1.5-2% was lower than the average of at least 4% that has been 

found in other firms. Its workforce in packing, warehousing and despatch to retail 

pharmacies may have been large in comparison to that of its manufacturing units, thus 

depressing the chemist ratio.

(iv) Cornbrook Chemical Company Ltd.

This firm was a reorganisation of Roberts Dale & Company, an early dyestuffs 

manufacturer which started in 1853 in Combrook, Manchester. The company employed 

two notable German chemists, Carl A. Martius and Heinrich Caro, to carry out synthetic 

dyestuff research in the 1860s.97 Fox, Travis and other authors report that the Combrook 

factory closed down after a disastrous explosion in 1887.98 However, it had a laboratory

% There were over 600 employees during the Second World War when its technology for making sticky 
flypapers was converted to sticky bombs and grenades.
97 Fox, p. 125.
98 Fox, p. 126; Travis, p. 218.
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assistant studying at the Municipal College in the 1890s, and the factory itself was still 

rated in 1902, so it must have resumed production at some point. The company relocated to 

Stockport in 1903 as the Combrook Chemical Company Ltd (incorporating Roberts Dale 

& Company), celebrated its centenary in 1953 and only closed in the 1980s. The factory 

had around 80 employees in the 1930s and manufactured pigments and lakes." This 

specialist technology required several chemists, as one of them recollects.99 100 There were 

three laboratories: the research laboratory with two chemists, the sales and service 

laboratory and a works laboratory each with one or two chemists. In total six or seven 

chemists were employed in 1936. The two research chemists were qualified, but most 

chemists and assistants were part-time educated. The RV to chemist ratio of £78 was low 

compared with the average of £150 in 1936 because of the research department and their 

need for more chemists in this specialist technology.

Thus all four firms expanded in our period and performed research. They all had a 

demand for chemists which was met by ‘practical chemists’ with lower formal 

qualifications in the works and, in the 1930s, graduate chemists, especially for their 

research work.

5.4.4 The Small Firm: G. H. Briggs and H. F. Robinson

Information is also available for two small firms, which may well have been defined as 

‘small firms’ in the Census o f Production but qualify for inclusion here, based on their RV. 

This study found many such firms in the Manchester area, in confirmation of Donnelly’s 

suggestion that the importance of such firms within the chemical industry has been 

underestimated.101 The criterion for a ‘small firm’ in the Census o f Production was less 

than 10 employees and such firms were excluded from the Census category totals. The 

1930 Census o f Production quoted a total of 3000 small chemical firms in the UK with ten

99 Lakes are water insoluble products formed from a dyestuff and a metallic salt or mordant.
100 Reminiscences, P. Perkin, former employee o f Combrook Chemical Co, interviewed in 2004.
101 Donnelly, (1991), p.16.
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persons or fewer, employing 11,053 in total. These firms represented 1.8% by 

employee numbers but 3.0% by value of the chemical industry output.102 Since the 

Northwest contained one quarter of the UK chemical industry, it may have had about 750 

of these firms, with possibly 120 (4%) in Manchester. Their demand for chemists is very 

uncertain. The Census estimated that 500 of the total of 3000 such firms manufactured 

dyes and drugs. In the organic chemical sector process control requires chemical expertise, 

yet there is little evidence about how this was supplied. Chapter 2 defined a criterion of 

less than £50 rateable value to exclude small firms from this study. This criterion doubtless 

also excludes many small firms as defined in the Census o f Production.

G. H. Briggs was a small family run soap-making establishment in Manchester in 

the 1930s. It had about 10 employees, so it may have been excluded from the Census o f 

Production totals. The grandson of the founder recollects that no one in the family had the 

technical knowledge to run the business so they hired a chemist to provide the chemical 

expertise.103 The RV of their premises was £104 in 1936, giving a ratio of £104 per 

chemist, compared with the average of £150. The chemist/employee ratio was 10%, much 

higher than average due to the small number of employees.

H. F. Robinson and Company manufactured dyes, mordants and general chemicals 

as an advertisement indicated in 1928, a range that required a considerable knowledge of 

chemistry.104 The factory had a rateable value of £27 in 1902. Its RV could not be located 

in either 1916 or 1926 (it seems to have moved premises) but probably grew to exceed 

£50, so the firm has been included. The owner graduated in 1896 from Owens College and 

had previously gained colour-making experience working at Claus & Ree.105

102 Final report on the fourth census ofproduction of the United Kingdom, 1930 (London: HMSO, 1933), p. 
239.
103 Reminiscences, D. Briggs, (grandson o f the founder) interviewed in 2007.
104 Advertisement, Guild o f Calico Printers, Bleachers, Dyers & Finishers Foremen. Year Book, 1928 
(Manchester: Bethell & Co, 1928), p 164.
105 This dye manufacturer, started in the 1890s, was near CAC. It was reformed as Claus & Co, bought by 
Levinstein Ltd in 1916, then became part o f  BDC. It was an important dye producer in the 1914-18 War.



It was apparently not hard to start up such firms. At least five were formed by 

former part-time chemistry students at the Municipal College: T. Gould, W. A. C. 

Mountain, F. Fletcher, P. H. Crewe and J. Allcock.106 All five owners are included in the 

tables of identified chemists. Their rateable values were low initially, but were all over £50 

later, so all five factories are included in Tables 4.2-4.5 of Chapter 4. T. Gould Ltd. of 

Stockport made pigments. W. A. C. Mountain Ltd. made bleaches and household 

chemicals in Bredbury, Stockport, the founder having earlier worked at W. J. Thompson 

the Manchester dyestuff manufacturer. Ashbrooks Ltd. of Woodley, Stockport 

manufactured pigments, the founder, F. Fletcher, having gained experience in colour 

manufacture when previously working at Combrook Chemical Company. P. FI. Crewe & 

Co Ltd. of Reddish, Stockport were manufacturing chemists; the founder had worked at the 

pharmaceutical manufacturers, J. Woolley and Company. James Allcock had been a 

laboratory assistant at Levinstein’s, studying organic chemistry at the Municipal College in 

1898. He worked at the Anchor Chemical Company in Clayton before moving to make 

rubber chemicals in West Gorton, Manchester. His firm expanded greatly in the Second 

World War.

These five factories were quite small, although their rateable values were over the 

£50 criterion. They probably had around 15-40 employees, based on their rateable values: 

all five lasted for over 30 years. Their demand for chemical expertise was covered by their 

owners, for whom evidence of part-time chemistry education has been found in all cases. 

Less clear is how the demand for chemical expertise was covered in the very small firms. 

Since the five firms above are only slightly above the Census o f Production definition of a 

small firm (ten employees or fewer), they give a hint as to how small firms operated. 

Unfortunately the almost total lack of information about small firms in Manchester, despite 

the city’s possible share of 120 such firms, makes further investigation almost impossible.

106 Municipal College, Student numbers (1887) 1140; (1908) 1685; (1908) 2577; (1908) 1420; (1898) 162 
respectively.
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5.5 EMPLOYMENT OF CHEMISTS IN OTHER INDUSTRIES
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It has not proved possible to locate material that reveals systematically the overall nature of 

the demand for chemists in other industries. However, many records that mention the 

employment of individual chemists do provide some insight into the demand for them.

5.5.1 Chemists in the Textile Dyeing and Finishing Industry

Chapter 3 noted that this sector had a medium intensity of demand for chemists. The 

demand for chemists has been estimated on a firm-by-firm basis and the results entered to 

Appendix, Tables 2A and 2B. As is shown in Chapter 4, this study estimated that there 

were 26 chemists working in the textile dyeing and finishing industry in 1902 in the 

Manchester area, rising to 103 in 1936.107 108 In 1913, in a lecture at the Institute of Chemistry 

describing the training and activities of the research chemist in the textile works, W. P. 

Dreaper, FIC, had calculated that one chemist would be required for every 2000 employees 

in the textile industry as a whole, ‘giving room for no less than 620 highly trained 

chemists’ in the industry. He expressed the demand for chemists in terms of a proportion 

of the workforce, a principle that has been used by several historians and has been adopted 

in this research. In 1931, the Manchester area had 10,927 persons employed in textile 

dyeing and finishing, representing 12.3% of the UK total, as Chapter 2, Table 2.3 

demonstrated. We could therefore estimate a total demand for around 837 chemists in UK 

dyeing and finishing in 1936, not so far removed from Dreaper’s 1902 estimate. However, 

Dreaper’s estimate covered the entire cotton industry, although he noted that there was a 

much higher chemist demand in dyeing and finishing and a lower demand in spinning.

This comparison assumes that all chemists would be in dyeing and finishing.

Some 729 students were sent from the textile dyeing sector over the period 1883- 

1909 to the Municipal College to study chemistry. Indeed, the sector was the largest user

107 Tables 4.2-4.5 in Chapter 4.
108 W. P. Dreaper, The research chemist in the works, with special reference to the textile industry (London: 
Institute o f Chemistry, 1913), p. 7.
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of the Municipal College in the early years, with many more employees studying

; 5, A/  .v,- j \  \
chemistry than the chemical industry itself. In addition, the industry took increasing 

numbers of chemistry graduates from the nineteenth century. Of the 75 Owens graduates 

who were hired by the textile industry during the period 1888-1940, most worked as 

chemists or research chemists.109 Some of the larger dyeing and printing firms of 

Lancashire employed two or even three Owens chemistry graduates at the same time. It is 

estimated that such firms would have needed up to three chemists, using a combination of 

graduates and those who were trained in house or brought in from dye manufacturers.110 

The IC membership list for 1938 shows that 38 Northwest members worked for textile 

dyeing and finishing firms. A total of 16 Owens graduates who were not IC members also 

worked in such firms, giving an identified total of 54 qualified chemists. However, there 

were 367 textile dyeing and finishing firms in the Northwest in total. By analogy with the 

rationale developed in Chapter 4, in which it was argued that, even in the chemical 

industry, many firms did not hire the graduate chemist, it is likely that here also chemists 

of lower qualification would have been employed. The Owens College data suggests that 

the larger calico printers and dyers started to employ more graduates in the 1920s and 

1930s.111

The demand for qualified textile chemists is demonstrated by the large number of 

research chemists employed in textile research in the Manchester area, including the 

Central Research Department of the Calico Printers Association and the research 

department of Tootal Broadhurst Lee.112 The Calico Printers Association Ltd. (CPA) was 

formed in 1899, with its headquarters in Manchester. A CPA committee under Sir William 

Mather recommended the establishment of a research department to be ‘conducted by the

109 Summarised in Appendix, Table 1 A.
110 Older Ciba-Geigy colleagues have estimated the demand as a colour chemist, a works chemist and 
possibly a shift chemist for the larger calico printer or dyer in the 1930s.
111 It was only in the 1950s that the graduate became the norm, according to older Ciba-Geigy colleagues.
112 30 Chemists were identified at these two firms in 1936. It is not clear how many o f them were in research.
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ablest and best trained chemists’. The company history records that a research 

department with four chemists was started almost immediately in 1906, which confirms 

that the textile printing industry valued research and had a demand for research 

chemists."4 This expanded considerably; it has been suggested that there were 31 research 

chemists in 1930."5 However, the largest employer of research chemists associated with 

the industry was the British Cotton Industries Research Association, which carried out 

research into all aspects of cotton textiles including dyeing and finishing. As pointed out 

above, the Association, which was formed in 1919 with four chemists, moved to new 

premises in 1922, the Shirley Institute, situated between Manchester and Stockport."6 

OCA details the 22 senior staff in its 1927 edition, increasing to 63 in 1934 and 84 in 1937, 

so there was a considerable expansion during the late 1920s and the 1930s."7 All members 

listed were qualified and the list included several chemistry graduates from Owens 

College. The staff of the Institute totalled 200 in 1939, and many employees were sent to 

study part-time at the Stockport College."8

The textile dyeing and finishing sector had many students at the Municipal College. 

Indeed, in the period to 1909, the CPA sent the largest body of students there of any firm in 

the area. Many of their works were located in the Pennine valleys. An example was that at 

Buckton Vale, Stalybridge, which, although just outside the study area, was well known to 

older Ciba-Geigy Sales and Marketing colleagues of the author. It provides a typical 

example of the range of employment in this industry and would have had similarities to 

other establishments in the study area. This large factory had both calico printing and 113 114 115 116 117 118

113 Calico Printers Association Ltd., 50 Years o f Calico Printing (Manchester: CPA Ltd, 1949), p. 23; D. C. 
Mowery and N. Rosenberg, Technology and the pursuit o f economic growth (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1989), p.104.
114 Calico Printers Association Ltd., p. 48.
115 Why the Dyestuffs Act should lapse (Manchester: December 1930), Clayton Aniline Company Archive. 
This was a political tract. The employee numbers have not been confirmed independently.
116 Shirley Institute 1919-1969, (Manchester: The Cotton, Silk and Man-made Fibres Research Association, 
1969), p. 34.
117 Official Chemical Appointments, (London: Institute o f Chemistry o f Great Britain and Ireland, 6th edn, 
1927, 8th edn, 1934, 9th edn, 1937). However, an additional three graduate chemists have been identified there 
in 1926, possibly as an assistant research grade and not therefore included in OCA.
118 Shirley Institute 1919-1969, p. 40.
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dyeing sections.119 120 An Owens chemistry graduate was the print works manager in 

1919. The 42 students at the Municipal College from this factory between 1883 and 1909 

were mainly dyers and printers, but also included an assistant chemist, an assistant 

colourist and two assistant managers. The large number of students at the college

confirms the high demand for chemistry education from this firm.121 A skilled job here, as 

at all similar firms, was the ‘colour mixer’ who prepared dyestuff solutions for dyeing, and 

printing pastes for calico printing. Many colour mixers studied chemistry at the Municipal 

College, several of whom were later promoted to chemist.

Another case of interest was that of the Ramie Company Ltd. This company, which 

was founded around 1900, manufactured gas mantles in Bredbury, Stockport. It combined 

elements of two industries: textiles in the weaving or knitting of the ramie fibre, and 

chemical in the coating of the fibre with rare earth salts.122 It had a workforce of about 100, 

including at least two chemists. It already had an FIC qualified chemist in 1907. In 1916, 

the chief chemist of the thorium plant was an Oxbridge graduate and the analyst was a 

female chemistry graduate from Owens College. The company closed in the late 1920s due 

to decreasing demand for gas mantles.

5.5.2 Chemists Employed in the Food and Drink Industry

The food and drink industry was also a major employer of chemists, although it was 

difficult to find much information on them. Chapter 4, Table 4.1, shows that the number of 

establishments in this sector rose from 55 to 75 over the period. However, the number of 

identified chemists working in the food and drink industry only rose from 3 to 19. This 

includes four chemists in firms not located in the rate books. A biscuit factory and a 

mineral water factory both had chemists in 1902, so by analogy we might assume that

119 Reminiscences, D. Evans, interviewed in 2005.
120 Municipal College, Student Numbers; (1895)2518; (1902)4155; (1904) 2467; (1906) 1455.
121 Society o f Chemical Industry membership list, JSCI, 1919.
122 The rare earths are the oxides o f the lanthanides, which include thorium. The author’s grandmother was 
secretary to the chief chemist o f the Ramie Company during the 1914-18 war.
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other large food factories would have employed chemists at that time. Compared with 

the number of establishments, the number of chemists identified by name seems small, 

although the industry had many employees studying chemistry part-time at the Municipal 

College before 1900. This number increased greatly by 1908. As Chapter 3 discussed, 

demand in some sectors of the food industry was of medium intensity, because of their 

need for strict quality control of both ingredients and final products. It is possible that this 

was an area where the ‘analytical & consulting chemists’ still found a considerable amount 

of work, especially with the smaller manufacturers. It is also probable that part-time 

trained ‘practical chemists’ were employed; as already discussed, these are difficult to 

identify.

By 1936, more qualified chemists were employed. Appendix Table 3D includes 

examples of qualified chemists working in mineral water manufacture, breweries (F. 

Robinson), flour milling (CWS), bakeries (Suthers & Co), jam factories (J. Robertson), 

cattle foods (Makbar), edible fats and margarine (N. Kilvert & Sons), chocolate 

confectionary (J. H. Faulder) and yeast manufacture (British Arkady Co). Several of these 

were employed in large new food factories built in Trafford Park. The IC membership in 

1938 included several members working in the Manchester food and drink industry, 

usually as chief chemists in the major firms. The Cooperative Wholesale Society had seven 

identified graduate chemists in its central research department in Manchester in 1926, and 

also had chemists in its food and tobacco works. In total, twenty Owens College 

chemistry graduates went into the food and drink industry in the UK, starting in 1902.

5.5.3 Chemists Employed in Other Manufacturing Industry

Tables 4.2-4.5 in Chapter 4 grouped several industries under ‘other manufacturing

industry’ the largest of which, indeed the largest manufacturing sector in the Manchester

area other than textiles, was the metals industry including metal founding, metalworking 123

123 The records show that at least one chemist was employed in the biscuit works, one in the preserve works 
and one at the tobacco works. A cereal chemist probably worked at the flour mill in Trafford Park.
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and engineering. ‘Other manufacturing’ also includes the rubber industry as well as 

glass, pottery, leather and paper. Of these latter industries, only the rubber industry had 

some affinity with the chemical industry. Despite their rather looser connection to the 

chemical industry, it was possible to identify some chemists working in these industries, 

using a combination of college records, SCI membership data and, especially later in the 

period, IC data. Five chemists were identified in 1902 rising considerably to 49 by 1936 

(including seven chemists in firms not located in the rate books). In 1902, the chemists had 

mainly been educated part-time at the Municipal College; by 1936 the great majority were 

qualified, so there is evidence for the two-segment provision of chemists here also.

Only engineering and metals firms with RV greater than £150 were included in the 

survey of the Manchester rate books; as Chapter 3 discussed, smaller firms were deemed 

too small to have required the services of a chemist. Although chemical analysis was 

important for special steels and alloys and in dealing with problems of corrosion and of 

lubrication, in terms of numbers employed, those concerned with chemical activities were 

far fewer compared with the thousands of engineering workers. Although chemists were 

recorded in the sources as working at certain large firms like the armaments manufacturer 

Armstrong Whitworth, whose RV was £16,276 in 1902, almost no archive material 

concerning chemists, or evidence for the employment of ‘practical chemists’ in 

engineering firms has been located.124 The college records do, however, provide some 

evidence of trends in the demand for graduate chemists in the engineering industry. Even 

smaller engineering firms sent students to the Municipal College to study chemistry and 

many employed chemistry graduates. Storey and Sons, a foundry in Combrook, 

Manchester, was an example. This factory employed an Owens graduate chemist before 

1908, and engaged in that year a further chemistry graduate, who then moved to Armstrong 

Whitworth as research metallurgist in 1914.

124 Appendix, Tables 2A and 2B.
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Several engineering firms in Manchester specialised in manufacturing plant for 

gas works and chemical works, including coke ovens, gas purification equipment and 

chemical plant associated with tar and benzol units. In 1938, West’s Gas Improvement 

Company, a firm of gas engineers, had a research department whose chief and assistant 

research chemists were both Owens graduates. Simon-Carves, an early chemical 

engineering firm which also manufactured gas plant had an Owens graduate as chief 

technical chemist in 1906. There were several manufacturers of gas engines and diesel 

engines in Manchester. Crossleys already had a research department in the 1890s with a 

chemist by 1906.125 The locomotive works of Beyer Peacock had a chemist in 1902.126 127

Thus, though there is little evidence about the nature of overall demand from the 

engineering industry, many engineering firms in the Manchester area including Armstrong 

Whitworth, Bell Bros, Chloride Electrical Storage, W T Glover, Johnson Clapham and 

Morris, Henry Simon, Metropolitan Vickers and Westinghouse employed Owens graduates
# » 1 9 7as chemists or research chemists. All of the above firms also employed many students 

who studied chemistry part-time at the Municipal College, as Chapter 6 discusses.

5.6 CHEMISTS EMPLOYED OUTSIDE THE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

5.6.1 Education

Table 5.1 indicates that that this was the largest employment sector for chemists outside 

manufacturing industry. It was also the largest single employer of female chemists, who 

accounted for 4% of the identified chemists in the Manchester area in 1936. This study 

splits chemists in education into two groups, those chemists working in higher education at 

universities and technical colleges and those in school teaching. We have already

125 S. B. Saul, ‘The engineering industry’, in The development of British industry and foreign competition 
1875-1914, ed. by D. H. Aldcroft (London: G. Allen & Unwin, 1968), p. 216.
126 Student Register 1902, Manchester Municipal College, Manchester University: John Rylands University 
Library, University Archive and Records Centre.
127 Students, (Student’s records, 1888-1940, 3 Vols. Ref DCH/1/2/2/1-3), Manchester University: John 
Rylands University Library, University Archive and Records Centre. Data Student Numbers 619, 702, 854, 
944, 2538, 2586, 3020
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mentioned structured employment at Levinstein’s; that at the Victoria University was 

structured on a hierarchical basis. Chapter 1 noted that in the emerging academic 

profession of the late nineteenth century the structures were often ‘top-heavy’ and the lack 

of assistants restricted the opportunities for research, so the proportions in 1906 in Table 

5.5 may be a partial hangover from that period. All members of staff included in the Table

1 9Rwere qualified.

Position 1906 1912 1927 1937
Uni. Col. Uni. Col. Uni. Col. Uni. Col.

Professor 2 2 3 1 4 1 4 1
Head of Dept. 1 2 1
Reader 2 2
Senior Lecturer 3 1 4 5
Lecturer 7 5 5 5 8 9 15 9
Assistant Lecturer 3 3 8 6 1 11
Demonstrator 4 1 5 - 5 6 4
Research Assistant 1
TOTAL 12 12 15 14 26 22 33 26
Source: OCA (1st edn, 1906,2nd edn 1912, 6th edn, 1927, 9th edn, 1937).
Note: Apparently unqualified assistants were omitted. Special lecturers included with lecturer. Part-time 
lecturer included with assistant lecturer (College 1927)

The chemistry department structure at the Municipal College stayed fairly simple, but a 

more complex career structure developed at the Victoria University from 1912 with more 

intermediate levels by the 1920s. The percentage of professorial posts to other posts at the 

Victoria University fell from 20% in 1906 to 14% in 1937, due to the large increase in the 

number of assistant and demonstrator posts. This more complex structure was presumably 

driven by the greatly increased numbers of students. More speculatively, the senior 

intermediate posts, such as reader and senior lecturer, might also have had the purpose of 

retaining good people. If demand in education and industry are regarded as in 

competition, it is relevant that industrial salaries had improved greatly in 1914. 128 129

128 Some in 1906 appear to have qualified during their employment.
129 Unfortunately, the records used do not readily permit an assessment o f  research assistant numbers at the 
University.



Those chemists in education, whose names were recorded in OCA or in the
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membership lists of the chemical societies, appear in the four lists of Manchester area 

chemists in Appendix, Tables 3A-3D. Owens graduates whose employment was listed in 

the student registers also appear. Comparison of the records reveals that although 32% of 

Owens College chemistry graduates on average had employment destinations in education, 

(roughly 11% in higher education and 21% in school teaching), Table 5.1 shows that only 

17.1% of the Manchester area chemists who were identified by name were actually 

employed in education in 1926, the year with the highest educational percentage.

The increase in secondary education resulting from the Education Act of 1902 

might have been expected to increase the demand for qualified teachers in the Manchester 

area, as it did nationally. However, the number of teachers with chemistry degrees 

identified through the sources used is very small, only 6 in 1902, 15 in 1916 rising to 39 in 

1926 and 47 in 1936. As was discussed in Chapter 4, it seems likely that the sources used 

are insufficient to locate all teachers with graduate chemistry qualifications.

It is also possible that many of the new teachers do not appear in the tables of this 

study, because they held lower qualifications. At the Municipal College, there were 112 

schoolteachers registered as studying chemistry in the period 1883-1900, and a further 202 

in the period 1902-1908, the majority being employed in the Manchester area. There was a 

wide variation in the extent of study. Most were studying inorganic chemistry, including 

practical work, but some were also studying organic chemistry. By 1908, several teachers 

had taken three-year courses, including more advanced courses at the Municipal College. 

Their numbers were large in comparison with the small number of graduates employed at 

the schools in the area. Their age range was from 16 (a pupil teacher) to 48, but the 

majority were in their 20s and 30s, rather more mature than most part-time students at the 

college. 130

130 E. W. Jenkins, From Armstrong to Nuffield, Studies in twentieth-century science education in England 
and Wales (London: John Murray, 1979), p. 215.
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The implication of the above findings is that there were, at least in the early 

twentieth century, two demand segments in education, as there were in industry. Although 

higher rank schools definitely employed graduates as chemistry teachers, it is clear that 

around 1900 there were many teachers who had received their scientific education on a 

part-time basis. The way in which the educational supply -  demand balance developed will 

be studied in more detail in Chapter 6.131 132 133

5.6.2 Analytical and Consulting Chemists

One of the striking changes observed in the data of Table 5.1 is the reduction in the 

proportion of analytical & consulting chemists in independent practice from 9.2% of the 

identified chemists in 1902 to 1.5% in 1936. They provided their own facilities as can be 

seen from the several partnerships in the Manchester area who had their own analytical 

laboratories. Some analytical and consulting chemists worked as public analysts and it 

can be difficult to ascertain their primary activity. Others specialised in work for the public 

sector including rivers boards and sewage works. However, the larger treatment plants 

built up their own facilities and organisations in the early twentieth century, limiting the 

availability of this type of work to independent consultants.

Several of the Manchester consultants had been previously employed by chemical 

manufacturers. For example, two former research chemists at Levinstein’s, Dr Adolf 

Liebmann and Dr Arthur Studer, became consulting chemists in practice in Manchester in 

the 1890s. Their field of expertise included the both the manufacture and the application of 

dyes. They also appeared as expert witnesses, as many consultants did. Their partnership 

trained at least twelve apprentices. Indeed, pupillage at the firms of chemical consultants in 

Manchester was a considerable training ground for analysts. The four major Manchester 

consultant partnerships between them sent a total of 46 students to the Municipal College

131 E. W. Jenkins, From Armstrong to Nuffield: studies in twentieth-century education in England and Wales, 
(London: John Murray, 1979).
132 Appendix, Table 2A.
133 Fox, pp. 14,44.
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in the period 1883-1909 as part of their pupillage. The students were usually listed as 

trainee analysts or apprentice chemists. Four of the trainees appear in the lists of identified 

Manchester chemists in later years, including one who became chief chemist of the city’s 

electricity generating works.

5.6.3 Chemists Employed in Commerce and Finance

The commercial expansion of Manchester and its greatly increased trade in the nineteenth 

century added to the general demand for scientific expertise. The number of students from 

commerce and finance at the Municipal College almost equalled those from the chemical 

industry in the 1880s, accounting for 13.0% of all part-time chemistry students over the 

period 1883-1909. Agents, merchants and shippers were the main employers and clearly 

found this part-time education of their employees to be important. Few chemists have been 

identified in this sector as Tables 4.2-4.5 demonstrate. Some examples have been located 

and these should suffice to show the range of their activities.

For example, of the 54 chemical agents and merchants noted in the directories for 

1926, three merchants employed chemistry graduates from Owens College in their 

Manchester offices.134 Insurance companies also had a demand for chemists. The National 

Boiler and General Insurance Company, for example, employed a 32-year-old chemist in 

1908 who was studying at the Municipal College.135 136 Another chemist working there in 

1912 was a member of the SCI, which suggests that they had a staff of one or two chemists 

at that time. It is likely that they would be concerned with analysis of boiler feed water 

and questions of corrosion, a perennial issue in the age of steam. The rateable value of their 

laboratory in 1926 was £58 (similar to the RV of a suite of several offices in the adjacent

134 Kelly’s Directory of Manchester, 1926(London: Kelly’s Directories Ltd, 1926).
135 W.H. Chaloner, National Boiler 1864-1964 (Manchester: Cross Key Press, 1964), p. 38; Student Register, 
1904,Manchester Municipal College, student number (1904), 4870. The company’s inspecting staff were 
engineers, and the company history records that the first electrical engineer was appointed in 1898. Six of 
their employees studied chemistry at the Municipal College.
136 ‘Membership list for 1912’, Journal o f the Society o f Chemical Industry, 1912.
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building, or even some smaller chemical factories). Similarly the Vulcan Boiler & 

General Insurance Company employed an Owens graduate chemist in 1919.

Other Manchester laboratories included the testing house of the Manchester 

Chamber of Commerce and the laboratory of the Manchester Steam Users Association.137 138 

An Owens chemistry graduate joined this laboratory in 1899.139 The Lancashire and 

Cheshire Coal Research Association was an industrial body (not a DSIR funded one), 

formed in 1918. In 1934 the staff of the Manchester laboratory included a director, a 

deputy, five qualified chemists and six junior assistants, one being degree qualified.140 It is 

grouped with ‘other manufacture’ in the Tables in Chapter 4. Solicitors and barristers also 

studied chemistry at the Municipal College. Patent litigation would have provided plenty 

of employment for them: Levinstein’s, for example, was involved in several cases.141

There is some evidence that the commerce and finance sector had a lower level 

demand for chemical expertise in the 1880s and 1890s, that was satisfied by part-time 

training at the Municipal College. Later in the period graduates were employed.

5.6.4 Chemists in the Utilities: Gas, Electricity and Water Treatment

The early industrial history of Manchester involved over-rapid expansion, but by the mid

nineteenth century a considerable improvement in both water supply and sanitation was 

underway, the utilities being mainly in city ownership.142 The rapid population growth 

required a rapid expansion of the utilities. Coal gas manufacture increased, primarily for 

industrial and public lighting. The by-products of the gas industry were fundamental to 

Manchester’s chemical industry, as has already been discussed. Larger gas works had a 

considerable demand for chemists and also for a general level of chemistry expertise for

137 As described in Chapter 3, RV is ignored for non-manufacturing establishments.
138 The Chamber o f Commerce Testing House has not been investigated in detail. Its chemist in 1902 was 
described as an ‘analytical and consulting chemist’ and as a ‘public analyst’, so chemical analysis was 
probably the main activity.
139 Students, Vol. 1, 1888-1912, Ref. DCH/1/2/2/1, Manchester University; Student number 416.
140 Official Chemical Appointments, (1934).
141 Fox, pp. 18-20.
142 Girouard, M., Cities and people (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985), p. 268.
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many of their operatives. The gas industry had 162 students studying chemistry part- 

time at the Municipal College, mostly after 1898 when the college introduced a wider 

range of courses on the chemistry and engineering of gas manufacture. The age profile of 

the students was different to that of the young laboratory assistants of the chemical 

industry; most were mature students in their twenties, or older. The prevalence of two 

segments in the demand for chemists in the gas industry may be due to its strong 

engineering element and the importance of apprenticeship in gas engineering.

Twenty of the students recorded their job title as assistant chemist, chemist or 

analyst. Britain had about 265 local authorities owning gasworks in 1905 and OCA 

suggests that works and research chemists were employed in about 10% of them.143 In the 

remainder, chemical and analytical work was done under the direction of the manager, who 

was normally a gas engineer. Official Gas Examiners, who were often consulting chemists, 

tested the quality of gas supplied.144 OCA lists the examiners in the Manchester area in 

every edition: in 1927, for example, there were four. The commercial directories for 1921 

list 119 gasworks in the Northwest, and this total remained fairly constant for the period 

1902-1936. Of these, 60 works were urban district or corporation undertakings, and the 

remaining 59 were private companies. OCA for 1937 includes 48 chemists in Northwest 

gas undertakings, listing only those who were wholly or mainly engaged as chemists in the 

27 gasworks belonging to 18 city or town corporations.145 The demand for chemists in the 

remaining 92 mainly private gasworks is unknown, although it is likely that it would have 

been comparable to that of public gasworks of similar size.

The three Manchester gasworks were all owned by the city. Their combined staff in 

1934 included a chief chemist, two chief works chemists, two works chemists and three 

assistant chemists.146 Most were qualified. Dependent on their size, gasworks had a choice 

of sending their by-products to specialist distillers, or to install the necessary plant and

143 Official Chemical Appointments (1906), p. 19.
144 Official Chemical Appointments (1906), p. 19..
145 Official Chemical Appointments (1937).
146 Official Chemical Appointments (1934).
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work them up on site. The larger gasworks had chemical plant installed and required 

chemists for the processing of by-products including ammonium sulphate and the 

distillation of benzene, toluene and solvent naphtha. Tar distillation was normally carried 

out by specialist distillers, of which there were several in the Manchester area. The larger 

gasworks in the Northwest like the Elton works at Bury, which had by-product plants, were 

required to aid the war effort in 1914-18 by producing explosives and fertilisers.147 

Although this emphasises that, in their ancillary plant, they were effectively chemical 

factories, this study includes them under the utilities. The chief chemist at Elton in 1913 

had worked all his life there, starting directly from school, as Loverseed notes. The 

Stockport gasworks also carried out distillation and was congratulated by the Ministry of 

Munitions for their efficiency in toluol (toluene) extraction in 1915.148 They employed a 

chief chemist and an assistant in the 1930s.149 An Owens College chemistry graduate 

employed as an analyst at Burnley gasworks in 1892 was an early example of a graduate 

chemist working in the utilities sector.150

Electricity generation in Manchester increased greatly in the twentieth century as 

demonstrated by greatly increased rateable values in both 1916 and 1926.151 The new 

Stuart Street power station provided most of the city generating capacity and had the 

advantage of taking coal from the adjacent Bradford pit. By 1937 Manchester Corporation 

Electricity Department employed six chemists, all of whom were qualified.152 The records 

of the Municipal College are not available for this period, but at Stockport, only one 

student from the large electricity works there was studying chemistry, compared with 

many students from the Stockport gas works.153

147 D. Loverseed, A history o f the Bury gas undertaking, 1828-1949 (Altrincham: North West Gas Historical 
Society, 1993), p. 48.
148 D. Loverseed, A history o f the Stockport gas undertaking, 1820-1949 (Stockport: 1997), p. 59.
149 Loverseed (1997), p. 73.
150 Students, Vol. 1, 1888-1912, Ref. DCH/1/2/2/1, Manchester University; Student number 7.
151 See Appendix, Tables 2A, 2B.
152 Official Chemical Appointments, (London: Institute o f Chemistry o f Great Britain and Ireland, 9th edn, 
1937).
153 Stockport College for Further Education, Admission Registers for Chemistry Courses, 1931-1940.
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As discussed above, the sewage treatment plants of the Northwest made 

extensive use of consulting chemists around 1900, but with time there was an increasing 

trend to have permanent chemists. The staff of the Manchester Sewage treatment works 

already included a superintendent chemist and six ‘assistant’ chemists in 1907, although 

only one ‘assistant’ appeared to be qualified. In 1937 the staff of chemists was numerically 

the same, but all six assistants were now qualified. Several chemistry graduates from 

Owens College worked in the sewage and water treatment sector, with the first being 

employed in 1899. The Manchester Corporation also had chemically-trained personnel at 

the cleansing department and at the refuse incineration plants. The chemist at the cleansing 

department in 1938 was an Associate of the IC. There were occasional examples of 

research chemists in the public sector. The Public Health Laboratory had a technical 

graduate of the University recorded as a research chemist in 1926.154 An Owens graduate 

was employed as a research chemist at the sewage works in 1927.155

To summarise, the utilities in the Manchester area employed 26 chemists in total in 

1936. Most of them were either degree-qualified, members of the IC or holders of college 

Associateships. There were also chemists in other public bodies, in government 

laboratories and in medical services and hospital laboratories. These small numbers of 

chemists have not been studied in detail.

5.7 FORMAL QUALIFICATIONS IN INDUSTRY, 1900-1936

The demand for chemists in Manchester industry has been discussed in terms of two 

alternative routes: full-time academic study supplying qualified chemists, and practical 

experience, often backed by part-time study, providing the ‘practical chemists’. The 

industry of the Manchester area provides evidence that both routes were important; there

154 Register o f Fellows, Associates and Students, 1926 (London: Institute o f Chemistry o f Great Britain and 
Ireland, 1926).
155 Official Chemical Appointments, (1927).



was a demand for both in the early part of our period.

However, changes in the qualifications of chemists in the study area during the 

period point to a progressive replacement of the ‘practical chemists’ by those with degrees 

or equivalent qualifications, from which we can infer an increasing demand for higher 

formal qualifications. As Horrocks comments, there are difficulties in determining the 

level of qualifications for chemists, many of whom were not graduates.156 The data of 

Chapter 4, Table 4.9 shows that there were many chemists of lower qualifications in the 

Manchester area in 1902, and many for whom we have no record. The rapid rise in the 

proportion of qualified chemists suggests that the ‘practical chemists’ of the early twentieth 

century worked alongside the qualified personnel described by Russell et al. during the 

inter-war years, but as they retired, they were replaced by graduates.157 Personal 

reminiscences of older chemists have shown that major firms, like ICI, preferred to recruit 

graduate chemists in the 1930s, whereas smaller firms continued to rely on practically- 

qualified chemists in the works. W. J. Reader discusses the recruitment policy of ICI in the 

period from 1926, but his emphasis is on graduate chemists and he does not indicate if 

promotion of non-graduates still occurred.158 Even in smaller firms this study has shown 

that, by the late 1920s, there was an increasing trend to recruit graduates, especially for 

research.

In the larger chemical firms the increasing use of graduates in the interwar years 

meant that, with a normal working life of 40 years, the complete replacement of ‘practical 

chemists’ by qualified ones would have occurred after the end of our period. As Chapter 4, 

Section 4.5.2 noted, the percentage of all chemists with university degrees rose from 

27.5% in 1902 to 69.7% in 1936 to match the demands of a changing industry. Thus, at the 

end of our period the process was only partly completed. Levinstein foresaw this change

156 S. M. Horrocks, ‘Consuming science: science, technology and food in Britain 1870-1939’, (unpublished 
doctoral thesis, University o f Manchester, 1993), p. 137.
157 C. A. Russell, ‘Industry and the profession after 1918’, in C. A. Russell with N. G. Coley and G. K. 
Roberts, Chemists by profession (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1977), p. 228, found that the 
chemical profession in 1939 was five times its size in 1914, counting just the qualified chemists.
158 Reader (1970), Volume II, pp. 75-80.
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when he emphasised in 1903 that ‘trained chemists’ would ultimately replace the 

practical men, who had run the industry so well in the past.159 At CAC, the percentage 

qualified was already higher than 27.5% in 1902; CAC chemists reached the point of being 

100% degree qualified in 1974, long after our period, on the retirement of the last 

‘practical chemist’.160

Section 4.5.2 looked at the qualification level of all chemists regardless of their 

workplace or job title. The data used in this chapter permits the refinement of this analysis 

in order to consider the changing qualifications of different types of chemists working in 

industry. Three main groups are analysed below: the ‘chemists’, ‘research chemists’ and 

‘all analytical chemists’. Table 5.6 begins with an analysis of the qualifications of all those 

persons with the job title ‘chemist’ in Table 5.1.

Table 5.6: Qualifications of ‘C lemists’ 902-1936, bv Percentage
YEAR 1902 1916 1926 1936

% % % %
Number o f identified chemists 77 121 186 212
Degree qualified 23 43 44 49
AIC/FIC/AMCT etc. 0 4 13 21
Municipal College 52 13 12 7
Owens short course 3 1
FCS/MSDC 5 3 4 2
No information 17 36 27 21
TOTAL 100 100 100 100
Source: Appendix, Tables 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D. Municipal College also includes Stockport College in 1936. 
Notes:
1) . As in Table 4.9, this Table is organised hierarchically with degrees as the highest rating. BSc/MSc/PhD 
may also be AIC/F1C, but each individual is counted only once at its highest level in the hierarchy. FCS had 
no other qualification.
2) . Percentages rounded to whole numbers in Tables 5.6-5.8.

Table 5.6 shows that part-time education at the Municipal College provided the majority of 

training for this grouping in 1902, but had already fallen in importance by 1916. At the 

same time, the percentage of chemists with degrees had risen from 23% in 1902 to 49% by 

1916. Moreover, from 1916, the proportion of members of the IC also increased as did that

591. Levinstein, ‘Society o f  Chemical Industry Presidential Address’, Journal o f the Society o f Chemical 
Industry, 22 (1903), pp. 843-9.
160 A colleague o f the author for 14 years. Unfortunately the CAC records normally omit qualifications.
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of the Associateship of the Manchester College of Technology (AMCT). There is a 

clear trend from a situation in 1902, when many in the works were ‘practical chemists’ 

with part-time training, to one in 1936, when most chemists that we have identified were 

fully qualified. There were, however, still a few chemists in 1936 whose part-time training 

at the Municipal College dated back 30 years. Of course, the percentages are affected by 

the large number of chemists for whom we lack information about their qualifications. The 

assumption is that many of them would lack qualification, but there were other technical 

schools and colleges in the Northwest, for example Widnes and Wigan, where some of 

them might have received technical training.

YEAR 1902
%

1916
%

1926
%

1936
%

Number o f research chemists 10 30 147 231
Degree qualified 80 77 75 87
AIC/FIC/AMCT - 10 5 3
Municipal College 10 - - 1
FCS/MSDC - 3 3 -

No information 10 10 17 9
TOTAL 100 100 100 100

Source: as Table 5.6.

By 1936 the largest group in Table 5.1 was the ‘research chemists’. The qualifications of 

all research chemists in the Manchester area are analysed in Table 5.7. This shows that 

almost all research chemists were fully qualified throughout the period. In 1902, seven of 

the ten research chemists had doctorates, clearly reflecting the use of German researchers 

at the time. By 1916, this figure had dropped to 10%, increasing again to 31% by 1936 

when the British PhD was becoming embedded in the education system. The first 

Manchester PhD noted was in 1920; numbers accelerated from 1924. Clearly, the PhD did 

not become the norm for research chemists until after our period. Once the German PhDs 

had left or been interned in 1914, the highest degree held by most research chemists was 

often an MSc. Indeed, 50% of the 1916 cohort of research chemists had an MSc; many



Owens graduates continued to an MSc in the period up to 1916. As the percentage of 

PhDs rose, however, that for whom the MSc was the highest degree fell to 18% of the 

1936 group. For 17% of the 1916 cohort, rising to 37% of the 1937 cohort, the BSc was the 

highest degree held. The data of Appendix, Table 3D reveals that only ICI had a majority 

of PhD research chemists; other firms had a majority of graduates/MScs.

The third group combines all analytical chemists in Table 5.1, including both the 

analysts and analytical chemists in industry and ‘analytical & consulting chemists’ in 

independent practice. Their combined numbers fell in 1936 due to the sharp fall in the 

number of analytical and consulting chemists. The change in their qualifications over time 

is analysed in Table 5.8.

YEAR 1902 1916 1926 1936
% % % %

Number o f Analytical Chemists 52 42 57 38
Degree qualified 12 24 35 55
AIC/FIC/AMCT 19 21 21 26
Municipal College 29 2 9 3
Owens short course 2
FCS, MSPA, MSDC * 23 29 16 13
No information 15 24 19 3
TOTAL 100 100 100 100
Source: as Table 5.6.
Note: * Member o f the Society o f Public Analysts; Member o f the Society o f Dyers and Colourists.

The qualifications of the analytical chemist group in 1902 and 1916 differed substantially 

from those of the ‘chemist group’, with a higher proportion of IC qualification and a much 

higher proportion whose chemical knowledge was indicated only by being a Fellow of the 

Chemical Society, or a member of other societies. Chemical Society membership seems to 

have been particularly important to the consultant analysts, possibly due to advantages in 

networking. Many qualified analysts, who were members of the IC or who had degrees, 

were also Fellows of the Chemical Society. Almost a third of the group had trained at the 

Municipal College before 1902.
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Thus, of three major job titles in Table 5.1, the research chemists were fully 

qualified throughout. The other two groups, ‘chemists’ and ‘analysts’ had lower formal 

qualifications in 1902, compensated for by wider practical experience. By 1926, most of 

the chemists in these groups in the Manchester area were also qualified, confirming 

Sanderson’s argument that by the 1920s, as the ageing senior figures came to retire, the 

chemical industry and indeed all industry ‘turned eagerly to the graduate’ for replacements, 

rather than less well educated local labour.161

5.8 CONCLUSION

This Chapter has used information about chemists’ occupations to provide evidence of the 

nature of the changes in demand that took place over our period. The three most striking 

changes were in overall demand, in the demand for research chemists and in demand for 

formal qualifications.

Section 5.2 discussed briefly the development of the profession of chemist and the 

early emergence of the analytical chemist. Table 5.1 demonstrated that there were marked 

changes in the percentages of several occupations. Analytical chemists, who were the 

largest category in 1902, fell as the number of other chemists increased. ‘Analytical and 

consulting chemists’ in private practice fell to a very small proportion as their numbers 

decreased. The largest increase was in research chemists, both in absolute terms, and as a 

proportion. The records show that the number of research chemists increased from around 

1902, further accelerating from 1916. These findings strongly support the arguments of 

Edgerton and Horrocks. Indeed, by 1936 ‘research chemist’ was the most common job title 

amongst the chemists of the Manchester area. A group which included those referred to 

merely as ‘chemist’ also increased greatly in numbers.

161 M. Sanderson, (1972), p. 248. This does not imply that qualified chemists were not local.
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This research has demonstrated that overall chemist numbers increased rapidly 

over the period to 1936, starting from an already substantial base in 1902. However, the 

demands around 1900 could not be met by university provision of graduate chemists alone. 

The process by which these results were achieved has been shown to have consisted 

initially of two alternative routes, which we have referred to as two demand segments. 

Many part-time educated chemists were employed at the beginning of the twentieth 

century. The evidence from Levinstein Ltd. and the Clayton Aniline Company Ltd. is that 

the major firms accorded them the same contractual status as graduates, though with rather 

lower salaries. Such ‘practical chemists’ were usually employed in the works and the 

records show that they were generated by a supply chain starting with laboratory assistants 

and continuing via assistant chemists. The majority of chemists worked in the chemical 

industry and the emergence of a formal career structure was especially evident in the larger 

firms. Chemists were also employed in a wide range of other industries as well as in 

education and public bodies. There is also evidence that the two-segment approach applied 

in education, whereby many schoolteachers received part-time training in chemistry 

around 1900. It is also visible to some extent in commerce, in the public sector and the 

utilities. However, it is clear that when the initial demands had been filled, and as the 

output of chemistry graduates increased, the demand changed quite rapidly to the graduate, 

initially in research, but soon in the works also. As a result the proportion of fully qualified 

chemists rose until the majority were qualified by 1936.

These changes took place against a background of varying economic conditions 

and the First World War. The way in which demand and supply interacted during this 

period is the main them of Chapter 6, which will consider the influence of economic 

factors on the supply -  demand balance.
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6. CHEMISTS: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SUPPLY AND DEMAND IN 

THE MANCHESTER AREA

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The focus so far has been on demand, as exemplified by the employment of chemists. 

Chapter 6 now looks at the supply of chemists. It explores the relationship between supply 

and demand in the Manchester area by investigating the students studying chemistry at 

three colleges in the area, then relating the nature and destination of their employment to 

the changing economic conditions of the period 1883-1939. The balance between supply 

and demand is considered as an example of the supply chain in action. Chapter 3 defined 

some of the concepts of Supply Chain Management, including alternative supply; this 

chapter uses them to analyse the relationship between supply and demand over the period.

The discussion in Chapters 4 and 5 has already shown that the knowledge of 

demand provided by employment data also provides insights into questions of supply. 

Thus, employment data demonstrated that Owens College was supplying chemistry 

graduates into education and the chemical industry, especially research chemists, whereas 

part-time education at the Municipal College mainly supplied the demands of local 

manufacturing industry by training large numbers of supporting personnel like laboratory 

assistants and assistant chemists, some of whom were later promoted.

Chapter 6, therefore, starts by considering supply in detail, examining the supply of 

chemists by full-time and part-time chemistry education from the three colleges in the 

Manchester area. It explores how the colleges were supplying different markets for 

chemists in the early twentieth century and the changes that occurred over time. It uses 

employment data in order to build up a picture of how chemists were actually supplied to 

the Manchester area at four dates between 1902 and 1936. The research cannot tell if 

employers got exactly the chemists that they required; it does show what they had. This



chapter also demonstrates that many graduate chemists were supplied to the 

Manchester area from universities in other parts of the UK and that the majority of 

Manchester chemistry graduates went elsewhere.

The chapter then discusses the interaction of supply and demand under different 

economic circumstances. The main factors influencing demand were the general state of 

the economy and the relative success of the industries present in the study area, because 

their success directly affected their personnel needs. Fluctuations in the economy had a 

marked effect on the demand for chemists. An analysis of Owens College data 

demonstrates the consequential effects of economic fluctuations on the employment 

destinations of chemistry graduates of that college. Moreover, analysis of the Municipal 

College records suggests that the alternative, less academic supply route for chemists was 

more flexible in the early part of our period, when the supply of graduates was inadequate.

As was noted in Chapter 1, contemporary comments, for instance on the lack of 

interest by graduates in industry, have been widely used by historians. Such comments 

have been integrated into a discourse that emphasises failures of supply. However, the 

precise circumstances of such comments have not always been noted. The chapter finishes 

by demonstrating how such comments often related to a short-term situation and need to be 

considered in the contemporary context. The thesis claims that the existing historiography 

has given insufficient weight to the influence of economic factors when arguing about the 

adequacy of supply of scientists, especially chemists. Student numbers at the Manchester 

colleges showed a marked response to changing demand caused by economic fluctuations.

6.2 THE SUPPLY OF CHEMISTS

6.2.1 The Three Colleges: The Municipal College, Owens College and Stockport 

College

The three colleges have already been introduced in Chapter 2. The registration data for
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their students provides an overview of the numbers of students receiving chemistry 

education in the Manchester area. It also clearly indicates when the provision of technical 

and scientific education in chemistry accelerated.

As explained in Chapter 3, registration data survives from the session 1883-84 up 

to that of 1908-09 for the Municipal College. Table 6.1 shows the number of registrations 

of both part-time students and of day students studying chemistry as their main subject.

Table 6.1: Municipal College: Chemistry Registrations. 1883-1909

YEAR
Number of chemistry students
Part-time Day students

1883 108
1885 96
1887 172
1889 172
1892 163
1895 174
1898 321
1900 318 46
1902 357 39
1904 441 46
1906 497 38
1908 512 44

Source: Student Registers, (Manchester: the Municipal Technical School, 1883-1909), Manchester 
University: John Rylands University Library, University Archive and Records Centre.

Clearly there were already a large number of part-time chemistry students in 1883, the year

of the college’s reconstitution. However, Table 6.1 demonstrates that the number of

chemistry students showed a major increase in 1887, followed by a near doubling of the

1887 level by 1898, and a further substantial increase after completion of the new

buildings of 1902. Thus, the first major increase already took place at the end of the 1880s.

This is consistent with Michael Sanderson’s argument that 1870-1914 should not be

considered as one period, but as two distinct periods 1870-1890 and 1890-1914.1 Where

David Landes had seen a slow growth of technical education, Sanderson described the

‘remarkable speed’ of the expansion that occurred from around 1890. Numbers at

Manchester also appear to be consistent with Pollard’s comments about the increase in

1 M. Sanderson, Education and economic decline in Britain, 1870 to the 1990s (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1999), p. 29.
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. . . .  2 technical education in this period.

The students in the registration lists at the Municipal College are all those studying 

chemistry and are therefore not directly indicative of the numbers of potential chemists. 

This is particularly the case among the part-time students as will be explained below. Of 

the day students several did continue to take chemistry degrees, either for an external 

London degree, or after 1905, for the Manchester technical degree. However, the full-time 

day students of chemistry do not provide demand information because their subsequent 

employment is not recorded in the Registers.

At Owens College, numbers graduating in chemistry also accelerated after 1890. 

Table 6.2 lists the yearly supply of honours chemistry graduates for the period 1888-1940.

Table 6.2: Owens College: Honours Chemistry Degrees. 1888-1940.
YEAR Chemistry 

Hons Degrees YEAR
Chemistry 

Hons Degrees YEAR
Chemistry 

Hons Degrees
1888 2 1906 22 1924 37
1889 0 1907 22 1925 28
1890 4 1908 29 1926 30
1891 3 1909 26 1927 22
1892 2 1910 36 1928 23
1893 5 1911 28 1929 21
1894 12 1912 32 1930 17
1895 10 1913 24 1931 21
1896 14 1914 21 1932 18
1897 10 1915 23 1933 24
1898 21 1916 20 1934 22
1899 9 1917 12 1935 14
1900 13 1918 9 1936 20
1901 12 1919 12 1937 21
1902 22 1920 43 1938 18
1903 14 1921 56 1939 16
1904 20 1922 90 1940 15
1905 26 1923 58

Source: Students, (Students’ records, 1888-1940, 3 Vols. Ref DCH/1/2/2/1-3), Manchester University: John 
Rylands University Library, University Archive and Records Centre.

Table 6.2 demonstrates that the supply of honours chemistry degrees from Owens College 

increased markedly in 1894, representing a registration date of 1891, with a further 2 3

2 S. Pollard, Britain’s prime and Britain’s decline (London: Edward Arnold, 1989), p. 271
3 The registration date range is 1885-1937, where three year courses are involved.



substantial increase from 1902. The marked increase in the number of students entering 

the honours chemistry course in 1891 is again consistent with Michael Sanderson’s 

argument. The supply of chemistry graduates rose again around 1910, reaching an average 

of 30 honours degrees per year in 1908-12. The number fell during the First World War, 

but rose greatly in 1921-23 on completion of post-war degrees. Thereafter numbers 

reduced, settling down to a rather lower average output of 20 honours degrees per year 

from 1929. Table 6.2 includes only honours graduates, but it is known that in this early 

period many students attended for shorter periods. Thus, data for all students studying in 

the Owens College laboratories, including those undertaking short courses, showed a 

particularly sharp upturn in the early 1890s, with a jump from 120 students in the session 

1890-01 to 243 in 1895-96 4

The third college studied was Stockport Technical College, which has records of 

student registrations in chemistry for certain sessions in the period 1931-40. Table 6.3 

shows the number of part-time students of chemistry. Numbers were modest compared 

with the Municipal College.

Table 6.3: Stockport College: Chemistry Registrations. 1899-1940.

YEAR
Stockport College 

Chemistry 
Registrations

1899 20
1900-30 No data

1931 78
1933 85
1934 85
1936 99
1937 98
1940 141

Source: Stockport Technical School, Annual report, Session 1899-90, (Stockport: Swain & Co); Stockport 
College for Further Education, Admission Registers for Chemistry Courses, 1931-1940.

6.2.2 Changes in the Supply of Chemists over Time

The BAAS survey of SCI members in 1902 to establish in which industry they worked

4 P. J. Hartog, The Owens College Manchester, (Manchester, Cornish, 1900), p. 69. Short courses were 
common in the late nineteenth century, but less common later; they are not therefore included in Table 6.2. 
These figures may also include students who were studying chemistry in connection with other degrees.
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makes this date a convenient point to take stock of the chemists in Manchester; this 

date occurs both in contemporary comment and in the more recent historiography.5 Table

4.2 analysed the 251 identified chemists in the Manchester area in 1902 by employment 

sector. The fact that these chemists were present at that date confirms that they had been 

supplied, and a reasonable inference from such a large number is that the supply process 

started many years previously. This study recognises several forms of supply:

1. Graduates of British universities.

2. Graduates from foreign universities, especially German or Swiss ones.

3. Chemists who had taken professional qualifications such as Associates and 

Fellows of the Institute of Chemistry.

4. Short-course students studying for one or two years on the Honours course at 

Owens College, but without taking a degree.

5. Chemists by promotion, moving from laboratory assistant via assistant chemist, 

normally with part-time study at colleges like the Municipal College.

6. Chemists by experience, sometimes with little or no formal training.

We know from the records the qualification routes of most of the 251 chemists identified 

by name as working in the Manchester area.6 Chapter 4, Table 4.9 shows that 69 had a 

degree, 25 were IC members, 60 had Municipal College training, 6 had attended shorter 

courses at Owens College and 44 were Fellows of the Chemical Society, who probably 

relied on experience. No training record was found for the remaining 47 chemists. Of the 

chemists who held degrees, several were from Owens, but there were also several of 

German and Swiss origin, probably 20 in total based on an inspection of their surnames. 

The make-up of the 251 chemists, especially the proportion of graduates, was very similar 

to that of the BAAS survey. It confirms a central claim of this thesis, that academic study

5 Dewar’s guess o f chemist numbers, based on the BAAS survey o f 1902, Report British Association, 72 
(1902), pp. 3-50; D. S. L. Cardwell, The organisation of science in England (London: Heinemann, Revised 
edn 1972), p. 204; Cardwell, (1972), pp. 172-5; J. F. Donnelly, ‘Defining the industrial chemist in the 
United Kingdom, 1850-1921’, Journal o f Social History, 29 (1996) pp. 779-96.
6 See Appendix, Table 3A
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alone could not match demand in this early period and that there were therefore other 

supply routes including Municipal College training and the ‘practical chemists’ with little 

or no formal training. We also note that Ivan Levinstein argued in the late nineteenth 

century that any shortage of chemists could readily be filled by hiring German chemists at 

reasonable cost.7 8 In addition we have estimated that 87 more chemists would actually have 

been needed in manufacturing industry in 1902, although it was not possible to identify 

them by name. As Donnelly said, such chemists ‘tend to be historically invisible’ because 

they did not join the chemical societies and probably had little formal training.

For our purposes here, the most important aspect of the supply of chemistry 

education in the Manchester area is not just that it increased from an early date, but that 

there was a great deal of it. Despite the expansion since the 1890s, it is likely that the 

supply of degree-qualified chemists was insufficient in the period up to 1902. The situation 

in the Manchester area in 1902 shows fairly clearly how supply and demand must have 

been balanced, for example through the use of substitutes, the chemists with lower formal 

qualifications, or alternative sources like Levinstein’s hiring of German chemists. The 

cases quoted in Chapter 5 at both Levinstein Ltd. and CAC over the period 1890-1914 

provide actual examples of how this balance was achieved in practice.

Furthermore, the different educational institutions in Manchester met different 

demands. As will be explored later in the chapter, if the top supplier, Owens College, could 

not meet the market demand, substitute supplies were drawn in. Conversely, if Owens 

College supplied an excess, its graduates might have to work lower down the scale in 

alternative employment. The gradual replacement of the ‘practical chemists’ by the 

graduate during the period 1902-36 is demonstrated clearly by Chapter 4, Table 4.9 and 

Chapter 5, Tables 5.6-5.8.

This replacement of non-graduate by graduate chemists was not a linear process.

7 1. Levinstein, ‘Section 22 o f the Patent Act, 1883, and its bearing on British Industry’, Journal o f the 
Society o f Chemical Industry, 17 (1898), p. 319.
8 J. F. Donnelly, ‘Consultants, managers, testing slaves: changing roles for chemists in the British alkali 
industry, 1850-1920’, Technology and Culture, 35, 1 (1994), p. 124.
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The rise in supply from the colleges fluctuated according to demand. A particular 

problem for both the colleges and their students was that there was a lag between changes 

in demand and the response from educational suppliers. We have already mentioned under 

the topic of Supply Chain Management in Chapter 3 that this lag is known as the lead time. 

Where three-year courses were concerned, the lag was at least three years before corrective 

action could be effective. It is clear that this could temporarily create a surplus supply of 

chemists in a sudden downturn. It is also likely that such a mismatch in supply and demand 

could result in less qualified chemists effectively being squeezed out of posts, so that they 

acted as a buffer ensuring a balance between supply and demand. These fluctuations in 

supply and demand are the subject of the next three sections of the chapter.

6.3 EMPLOYMENT DESTINATIONS OF MANCHESTER STUDENTS

We can start to examine the supply -  demand balance in more detail by considering the 

employment destinations of the students. This research draws on data on the destinations of 

Manchester area students in terms of the sector of their employment and their geographical 

destination. The information located is often limited. The Owens College records generally 

include only the first job after graduation, while the Municipal College registration records, 

which end with the session 1908-09, include students’ current employment at the time they 

were studying. Stockport College quotes the students’ current employment in the 1930s.

6.3.1 The Manchester Municipal Technical College, 1883-1909

The Municipal College supplied both part-time and full-time chemistry education. Not all 

those who studied chemistry went on to become chemists as defined in Chapter 3.

However, its training could be part of a process which had the potential to supply chemists, 

as the examples at both Levinstein Ltd. and CAC in Chapter 5 demonstrated. Throughout 

much of our period, but especially before the First World War, practical experience 

supplemented by part-time study at a technical college provided an alternative route for
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many into employment as a chemist. The part-time students of chemistry at the 

Municipal College can be divided into two groups. The larger group consisted mainly of 

students in non-chemical occupations, who required some training in chemistry. It also 

included large numbers of clerks and warehousemen who might have wished to better 

themselves by such study. The smaller group, roughly 25% of the total, was employed in 

specifically chemical occupations including laboratory assistant, apprentice analyst, 

apprentice chemist, assistant chemist, colourist and chemist.

The registration records at the Manchester Municipal College between the sessions 

1883-84 and 1908-09 provide information about a period of great expansion in technical 

education. The annual number of student registrations at the College rose from around 

2000 in 1883 to 6000 in 1908 and the annual number of part-time students in chemistry 

rose from 108 to over 500 per year during the period. The chemistry students form an 

important part of the supply of chemists and their supporting personnel in the Northwest as 

can be seen from an analysis of the data for the session 1908-09. Of the 512 part-time 

chemistry students registered in 1908, 53 were apprentice chemists and laboratory 

assistants, 37 were assistant chemists and 48 were recorded as chemists.

Data extraction from the records was carried out at 2-3 year intervals and is 

presented in Table 6.4. It provides a detailed picture of part-time chemistry education in 

the Manchester area. The table includes only part-time students: the day students, who are 

also included in Table 6.1, have been omitted because there was no comparable data on 

their employment. Since data extraction was at intervals, it is therefore probable that some 

students who only studied for one or two years were omitted. Of the 3331 students for 

whom data was extracted, employment information was available for 3202 of them. Of the 

129 students for whom employer details were missing, some cases could have been due to 

unemployment. The student registrations have been analysed by allocating them to the ten 

employment categories, as defined in Chapter 3, Table 3.3, from the session 1883-84 to

that of 1908-09.
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Table 6.4: Part-time Students of Chemistry. Municipal College, Employment Sector by Percentage and Number, 1883/4-1908/9.

S E S S IO N 1883 1885 1887 1889 1892 1895 1898 1900 1902 1904 1906 1908 N u m b e r A ve ra g e
C O D E  S E C T O R %
V C hem ica l Industry 10 15 13 10 13 27 17 19 19 19 18 19 5 81 17.4
VII T e x tile  dye ing  and  fin ish ing 36 24 33 32 26 25 19 14 15 21 24 20 7 2 9 21 .9
IV ,VI e tc . O th e r m anu fac tu ring  industry 18 18 16 16 18 12 16 22 18 20 16 18 591 17.8
X  Food, d rin k  and tobacco 3 2 12 6 7 8 6 7 6 5 5 5 19 3 5.8

U n ive rs itie s  and co lleges 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 1 1 2 3 4 1.0
S choo lteache rs 6 5 5 6 4 2 11 12 11 10 10 12 3 1 3 9.4

X V II C o m m erce  and finance 18 25 12 16 21 13 14 10 12 10 10 10 4 1 7 12.5
X V  U tilities 1 1 1 3 9 4 8 7 9 6 1 8 7 5.6

P ub lic  B odies, RAs 2 1 3 4 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 4 5 1.4
M ed ica l, hosp ita l labs. 2 4 2 5 2 3 4 5 4 3 2 3 1 12 3.3
E m p lo ye r no t identified 4 4 5 5 3 4 4 6 4 2 3 4 1 29 3.9

Tota l: P e rcen tage 100 100 100 99 100 100 101 101 100 100 99 100 — 100.0
Total student numbers 1 0 8 9 6 1 7 2 1 7 2 1 6 3 1 7 4 3 2 1 3 1 8 3 5 7 4 4 1 4 9 7 5 1 2 3 3 3 1 —

Source: The Municipal Technical School, Manchester, Registers of Admissions,1883-1909, Manchester University: John Rylands University Library, University Archive and
Records Centre.



There were considerable changes over the twenty-five year period for which records 

survive. In the 1880s the largest users of the college were in textile dyeing and finishing, 

other industry, commerce and chemical manufacture. By the 1890s the proportion of 

students from the chemical industry had increased, whereas the percentage from the dyeing 

and finishing sector had declined. The percentage of schoolteachers increased markedly in 

the late 1890s as did the students from the utilities; commerce became rather less 

significant. The sector of employment was linked to the age of students. Although the 

average age of the students in each year was around 21, this included many young boys 

starting at around 15 years of age and a considerable number of more mature students in 

their 20s and 30s. There was a higher proportion of more mature students in school 

teaching, in the food and drink sector and in the utilities. We might speculate that this link 

was because there was an intake of young apprentices for the chemical industry, whereas 

persons already established in other sectors found it necessary to undertake an educational 

course in chemistry in their employment.

Table 6.4 shows employment according to the sector of employment. Student 

registration data makes it possible to analyse posts as well as sector of employment. Over 

the entire period, about 20% of the students were employed in strictly chemical operations 

in the laboratory, or in the works. However, this percentage was only about 10% in the 

1880s, rising to over 25% in the later 1900s. The job title ‘laboratory assistant’ only came 

into common usage from about 1895. Such students were concentrated mainly in the 

chemical industry, large numbers coming from all the major chemical concerns in the area. 

In total, roughly 180 students described themselves as apprentice chemists or laboratory 

assistants. A further 120 were assistant chemists or assistant analysts, whilst a further 230 

students were listed as analysts or chemists. It is in this last group that ‘chemist’ was often 

an aspiration rather than an occupation. Probably about half of them were only apprentices 

or laboratory assistants, as our rules for defining genuine chemists in Chapter 3 point out.
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In addition, 130 students were colour mixers, assistant colourists or similar occupations 

in the textile dyeing and finishing sector.

The majority of the students at the Municipal College were employed in the 

Manchester area, although many travelled from the towns of south Lancashire.

6.3.2 Owens College

As was explained in Chapter 3, the registration books for Owens College include data on 

the employment of graduates after they left the college. Data on the number of graduates 

between 1888 and 1940 was presented in Section 6.2; this section will focus on their 

subsequent employment, using as a measure the main job after graduation as noted in the 

registration books. In many cases, this was the first job after graduation since this is the 

only one noted. However, in a significant minority of cases several posts were listed -  

even, in a few cases, the entire career. In such cases, the longest post held has been used. 

Owens College data in the following tables is based on the 1137 honours chemistry 

graduates who graduated between 1888 and 1940 (graduates of the Faculty of Technology 

are not included). Nine were killed in action. Of the remaining 1128, employment data has 

been found for 964 graduates, representing 85.5% of the total, allowing a reasonably 

accurate analysis of the demand for chemists within education, industry, commerce and 

public bodies. The entries in the College registration books provided information for 74% 

of the graduates. Additional employment data was given by a published list of graduates up 

to 1908.9 Together with the sources described in Chapter 3, employer information was 

found for a further 130 graduates, raising the completeness to 85.5%.

In addition to the students who completed an Honours course in chemistry, there 

were many other students studying at Owens. This was particularly the case before the 

First World War, where students studying short courses or attending sessions in the
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9 The Victoria University o f Manchester, Register o f graduates up to July Is' 1908 (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1908). A published list o f  graduates with their subsequent employment. This publication 
was never repeated, but it provides employment information for almost all graduates up to 1908
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laboratories frequently outnumbered students who went on to graduate. Although less 

information on the subsequent careers of these students is available, there was sufficient in 

the period of their greatest frequency up to 1903 for this to provide a useful comparison to 

the posts held by graduates.

This research is not the first to explore the occupations of Manchester graduates, 

particularly for the pre-1914 years. In a detailed study, James Donnelly explored the 

balance between industrial and educational recruitment of chemists, finding that ‘a 

substantial proportion of students were recruited into industry’.10 He used these findings to 

query Cardwell’s far lower estimate. Donnelly examined the employment destinations of 

chemistry students from five major educational establishments, including Owens College, 

around 1880, 1900 and 1910. However, the proportion of students lacking employment 

information, mainly in the range of 30-50%, meant that the data were insufficient to allow 

the establishment of a quantitative relationship. For the period that Donnelly examined, 

short courses were popular, and many of the students he tracked did not take a degree.

Table 6.5 looks at data on the subsequent employment of Owens students for 

roughly the same period examined by Donnelly. A total of 330 students of all types were 

registered between 1888 and 1903, including honours graduates, ordinary and failed 

degrees and those taking shorter periods of study in the honours course, or in the research 

laboratories. Information was located concerning the later employment of 224 students in 

this group. There were 153 honours graduates; employment information was located for 

151 of them. Of the 177 other students, employment data was located for 87.

10 J. F. Donnelly, ‘Industrial recruitment o f  chemistry students from English universities: a revaluation o f its 
early importance’ British Journal for the History of Science, 24, 1991, pp. 3-20.



Table 6.5: Owens College. 1888-1903: All Chemistry Students. Employment by 
Sector.
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E M P L O Y M E N T  S E C T O R H onours
G radua tes

%

O th e rs  & 
S h o rt C o u rse s

%

A ll S tuden ts

%
N u m b e r  o f  s tu d e n ts  (n) 15 3 1 7 7 3 3 0
C O D E  S E C T O R
V C hem ica l industry 29 15 21
VII T ex tile  dye ing  & fin ish ing 6 14 10
IV, VI e tc. O th e r m anu fac tu ring  indus try 6 11 8
X  Food, d rin k  and to bacco 1 2 2

E ducation , un ive rs ity /co lleg e s 19 2 10
E ducation , sch o o ltea ch e rs 18 2 10
C onsu lting  chem is ts - - -

X V II C om m erce  &  fin a nce 4 2 3
X V  U tilities 3 0 2

P ub lic  bod ies, RAs 10 1 6
M edica l 3 1 2

E m p lo ym en t no t know n 1 51 27
T O T A L  % 100 101 101
Source: As Table 6.2.

There were major differences between the career destinations of the two groups of 

students. Amongst the graduates, 37% went into education, 42% into industry and the 

remaining 21% into a variety of mostly public sector posts. Of the roughly 50% of the 

short course students for whom employment data was found, including those who did not 

graduate, only 4% found jobs in education (8% of those for whom data was found), whilst 

42% (84% of those for whom data was found) went into industry. It does look as if a far 

higher proportion of this group of non-graduates found industrial work compared with 

graduates. Moreover, the table also reveals a major difference between the industrial 

destinations of the two groups. Whilst two-thirds of the graduates who entered industry 

(30% of the entire cohort) found work in the chemical industry, this percentage was much 

lower for the non-graduate and short-course group, who were as likely to enter the textile 

dyeing and finishing industries as the chemical one, with many also working in other 

industries.

This difference was partly related to the very different backgrounds of the non

graduate students. Many of them were already working in industry. Some were sent by



employers to gain a particular type of experience in laboratory or research work. Others 

took only one or two years of the honours chemistry course. In addition, several teachers 

registered for a short period to gain experience in laboratory work. The existence of so 

many short-course students at Owens College at the end of the nineteenth-century and in 

the first years of the twentieth is one indication of the demand for chemical education in 

Manchester in this period. Since much of this demand appears to have been driven by 

industry, this evidence contradicts the often rather negative assessments attributed to 

industry by contemporaries and confirms the work of Donnelly on employment 

destinations in industry during the period 1880-1910. Since the data of Table 6.5 for 

chemistry graduates is almost 100% complete, it is clear that only just over one-third took 

up employment in education.

Short courses were much less common after 1918 and the registration data confirms 

that most students took the honours degree course, with many continuing further to take an 

MSc. Table 6.6 therefore focuses only on graduate students.
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Table 6.6: Owens College Chemistry Graduates 1888-19^ 0, Employment bv Sector
E M P L O Y M E N T  S E C T O R A ll G radua tes

%
M en
%

W om en
%

N u m b e r  o f  g ra d u a te s  (n) 1 1 2 8 10 0 3 1 25
V C hem ica l industry 25.5 27.2 11
VII T extile  dye ing  &  fin ish ing 6.7 7.3 2
IV, VI etc. O th e r m anu fac tu ring  indus try 6.0 6.8 -

X  Food, d rin k  and to bacco 1.8 1.8 2
E ducation , un ive rs ities /co lleg e s 11.2 12.1 3
S choo lteache rs 20.5 17.1 48

X VII C om m erce  & finance 1.4 1.4 2
X V  U tilities 2.5 2.8 -

P ublic  bod ies, RAs 7.5 7.8 6
M edica l, hosp ita l labs. 2.5 2.4 3

E m p lo ym en t no t know n 14.5 13.3 24
T O T A L  % 100.1 100.0 101
Source: As Table 6.2.
Note: The percentages for wom en are rounded.

So far, this section has not distinguished between male and female graduates. The first 

woman graduated in chemistry in 1898 at Owens College and women made up a slowly
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increasing proportion of graduates with 6% in the decade to 1909, 10% in that to 1919, 

14% in the 1920s and 16% in the 1930s, although the proportion reduced somewhat after 

1935. Overall 125 women chemists graduated from Owens up to 1940, representing 11.1% 

of the total for the entire period. Employment information was located for 95 of them. 48% 

of all female graduates went into school teaching, a far higher proportion than for men: 

only 3% entered higher education. The second largest group (11%) entered the chemical 

industry. Salaries are known for five women, three in the 1920s, a research chemist at £250 

and two chemist/librarians in industry at £250, and two in the 1930s, a spectroscopist at 

£275, and one who rose to a senior research chemist post at £600." These salaries are 

similar to those offered to men, but it is a very small sample and may not be representative 

of women at the time. The 48% of women who went into school teaching represented 26% 

of all graduate teachers traced in this research. The 26% of women graduates who went 

into industry, the research and public bodies represented ca. 5% of total employment in 

these sectors. Both CAC and ICI employed women chemists and there were several at the 

Shirley Institute. It is possible that the research departments in Manchester provided more 

opportunities for women outside education than average. The total percentage of women 

graduates going into industry and commerce was 17%, which is appreciably higher than 

the 7% interwar median percentage for all women graduates going into industry and 

commerce quoted by Sanderson. Horrocks has examined the employment of women 

chemists and shown that analytical and research work provided occupations for women in 

the 1930s, especially in the food and pharmaceutical industries. In Manchester, women 

first established a foothold in education; during the First World War they started to be 

recruited for research and analytical work. 11 12 13

11 Owens College, Students, (Student’s records, 1888-1940, 3 Vols. Ref. DCH/1/2/2/1-3), Manchester 
University: John Rylands University Library, University Archive and Records Centre, Student numbers 959, 
2741, 2631,694 and 3092 respectively; the Clayton Aniline Company archive.
12 M. Sanderson, The universities and British industry 1850-1970 (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1972), 
p. 329.
13 S. M. Horrocks, ‘A promising pioneer profession? Women in industrial chemistry in inter-war Britain’,
British Journal for the History o f Science, 33 (2000), pp. 351-367.
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6.3.3 Stockport College: Chemistry Education Supply 1931-1940

The total of student registrations was 586 and current employment data was identified for 

534 students. The records are helpful because they show the pattern of part-time study at a 

college in the area at the end of the period, when information at the Manchester Municipal 

College has been lost. The percentages of students allocated to each of the employment 

categories, averaged for the period 1931-40, are shown in Table 6.7.

Table 6.7: Stockport College, Student Employment by Sector
E M P L O Y M E N T  S E C T O R 1931-40  %
N u m b e r  o f  s tu d e n ts  (n) 5 8 6
V C hem ica l industry 15
VII T ex tile  dye ing  &  fin ish ing 14
IV, VI e tc. O th e r m anu fac tu ring  indus try 13
X  Food, d rin k  and to ba cco 2

U n ive rs ity /co lleges 0
S choo lteache rs 7

X V II C o m m erce  &  finance 2
X V  U tilities 4

P ub lic /R esea rch  A ssoc ia tion 33
M ed ica l, hosp ita l labs. 1
E m p lo ye r no t iden tified 9

T O T A L 100
Source; Stockport College for Further Education, Admission Registers for Chemistry Courses, 1931-1940.

There were some similarities between the employment pattern of students of Stockport 

College and those of the Municipal College, despite the dates investigated being some 30 

years or more apart. Most industrial percentages were fairly similar and that for teachers 

were similar compared with Table 6.4. The main differences were the very large number of 

students from the Research Association and the small number from the commercial sector. 

The industries of Stockport included cotton spinning, dyeing and printing, engineering and 

hatting. Many students came from the textile and dyeing firms with over 30% from the 

British Cotton Industries Research Association (The Shirley Institute), which was situated 

between Manchester and Stockport. As a smaller college, Stockport seems to have been 

focused on the industries of the town. No details of the curriculum have survived, but the 

number of students from dyeing and finishing firms, and from the Shirley Institute, suggest
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that it emphasised textile chemistry and the chemistry of bleaching and dyeing. There 

were few students from the hatting industry, but after a brief period of prosperity in the 

early 1930s due to a fashion for ladies’ felt hats, by 1939 this industry was starting a 

descent into terminal decline.14

Several students worked at Manchester firms including three who would become 

colour chemists on the customer service side at CAC. Many dyeing firms in Stockport had 

students at the college and the dye and pigment manufacturers sent laboratory assistants for 

training. Both Ashbrooks (1920) Ltd. and the Combrook Chemical Company Ltd. had 

students there who were later promoted to the position of chemist. Students also became 

colour chemists at several of the local dyeing and calico printing firms. Of the 586 students 

trained during the period, 21 have been identified as becoming chemists. One unusual 

entry is of an older man recorded as an ‘unqualified chemist’ working at J. Bell and 

Company of Manchester, who was studying chemistry full-time in 1940.15

It is clear from the student population at Stockport College that it specialised in 

textile chemistry, but also had quite a strong chemistry department. The very large number 

of students from the Shirley Institute suggests that the college was highly regarded. It was 

undoubtedly convenient geographically for students living in residential areas common to 

both Stockport and Manchester industry. As already mentioned, this was an important 

consideration in the decision to combine Stockport into the Manchester area for this 

research.

6.4 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHEMIST SUPPLY AND DEMAND IN 

THE MANCHESTER AREA

To understand the relationship between supply and demand, it is necessary to return to the 

data on demand that was discussed in Chapter 4, table 4.9, repeated here as Table 6.8.

14 Reminiscences, A. N. Swinfin, 2006. The author’s grandfather was a hatter. The Hat Works Museum in 
Stockport provides an excellent story o f  the industry.
15 Bell and Co. manufactured filtration equipment.
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Table 6.8 Identified Chemists in the Manchester Area. 1902-1936, with their 
Qualifications_______________________
Number o f chemists at date 1902 1916 1926 1936
C h e m is try  Q u a lifica tion N um ber % N um ber % N u m be r % N u m b e r %
With a degree, BSc/MSc/PhD 69 27.5 145 41.7 368 58.8 576 69.7
Degree equivalent AIC/FIC/AMCT 25 10.0 25 7.2 77 12.3 88 10.7
FCS, (also MSDC in 1936) 44 17.5 62 17.8 31 5.0 74 9.0
Municipal College training 60 23.9 27 7.8 32 5.1 19 2.3
Owens short Course 6 2.4 2 0.6 2 0.3 - -

No training record found 4 7 18.7 87 25.0 116 18.5 69 8.4
Identified Chemist Totals 251 348 626 826
Source: Appendix Tables 3A-3D.

We know quite a lot about the demand demonstrated by Table 6.8 because all of these 

chemists have been identified by name and their qualifications and their employers are 

known in most cases. But this is not the total demand. As will be recalled, Table 4.6 

showed a gap between the identified and estimated chemists in industry. This represents 

the additional number of chemists that we have estimated were needed, but which it was 

not possible to identify by name. Many of them, although not all, will have been what we 

have termed ‘practical chemists’, without formal qualifications and who did not join any of 

the chemical societies.

An important aspect of the overall supply and demand position in the Manchester 

area is to evaluate how significant the different supply routes were: to explore how many 

chemists were supplied from Owens College, from other universities, by non-university 

qualification through the Institute of Chemistry or via the ‘practical-chemist’ supply route. 

For this purpose, the data concerning the identified chemists shown in Table 6.8 is well 

suited. This Table divides identified chemists according to a hierarchy with six categories: 

those with degrees, those with an equivalent qualification, those who were members of a 

chemical society, those with municipal college training, those who took the Honours 

course at Owens without graduating and those for whom no training record was found. The 

latter four categories, which were all non-qualified, accounted for 61.8% of the identified 

chemists in 1902, 51.2% in 1916, 29.2% in 1926, and 20.5% in 1936.16 Such ‘practical

16 Table 6.8 shows 27.5% with a degree in 1902; the BAAS survey o f 1902 had a fairly similar 21%.



chemists’ therefore, accounted for over half the identified chemists before the First
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World War, and a substantial minority into the 1930s. Furthermore, this includes only the 

‘practical chemists’ who it was possible to identify because they joined one of the chemical 

societies or worked at one of the few firms where records survive. We have no way of 

identifying the missing chemists in the gap in Table 6.8, some of whom may have trained 

part-time at other Northwest colleges, mentioned in Section 2.3.2.

Graduates from other universities provided a major source of chemists. Table 6.9 

lists the supply of chemistry graduates both from Manchester and from other universities 

and colleges. It represents the source of the degrees in the first row of Table 6.8.

Table 6.9: Source of Degrees; Manchester Area C îemists, 1902-1936.
UNIVERSITY 1902 1916 1926 1936
Manchester University 34 81 164 192
London 3 10 45 135
Manchester Faculty of Technology* 2 10 49 50
Liverpool 5 31
Cambridge 5 19 30
Leeds 12 23
Oxford 2 6 10 13
Wales 2 5 13
Glasgow 1 4 13
Birmingham 3 11
Durham 7 8
Edinburgh 3 8
Bristol 4 7
Sheffield 2 6
St Andrews 1 4 6
Other British 1 1 3
Foreign 19 13 10 15
Not Known 9 15 21 12
TOTAL 69 145 368 576

Source. Appendix, Tables 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D.
Note: This table has been ordered by frequency in 1936. * From 1905.

The two Manchester degree awarding institutions together account for a substantial 

proportion of all graduate chemists identified: over 50% at the first three dates and still 

42% in 1936. Over the period, London became a major source, accounting for 23% of all 

degrees by 1936, although some may have been external degrees, including Northwest
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candidates. There were, perhaps surprisingly, relatively few graduates from the 

neighbouring universities of Liverpool and Leeds: by 1936 Oxbridge accounted for almost 

8% of all degrees.

The same data can be used to analyse the geographical origins of the supply of 

chemists into the Manchester area. In Table 6.10, the sources of supply have been divided 

into three groups, based on qualification or experience.

1. Qualified chemists (university degrees, associates and fellows of the IC and other 

bodies). Part of this group was supplied locally and part from elsewhere in the UK.

2. Chemists with some evidence of training including part-time education at the 

Municipal College, ordinary degrees or shorter Honours courses at Owens 

College.17

3. Chemists with no evidence of training other than by experience, probably mainly 

although not exclusively of local origin.

The table shows the sources of supply of chemists in the Manchester area: its data is 

essentially the same as that in Table 6.8, but presented in a way that combines 

geographical and qualification aspects.

Table 6.10: Sources of Chemist Supply, Manchester Area. 1902-1936, with Qualifications
Group Identified Chemists 1902 1916 1926 1936

No. % No. % No. % No. %
LOCAL SUPPLY

1 Degree qualified 36 14.3 91 26.1 213 34.0 242 29.3
1 Degree equivalent 25 10.0 25 7.2 77 12.3 88 10.7
3 FCS (+MSDC, '36) 44 17.5 62 17.8 31 5.0 74 9.0
2 Municipal College 60 23.9 27 7.8 32 5.1 19 2.3
2 Owens short course 6 2.4 2 0.6 2 0.3 - -

3 No training record found 47 18.7 87 25.0 116 18.5 69 8.3
TOTAL LOCAL 86.8 84.5 75.2 59.6
EXTERNAL SUPPLY

1 Degree qualified 24 9.6 39 11.2 134 21.4 322 39.0
SOURCE UNKNOWN

1 Degree qualified 9 3.6 15 4.3 21 3.4 12 1.5
TOTALS 251 348 626 826

Source: Tables 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D.
Note: Several FCS members had also received Owens short course training.

17 Only chemists who studied at the three local colleges used as sources are included. Some students may 
have studied at other nearby colleges, for example, Salford.
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Table 6.10 demonstrates an interesting pattern of change over time. In 1902 the supply 

of graduates was limited and was supplemented by a considerable number of ‘practical 

chemists’, mainly of local origin, with varying combinations of experience and training. 

Many of the chemists with university degrees in 1902 were of German or Swiss origin. 

Thereafter change was rapid. Already by 1916 the number and the proportion of qualified 

chemists had increased. Whereas Owens College, as the Victoria University, supplied the 

majority of graduate chemists up to 1916, by 1926 the number of graduates from elsewhere 

had increased markedly: in 1936 they contributed 58% of the total, with London the 

biggest provider. This meant that the Manchester area drew in an increasing number of 

graduates after the First World War. At the same time, the contribution of the ‘practical’ 

and part-time trained chemists was rapidly falling.

As Chapter 4, Table 4.6 demonstrates, there is a gap between the identified chemist 

totals and the estimated totals. We have already argued that the additional chemists in 1902 

were probably ‘practical chemists’ who, as Donnelly noted, were largely invisible. By 

1936, it is estimated that about 300 more chemists would have been needed than have been 

identified locally. However, where ‘practical chemists’ would mainly fill the additional 

demands of 1902, it seems likely that the estimated additional demands of 1936 also 

contained many qualified chemists. Certainly a large number of incoming chemists were 

identified in the area in 1936: since only about 50% of chemists were IC members, many 

graduates of other universities could have escaped the 1936 identification procedure. The 

potential for missing significant numbers of graduates is revealed by comparing two of the 

largest employers in the area in 1936. On the one hand, at Blackley, the IC membership 

was particularly high, resulting in many chemists being identified from the IC membership 

list of 1938, as Table 3D shows. As a result, only 18% of the Blackley chemists were 

identified only through Fox. On the other hand, very few CAC chemists were members of 

the IC. Only 46% of the CAC chemists could be identified from college and membership 

sources; no less than 54% were identified from the salary records. The comparison shows
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how many chemists, including qualified ones, may have been missed by counting 

identified chemists. However, what is important in the Manchester area, is that, despite the 

real risks of undercounting chemists, even amongst those with qualifications, a large and 

increasing number of chemists are known by name throughout the period.

The data on the geographical origin of chemists suggests that the colleges and 

schools in Manchester tended to make use of local graduates. However, some research 

departments seem to have used more graduates from elsewhere. For example, only 20% of 

the 84 graduates at the Shirley Institute in 1937 had Manchester degrees and only 30% of 

the identified chemists at ICI Blackley. It is rather striking that these percentages are so 

low; the most common degrees at Blackley and the Shirley Institute were London BScs 

and PhDs. A speculative explanation would be that the reduced supply from Owens 

College caused by the problems of 1922 meant that the demand caused by the rapid 

expansion of research at Blackley and the Shirley Institute in the 1930s could only be met 

by also drawing upon a supply of London chemistry graduates. Moreover, Gerrylynn 

Roberts has demonstrated that the active support by ICI of research at University College 

London was a factor in leading both graduates and especially PhDs from London to 

consider a research career in ICI.18 19

Donnelly argued that a labour market in chemists had developed already by the 

1860s, once a certain number of chemists had received training in the institutions then 

available, and as a demand for their expertise developed, notably in the alkali industry and 

in textile dyeing. The data of Table 6.10 suggests that such a market operated on an 

increasingly national basis from the early twentieth century, much in line with Supply 

Chain Management principles.20 Moreover, in the event of regional imbalance in the

18 ICI supported research at a number o f universities, including the Victoria University, in this period. Bias 
may have been a factor; the Research Director o f  the Shirley Institute graduated at Birmingham but had a 
London DSc and was Vice-Chancellor o f the University o f London. The Research Director at ICI, Blackley 
graduated at Leeds and most o f  the Leeds graduates in Manchester worked at ICI.
19 G. K. Roberts, Physical chemists for industry: the making o f the chemist at University College London, 
1914-1939,Centaurus (1997), p. 302.
20 Donnelly, (1991), p. 20.



supply and demand for chemists, qualified graduate chemists would be more likely to 

migrate than the local workforce whose specialist skills in cotton textiles could trap them 

in a decaying cluster.

6.4.1 Segmentation in Supply and Demand

The discussion above makes it clear that the market had at least two segments as far as 

qualification of chemists was concerned. This segmentation between scientific education 

and technical training has been discussed from the demand side in Chapter 5, where it was 

suggested that there were demands for different types of education, both full-time and part- 

time. The educational institutions were aware that they operated in a segmented market. 

Owens College would expect many of their graduates to go into education, either as 

lecturers or schoolteachers. However, they also emphasised their chemistry graduates’ 

suitability for employment as research chemists and managers.21 22 Conversely, the preamble 

to the Calendar for 1894-95 of the Manchester Technical School stated:

The aim of the School is distinct from that of the University Colleges, 

inasmuch as it is designed to teach Science solely with a view to its 

industrial and commercial applications, and not for the purpose of 

educating professional scientific men. It, however, offers to students of 

the University Colleges the opportunity of technical instruction in the 

industrial applications of certain branches of Science.

Thus both colleges recognised that both supply and demand were segmented. On the 

supply side the employer had a choice of a qualified graduate chemist, who would then 

require training in a particular industrial technology, or of an employee with a practical 

knowledge of the business brought to a reasonably adequate level of theory by part-time 

education. Turning to the employers, the demand for ‘qualified’ but lower grade chemists

21 Hartog (1900), p.70.
22 Calendar for the Session 1894-5, The Municipal Technical School, (Manchester, 1895), Rare Book 
Archive. Joule Library, University o f Manchester.
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is clear in Donnelly’s evidence on alkali plants at St Helens, already referred to in 

Chapter 1, Section 1.3.1. It also appears in 1915 when Mr Runciman (President of the 

Board of Trade) suggested in the Commons that ‘there were not enough second grade 

chemists’. He added ‘It was the business of the government, as in all technical education, 

to increase the amount of training and instruction for the production of large numbers of 

such chemists.’ The cumulative supply of 2,430 chemistry graduates by 1910 calculated 

by Roderick and Stephens would hardly have covered industrial demand because, as the 

data from Owens College suggests, only a half of chemistry graduates were supplied into 

industry with the remainder into education, public bodies and the utilities.21 * * 24 * 26

The makeup of the identified chemists in the Manchester area shows clearly how 

the shortage in the supply of graduate chemists was filled by other means, although it is 

possible that the alternative methods of supply were sometimes a choice on the part of the 

employer, rather than a necessity. Donnelly refuted Cardwell’s argument that industry had 

little demand for chemists by taking opinions of the time that show that, by 1900, the need 

for qualified people in industry was appreciated. He also argued that the wish for self- 

betterment was an important source of supply, because laboratory-based analysts could be 

promoted to manage some part of the real manufacture. He recognised two industrial 

routes to self-betterment: within the laboratory by managing more junior assistants, and

• • • 'y fiwithin the works by learning the processes and how to manage the workforce. This 

second route was certainly the experience of a chemist working at the Yorkshire dye

making firms of J. W. Leitch & Co and L. B. Holliday & Co Ltd in the early 1930s; he 

recollected that few chemists in the works were graduates.27

21 ‘House o f Commons discussion’ Journal o f the Society of Chemical Industry, 34 (1915), p. 219.
24 G. Roderick and M. Stephens, ‘Scientific studies and scientific manpower in the English civic universities,
1870- 1914’, Science Studies, 4 (1974), pp. 41-63.
25 J. F. Donnelly, ‘Consultants, managers, testing slaves: changing roles for chemists in the British alkali
industry, 1850-1920’, Technology and Culture, 35, 1 (1994), pp. 100-28.
26 J. F. Donnelly, (1991), pp. 3-20.
27 Reminiscences; H. Whitaker, interviewed in 2002.
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Many firms in Manchester, like CAC, used both graduate and part-time trained 

chemists for the same job of works chemist. The Calico Printers Association Ltd. was 

another example. It employed at least four chemistry graduates from Owens College by 

1906 and probably graduates from other universities as well; these seem to have been 

working both in research and in the factories. However, there were also at least seven 

assistant chemists and six chemists from the CPA in training at the Municipal College 

around 1906, all of whom seem to have been in the works. So the evidence from the 

college records is that, by 1906, CPA was taking a mix of graduates and part-time trained 

chemists to fulfil its demands. Yet in 1924, the Liverpool Vice Chancellor still said that 

CPA had a ‘considerable prejudice’ against graduates, and that graduates met ‘veiled 

opposition’. The fact that CPA used graduates from an early date does not support the 

contention that the company itself was prejudiced, although some historians have 

suggested that such activities as ‘fast-tracking’ graduates in the management hierarchy led 

to resentment.28 29 The company employed more than 100 graduates by 1939.30 31

The examples in Chapter 5 showed that major firms in Manchester, including 

Levinstein Ltd. and CAC, were taking a segmented approach to employment. The same 

was true of many smaller firms. Their research personnel were almost entirely graduates, 

even in the nineteenth century, whereas the part-time trained chemists were normally in the 

works. R. H. Clayton, President of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society, 

confirmed in an address in the late 1930s a changing trend saying that in the past university 

graduates had been regarded more as research men, but by then the mass of graduates were 

employed in controlling works operations. Thus both in the case of educational 

institutions and of employers, there is evidence of contemporaries thinking in terms of a 

segmented market with different colleges training different groups of chemists for different 

sorts of posts.

28 Sanderson, (1972), p. 295
29 Sanderson, (1972), pp. 248-50.
30 Calico Printers Association Ltd., 50 Years o f Calico Printing (Manchester: CPA Ltd, 1949), p 49.
31 R. H. Clayton, Presidential Address, Memoirs, Manchester Lit. and Phil. Soc., 82, (1937-38) pp. 1-7
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6.5 FLUCTUATIONS IN CHEMIST DEMAND AND THE SUPPLY RESPONSE

One factor was common to all three colleges studied; the supply was not constant but 

fluctuated over time and this aspect is investigated in this section. During the study period, 

there were three periods of economic difficulty, in 1908, 1921-22 and 1931-32. The 

downturns of 1921-22 and 1931-32 were marked by severe industrial unemployment, 

especially in the old staple industries. The downturn of 1908 was not so severe, as 

industrial unemployment only reached 7.8% compared with 22.5% in 1932. However, it 

had serious effects on the chemical industry in Manchester as the anecdotal evidence in 

Chapter 5 about CAC revealed. Conversely there were upturns as well. The post-war boom 

in manufacturing industry in 1919 filled the backlogs created by the war, for example in 

chemicals and shipbuilding. Unfortunately, the boom concealed the fact that many 

industries were suffering from over-capacity and it was followed by a huge slump in 1921, 

especially in the chemical industry. The recovery of the late 1920s was followed by further 

serious unemployment in 1931-32, then a progressive improvement in the UK economy 

from 1933. Because of the dependency of the Northwest on the textile industry, it is likely 

that the Manchester area suffered rather worse than the rest of the UK. Chapter 2, Table

2.1 confirms the severity of unemployment in the Northwest.

The employment data obtained from college records, especially that from Owens 

College, can be used to examine how this changing economic climate affected the supply -  

demand balance for chemists. As explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.1, because it takes time 

for supply to adjust to changes in demand, there may be periods when supply exceeds 

demand or, alternatively, when existing suppliers are temporarily unable to meet it. Such 

situations might be caused by either a sudden increase or a sudden reduction in demand 

from the chemical industry and other chemist-employing industries, caused by changing 

economic circumstances.

This can be illustrated by comparing data on the economic climate with that on the



supply of chemists from educational establishments. Figure 6.1 charts the general level 

of industrial unemployment in the period; Figure 6.2 the numbers of honours chemistry 

graduates supplied annually by Owens College (The Victoria University).
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Figure 6.1: % UK Industrial Unemployment: 1892-1936

YEAR

Source: Mitchell, B. R., British historical statistics, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1988), p. 65-7.

Figure 6.2: Owens College: Annual Number of Chemistry Graduates,
1890-1940

YEAR

Source: Students, (Students’ records, 1888-1940, 3 Vols. Ref DCH/1/2/2/1-3), Manchester University: John 
Rylands University Library, University Archive and Records Centre.
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Comparison of Figures 6.1 and 6.2 reveals that the output of chemistry graduates from 

Owens College rose in the early 1900s in a period of low unemployment, but then fell 

slightly in the aftermath of the 1908 peak in unemployment. After the interruption of the 

1914-18 war, the large number of post-war degrees resulted in a temporarily high output of 

chemistry graduates in 1921-23, which unfortunately coincided with a severe economic 

downturn. The output of chemistry graduates then reduced sharply to an average level 

rather lower than the output around 1910. This level maintained, despite the further 

increase in unemployment in 1931-32.

Thus the comparatively long lead time between fluctuations in demand and a 

change in the supply response meant that there could be short differences between supply 

and demand. In periods when supply exceeded demand, such as in the aftermath of the 

slump of 1921, a variety of consequences could occur, both at the input and the output end 

of the supply chain. At the input end, a general negative sentiment in industry might have 

caused fewer students to apply to the college to study chemistry, due to less attractive 

career prospects. At the output end, recent graduates might have failed to find industrial 

posts and therefore sought jobs within education instead, or deferred leaving university by 

doing research or chose to take a teaching diploma. Graduates might have been tempted to 

accept any job available, even if it did not use their chemistry degree. Finally, they might 

have become unemployed or considered migration or even emigration.

Conversely, in a business upturn, or when demand exceeded supply, recent 

graduates might have actively sought jobs in industry, regarding less well-paid teaching as 

a less attractive occupation. In such a period, there could have been more opportunities for 

the promotion of suitable assistants, or graduates could be recruited from other universities 

in the UK. There could also have been an increased number of students entering university 

to study chemistry, due to attractive career prospects.

Salaries also provide an indicator of demand. However, not enough information has 

been located to do a systematic analysis, although data from Levinstein Ltd. and CAC in
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Chapter 5 confirm the improvement in chemist salaries in the early twentieth century, 

after generally poor pay in the nineteenth. Landes suggested that in the late nineteenth 

century scientists were underpaid and put in unsuitable improvised quarters. He felt that 

the most remunerative field was chemistry, but that the best positions were ‘reserved for 

men trained abroad.’32 This could be regarded as an indicator of low demand, or that 

chemists were held in low esteem, or even that they were readily available.

However, the very complete data on the employment of Owens graduates does 

make it possible to explore different responses to fluctuations in demand. The rest of this 

section will consider four possible scenarios: adjustments to supply in response to 

fluctuations in demand, the shifting balance in the employment destination of chemistry 

graduates between education and industry caused by fluctuation in industrial demand, 

migration from or into the Northwest and, finally, exit from chemistry. These four 

scenarios will be discussed in more detail in turn, but the basic principle is the same 

throughout, that, in the long run, supply adjusts to meet demand.

6.5.1 Supply Responses to Fluctuations in Demand

If career prospects were in doubt, then the supply of chemists might be reduced because 

the students didn’t come forward, or the university might restrict the intake. This is an 

example of information feedback through the Supply Chain whereby reduced demand for 

the final product (the graduate) reduces the demand for the raw material (the student). The 

records of the Municipal College were checked for evidence of economic problems 

adversely affecting the supply of students, and consequently of chemists. Data for the 

Municipal College are from a surviving summary for the period 1922-1932, which 

includes totals of all students and those in Applied Chemistry (other records after 1909 

have been lost). It is not known if all students of chemistry are included under the Applied 

Chemistry heading. However, the fall in student numbers provides an indication of the

32 D. S. Landes, The unbound Prometheus (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969), p. 346.
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D ate T o ta l
S tuden ts

A p p lie d  C hem is try  
S tuden ts

1 9 2 2 4 4 6 15 9
1 923 3 9 8 142
1 9 2 4 3 4 4 118
1 925 3 4 7 9 7
1 9 2 6 3 4 8 9 4
1 9 2 7 3 3 6 88
1 9 2 8 3 3 8 85
1 9 2 9 3 4 2 9 8
1 9 3 0 3 3 6 81
1931 34 3 8 9

Source; Summarised Student Register 1922-31. The Municipal School o f Technology.

Table 6.11 shows a good correlation with the state of the economy, although student 

numbers in Applied Chemistry at the Municipal College were slower to respond to the 

problems of 1921-22, either because they already had a job, or were on a day course with a 

three-year lead time.

Supply Chain experience shows that most systems demonstrate a lag before 

corrective action occurs. Some actions can be quick, like laying off workers in a serious 

downturn, but the response from educational suppliers in the case of altered demand is 

slow, especially where three-year graduate courses are concerned. When demand was 

higher than supply, the response to market demand would be for colleges to increase their 

output. When demand slumped, the supply from the colleges would temporarily exceed 

demand, until the educational establishments could respond.

Thus, there is some evidence of a lag at both Owens College and at the municipal 

College. Inspection of the output of Owens College chemistry graduates in Figure 6.2, 

suggests that the continuing peak in 1922 was mainly due to completion of post-war 

degrees but may also have been a response to the intense activity in the chemical industry 

in 1919. The falling off from 1923 onwards is then the delayed response to the problems of 

1921 and 1922, when general industrial unemployment rose sharply, peaking at 15% in



1922. A full correction in numbers was not achieved until 1925 due to the lead time.

Some summarised totals of the intake of technology students at the Victoria 

University are available from H. B. Charlton’s history of the university. The reaction of 

these students, that is the input response, was more rapid than that at the Municipal 

College; technology registrations at the Victoria University were already much reduced by 

1922. The speed of this response could be the direct effect of reduced demand from 

employers due to the difficulties of 1921, or it could demonstrate that there was a reduced 

interest in chemistry as a career from students worried about jobs. Contemporary 

comments in the Owens Register of the type ‘testimonial given for teaching job’ and 

‘temporary work, sugar beet in France’ suggest that other jobs were difficult to obtain, 

even for graduates.33 34 35 36 The Register shows that the number of graduates taking teaching 

diplomas increased greatly during the 1920s. This suggests that by 1922 both potential 

students and graduates were aware that industrial demand for chemists had fallen and the 

supply chain was responding to lower demand in the manner that theory would predict.

This reduced demand affected most major chemical producing countries. Haber 

observed a similar reduction in chemistry student numbers in Britain, Germany, USA and
i f

Switzerland in the period after 1921. It could be argued that this responsiveness to 

demand is more satisfactory in the long run than a supply driven provision of chemists, as 

happened in Germany. Here, the supply of chemists appears to have been more policy 

driven, with great benefits in the early days of dyestuffs and pharmaceuticals research in 

Germany due to the availability of trained chemists. Marsch showed how the large 

numbers of qualified German chemists were well suited to the mass research techniques 

used in the German dyestuff industry. However, Haber showed how this policy driven 

training ran into problems when the demand for new chemists fell so that from 1925 the

33 H. B. Charlton, Portrait of a University 1851-1951, (Manchester, 1951), Appendix V.
34 Owens College, Students, Student numbers 2283, 2305, 2327, all from 1922-23.
35 L. F. Haber, The Chemical Industry 1900-1930 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1971), p. 362.
36 U. Marsch, Zwischen Wissenschaft und Wirtschaft: Industrieforschung in Deutschland und 
Grossbritannien, 1880-1936 (Paderbom: Ferdinand Schoeningh, 2000), p. 247.
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annual German output of 650 qualified chemists compared with a demand from all 

industry and teaching of only around 280. He quotes from the Deutsche 

Hochschulverwaltung whose 1932 publication Bedarf und Nachwuchs an Chemikern und 

Physikern (Demand and supply of chemists and physicists) recognised that this had led to 

some 3000 graduate chemists out of a total of 16800 either working outside the chemical 

industry or being unemployed. When the German supply of chemists ‘far outran national 

demand’ the resulting oversupply led to low pay and status for those with scientific and 

technical training, thereby providing an example of the dangers of ignoring Supply Chain

•  •  "2 Qprinciples.

6.5.2 The Shifting Balance between Educational and Industrial Destinations for 

Chemists

The relative flow of chemists into industry and education has been an issue since the 

beginning of the twentieth century. Professor Tilden dismissed the attractions of industrial 

employment when he said in 1907 that chemistry graduates from the Royal College of 

Science were snapped up by the new technical colleges as lecturers at £150 per annum 

with security of tenure; his perception was that industry did not pay more and was less 

secure. The point is that the two sources of demand were quite different. Education 

provided a relatively steady demand, but, contrary to what Tilden thought, it was less well- 

paid than industry. Demand from industry fluctuated, but in good times industrial salaries 

were higher than those in education. Thus, industry got first choice when demand was 

high; when demand was low, more chemists went into lower-paid, but safe, education. If 

times were really bad, so many graduates might be pushed into education that some might 

be forced into an educational job which formerly did not require a graduate, in a school of 

lower standing. Schwarz, for example, argued that unemployment amongst schoolteachers 37 38 39

37 Haber, pp. 364-5.
38 R. Pope, The British economy since 1914: a study in decline (London: Longmans, 1998), p. 85.
39 L. F. Haber, The Chemical Industry 1900-1930 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1971), p. 59.



in the 1930s ‘propelled many into elementary education,’ rather than into good 

secondary schools.40

The balance between the two demands is very clearly shown in Table 6.12, which 

analyses employment of chemistry graduates from Owens College for the period 1888- 

1940. This period has been split into seven smaller time-periods which are deliberately 

orientated according to the unemployment data shown in Figure 6.1. Three of the periods, 

1905-08, 1920-24 and 1930-34 are focused on times of economic difficulty, when there 

was widespread general unemployment in the UK. Unemployment in the Northwest of 

England was almost certainly worse than the national average at all three of these dates, as 

Chapter 2 noted. There were also three periods of low, or at least falling, unemployment, 

1888-1904, 1909-19 and 1935-40. There is a very marked variation in the relative flow of 

honours chemistry graduates from Owens College into industry and teaching in these 

various periods.
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Table 6.12: Chemistry Graduates. Owens College, 1888-1940: Sector of Employment
Period Honours 

Graduates 
in Period

Univ. & 
College 

Posts %

School
Posts

%

All
Industry

%

Other
Posts

%

No
Data

%

UK
Unemploy

ment
1888-1897 62 26 11 45 18 0
1898-1904 111 19 17 42 20 2 Stable
1905-1908 99 19 31 28 10 11 Rising
1909-1919 242 11 11 42 18 18 Falling
1920-1924 284 8 21 31 12 26 High
1925-1929 124 7 29 37 15 11 Slight fall
1930-1934 102 8 40 37 8 7 High
1935-1940 104 4 9 71 4 12 Falling
Total/Avge. 1128 11 21 40 14 14

Source: Appendix, Table 1 A. Published list o f  graduates to 1908

The usual ten employment sectors have been combined to four in Table 6.12. Looking first 

at the three periods when the economic conditions were satisfactory, 1888-1904 and 1909- 

1919 and 1935-1940, more chemistry graduates went into industry and fewer into 

education. Moreover, there were few graduates for whom no data on subsequent 

employment was available. In the first two periods, 42-45% of chemistry graduates went

40 Schwarz, p. 262.
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into industry whereas 37% went into education in the period 1888-1904, but only 22% 

in the period 1909-1918, which included the war. In the marked business upturn of 1935- 

1940, the proportion of graduates going into industry was particularly high at 71%, 

suggesting an enhanced demand from industry. The very low number of graduates entering 

school teaching at this time suggests that the large numbers who went into education in the 

downturn of 1932 had temporarily saturated the market. Contemporary evidence, such as 

the comments by Ivan Levinstein in 1902 about Owens graduates finding jobs immediately 

that have already been reported, supports these findings. The high demand for chemists in 

industrial posts in the First World War and the period of general economic improvement 

after 1935 is clear in table 6.12. So the demand for college places seems to be responding 

to conditions at the time in an expected manner. A positive feature in the Manchester area 

during the later 1920s and 30s was the increase in research work at the Shirley Institute and 

especially at the ICI Dyestuffs Group at the Blackley site, which provided a marked 

increase in demand for chemists. This recovery in the chemical industry in the later 1930s 

resulted in a particularly high flow into the chemical industry, even if there was no 

absolute increase in the supply of graduates, which stayed at a modest level, even rather 

lower than in 1902-14.

Turning to the three periods of economic problems of 1905-08, 1920-24, and 

1930-34, all contained UK unemployment peaks, the worst being in 1921 and 1931. Table 

6.12 demonstrates that more chemistry graduates found employment in education in all 

three periods, with proportionally fewer in industry. The percentage range for Owens 

graduates going in to education was 50% (1905-1908), 29% (1920-24) and 48% in 1930- 

1934, whereas the corresponding proportions going into industry were 28%, 31% and 37%. 

In 1930-34, the percentage of graduate chemists going into school teaching was the highest 

of the entire period at 40%. There is contemporary evidence in the Manchester area 

confirming these economic concerns. Chapter 5 has already discussed the serious problems 

affecting Levinstein Ltd. and CAC in 1905-08. In the downturn of 1922, the number of
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research chemists at British Dyes was reduced sharply from 80 to only 15 in 1923 as 

Fox reported.41 These chemists would then be available to the ‘market’ for chemists as a 

whole, further depressing the demand for new graduates.

Thus, Table 6.12 demonstrates convincingly that there was a close correlation 

between low unemployment and high demand in industry and between high unemployment 

and low demand from industry. As Sanderson commented, the number of educational and 

industrial appointments taken up was ‘tracking depression and recovery.’42 Schwarz noted 

a very similar effect at Birmingham University.43 Here, a survey in November 1922 of 

post-war graduates showed heavy unemployment amongst Engineering, Arts and 

Commerce graduates. The BSc graduates in Pure Science suffered little unemployment, 

but 44.8% were employed in teaching, 15.5 % in research and only 27.6% in industry. In 

the next downturn of 1932-33, 65% of Pure Science students at Birmingham entered 

teaching, which again demonstrates diversion into teaching in times of economic difficulty.

Despite the fluctuating demands in the Manchester area, the average percentage 

entering employment in education over the entire period 1888-1940 was only 32%, 

compared with 40% into industry, confirming that industry was the major destination.

Even at the beginning of the period, in the period 1888-1904, the percentage entering 

education was 36% and industry was 43%, refuting the suggestion from some historians 

that education was the preferred destination in this period. Chapter 1 noted Aldcroft’s 

opinion that chemists ‘drifted into teaching ... because of the lack of suitable openings’; the 

evidence of Table 6.12 is that the shifting balance between education and industry was 

controlled by the balance of demand, which in turn was controlled by economic factors.44

41 M. R. Fox, Dye-makers o f Great Britain 1856-1976, (Manchester: Imperial Chemical Industries pic, 1987), 
p. 171.
42 M. Sanderson, ‘Education and the labour market,’ in Work and pay in twentieth-century Britain ed. By N. 
Crafts, I. Gazeley and A. Newell, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), p. 277.
43 L. Schwarz, ‘In an unyielding hinterland, the student body 1900-1945,’ in The first civic university: 
Birmingham 1880-1980, ed by E. Ives, D. Drummond and L. Schwarz (Birmingham: Birmingham University 
Press, 2000), pp. 237-270, esp. p. 258, 261-2.
44 D. A. Aldcroft, ‘The economy, management and foreign competition,’ in Where did we go wrong? 
Industrial performance, education and the economy in Victorian Britain, ed. by G. Roderick and M.
Stephens (Basingstoke: Falmer, 1981), pp. 24-5.
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6.5.3 Migration

A further potential response to economic downturn was for graduates to move elsewhere in 

the UK, or even to emigrate. Of the 1128 graduates, the geographical destination of 926 or 

82% could be identified. Of these, only 39% found employment in the Northwest. A total 

of ca. 44% went elsewhere, including 7% who went overseas. Table 6.13 summarises how 

the geographical destinations of Owens College chemistry graduates changed over time.

Table 6.13 : Owens College Chemistry Graduates: % Employment in the UK and Overseas
Period Honours 

Graduates 
in Period

Manchester 
Area %

Rest o f 
Northwest

%

Rest of 
UK
%

Emigrated
%

No Data
%

UK
Unemploy

ment
1888-1897 62 21 26 40 5 8
1898-1904 111 17 23 45 11 4 Stable
1905-1908 99 15 18 48 8 11 Rising
1909-1919 242 21 17 34 7 21 Falling
1920-1924 284 15 20 30 6 30 High
1925-1929 124 19 16 37 7 20 Slight fall
1930-1934 102 24 24 40 4 8 High
1935-1940 104 22 27 39 1 11 Falling
Total/Avge. 1128 19 20 37 7 18
Source: As Table 6.2. Note. ‘% No data’ does not agree with Table 6.12 because there are many cases where 
jobs titles are recorded, without saying where.

Table 6.13 emphasises the wide geographical range of employment among Owens College 

graduates. Only 19% of the graduates are known to have stayed in the Manchester area, 

which makes the results of Table 6.10, which dealt with the awarding institution for 

graduates, easier to understand. Only 11% of schoolteachers stayed in the Manchester area, 

but for employment at colleges and universities the percentage staying in the area was 

much higher at 21%.

There is little obvious correlation between the percentage of graduates who moved 

away from the area with the known periods of economic difficulty. During the entire 

period, many Manchester graduates found jobs in other parts of the country, and the 

proportion moving away was high in the period 1898-1908. However, the problem periods 

of 1905-08 and of 1922 had a particularly low percentage of graduates staying in the 

Manchester area. In the period 1935-40, with the general improvement in the economy,
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more stayed in the Northwest than left, at a time when more graduates were going into 

both the chemical industry and industry in general.

Overall, the percentage staying in the Northwest was fairly stable throughout the 

period suggesting that, although the employment destinations of chemistry graduates were 

influenced by economic factors, their geographical destinations were less affected. The 

most marked change in the economically favourable conditions of the later 1930s was the 

considerable increase in the number of incoming gradates in 1936 revealed by Table 6.10. 

This could be interpreted as a deficiency of supply from Manchester, arguably due to a 

static supply from Owens College at a time of surging demand from the Shirley Institute 

and the new research facilities at ICI Blackley.

6.5.4 Exit from Chemistry

The final potential response to economic problems was to leave chemistry. The data in 

Table 6.12 can be interpreted to demonstrate that economic factors could lead to 

employment outside chemistry, or even to unemployment. If conditions were really bad, 

some graduates might chose to leave the discipline altogether.

The sources used to locate employment information yielded information for over 

85% of the graduates. It was noted that absence of employment information was unevenly 

spread over the period. In many years employment data was virtually complete; in others 

much information was missing. This suggests that there might be an underlying cause, 

including exit from chemistry or unemployment, when times were really bad. Clearly, 

absence of employment data is a very rough indicator of the probability that graduates 

were unable to find jobs using their chemistry qualifications, but there was a marked 

correlation between missing data and economic problems as the following cases show.

The first economic problem in the Northwest occurred about 1905-08. Fox recounts 

that 1905 was the low point of the British dyestuffs industry and general industrial
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unemployment increased in 1908.45 Professor Donnan at Liverpool saw ‘a very 

considerable difficulty in finding suitable employment for their graduates’ at that time.46 

Dyestuffs business was particularly bad for both Levinstein Ltd. and Clayton Aniline 

Company. The position at CAC was serious, and even worsened towards 1910. A future 

works manager at CAC, J. T. Allpass, said ‘about 1910 conditions became worse, sales 

dwindled away and to me the position seemed hopeless with neither prospect nor future. I 

seriously considered packing in and starting in a fresh line ... the position of an organic 

chemist at that time was not enviable.’47 Table 6.12 shows that missing data rose to 11% in 

this period, so there is a possibility that some graduates, discouraged as Allpass was, left 

the chemical industry, or even any industry that used their chemical qualifications.

By contrast, in 1914-18, wartime caused a shortage of chemists. A large number of 

manufacturing units were urgently installed for explosives and propellants; it was 

estimated that munitions factories alone needed 200 works chemists in mid-1916 rising to 

400 in 1918.48 Most employment data was located, but this extended period covers both the 

aftermath of the downturn of 1908, and the wartime shortages of chemists.

The next downturn was the severe one of 1921-22. For the period 1922-24 missing 

data rose to 26%. However, what is most striking is the fate of the Owens College cohort 

of 1922. In that single year, employment data could only be found for 58% of the 90 

chemistry graduates, and several of these left chemistry, going into commerce or medicine. 

The remaining 42% were not traced in sources relating to chemistry. It seems likely that 

they found work in other sectors, such as industries that have been defined as not using 

chemistry, or became unemployed. Hence, although Owens College supplied graduates, 

due to poor demand, much of the supply in 1922 was probably wasted, or used in other 

ways. Only two years later, in 1924, business had improved and 94% of the graduates’

45 Fox, p.36.
46G. K. Roberts, Centaurus (1997), p. 294.
47 E. N. Abrahart, The Clayton Aniline Company Limited 1876-1976, (Manchester: The Clayton Aniline 
Company Ltd, 1976), p. 27.
48 R. MacLeod, The chemists go to war: the mobilization o f civilian chemists and the British war effort, 
1914-1918, Annals o f Science, 50 (1993), p. 470.
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employment data was found, using exactly the same sources. Thus although Table 6.12 

demonstrates that graduate chemists were ‘pushed’ into teaching in times of economic 

difficulty, it is probable that in 1922 many of the graduates whose data is missing were 

diverted into employment outside chemistry, or became unemployed.

Contemporary accounts do suggest that there was a problem of unemployment 

among chemists in the immediate post-war years. War-time demand had increased the 

number of chemists, so that when the post-war slump coincided with a peak number of 

new graduates, not all could find work. This was a cause for concern among the chemical 

societies. The Journal o f the Society o f Chemical Industry reported: ‘During the war, the 

mistaken policy of the government in sending chemists into the trenches caused a shortage 

at home and all sorts of unqualified men had to be brought into the factories ... They did 

fine work’ but during the recent trade slump ‘the employer has parted with them 

wholesale.’49 The JSCI reported that the slump had not affected members of the Institute 

of Chemistry too badly and 130 members, less than 3%, were unemployed in 1922, despite 

the depression and despite the large increase in the number of recruits to the profession due 

to the a greatly increased output of chemistry graduates from the universities.50 However, 

Dr H. E. Armstrong speaking to the Bristol section of the SCI in October 1922 said that the 

‘chemical profession is terribly overcrowded’ and ‘men (are) leaving the universities’ 

going into the great depression where ‘to find employment was very difficult.’ He 

recommended that better progress could be made in commercial jobs with prospects than 

in a position of junior chemist, which too often led nowhere.51 The disappearance of many 

Owens graduates of 1922 from the chemical records suggests that they adopted Dr 

Armstrong’s recommendation.

The general tone of the JSCI editorials later in 1922 was more positive with some 

hope that things would improve after the 1922 Industries Fair at which 50 members of the

49 Journal o f the Society of Chemical Industry, (London: Society o f Chemical Industry, 1922), p. 501.
50 Journal o f the Society of Chemical Industry, (1922), p. 476.
51 Journal o f the Society of Chemical Industry, (1922), p. 446.
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Association of British Chemical Manufacturers were to exhibit. Stephen Miall, a 

contemporary historian of the chemical industry, when reporting his impressions of the 

fair, spoke of the critical difficulties still facing the chemical industry and the lack of 

foreign trade.52 As reported in the JSCI, a factor in the supply -  demand balance was the 

large number of hurriedly trained technicians placed in munitions factories in the early 

stages of the 1914-1918 war, a total of 10,100 by 1916.53 Little seems to be known about 

what happened to them after the war. We could speculate that their presence might have 

affected the supply -  demand balance in industry, even if many later lost their jobs as the 

JSCI editorial implies.

The third economic downturn in our period was that of the slump of 1930-32. Once 

more, the chief worry was the state of the world economy. The January 1932 editorial of 

the JSCI claimed that ‘the whole tendency of the world is to overproduction of all kinds.’ 

‘To this list must be added chemists.’54 The difficulties of the period affected all industry 

in the Northwest, although the chemical industry probably resisted the economic problems 

better than most as Chapter 2 revealed. Unemployment in the Lancashire valleys in the 

textile trade was particularly high in 1930-32 and the downturn affected the small 

producers of soaps, sizes, colours and other chemicals for the textile trades. It is 

noteworthy that the Manchester area had seventeen soap works and sixteen makers of oils 

and lubricants to support this business. The effects on this sector from lost textile business 

are obvious; a typical example was provided by the case of Ellis Jones & Company Ltd., 

discussed in Chapter 5. The effects on the largest firms were also serious. ICI’s UK 

personnel had fallen from 57,000 in 1929 to 37,000 in 1931 due to the slump, although a 

slow recovery and a return to profitability began from late 1932 on.55 Indeed by 1938 the 

new research facilities at Blackley employed 194 graduates, roughly one third of the total

52 Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry, Review, (1922), p. 92R.
53 MacLeod, Annals o f Science, (1993), 50, 455-481.
54 Journal of the Society o f Chemical Industry, (1932), p. 20; p. 57.
55 Fox, p.171.
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research force in the whole of ICI.56 The overall state of the chemical industry in 

Britain was now generally positive and a contemporary, Sir John Clapham, spoke of a 

satisfactory overall balance within it.57 However, unlike the period of 1922-24, neither the 

later downturn of 1930-32 nor the subsequent upturn are obviously linked to an absence of 

employment data. This may be because the supply of chemistry graduates from Owens 

College was reduced to a slightly lower level, and remained static as Table 6.2 shows. At 

this level, supply was probably below demand, so that graduates of Owens, who were after 

all the most highly qualified entrants to the market, found jobs even in a poor labour 

market. Once demand picked up, as we have seen, it could only be met by drawing on 

graduates from across the UK.

Briefly summarising the four scenarios above, there was a clear correlation between 

economic forces influencing the demand for chemists and the supply response from Owens 

College. The correlation between the state of the economy and the shifting balance 

between educational and industrial destinations for chemists was most marked. That 

between the state of the economy and the geographical destinations of chemistry graduates 

from Owens College was less clear-cut. However, the absence of employment correlated 

well with economic downturns, providing a strong hint that an exit from chemistry often 

occurred at such times.

6.6 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SUPPLY AND DEMAND

6.6.1 The Argument so far

The evidence from the data discussed in Chapter 6 is that supply responds to demand and 

that demand was itself influenced by economic factors. Supply seems to have been 

adequate from around 1900, but because of the long lead time, especially in the supply of

56 Fox, p.189-90.
57 Sir J. Clapham, An economic history of modem Britain, III: Machines and modern rivalries, 1887-1914 
(London: Cambridge University Press, 1938, reprinted 1968), p. 174.
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graduate chemists, supply took time to adjust to demand which resulted in periods of 

oversupply, of which 1922 was the clearest example. The registration data from Owens 

College provides a particularly vivid illustration of what actually happened at this difficult 

period. Conversely, there were times when educational establishments were not able to 

supply the markets adequately so that alternative supplies were drawn in. In the late 

nineteenth century this included hiring German PhDs, as several commentators have noted. 

However, part-time training at the Municipal College and short courses at Owens College 

also provided an alternative source of chemists in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries.

We have demonstrated, therefore, that the demand for chemists was already 

substantial in 1902 and that the supply was broadly in line with demand. How is it then that 

this situation has been for so long misunderstood by historians who have persisted in 

arguing that the demand was not there? Cardwell said that ‘until the universities were 

producing the specialist, industrial demand could not make itself felt -  did not in fact 

exist’, implying that surplus teachers became industrial chemists. He argued that 

‘education provided the best opportunity for the highly trained science graduate.’58 59 Using 

the BAAS survey results of 1902, based on SCI industrial membership, he concluded that 

the chemical industry, using a wide definition that would include most chemist employing 

firms, employed ‘about 180-200 graduate chemists’ in England.60 However, the 

registration records of Owens College provide clear evidence of considerable industrial 

demand for chemistry graduates from an early date. Moreover, Cardwell’s emphasis on 

graduates overlooks other sources of supply. Thus he did not consider how quickly 

chemists were supplied through the great acceleration in technical education after 1890. 

Even Sanderson, who generally took a positive line arguing that there had been an 

enormous increase in technical training from 1890, an increase which the data of Tables

58 D. S. L. Cardwell, The organisation of science in England (London: Heinemann, Revised edn 1972, 1st 
edn 1957), p. 246.
59 Cardwell, (1972), p, 184.
60 Cardwell, (1972), p. 208.
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6.1 and 6.2 above confirms, also argued that the demand from industry for technically 

trained personnel was weak before 1914.61 62 But the only logical reason for this increase in 

technical and scientific education from 1890 is that there was a demand for it, which then 

led to increased government funding. The question is summarised by Donnelly who asked 

‘is there a major historical alternative to industrial demand ... in the sense of providing 

employment for students?’ Cardwell’s alternative was teaching, but this has been 

demonstrated convincingly to be a lesser contributor to demand. However, Cardwell’s 

early writings set an important framework for further study in the subject. As a pioneer of 

the history of science he inspired a notable team of followers working on the history of 

science and technology in Manchester; as his obituary described, his chief legacy is the 

Museum of Science and Industry there.63

6.6.2 Contemporary Comment in Context

An important reason for failing to appreciate how high industrial demand actually was is 

that historians have relied heavily on contemporary comment. It is indeed not difficult to 

find contemporary comments that there was too little demand from industry, and that 

industry was negative in its attitude to technical and scientific education. Certainly the 

quotes in Chapter 1 from the Prime Minister, Arthur Balfour, and Professor W. H. Perkin 

Jr. could be condensed down to ‘more demand needed from industry!’ Further, many of the 

commentators were well-known and highly regarded figures at the time, whose opinion 

would be given greater weight. For example Cardwell quoted Sir Norman Lockyer’s 

comment of 1901 ‘here we have tried to start chemical industries practically without 

chemists, as Mr Perkin (Sr.) has told us.’64 (Sir) William Ramsay commented in 1904 that 

there was a shortage of demand for chemists, saying the universities could turn out

61 Sanderson, (1972), p. 117; p.29.
62 Donnelly, (1991), p.6.
63 J. V. Pickstone, ‘Obituary: Professor Donald Cardwell’, British Journal for the History o f Science, 32 
(1999), pp. 485-8.
64 Cardwell, (1972), p. 194, quoting J. N. Lockyer, Education and national progress (1901), p. 118. This 
must refer to an early Perkin comment which has not been located. However, see footnote 61.
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excellent chemists yet the demand for such men was not keeping up with supply, a 

comment which Mowery repeated in support of his arguments.65 The widespread 

contemporary ignorance of the actual number of chemists employed is confirmed by Lord 

Haldane’s statements in the House in 1916 about the lack of supply of chemists.66 Even 

adding together the total membership of the chemical societies at the time would have 

suggested a chemist total far higher than the 1500 chemists that he quoted.

The problem is that historians have sometimes paid too little attention to the 

context in which such comments were made. Many were made by academics, anxious to 

ensure demand for their graduates and also anxious to maintain their status and prestige as 

‘the’ source of scientific and technical education.67 But the precise timing and context of 

the comments is also important. Ramsay’s comment of 1904 is only just before the 

downturn of 1905-08, when manufacturers might have been reluctant to take on additional 

people. In another quote that has often been used, in 1916, W H Perkin Jr., son of the 

famous discoverer of mauve, criticised both the universities, for a lack of courage, and the 

manufacturers, for their refusal to ‘employ at least in sufficient numbers, adequately 

remunerated chemists.’68 In criticising the supply of colour chemists he argued that ‘supply 

... follows demand’, meaning that the demand from the colour industry had been too low. 

There are two problems with this quote. By 1916, when it was published, it was already 

out-of-date since Manchester had plenty of chemists, almost half of whom were qualified 

and whose salaries had improved considerably. If it was written some time earlier, the 

problem may have been the aftermath of the downturn of 1905-08. Since he was Professor 

of Organic Chemistry in Manchester until 1912, and retained as a consultant by CAC, he 

would have known of the financial problems of the dyestuffs industry at that time, which

65 D. C. Mowery, in B. Elbaum and W. Lazonick (eds) (1986), p. 117.
66 W. H. B. Court, British economic history 1870-1914 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1965), p. 
174-5. Haldane once agin quoted Dewar’s estimate o f  1500 chemists from 1902.
67 G. K. Roberts, ‘A plea for pure science: the ascendancy o f academia in the making o f the English chemist,
1841 -1914’, in The making of the chemist: the social history o f chemistry in Europe 1789-1914, ed. by D. 
Knight and H. Kragh (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), pp. 107-20.
68 W. H. Perkin Jr., ‘Coal tar colour industry’ in H. B. Gray, Eclipse or Empire, (London: Nisbet, 1916), p. 
106.
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were discussed in Chapter 5.69 Even more importantly, his Manchester experience 

would have made him aware of the wide range of industry that employed his graduate 

chemists.

In one rather special case, support can be found for Cardwell’s view of educational 

demand. The historian, L. F. Haber, surveyed the 1851 Exhibition Scholars for the period 

1891-1929 with a break for the war years. Of this selected body of chemists, only 30% 

went into industry from the 1891-1914 group: of the later 1919-29 group, only 25% went 

into industry.70 Most of them took positions in the universities and Haber said that this 

‘reinforces the impression that British industry made little appeal to graduates.’ However, 

the groups seem atypical; the nature of the scholarship was such that holders might be 

expected to have a bias towards employment in higher education. Similarly, in Cambridge 

most graduates went into academic life, many into school teaching, until the turn of the 

century, although Roberts found the position to be quite different by 1914, with an 

increasing proportion then going into industry, a trend also noted by Sanderson.71 72 

Nevertheless, it can be seen that there are sufficient contemporary comments about 

defective demand from industry and defective supply to industry, especially the dyestuffs 

industry, to fuel the critical comments of Barnett, Mowery and Wngley.

Conversely, there are comments which showed the industrial demand for chemists 

in a more favourable light, in one instance correcting an earlier opinion where more data 

later revealed that it had been unduly negative. For example, the education officer of the 

London County Council quoted Ramsay in 1910, who had said that, having picked 100 

names out of his class lists back to 1890 ‘whose employment he knew’, 60 were in

69 W. H. Perkin Junior, Eclipse or Empire, p. 106; The Clayton Aniline Company archive (Perkin was 
retained as consultant at £200 per annum).
70 Haber, p. 364.
71 G. K. Roberts, ‘The liberally educated chemist: chemistry in the Cambridge Natural Science Tripos 1851- 
1914’, Historical Studies in the Physical Sciences, 11 (1980), pp.157-83; Sanderson, (1972), p. 279.
72 C. Barnett, The audit o f war: the illusion and reality o f Britain as a great nation (London: Macmillan, 
1987), p. 182, 205; D. C. Mowery, ‘Industrial research, 1900-1950’, in Elbaum and Lazonick, p. 205; J. 
Wrigley, ‘Technical education and industry in the nineteenth century’, in Elbaum and Lazonick p. 181, 184.
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industrial chemistry and 25 in education. Similarly, H. B. Dixon, the Professor of 

Chemistry at Owens College estimated in 1913 that 70% of their chemistry graduates from 

the previous decade had entered industry.73 74 His opinion that the majority of demand was 

industrial agrees with Ramsay’s data, and confirms the strength of industrial demand for 

chemists in the first decade of the twentieth century, but seems to have been rather 

overlooked. Actually, Owens College data shows that Dixon rather exaggerated the 

proportion going into industry; it was in fact roughly equal to that into education at the 

time, as Table 6.12 confirms. He may have underestimated the effect of the downturn of 

1905-08, which temporarily depressed industrial demand.

Chapter 5 provided clear evidence that firms like the Clayton Aniline Company and 

Levinstein Ltd. were taking the part-time training of laboratory assistants more seriously in 

the 1890s. In Manchester there was increasing technical education for apprentices, and a 

new attitude from employers. In the late nineteenth century several local firms, notably in 

the dyeing and finishing sector, supported their students by paying their course fees. Then 

in 1903, seventeen members of the Manchester Association of Engineers sent 40 

apprentices for one day per week with no loss of wages, which ‘broke new ground in the 

field of educational cooperation with industry’.75 The availability of a skilled labour force 

made training by apprenticeship an effective option, as Sandberg has noted.76

The evidence found for Manchester is that the segmented supply of chemists met 

the demand in the early twentieth century. Indeed, probably in 1908 and certainly in 1922, 

chemistry graduates were supplied in numbers greater than the demand for them, leading to 

the problems described above. In the inter-war years the university population reached a

73 R. Blair, ‘The relation o f science to industry and commerce’, Nature, 84, (1910), 345-53. Blair was 
education officer o f the LCC.
74 J. F. Donnelly, ‘Industrial recruitment o f  chemistry students from English universities: a revaluation o f its 
early importance’ British Journal for the History o f Science, 24, (1991), p. 11. (Donnelly has drawn attention 
to much contemporary opinion showing that the majority o f chemistry graduates went into industry. These 
opinions seem not to have been included in the earlier historiography o f decline).
75 Manchester Municipal School o f Technology Jubilee 1902-1952 (Manchester: 1952), p. 4.
76 L. G. Sandberg, ‘The entrepreneur and technological change’ in The economic history o f Britain since 
1700, Volume 2: I860 to the 1970s, ed. by R. C. Floud and D. N. McCloskey (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1981), p. 106.
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plateau, and then stayed stable in the 1930s.77 78 Haber noted this tendency and described 

it as a ‘perplexing contrast: the evidence of greater industrial research on the one hand and 

of a stationary student population on the other’. He spoke of a minority going into industry, 

whereas the evidence is that the large majority of chemists were actually employed in 

industry in 1936, as Chapter 5, Table 5.1 clearly demonstrates. Because there were more 

chemists employed in industry, then more must have been supplied to industry. It is the 

measurement of demand which provides the explanation. Once the initial demands for 

industry, research and education had been satisfied, the supply -  demand balance would 

tend to adjust to a replacement level. Moreover, the large number of graduates who went 

into school teaching in the 1920s would hinder future employment opportunities in good
7 0

schools for many years.

6.7 CONCLUSION

Contrary to much opinion in the historiography, there was both a considerable demand for 

chemists in the Manchester area around 1900, and an adequate supply of chemists. Supply 

from educational institutions in Manchester expanded rapidly over the period with a first 

major increase around 1890. Where a shortage of graduate chemists occurred in the late 

nineteenth century, it could be temporarily solved through ‘alternative sourcing’ by hiring 

German PhDs, although the output of graduates from Owens College gave an increasing 

local supply from 1894. It has been shown that graduates tended to go preferentially into 

research and education, whereas practically experienced chemists went into industrial 

production. It could be argued that the substitute supply route to chemist was a very 

flexible way of responding to sudden changes in demand.

The key conclusion is that the charge ‘failure to educate’ cannot really be levelled 

at the Manchester area. Supply of chemists was fully adequate, even excessive in times of

77 Sanderson, (1972), p. 243.
78 The author’s chemistry master was a 1920s appointment, who retired in the early 1960s.
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economic downturn, and chemists were going into research in small but rapidly 

increasing numbers from the 1890s. Indeed, the many research chemists employed in the 

area by 1926 suggest that even the apparently more comprehensive FBI data for 1930 is an 

underestimate. The large number of chemists employed in Manchester from an early date 

provides firm evidence of industrial demand, and contemporary comment to the contrary 

demonstrates a lack of awareness of how many chemists there actually were. Evidence has 

been found to show that the demand responded to changing economic conditions. During 

business downturns many graduate chemists accepted employment as schoolteachers, but 

there is also evidence that many graduates may have left chemistry during the acute 

problems of 1922. It could be argued that the demand-driven provision of chemists in 

Britain coped better with the problems of the inter-war years than the supply-driven 

provision in Germany, which led to mass unemployment of chemists there in the 1930s.79 

Historians have, understandably, used contemporary comment about shortage of supply of, 

and lack of demand for chemists to support their arguments; more positive contemporary 

comments have been rather ignored.

79 Haber, (1971), pp. 364-5.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Drawing on Supply Chain Management theory, this thesis has brought a new perspective to 

the educational deficiency debate by focusing on the demand for chemists in the Manchester 

area over the period 1900-1939, rather than, as is more usual, on their supply. This research 

has concentrated on two of the factors that were of particular concern to the contributors to 

the debate, namely an alleged deficiency of scientific and technical education and a resultant 

inadequate supply of scientists to participate in research. An important element in this 

project was, therefore, to determine reliable numbers for the total demand for chemists in the 

Manchester area and to assess their employment in research. The study has concentrated on 

chemists, because they were the largest body of scientists and technologists throughout the 

period under review. Moreover, they have often been used as an example in the educational 

deficiency debate by Cardwell and others.1 2

The focus on demand rather than supply is based in part on historical precedent; 

some contemporaries around 1900 discussed chemists in such terms. Indeed, from the 

perspective of Supply Chain Management theory, the criticism of manufacturers by 

academics such as Sir William Ramsay and W. H. Perkin Jr. and also by the Prime Minister, 

Arthur Balfour, that they provided too little demand for chemists could be seen as more 

logical than the more recent historiography of defective supply, because as Perkin claimed
'y

‘demand creates supply’. Moreover, Supply Chain Management theory suggests that 

demand is a product of entrepreneurial success or failure and of the prevailing economic 

conditions of a period. Theoretically, a supply of chemists higher than the demand for them

1 D. S. L. Cardwell, The organisation o f science in England (London: Heinemann, 2nd edn 1972), pp. 207-15; 
D. S. Landes, The unbound Prometheus (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969); D. H. Aldcroft, ed. 
The development o f British industry and foreign competition 1875-1914, (London: George Allen & Unwin, 
1968).
2 W. Ramsay, Journal of the Society o f Chemical Industry, 23 (1904), p. 852; W. H. Perkin Junior, ‘Coal tar 
colour industry’ in H. B. Gray, Eclipse or Empire (London: Nisbet, 1916), p. 106; O. J. R. Howarth, The British 
Association for the Advancement o f Science: a retrospect, 1831-1931 (London: BAAS, 1931), p. 237.
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could cause them to move into alternative employment, or even unemployment. Conversely 

an increased demand for chemists due to an upturn in the economy could result in the use of 

alternative methods of supply, or of substitutes. Studying demand has therefore enabled the 

investigation of what actually happened when mismatches of supply and demand occurred, 

due to changes in economic circumstances.

Chapter 3 defined demand as employment, a definition which permits quantitative 

measurement, and outlined a methodology for making such a measurement. The advantages 

of such an approach have been clearly shown in the work of Edgerton and Horrocks, for 

example, who have used quantitative data on research expenditure in the interwar period to 

demonstrate convincingly that more research was carried out by British industry than had 

hitherto been appreciated.

Chapter 4 presented in summary form the total number of chemists employed in the 

Manchester area during the period 1902-36, both estimated and counted. These numbers are 

based on an assessment of over 500 manufacturing establishments, plus many additional 

ones in commerce and in the public sector. The wide range of chemist demand was covered 

in Chapter 5 with examples drawn from individual factories, while Chapter 6 dealt with the 

balance of supply and demand, demonstrating the influence of economic and commercial 

factors on demand, and the resultant effects on supply.

The principal conclusions from this research are as follows:

1) This study has developed a methodology which makes it possible to obtain an overview of 

the employment of chemists in the Manchester area, despite incomplete records.

2) The focus of the method on employment -  and therefore on demand -  reveals that large 

numbers of chemists were employed in the Manchester area; larger numbers than have been 

suggested by estimates based on supply data. 3

3 D. E. H. Edgerton and S. M. Horrocks, ‘British industrial research and development before 1945’, Economic 
History Review, 47 (1994), pp. 213-38.
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3) The demand for chemists in the Manchester area was already high in 1902 and continued 

to grow throughout the period studied.

4) The range of industries that employed chemists extended well beyond the chemical 

industry. Furthermore, chemists were also employed in education and in commerce. This 

breadth of demand is one reason why the demand for chemists has been underestimated.

5) Not all demand was met by full-time study in Higher Education establishments. The thesis 

demonstrates that there was an alternative route into employment as chemists. This route 

was of considerable, although declining importance. There is some evidence that, at the 

beginning of the twentieth century, the alternative route also applied in education, commerce 

and across all industry, and not just in the chemical industry. However, there was a marked 

rise in the proportion of fully qualified chemists over the period.

6) Research was an increasingly important occupational destination for chemists over the 

period studied, particularly for those with degree-level qualifications.

7) Over the long-term, supply met demand. However, demand for chemists fluctuated over 

time, often due to economic factors. Such fluctuations in demand had an impact on the 

supply from educational establishments, although the time it took for feedback to work its 

way through the supply chain meant that this impact was delayed; the lag in the supply 

response meant that there were some years of oversupply and undersupply.

8) Furthermore, chemists displayed considerable mobility in their employment, especially 

those with degree level qualifications. Many chemists trained in the Manchester area left it to 

work elsewhere, but there was also an inflow of chemists with qualifications obtained 

elsewhere.

The following sections explore these conclusions more fully.
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7.2 THE CONCLUSIONS IN DETAIL

7.2.1 The Methodology: Reconstructing the Employment of Chemists

Drawing on the principles of Supply Chain Management theory, this study is based on the 

premise that employment is a measure of demand. In order to determine the total demand for 

chemists in the Manchester area it was therefore necessary to reconstruct a picture of their 

total employment from partial data. This is not an easy task: from Raphael Meldola to James 

Donnelly, commentators have noted the difficulty of establishing just how many chemists 

were actually employed in industry.4 The difficulties are also described clearly in Robin 

Mackie’s survey of the employment of chemists in Scotland.5

As described in Chapter 3, it proved possible to develop a method of estimating the 

demand for chemists in manufacturing industry, at the level of the individual establishment. 

This methodology provides a way of reconstructing an overview of any industry within a 

specific area, including estimates of the relative sizes of its manufacturing firms, even if 

many of its archives have been lost. It has been used here to estimate quantitatively the 

employment of chemists in manufacturing industry in the Manchester area. However, the 

method is of general application. The sources used consist of the relevant rate books and 

examples of archive data. The basic principle is that archive data concerning number of 

employees or number of chemists can be extrapolated to firms lacking data in the proportion 

of their respective rateable values. Estimates were prepared for the Manchester area for the 

years 1902, 1916, 1926 and 1936. In addition the study used a range of primary sources to 

count the number of all of those chemists in the Manchester area who could be identified by 

name in all sectors of employment, including manufacturing industry.

The 1931 Census provided additional information which enabled the total number of

4 R. Meldola, ‘Presidential Address’, Journal o f the Chemical Society, Transactions, 91, 1 (1907), p. 651; J. F. 
Donnelly, ‘Industrial recruitment o f chemistry students from English universities: a revaluation o f its early
importance’ British Journal for the History o f Science, 24 (1991), p. 3.
5 R. Mackie, ‘Counting chemists: the distribution o f chemical expertise in Scotland in the first half o f the 
twentieth century’, Journal o f Scottish Historical Studies 27, 1 (2007), pp. 48-74.
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chemical industry employees in the Manchester area to be split between factories based on 

their rateable value.6 Combining with the typical chemist to employee percentage gave a 

useful check to confirm the general accuracy of the estimation technique.

7.2.2 The Employment of Chemists in the Manchester Area in 1902

The results of estimation and counting, the two techniques of determining the number of 

chemists employed in 1902 in the Manchester area, are listed in Chapter 4, Table 4.2. These 

numbers of chemists were derived at the disaggregated level of individual establishments in 

the area. The estimated total in industry was 241 chemists and the counted total for all 

sectors was 251. Clearly these numbers are approximate, but considering the proportion of 

UK industry in Manchester, they are large and important conclusions may be drawn. 

Previous estimates for the number of chemists employed in 1902 were for the country as a 

whole, for example Dewar’s estimate of 1500 and Donnelly’s of 3500 chemists.7 8 Chapter 4, 

Section 4.7 argues that the Manchester numbers revealed by this thesis indicate a total of ca. 

6000 chemists for Britain, far more than hitherto suggested. These figures are in line with
o

those Mackie found for Scotland. These figures provide a useful, if approximate, 

comparison with Germany’s total of 3000 chemists in 1895 and 5800 in 1907.9

Even the number of chemists identified by name in the Manchester area in 1902 was 

large. We can therefore argue that the employment of so many chemists indicates that they 

were accepted throughout local industry. This large number of chemists employed provides 

a quantitative counter-argument to some of the criticisms of industry, for example Julia 

Wrigley’s argument that British education did not supply people ‘who were useful to 

industry’ or Corelli Barnett’s argument of a ‘crushing inferiority of British output of

6 When using this technique, individual factories may be out o f line, but the mean will be correct, because the 
total number o f employees in the area is shared out in a logical manner between all o f  the relevant 
establishments. This technique can be used for any industry separately identified in the 1931 Census.
7 Report British Association, 72 ( 1902), pp. 3-50; J. F. Donnelly, ‘Defining the industrial chemist in the United 
Kingdom’, 1850-1921, Journal of social History, 29 (1996) p. 781.
8 Mackie, pp. 71-2.
9 G. Cocks and K. A. Jarausch, German professions, 1800-1950 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), p. 
125..
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well-educated and well-trained personnel at every level’.10

7.2.3 The Demand for Chemists Grew Rapidly

We have noted that the number of chemists employed in the Manchester area was already 

high at the beginning of the twentieth century. The main change observed in the period up to 

1936 was the rapid increase in the number of chemists in the area. By 1936, the total of 

identified chemists in the Manchester area was 826, which is 3.3 times the 1902 total, a very 

similar proportionate change to that found in Scotland by Mackie11. The ratio for estimated 

chemists was similar. Although the measurement of chemist numbers at only four specific 

dates does not allow an accurate assessment of the rate of increase, it is clear from Chapter 4, 

Table 4.7 that a major increase took place in the decade between 1916 and 1926. It is also 

clear that in the major firms like Levinstein Ltd. and the Clayton Aniline Company, these 

industrial chemists were assisted by the employment of a large number of junior laboratory 

personnel and assistant chemists. The data of Table 4.7 also indicated that increasing 

numbers of chemists were being employed in other industries from the 1920s.

Chapter 5 described the introduction of contracts of employment for chemists from 

the early 1900s, so it could be argued that employers were making chemical employment 

more attractive. In Manchester salaries improved after 1900, especially in the First World 

War.12 For junior staff, the increasing prevalence of release for technical college study in the 

early twentieth century probably marked a change of attitude on the part of employers.

The number of chemist-employing establishments averaged about 400 throughout 

the period, including 120-130 chemical works. Their rateable values increased considerably 

between 1902 and 1936 due to increased investment, and it is likely that this was responsible 

for much of the increase in chemist employment.

10 J. Wrigley, ‘Technical education and industry in the nineteenth century’, in The decline o f the British 
economy ed by B. Elbaum and W. Lazonick (Oxford: Clarendon, 1986), pp. 181, 184; C. Barnett, The audit of 
war: the illusion and reality of Britain as a great nation (London: Macmillan, 1987), p. 205.
11 Mackie, p. 71.
12 See Chapter 5, Section 5.4.1.
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7.2.4 Chemists Employed in Other Industries

Chemists were identified in a wide range of chemical and other industries in the Manchester 

area throughout the period of this study. The data of Table 4.7 indicated a marked increase in 

the numbers of chemists being employed in non-chemical industries by the 1920s. Even 

Pilcher’s 1938 list of places of chemist employment, introduced in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.1, 

extensive though it was, did not cover the full range of employment in Manchester. In 

particular, the food, drink and tobacco sector provided a wider range than Pilcher described 

and chemists were also identified in commerce and in insurance. By comparison, historians 

have had a rather narrow focus when considering the employment of chemists. The dyestuffs 

industry has been used as a key example of the educational deficiency argument. However, 

even though the chemical industry of Manchester was strongly focused on the dyestuffs 

industry, as Chapter 5, Section 5.4.1 discussed, its adequate number of chemists employed 

contradicts the application of the usual educational deficiency and chemist supply deficiency 

arguments, which have been imputed by many historians as the cause of its ‘failure’.

The increase in demand for chemists in non-chemical industries occurred in the food 

industries, in textile dyeing and finishing, in metal founding and engineering and also, 

through its association with industry, in the textile Research Association in Manchester (the 

Shirley Institute). Graduate chemists were also employed in commercial firms and in 

analytical, consultant, insurance company and other laboratories. A substantial number 

worked for the utilities and in the public sector. It is probable that ‘practical chemists’ 

worked in the non-chemical industries at the beginning of the twentieth century as well, but 

such chemists were almost invisible in the records used to identify them, resulting in few 

being found.

Finally, a significant strand in the educational deficiency argument, following 13

13 However, more recently Travis and others have shifted the discussion by showing that other factors -  
economic, entrepreneurial and legal -  had a significant impact on the success o f the dyestuffs industry in the 
late nineteenth century. A. S. Travis, The rainbow makers, (London: Associated University Presses, 1993), pp. 
104-137.
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Cardwell, has been the lack of availability of chemists for industry because education took 

the majority share.14 However, Tables 4.2-4.5 demonstrate that although many chemists 

worked in education or in the public sector, the great majority worked in manufacturing 

industry, even in 1902. Since most chemists worked in industry, then most were supplied 

into industry. Even when looking only at the degree equivalent qualified chemists in 1902, 

there were almost as many in industry as in education.15 Yet Cardwell argued from the 

supply side that educational demand left few graduates for industry.16 Clearly, many of the 

Manchester chemists were part-time educated at the Municipal College, but in total there 

were roughly four times as many chemists in industry as in education, accepting that 

educational employment may have been undercounted in the early part of our period.

7.2.5 The Alternative Supply Process for Chemists

A key finding of this research is that not all chemist demand was met from full-time 

university or college education; there were alternative routes into employment as a chemist. 

Initially, an alternative supply route was the hiring of qualified German chemists; this was 

common in Manchester in the late nineteenth century, even up to 1914. Another alternative 

in this same period was some degree-level university or college study of chemistry on an 

occasional basis without taking a degree followed by on-the-job training, as the BAAS 

survey of 1902 indicated.17 Additionally, increasing numbers of industrial employees were 

receiving a formal programme of extended part-time chemistry education at the new 

technical schools and colleges which were established from the 1880s, as Chapter 6 noted 

from the Municipal College records. As Donnelly found at the United Alkali Company in 

Widnes, much of the chemist demand was filled by other than graduate supply.18 Similarly,

14 Cardwell (1972), p. 207.
15 Tables 4.2 and Appendix 3A demonstrate this clearly.
16 Cardwell (1972), p. 208.
17 BAAS, Reports, 72 (1902), pp. 97-8.
18 J. F. Donnelly, ‘Consultants, managers, testing slaves: changing roles for chemists in the British alkali 
industry, 1850-1920’, Technology and Culture, 35, 1 (1994), p. 104.
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the evidence from Levinstein Ltd. and the Clayton Aniline Company presented in Chapter 5 

is that the combination of many years of plant experience coupled with part-time education 

was being formalised into an alternative route to chemist by promotion. Achieving the status 

of chemist by this route, with an intermediate step of assistant chemist, typically took about 

ten years. Such ‘practical chemists’ were slightly less expensive to hire, although in the case 

of five chemists at the Clayton Aniline Company discussed in Section 5.4.1, their salaries 

were only moderately lower than those of the graduates. The analysis of chemist 

qualifications in Chapter 4, Table 4.9 shows that 27.5% of chemists in the Manchester area 

had degrees and 23.9% had Municipal College training. Thus almost as many chemists came 

via the alternative route as the degree route. These figures probably under-estimate the 

importance of the alternative supply route, as they are derived from an analysis of the 

chemists who have been identified. However, there was a gap between the estimated demand 

for chemists in manufacturing industry in the Manchester area and the number actually 

found, as Chapter 4, Tables 4.2-4.5 demonstrate. It is very likely that the alternative supply 

route was the method by which the gap in the demand was filled until the supply from 

full-time education at the universities and colleges could meet all demands.

Once this became the case, the alternative route was soon replaced by the 

employment of fully qualified chemists: indeed, the rise to 42% degree qualified by 1916, 

shown in Chapter 4, Table 4.9, implies that the process was underway in the first decade of 

the twentieth century. The proportion of degree qualified chemists employed in the 

Manchester area rose from 28% in 1902 to 70% in 1936. The evidence found in this research 

provides strong support for Pollard’s view that technical education was adequate at both the 

basic and the intermediate level, although there was an apparent shortage at degree level in 

the late nineteenth century.19

There is some evidence in Manchester that the alternative supply process applied 

outside the chemical industry in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. In the

19 S. Pollard, Britain's prime and Britain's decline (London: Edward Arnold, 1989), p. 271.
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educational sphere, Chapter 5, Section 5.5.1 noted the very large number of schoolteachers 

who trained on a part-time basis. The same trend to use part-time chemistry education has 

been noted in other industries and in commerce. However, by the 1920s an increasing trend 

to employ graduates was found in all sectors of chemist employment in the Manchester area.

7.2.6 Research Chemists Employed in the Manchester Area

Research was an increasingly important occupational destination for chemists over the 

period studied, particularly for those with degree-level qualifications. Research chemists in 

the area were virtually all graduates across the entire period and have been identified 

working in a wide range of Manchester industry from an early date. Chapter 5, table 5.1 

showed that ca. 4% of all chemists identified in the Manchester area were research chemists 

in 1902, with 9% in 1916, 23% in 1926 and finally 28% in 1936. The evidence of P. J. 

Hartog confirms that industrial research was seen as an important destination for chemistry 

graduates from Owens College before 1900.20 21 22 There were many examples of firms in 

Manchester with research chemists before 1920. By 1936, at least 25 establishments, 

including one Research Association, employed research chemists, half of them being outside 

the chemical industry, mainly in food, electrical engineering and engineering, as Section

5.3.2 noted. This large number of firms carrying out research in the Manchester area 

confirms the findings of Edgerton and Horrocks, but contradicts the more negative views of 

Mowery and Cardwell. Edgerton and Horrocks had refuted Mowery’s view that Britain 

relied too heavily on the government funded Research Associations. Moreover, it is clear 

from Table 5.1 that a substantial increase in the number of research chemists predated the 

formation of the principal Research Association in Manchester, confirming the point made
29by Edgerton and Horrocks that industry provided the early demand for chemistry research.

20 P. J. Hartog, The Owens College Manchester (Manchester: Cornish, 1900), p. 70.
21 Edgerton and (1994), pp. 213-38; D. C. Mowery, in Elbaum and Lazonick, (1986), pp. 189-222.
22 Edgerton and Horrocks, (1994), p. 235; D. E. H. Edgerton, ‘British Industrial R & D, 1 9 0 0 -1 9 7 0 Journal of 
European Economic History, 23, (1994), p. 65.
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The British Cotton Industries Research Association (the Shirley Institute) was established in 

1919 in Manchester. Chapter 5, Table 5.1 confirms that in 1926, the Shirley Institute was a 

relatively minor contributor to the total of research chemist employment in the area, 

although this would change over the next decade, during which it became a prominent 

employer of them. By the 1930s, the Shirley Institute was the second largest employer of 

research chemists in Manchester.

These Manchester trends are confirmed by SCI membership data from the wider 

Northwest which demonstrates that a rapid increase in the number of research chemists 

occurred between 1912 and 1920. Almost 10% of Northwest members were research 

chemists by 1920, so the high proportion of research chemists was not just a Manchester 

phenomenon. Early in our period, Chapter 5 provided evidence that many young graduates 

became research chemists, whereas the ‘practical chemists’ were employed in production, 

which could be seen as a rational use of resources. By 1936, almost 30% of local chemists 

were recorded as research chemists; research chemist was then the most common job title 

amongst the chemists of the Manchester area.

7.2.7 Supply met Demand: The Supply Chain for Chemists

An important conclusion from this research is that, over the long-term, supply met demand. 

However, demand for chemists fluctuated over time, often due to economic factors. In 

Chapter 6 the principles of Supply Chain Management were used to explain fluctuations in 

the demand for chemists. These suggest that when demand changes, the supply of chemists 

adjusts to meet the altered demand, although the time it takes for feedback to work its way 

through the supply chain may mean that the response is delayed.

When using supply chain systems in industry or commerce, a normal solution to a 

case of insufficient supply would be to use a substitute or alternative. In the late nineteenth 

century, alternative supplies compensated for a shortage of British chemistry graduates, 

including hiring German PhDs and the use of practical chemists. However, periodic
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episodes of economic difficulty during the period researched, caused several imbalances of 

supply and demand. Chapter 6 discussed the evidence that the first was probably in the 

downturn around 1908. The second was even more marked during the economic problems of 

1921-22 with worldwide overcapacities in most manufacturing industries, including 

chemicals. Reduced demand unfortunately coincided with a large supply of chemistry 

graduates, including those with recently completed post-war degrees. Due to the surplus of 

chemists, many graduates took jobs as chemistry or science teachers but this alternative 

employment would seem to have been insufficient to absorb all of the surplus supply. 

Chapter 6, Table 6.12 provides a striking picture of the situation. The editorials of the period 

cited confirmed the difficulties facing chemistry graduates as they looked for jobs. The lack 

of data on employment for the cohort graduating in 1922 suggests that graduates took 

whatever jobs they could find. When these were outside the chemical industry, they 

disappeared from the chemical records. There would probably also have been some 

unemployment amongst new graduates in 1922.

The demand for chemists was clearly dependent on economic conditions, and this 

information worked its way back through the supply chain to affect the number of students 

entering the Manchester colleges. Since the typical length of course was either three or four 

years, there was a delay of at least three years before the system could fully respond. The 

output of chemistry graduates at Owens College, which had been about 30 per year around 

1910, fell to 20 per year from the late 1920s, so the depression of 1931 did not seem to result 

in the same difficulty in finding employment as occurred in 1921-22. The Manchester 

college data demonstrates that feedback in the supply chain operated as might be expected to 

reduce the supply of graduates to match the reduced demand for chemists. Chapter 6 noted 

that Haber found this to be a paradox. He felt that the increasing research activity in the 

country should have been reflected in an increasing supply of graduate chemists. However, 

if we assume that demand is the driving force, then, applying supply chain principles, the
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supply should eventually adjust itself correctly to the demand. We might also assume that 

the oversupply of 1921 would cause both university authorities and students to adopt a 

cautious policy for some time thereafter.

It seems likely that graduate supply between 1905 and the mid 1920s had satisfied 

the 'new' demands leaving a rather lower 'replacement' demand to cover the retirement of 

older chemists. Later in the 1930s, the majority of Manchester chemistry graduates were 

again going into industry. Again, this is no paradox, merely a response to new demands. 

With the general improvement in the economy, industry attracted a higher proportion of 

graduate chemists into the works.

If there were several periods of oversupply of chemists, then logically it is difficult to 

speak of a shortage of chemists at any time between about 1908 and 1939, except for the 

sudden additional wartime requirements in 1914. As far as can be ascertained from the 

Manchester data, the demands for chemists were fully met by the two supply routes.

7.2,8 The Geographical Mobility of Chemists

Chemists, especially those with degree-level qualifications displayed considerable mobility 

in their employment. Chapter 6 demonstrates the way in which chemists were supplied in the 

Manchester area. Employment data for Owens College graduate chemists is almost complete 

(85%). It demonstrates that the graduates were geographically mobile; half of the supply 

from the college left the Northwest region, only 19% staying in the Manchester area, as 

Table 6.13 indicates. Of the Owens graduates known to have become school teachers, only 

11% stayed in the Manchester area.

Initially, most of the locally employed graduates were supplied by Owens College. 

The data on identified chemists has shown that in the periods 1916-26 and 1926-36, the 

majority of those chemists who stayed in Manchester, also stayed with the same firm. Some 

Manchester graduates went overseas, although emigration was not a significant outflow
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from the area. However, after 1916 there was a large inflow of chemistry graduates into the 

Northwest from other areas, especially with London degrees (not necessarily London 

geographically), as Chapter 6, Table 6.9 demonstrated. As a result, graduates from 

elsewhere were slightly in the majority by 1936.

7.3 THE DEMAND FOR CHEMISTS IN BRITAIN

In summary this research can claim with some justification that it has demonstrated that: 

demand provides a better indicator of chemist numbers than supply; 

numbers of chemists identified were far higher than has previously been estimated;

- Manchester’s (and hence Britain’s) various supply systems met demand;

demand inevitably fluctuated through the economic turbulence of the first half of the 

twentieth century, but the trend was inexorably upwards.

Scientific and technical education in Manchester, whether of graduates or of part-time 

educated chemists, appears to have been a demand led process that fully met local needs. 

Opportunities may have been lost in dyestuffs research and investment in the 1870s and 

1880s. However, there was no ‘crushing inferiority’ of scientific and technical education or 

lack of demand for it there. Even in dyestuffs manufacture, as Chapter 5 noted, Manchester 

firms used a rather higher proportion of chemists per employee than Germany did. We can 

infer that the reason for the major increase in the number of students at both Owens College 

and the Municipal College around 1890 shown by Chapter 6, Tables 6.1 and 6.2 was that 

there was a demand for them.

The early phase of the decline debate and the contributions of such key figures as 

Cardwell, Landes and Aldcroft were introduced in Chapter 1. The introduction noted that 

their views were formulated at a time when technical education was a matter of concern and 

under serious discussion in post-Second-World-War Britain. However, their view of a 

shortage of scientists and technologists at the beginning of the twentieth century is
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contradicted by the finding of this research, that the demand for chemists was fully met in the 

Manchester area. One reason for the divergence of opinion may be that the focus in the early 

stages of the decline debate was on supply at the elite level, namely of the graduate chemist. 

The Manchester evidence shows that the demand started at an early date and that it was met 

by two alternative supply routes from the late nineteenth century. As was discussed in 

Chapters 5 and 6, this is in agreement with the opinions of Sanderson and Pollard who held 

that technologists were produced in the numbers and quality needed, and with those of 

Sandberg and Marsch that the way in which this was achieved was a rational and pragmatic 

choice. There should have been no negative effects on the development of Northwest 

industry caused by a shortage of chemists.

Cardwell suggested that it was only when educational demands had been met that 

surplus teachers became industrial scientists, postulating that industrial demand could not 

exist until the universities were producing the specialist. As discussed in the introduction, 

several historians have followed Cardwell in criticising the defective supply of scientists, 

which this research has found to be a less satisfactory approach. However, there now seems 

to be an emerging consensus that the availability of scientists and technologists was not a 

serious problem for Britain, although Michael Dintenfass still sounds a more sceptical note. 

Stephen Broadberry has shown how the balance adopted in Britain between academic and 

vocational education was well suited to local conditions, with a satisfactory balance between 

intermediate level skills through apprenticeships and higher-level professional 

qualifications. Similarly, Michael Sanderson has argued that ‘broadly the connection of 

education and the labour market in the 1900s was good.’ The combination of apprenticeship, 

post-elementary working class education, ‘ample’ technical education along with Oxbridge 23

23 S. Broadberry, ‘Human capital and skills’, in The Cambridge economic history o f modem Britain, Volume 
II: Economic maturity, 1860-1939 ed. by R. Floud and P. Johnson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2004), p. 73.
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and the civic universities ‘catered for all career outcomes.’24 The author’s research strongly 

supports the view that there was no shortage of chemists, over the period 1902-1936, not 

even at the start. It also confirms that the majority of chemists were employed in industry 

from the start. The evidence from Manchester is that the positive change in technical 

education started around 1890 and was well underway by 1902, a point that has been made 

by Sanderson.25 26

Therefore, this research concludes that there was neither a failure to supply chemists, 

nor a shortage of them. The early supply of graduates was limited, but the use of graduates in 

research and of practically trained chemists in the works should have compensated for this. 

Further, the high numbers of research chemists identified in the Manchester area support the 

view of Edgerton and Horrocks that much more research was done early in the twentieth
s

century than historians have previously realised. This thesis also argued in the conclusion 

to Chapter 6 that an advantage of Britain’s demand led training of chemists was that it 

largely avoided the mass unemployment of chemists which occurred in 1930s Germany.27

There are many possible reasons for the relative decline of Britain. On the evidence 

of the Manchester area, shortage of chemists can be excluded as a cause.

24 M. Sanderson, ‘Education and the labour market,’ in Work and pay in twentieth-century Britain ed. by N. 
Crafts, I. Gazeley and A. Newell, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), p. 270-1.
25 M. Sanderson, ‘Education and economic decline, 1870-1914’, in The British industrial decline, ed by J. P 
Dormois and M. Dintenfass (1999), pp. 155-174.
26 D. E. H. Edgerton and S. M. Horrocks, ‘British industrial research and development before 1945’, Economic 
History Review, 47 (1994), pp. 213-38.
27 L. F. Haber, The Chemical Industry 1900-1930 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1971), pp. 364-5.
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THE APPENDIX TABLES

Additionally, five tables of raw data for the Manchester area colleges are on the data disk.

Owens College; Source: Owens College, Students, (Student’s records, 1888-1940, 3 Vols. 

Ref. DCH/1/2/2/1-3).

D1A Owens College. A list of all chemistry students recorded in the registration books, 

1888-1940, including short course students. Students are listed with registration number, 

name of student, degrees (if awarded), other comment and subsequent employment.

D1AB Owens College. A list of honours degree chemistry students only, as recorded in 

the registration books, 1888-1940. Students are listed with registration number, name of 

student, source of additional information (information placed in brackets), date of degrees 

awarded, additional comment and subsequent employment.

Municipal College; Source: Registers o f Admissions, 1883-1909. The Municipal 

Technical School/The Municipal School of Technology, Manchester.

DIB Municipal College. A list of all part-time students of chemistry from 1883 to 1909, 

with registration number, registration year, name of student, age, occupation, courses 

taken, employer, employers’ address, sector of employment and sector code.

D1C Municipal College. A list of all full-time day students of chemistry, 1900-1908, with 

registration number, registration year, name of student, age and courses taken.

Stockport College; Source: Stockport College for Further Education, Admission Registers 

for Chemistry Courses, 1931-1940.

DID Stockport College. A list of all part-time students of chemistry, for certain years 

1931-1940, with registration year, name of student, age, courses taken, employer and 

sector of employment.
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Summarised Municipal College Data

Table 1A Numbers of Students per Employment Sector, 1883-1908.

Tables containing data of chemist employing establishments in the Manchester area.

Table 2A Chemist-employing Establishments, Manchester Area, 1902 and 1916

Table 2B Chemist-employing Establishments, Manchester Area, 1926 and 1936

These tables were prepared by the method described in Chapter 3, Section 3.6.4. Details of 

the rate books used as sources are listed in both Chapter 3 and the Bibliography. The 

sources used to identify chemists are listed in Chapter 3, Table 3.4.

Abbreviations have been used throughout Tables 2 A and 2B for reasons of space; 

Ltd. is omitted from company names.

Abbreviations Used in Tables 2A and 2B
Analytical Anal Manufacturing Mfg
Association Assn Manufacturers Mfrs
Company Co Refiner Ref
Consultant Con Syndicate Syn
Corporation Corp Station Stn
Lancashire Lancs Stockport Stkpt
Lane Ln United Utd
Manchester Man Works Wks

Tables Listing Chemists Identified by Name in the Manchester Area

3A Identified Chemists, Manchester Area, 1902

3B Identified Chemists, Manchester Area, 1916 

3C Identified Chemists, Manchester Area, 1926 

3D Identified Chemists, Manchester Area, 1936

The tables list for each identified chemist their name, occupation, the source from which 

the data came, their employer/address and their qualifications (main qualifications only). A 

full listing of sources used is in Chapter 3, Table 3.4.
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Table 6.4: Part-time Students of Chemistry. Municipal College. Employment Sector by Percentage and Number, 1883/4-1908/9.

S E S S IO N 1883 1885 1887 1889 1892 1895 1898 1900 1902 1904 1906 1908 N u m b e r %

C O D E  S E C T O R  %
V  C hem ica l Industry 10 15 13 10 13 27 17 19 19 19 18 19 581 17.4

V II T ex tile  dye ing  and fin ish ing 36 24 33 32 26 25 19 14 15 21 24 20 729 21.9

IV ,V I e tc . O th e r m anu fac tu ring  indus try 18 18 16 16 18 12 16 22 18 20 16 18 591 17.8

X  Food, d rin k  and tobacco 3 2 12 6 7 8 6 7 6 5 5 5 193 5.8

U n ive rs itie s  and co lleges 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 1 1 2 3 4 1.0

S choo lteache rs 6 5 5 6 4 2 11 12 11 10 10 12 3 1 3 9.4

X V II C o m m erce  and finance 18 25 12 16 21 13 14 10 12 10 10 10 4 1 7 12.5

X V  U tilities 1 1 1 3 9 4 8 7 9 6 1 87 5.6

P ub lic  Bodies, RAs 2 1 3 4 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 4 5 1.4

M ed ica l, hosp ita l labs. 2 4 2 5 2 3 4 5 4 3 2 3 112 3.3

E m p lo ye r no t identified 4 4 5 5 3 4 4 6 4 2 3 4 129 3.9

T o ta l: P e rcen tage 100 100 100 99 100 100 101 101 100 100 99 100 . . . 100.0

Total: Student numbers 1 0 8 9 6 1 7 2 1 7 2 1 6 3 1 7 4 3 2 1 3 1 8 3 5 7 4 4 1 4 9 7 5 1 2 3 3 3 1 —

Source: The Municipal Technical School, Manchester, Registers o f Admissions,1883-1909, Manchester University: John Rylands University Library, University Archive and 
Records Centre.
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TA BLE 2A: C hem ist-em ploying Establishm ents, M anchester Area, 1902 and 1916
1902-3 C h e m is t s 1916-7 C h e m is t s

N am e A dd ress D escrip tion C ode R V  £ E st. Id. R V £ E s t. Id.
A nch o r C hem ica l Co C layton  Lane C hem ica l W ks che 28 1 67 1 1
A nde rson  Joseph & Sons B ank St C hem ica l W ks che 32 1 72 1
A ng lo  A m erican  O il Co M atthew  St O il W orks che 253 1 245 1
A n iline  S torage  Co T ra ffo rd  Park W arehouse che 0 483 1
A rn fie ld  J C & Sons P rince 's  St, W orks che presen t 1 157 2 1
A tlas  P rin ting  Ink Co D arley St W orks che 0 250 1
B aker & Co (M ancheste r) C rab tree  Lane Mfg. C hem ists che p rese n t 1 276 2
B arlow  Hy & Son Lancash ire  Hill O il W orks che 74 0 72 0
B arrow  R eg ina ld A shton  N ew  Rd C hem ica l W ks che 108 1 0
B arytes (M cr) Irkda le  St Tennan ts che 0 70 1
Batten John B rom ley  S t Soap W orks che 0 58 0
B ayley F S C lanahan  & Co 44B ra zen no seS t M erchants che p rese n t 0 p resen t 1
B ebb ing ton  Joseph B rom ley  St S oap  W orks che 64 1 0
B eckett J M & Son H u lm eH a llLane C hem ica l W ks che 416 3 1 416 4
B enger F B & Co M ary St C hem ica l W ks che 192 2 1 204 2
B erry  W m /C h isw ick  Polish C o llyhu rs t Polish  M frs che presen t 1 317 3
BO C  Ltd G t M arlborough che 0 presen t 1 1
B riggs  Jas & Sons B lack ley Lion O il W orks che 0 50 0
B rit C arb ide  Facto ries B ank St W orks che 0 421 3
British  A liza rine  Co T ra ffo rd  Park C hem ica l W ks che 0 p rese n t 5
B ro the rs C hem ica l Co T ra ffo rd  Park che ?? 1 1 p rese n t 1 1
Brow n A lbe rt & Co G rosven or S t S oap W ks che 30 1 0
B urkha rd t C has A 35 Founta in  S t A na l C hem ist che 47 1 presen t 1
B ythw ay J T  & H S pring  G ardens D rysa lte rs che presen t 0 p resen t 0
C a lve rt F C & Co G ibbon St W orks che 5 4 0 1 5 546 5
C arbon ic  A cid  G as Co P olla rd  S t E ast W orks che 209 2 209 1
C laus & Re (C laus& C o) C rab tree  Lane C hem ica l W ks che 198 2 2 212 3 9
C layton  A n iline  Co C ha tham  St C hem ica l W ks che 2257 21 17 2307 21 29
C ob ley D anie l S C heste r Rd S oap W ks che presen t 0 46 1
C oppock Thos M ars land  S t P a in t M frs che 38 0 30 0
C opra  O il R efin ing  Co R om iley W orks che 0 600 1
C ornb rook  C hem ica l Co N ew bridge  Ln D ye M frs che presen t 0 1 234 2
C ow burn  & C ow par T ra ffo rd  Park che 0 presen t 1 1
C rane  P M o ir & Co B ank St O il W orks che 475 1 188 1
C rew e P H & Co M illgate , S tkp t che 0 presen t 1 1
C rysta l P a in t & Varn ish  Co V icke rs  St C hem ica l W ks che 50 0 0
C ussons S ons & Co L illey St C hem ica l W ks che 105 1 0
D avis  A  H N orris  St, S tkp t P a in t W orks che 60 0 60 0
D ean & W ood G ibbon St Bone M anure che 62 0 70 0
E as t Lancs C hem ica l Co E dge lane C hem ica l W ks che 55 1 55 1
E llis  Jones & Co (S tkpt) M anches te r Rd, £ C o lou r W ks che 112 1 1 162 2 1
Fa lcon Oil Co tra ffo rd  Park W orks  (1921) che 0 120 0
G a tenby  Rd &  Co R ochda le  Rd S oap  M frs che 167 1 167 1
G ibson R ob t & Sons E rsk ine  St M fg C hem ists che 269 2 321 3
G oadsby & Co Q ueen St P ain t W ks che 100 0 25 0
G ould  Thos C heste rga te W orkshop che 22 0 24 1
G reen Hy & Sons H olt Town O il R efiners che 46 0 0
G reenw ood  Bros W elling ton  Rd S P ain t W ks che 36 0 presen t 0
G rim shaw  Bros C ha tham  S t C hem ica l W ks che 125 1 2 118 2
G rossm an 's  C yanideP tsS yn H enhu rs t St W orks che 155 2 1 0
G u e st T hos & Co C arru thers  St M fg. C hem ists che 375 3 195 2
H am pson Bros C layton  Ln C hem ica l W ks che 0 41 0
H am pson F redk G rey M are Ln Logw ood  W ks che 104 0 0
H ardm an & H olden A shton  N ew  Rd C hem ica l W ks che 458 3 560 4 1
H ardm an & H olden V arley  S t/V ickers BenzoleR efinery che 1262 10 5 2176 16 4
H ardm an & H olden C orbe tt S t W orks che presen t 0 97 1
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1902-3 C h e m is t s 1916-7 C h e m is t s
N am e A ddress D escrip tion C ode R V  £ Est. Id. R V  £ Est. Id.
H arris  H art & Co B ottom ley  S ide C hem ica l W ks che 0 72 1
H a r tW B E xchange  St Con. C hem ist che 1 1 0
H enshaw  John & Co G reen Lane S oap W orks che p rese n t 0 66 1
H eyw ood W m Little  G reen M fg C hem ists che 54 “ Ï 1 p resen t 1
H igg in  LLoyd & Co L ittle  P e te r St Mfg C hem ists che 264 2 1 0
H illc res t O il Co C ro ft St O il W orks che 0 104 1 1
H ines E; Booth Jas  & Co C ollie ry  s t S ize W orks che 42 0 60 1
HM  W ar D ept G orton  Rd C hem ica l W ks che 0 N ot Ratee 8 8
H olt Tow n C o lour Co H olt Town W orks che 0 34 1 1
H orrocks  Thos A shton  N ew  Rd T a r D istille rs che 92 1 312 3 1
H ough H oseason & Co 2 B ridge  St M fg C hem ists che p rese n t 0 p resen t 2 2
H urle t & C am psie  A lum  Co B ank St P russia  W orks che 128 1 128 1 1
H yland T  & S ons (T  & Co) P o tte ry  Row Oil W orks che 274 1 267 1
Jackson T A shton  N ew  Rd C hem ica l W ks che 152 1 1 152 2 1
Johnson Bros O ld Rd, S tkp t C hem ica l M frs che 0 60 1
Jones W  E S ew erby S t S oapery? che 0 12fT 0
K apu tine(G enera l)S yn H arpu rhey Lab.&  S toreroon che 0 83 1
K ay Bros S t P ete rsga te C hem ica l M frs che 141 1 2 323 2 3
Kenyon G eo B ackP iccad illy D rysa lte rs che presen t 1 1 presen t 1
Kenyon Thos H ulm e Hall Ln C hem ica l W ks che 83 1 83 1
K im berley  O il Co C orbe tt St W orkshop che presen t 0 33 0
Laing  1 Son & Co T ra ffo rd  Park M fg D rysa lters che 0 550 3
Lancash ire  O il R efin ing  Co R om iley O il R e fine rs che 0 300 0
L ankshea r & W ickstead W ood ley see  B arden& C o che 0 188 2 1
Lev ins te in  Ltd C rum psa ll V ale C hem ica l W ks che 1638 13 19 2522 21 25
L in foo t & C oope r Ltd G rey St C hem ica l W ks che 0 156 2
Lockw ood  H & C o Ltd A shton  N ew  Rd C hem ica l W ks che 235 2 0
Lockw ood  H & Co Ltd V icke rs  St C hem ica l W ks che 300 2 0
London O il R efin ing  Co B row ning  S t W orks che presen t 0 21 0
Low e C has & Co L iverpoo l St C hem ica l M frs che 515 5 1 593 5 2
Low ther J W  & Co Briddon St O il R e fine rs che 51 0 0
Lyons Ink P ark St Ink M anufr. che 105 0 0
M acpherson  D onald  & Co C ornb rook  Rd P ain t M frs che 150 1 400 2
M anches te r C hem ica l Co G ibbon S t W orks che 125 1 125 1
M anches te r C hem ica l Co B radshaw  St W orks che 167 1 125 1
M anches te r Labora to ry, The C larence  S t Lab. W  Gadd che 16 1 1 0
M anches te r O xide  Co C anal S t A liza rine  W ks che 500 4 2 500 4 1
M an A ce ty lene  G as Co C rabtree  Lane W orks che 0 69 1
M an O il & T a llow  Refng Co P iercy St W orks che 50 0 56 0
M an P ain t & V arn ish  Co G race  S t.A ncoa ts W orks che presen t 0 99 0
M ancr& S he ffie ldT  a rW ksC o C ro ft St C hem ica l W ks che presen t 0 50 1
M arsden Edw C layton  Lane C hem ica l W ks che 40 1 0
M a ther W m D yer St D rugg is t'sM frs che 167 1 175 2 1
M cC arde ll O sw ald  & Co W est S t/R odney i W orks  (Tar) che 42 0 129 1
M cD ouga ll B ros P ort St D is in fec tan t che presen t 2 2 presen t 2 2
M cK eans P a ten t S ize Co S outham  St S ize W orks che 145 0 145 1
M e tca lf &  Co H olland  St Soap W orks che presen t 1 63 1
M ills  Joseph  M H em pshaw  Ln M eths. M frs che 30 0 202 1
M itche ll G H C ro ft St C hem ica l W ks che 60 1 0
M oore  S am ue l T rafford  Park C hem ica l M frs che 0 331 2
M organ W  J & Co C rum psall V ale M atch  W orks che 213 1 228 1
M orris  H N & Co T ra ffo rd  P ark C hem ica l M frs che 931 7 1
M orris  H erbe rt N W  Gorton M fg C hem ists che 159 2 2 T N T  in '1C 2 2
M oss A lbe rt & Co H r B arlow  R ow E ssence  M frs che 24 0 presen t 0
M ounta in  W  A  C B redbury C hem ica l M frs che 0 14 1 1
N igo  R efin ing  Co Levenshu lm e  Rd W orks che 0 55 0
North  British  C hem ica l Co W ood St W orks che 0 84 0
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O ld fie ld  Pattinson S pring G ardens W s a le  D rugg is t che presen t 0 342 1
P ilk ing ton  T & Co C o llyhu rs t Rd M fg C hem ists che 117 1 117 1
Poch in  H D & Co V icke rs  S t A lum  Yard che 114 1 0
Poch in  H D & Co V icke rs  S t C hem ica l W ks che 436 3 2 0
P otte r & C lark Luna St W orks che 0 94 1
R am ie  Co B redbury W orks che 165 1 1 255 2
R atc liffe  Jas & Sons M ow bray St, S tkp C and le  W orks che 50 0 140 1 1
R efined  B orax Co H r W oodley Facto ry che 60 1 0
R oberts  Dale  & C o/R oberts  T C ornb rook Rd C hem ica l W ks che 385 3 1 c lo s e d '16 1 1
R ob inson  H & Co C ulche th  Lane W orks che 27 1 1 presen t 1 1
R ob inson N (W m ) (C layton) Lt O ld fie ld  St V ine g a r W ks che 184 1 200 1
S andoz C hem ica l Co G t B ridgew a te r SI W orks che 0 67 1
S chofie ld  C & J A shton  N ew  Rd C hem ica l W ks che 347 3 2 358 3 1
S ha llc ross  & Co C ollie ry  st C hem ica l W ks che 24 1 24 1
S ha rra tt W m  Exors o f C rabtree  Lane C hem ica l W ks che 36 1 1 54 1 1
S m ith  & Fo rrest H olt Town W orks che 167 1 167 1
S m ith  A lfred B ank St C hem ica l W ks che presen t 1 1 173 1 1
S m ith  John Oil Co D aw  Bank, S tkp t O il W orks che 16 0 52 0
S outhern  (C otton) Oil Co T ra ffo rd  Park W orks che 0 2439 5
S pence  P ete r & Sons H olland  St A lum  W orks che 1298 10 8 1298 5 2
S pence r E m m a Tam  w orth  St O il W orks che 54 0 54 0
S tockpo rt U nited C hem ica l Co O ld Rd, S tkp t C hem ica l W ks che 0 presen t 1
T e n n a n t&  Co C ollie ry  St C hem ica l W ks che 650 5 3 652 5 2
The  O xygen Co; la te r BOC G t M arlborough  S W orks  & O ffice che 366 2 267 2
T hom pson  F C & Son B land St Ink M frs che 0 365 1
T hom pson  W  G & Co C rown S t A n iline  Dyes che 121 2 2 0
U nion A lka li Co P olla rd  St W orks che 111 2 2 111 2
Utd Ind igo & C hem ica l Co C oope r St che presen t 1 1
V eno  W m  H, V eno  D rug Co C edar S t D rug C om pany che 107 1 183 1
V icke rs  T  & Sons V icke rs  St Bone yard che 956 3 2 623 2
W ae ch te r Lou is W m E rsk ine  St O il R e fine ry che 71 0 71 0
W a lke r Joseph  & Co S oapery  S t M nfg C hem ists che 192 1 0
W ells  M & Co H ardm an S t O il R e fine rs che 167 1 0
W estm aco tt & Sons H ulm e Hall lane M nfg C hem ists che presen t 1 152 1
W hitehead  R B rom ley  St C hem ica l W ks che 64 1 72 1
W h ittake r R ichd M id land  St S tarch  W ks che presen t 0 217 1
W oo lley  J A G t B ridgew a te r St W orks che 32 0 presen t 0
W oo lley  Jas  S ons & Co K now sley  St C hem ica l W ks che 307 4 4 375 5 1
Y oungsP ara ffinL t& M in lO ilC o H ardm an S t W hse che 109 0 0
B ee B rew ery  Co M onm outh  S t B rew ery fod 142 0 0
Bell & Co B e llS t/H em pshaw B rew ery fod 498 0 724 1
B en tley  Geo V iaduct St B rew ery fod 175 0 0
B ertenshaw  & T u rne r B as low  St Jam  M frs fod 200 0 217 0
B esw ick C oop S ocy P hilips Park Rd B akery fod 0 343 0
B odd ing tons B rew eries Briddon S t B rew ery fod 684 0 620 1
B odd ing tons B rew eries M ary St B rew ers fod 1064 1 0
British  O il & C ake M ills T ra ffo rd  W ha rf Rc M ille rs fod 0 2602 1
Brow n John & C o(M ossg ie l) D olph in  St B ottling  W orks fod 0 219 0
C am w al S tockpo rt Rd M inera l W aters fod 178 0 0
C heste rs  B rew ery  Co P rincess S t/G rey B rew ery fod 1321 1 1326 1
C larke  R & Co S andy lane, S too l B rew ery fod 253 0 225 0
C lifton  D anie l & Co C oope r St, S tockf B rew ery fod 422 0 0
C ornb rook  B rew ery Co E llesm ere  St B rew ery  e tc fod 1206 1 1192 1
C W S H aze lbo ttom  Rd B iscu it W orks fod 2417 1 1 2948 1
C W S Trafford  W h a rf Rc F lou r M ill fod 0 10713 2
C W S B en t St R esearch  Lab fod 0 presen t 1 1
C W S S harp  S t T o ba cco  W ks fod 0 857 1
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C W S G ould  St T o ba cco  W ks fod 750 0 409 0
D ow d P atrick H illk irk  St M inera l W aters fod 119 0 121 0
Dyson Jas (M an) D ucie  St M inera l W aters fod 112 0 327 0
E llio tt & C rabtree R ichard  St S tarch W orks fod 175 1 175 1
F au lde r Hy & Co W arren  St, Stockp C ocoa W orks fod 376 0 584 0
F au lde r Hy & Co H allam  St, S tockp C on fec tione ry fod 651 0 832 1 1
G reenha lgh  J H urst St, Reddish P reserve  W ks fod 329 0 341 0
G roves & W hitna ll E rsk ine  S t Brewery fod 833 0 500 0
G rundy John M arrio tt St, S tock| M inera l W aters fod 76 0 77 0
H ailw ood A ugustin H r A rdw ick B akery fod 0 presen t 0
H ardy 's  C rown B rew ery R enshaw  St B rew ery fod 845 0 867 0
H ay E J & Co S ackville  St C aram e l W ks fod 0 89 0
H olt Joseph E xchange  St B rew ery fod 501 0 591 0
Horn John (S tockport) C anada  St, S tkp t C on fec tione ry fod 0 720 0
H ov is  B read F lou r Co T ra ffo rd  P ark M ille rs fod 0 1971 1
H ugon & Co O gden Lane Lard  & S uet fod 0 492 1
H yde 's  Q ueens B rew ery M oss Lane W. B rew ery fod 0 558 0
Isso tt Edw  E xors o f S tockpo rt Rd B rew ery fod 265 0 0
Jew sbu ry  & Brown A rdw ick  G reen M inera l W aters fod 950 1 2 1458 2
Kay &  W hittake r C ity  Road B rew ery fod 338 0 0
Kays A tlas B rew ery S tockpo rt Rd B rew ery fod 916 0 710 0
K enyon T S oapery  St S tarch W orks fod presen t 202 1
K ilve rt N & S ons T ra ffo rd  Park Rd Lard R efine rs fod 0 2582 2
Lancash ire  H yg ien ic  D airies M u lbe rry  St D airy fod 84 0 242 0
Lees M oss S ide B rew ery B radshaw  S t B rew ery fod 0 375 0
L illey H L & Co L illey St S tarch W ks fod 175 1 0
M a nche s te r B rew ery  Co C oope r St, S tkp t B rew ery fod 422 0 317 0
M anches te r B rew ery  Co D evonsh ire  St B rew ery fod 515 0 0
M anches te r B rew ery  Co B road ie  St B rew ery fod 928 0 878 0
M ckenna  B & J R ochda le  Rd B rew ery fod 300 0 0
M cV itie  & Price C arte r St Bakery fod 0 104 0
M ille r C J B righ t St Baking  P dr fod 238 0 238 0
M oritz  G eo B ank St S tarch W ks fod 51 0 0
N els trop  W m  & Co M anches te r Rd Corn M ill fod 542 0 546 0
O penshaw  B rew ery  Co B rook S t B rew ery fod 590 0 591 0
P aton 'sM in IW ate r& B ottlingC o P rincess S t B uild ing fod 219 0 219 0
P attre iouex Joseph  A D erby St T obacco  W ks fod 240 0 192 0
P lan te rs  M arga rine  Co C orpo ra tion  St O ffices fod 0 1350 0
P rice  B ros (B akers) P arro tt St B akery fod 0 280 0
R ob inson  E & Sons S t P ete rsga te T obacco  W ks fod 183 0 203 0
R ob inson F Lr H illga te , S tkp t B rew ery fod 116 0 414 1 1
R ob inson C has D enton St B rew ery fod 125 0 92 0
R othw e ll W  T O ldham  Rd B rew ery fod 300 0 0
S andars  J D T ra ffo rd  Park M alts ters fod 0 2000 2
S harrock  R & Sons S t Leonard  St Bakery fod 0 300 0
S how ells  S tockpo rt B rew ery H em pshaw  Ln B rew ery fod 285 0 0
S lack & C ox H yde Rd M inera l W aters fod 167 0 185 0
S tockpo rt C oopera tive  Socy A dsw ood  Rd Bakery fod 0 413 0
S top fo rds  B rew ery  Co B irch St B rew ery fod 390 0 300 0
S utc liffe  W  E & S ons W ors ley  St Corn M ill fod 900 0 955 0
S uthers & Co C larence  St B akehouse fod 0 113 0
S w ales  J & G & Co Junction  St B rew ery fod 458 0 250 0
Sw an B rew ery Kyle St B rew ery fod 0 presen t 0
T a y lo r John & C o Pollard  St B rew ery fod 421 0 375 0
T ay lo r's  E agle  B rew ery C ecil St B rew ery fod 731 0 657 0
W hitb read  & Co C la rem on t Rd B ottling  S tores fod 0 192 0
W hite  R & Sons H eath St M inera l W aters fod 755 0 0
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W ilson  H C & Co M onsall Rd N ew  B rew ery fod 1045 1 1022 1
W ilson  H C & Co M onsall Rd O ld B rew ery fod 1295 0 0
Y ates  C astle  B rew ery Fa irfie ld  S t B rew ery fod 716 0 782 ~ 0
A llen  W m Union St B rass F ounders oth 150 0 0
A ncoa ts  V a le  R ubber Co P alm erston  St W orks oth 667 1 667 2
A nd rew  J E H & Co Gorton Rd G as E ng ine  W k i oth 366 0 0
A rm strong  Brita in L loyd St Laundry oth 0 100 0
A rm strong  W hitw orth W hitw orth  St M ach ine  W ks oth 16276 2 2 21424 2 2
A rm strong  W hitw orth C layton  Lane S tee l W orks oth 0 2572 1
A rm strong  W hitw orth North  St W orks oth 0 3376 0
A shw orth  Elijah B rydonville  St G as E ng ine  M fn oth 834 1 917 1
A shw orth  J ( M an) A shw orth  St Tanyard oth 185 0 161 0
A ustin  C E & B ro ther M ill S t Forge oth 399 0 0
B ank B ridge  W orks B ank B ridge R ubbe r M frs oth 0 267 1
B arne t C ohen B rom ley  St R ubbe r M frs oth 334 1 0
B axenda le  & Co K enyon St W ks/W hses oth 2031 1 0
B axenda le  & Co T ra ffo rd  P ark Lead M frs oth 0 750 1
B ennetts  Iron Foundry B lucher St Iron Foundry oth 629 0 0
B ennetts  Iron Foundry G reen Lane Foundry oth 0 600 1
B eyer P eacock & Co R ailw ay St Iron W orks oth 1420 1 1 1485 1
B eyer P eacock & Co G orton  Lane Iron W orks oth 0 4083 0
B irm ingham  B rass/C oppe r Co R oyton St W orks oth 0 129 0
B lack ley  R ubber Co Bell S t W orks oth 0 50 0
B ra tbu ry  & H inchcliffe S and fo rd  S t B rass F ounders oth 163 0 285 0
Brit. R ecovered  R ubber Co C ha tham  S t R ubbe r W orks oth 34 0 42 0
B roadhu rs t & Co G ibbon St R ubbe r M frs oth 500 1 458 2
B rooks & D oxey O ldham  Rd Iron W orks oth 3223 1 2725 1
Brow n W m  Exors o f S hort St Iron foundry oth 359 0 307 0
B row ning  S t R ubber W orks Brow ning  St W orks oth 57 0 57 0
B row n low  H H A bb e y  H ey lane P otte ries oth 0 540 0
B urs lem  Geo S w allow  St, S tkp t T annery oth 221 0 0
B utte rw orth  Bros Ltd B arker st G lass W orks oth 166 0 0
B utte rw orth  Edw in & Co P olla rd  St Skin, H ide oth 0 771 0
C arte r S A B rooke  St C oppe r W orks oth 83 0 83 0
C layton  E ng inee ring  Co C anal S ide Foundry oth 184 0 0
C onno lly  Bros B lack ley  M ill C ab le  W orks oth 307 0 307 1
C raven Bros O sborne  St Foundry oth 1200 1 1084 0
C raven Bros G reg St, R eddish E ng ineers oth 1418 0 2970 1
C ross ley  Bros P otte ry  Lane G as E ng ine  W kt oth 4000 1 1 4437 1 1
C ross ley  M otors N ap ie r St M o to r W orks oth 0 1542 0
C row n R ubbe r Co P igeon St W orkshop oth 54 0 0
C W S H am ilton  Rd P rin ting  W ks oth 1586 0 N ot found 0
De B ergue & Co M ary St Iron founders oth 1305 0 1083 0
D em pste r R & J R id ings St G as P lan t W ks oth 1100 2 1100 2
D ow son&  M asonG asP lan tC o H ardw icke r St E ng ineers oth 0 757 1
D unn A lex r & Son P iercy St Iron founders oth 200 0 231 0
E lec trom oto rs Lou isa  St E lec trom o to rs oth 340 0 0
Ford M oto r Co F irst Av, T ra fford W orks  (1921) oth 0 4751 0
Frankenste in  P & Sons C ulche th  lane R ubbe r W orks oth 175 0 0
G a llow ays C heste r Rd E ng ineers oth 2127 0 2167 0
G a llow ays B ennett s t B o ile r W orks oth 2409 1 2763 1
G love r W  T Trafford  Park E lec C ab le  M frs oth p resen t 2 p resen t 2 2
G orton  R ubber Co C ornw a ll S t W orks oth 225 0 0
G ra trix  S Jun& B ro 23 Q uay St B rass F ounders oth 3500 1 3500 2
G ra trix  S am l&  Son (Jun& B ro) P h ilips P ark Rd W orks oth 179 0 179 0
G rea t C entra l R a ilw ay C ornw a ll St C arriage  w ks oth 12500 0 13250 1 1
H allas  T hos & Co B otany Mill, W ooc R ub be r M frs oth 0 80 0
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H argreaves John W eber St P ape r W orks oth 0 84 0
H arlow  R ob t & Son W elling ton  Rd Nth Foundry oth 202 0 240 0
H atchik Sekian D erby S t Laundry oth 70 0 250 0
H eenan & Froude M onsall Rd Iron Foundry oth 633 0 0
H ethe ring ton  J & Son P olla rd  St E ng ineers oth 2800 0 2800 0
H eyw ood &  M oua ll? H ulm e Hall Rd E m ery  W orks oth 751 0 0
H o llingd rake  Hy & Sons 65 P rince 's  St, St< B rass Foundry oth 257 0
H olt Tow n R ubbe r Co H olt Town W orks oth 13 0 113 0
H ornsby A  & Son R eddish  Rd G as E ng ine  M frr oth 0 996 0
H yde  Im peria l R ubber Co W oodley W orks oth 692 0 0
Ivy Tann ing  Co C rum psall V ale T annery oth 0 83 0
Johnson  C lapham  & M orris M ill St B rass F ounders oth 309 0 0
Johnson  R & N ephew P hillips  P ark Rd W ire  W orks oth 2516 1 3346 1
Johnson ,C lapham  & M orris S t M ary 's  Rd W orks oth 1000 0 0
Johnson ,C lapham  & M orris C lapham  S t W hse oth 1797 1 1083 1 1
Lancs P aten t B e lt S H oseC o T o rtw o rth ?  S t B e lt/H ose  M frs oth 213 0 0
L ancas te r & Ferguson W ood ley P ape r W orks oth 374 0 0
Lancs D ynam o & M o to r Co T ra ffo rd  Park Rd W orks  (1921) oth 0 5008 0
Lancs O rdnanceA cesso ries  C< G eo rge 's  Rd M un itions  W ks oth 0 640 1
Laugh ton  G W  & Co C ro ft St R ubbe r W orks oth 88 0 195 0
M a nche s te r P a ten t Ice Co M inshull St W orks oth 209 0 500 0
M an & D is t H ide  & Skin Co E lm  St O ff Y ard  & W ks oth 167 0 0
M arsden W m A shw orth  St T anyard  e tc oth 108 0 108 0
M assey B & S W illiam  St D rop  Forgers oth 0 presen t 0
M a th e r & P latt G rim shaw  lane W orks oth 1000 1 1
M etropol.Am algRIyCarrge&W agonCo A shton  O ld Rd C arriage  W ks oth 4625 0 0
M etropo litanV icke rs  E lecC o T ra ffo rd  Park W orks oth 0 31520 2 1
M id land  R a ilw ay Co B essem er St E ng ine  Sheds oth 1139 0 0
M ills  B ros Ltd C rum psall V ale Tan W orks oth 83 0 83 0
M ills  Jas  exo rs  o f R edhouse  Lane, 1R olling  M ills oth p resen t 0 p rese n t 0
M itche lls  E m ery  W heel Co W orks oth 0 p rese n t 0
M o lyneaux W ebb & Co K irby St G lass  M frs oth 375 0 0
M onarch  R ubbe r Co P im b le tt St R ubbe r W orks oth 0 69 0
M ose ley  D & Sons C hape lfie ld  Ln W orks oth 3458 2 3828 2
M ose ley  D & S ons S tove  S t/D o lp h in : R ubbe r M frs oth 616 0 1344 1
M oston Jas  & Sons P rincess St L ea the r W ks oth 100 0 0
M ostonM a lleab leC astingsC o St M ary 's  Rd Iron W orks oth 0 150 0
M u ir W m  & Co S herborne  St Too lm akers oth 1250 0 0
M uns low  W m N ew  St Foundry oth 229 0 229 0
N eedham  J & Sons M illgate, S tockpor Foundry oth 87 0 97 0
N ob le tt J C H olt Town T anners oth p resen t 0 0
Pearson J & Sons E xchange  St G lass W orks oth 0 88 0
P erc iva l V icke rs  & Co Jersey St G lass M frs oth 334 0 0
P olla rd  R ubbe r Co Pollard  St W orks oth 0 88 0

P rem ie r W 'p ro o f & R ubberC o B rom ley  St W orks oth 0 1910 2 1
P rov inc ia l Laundries D undona ld  Rd Laundry oth 0 304 0
R ad ix  P neum atic  Tyre  Co C rum psa ll V ale Mill oth 359 0 0
R enold  H ans B urnage  Lane Workshop oth 1237 1 2176 1
R ichm ond  & C hand le r S outha ll St Foundry oth 658 0 550 0
R ow lands R B S tation  Rd, S tkp t B o ile r W ks oth 187 0 320 0
R ow ley  T hos (M ancheste r) T em p le  St R ubbe r M frs oth 653 1 0
R oyce  Ltd C ooke St E ng ineers oth 562 0 0
R ubbe r Heel Co C hatham  St R ubbe r W orks oth 0 92 0
R ubbe r R egenera ting  Co T ra ffo rd  Park R ubbe r W orks oth 0 1711 2 1
S hrew sbu ry  & C ha lline r Tyre  CA rdw ick  G reen W orks oth 108 0 745 1
S im on C arves E ast St O ffice  e tc oth 84 1 857 1
S im on H enry 20 M oun t St W orkshop oth 492 0 720 0
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S im onC arvesB yproductC okeC 20 M oun t S t W hse, O ffices oth 0 857 1
S la te r H & L 1 H arte r S t P ape r S ta iners oth 504 0 503 0
Sm ith  F redk exo rs  o f Tam  w orth  St Iron F oundry oth 453 0 0
St G eo rge 's  Iron W orks H u lm e  Hall Rd Iron F oundry oth 600 1 1
S tockpo rt B alloon  Co W elling ton  Rd Sth R ubbe r M frs oth 0 67 0
S tkp t R ubber & V ulcan ite H arrie t St, S tkp t W orks oth 0 94 0
S torey  I & Co C ornb rook B rass F oundry oth p rese n t 1 p resen t 1 1
S tubbs Joseph D erby St Iron F oundry oth 325 0 931 1
S utc liffe  (C rum psa ll) W ate rloo  St V u lcan ite  W ks oth 0 802 0
Swain M atthew H olt St Foundry oth 325 0 0
T a y lo r G a rne t Evans & Co Reddish P rin ting  W ks oth 728 0 878 0
T aylo r JJ exo rs  o f S avoy St P ape r S ta iners oth 0 84 0
Topp ing  Bros U pper D over St C hem  P lan t M frr oth 31 0 38 0
T u rn e r Jas  A &  Co N utsfo rd  V ale P ape r S ta iners oth 296 0 333 0
V aughan & Son B rook St E ng ineers oth 514 0 0
Vulcan  R ubbe r Co W eber S t W orks oth 0 84 0
W estinghouse  & Co T ra ffo rd  Park la te r M e trov ick oth p resen t 2 0
W ests  G as Im provem en t Co H ulm e Hall Ln Iron W orks oth 446 2 839 2
W hittle  W m  (B ros) B ank B ridge T annery oth 50 1 1 50 1 1
Y arw ood  S & Son N orton S t Tan W orks oth 448 1 448 1
A shw orth  & Co M ound S t F in ishers tex 0 327 0
A shw orth  Jas S m edley  lane B leach /D ye tex 125 0 638 1
B atte rsby  G eo (D yers) Bell St, S tkp t D yew orks tex 24 0 31 0
B ennett Jonah & Sons P ark St C a lico  Ptrs tex 130 0 0
B en tley  Jas (& co(F in ishers)L tc F acto ry  B row B leachers /P trs tex p resen t 0 275 0
B irch ina ll W ood & Co M oston M ill D ye W orks tex 182 0 278 0
B leacher's  A ssocn N orfo lk  S t tex 0 presen t 1 1
Boden E & Co Ltd W ors ley  S t D yehouse tex 497 0 0
B radfo rd  D yers Assn Ind igo  S t Mill, W hse tex 1107 1 0
B rinksw ay D yeing Co B rinksw ay D yew orks tex 0 184 0
B rit C o tton& W oolD yersA ssn C um berland  St W hse tex 209 0 0
Brow n Jas & Sons W elling ton  St D yew orks tex 80 0 0
Brow n T  & G W S hears  S t B leach W ks tex 100 0 0
C alico  P rin ters  A ssn Poland S t M ill tex 917 1 p rese n t 1
C a lico  P rin ters  A ssn R hodes R esearch  Labs tex p resen t 1 1 presen t 1 1
C a lico  P rin ters  A ssn P rin tw orks  Lane P rin tw orks tex 1 1 764 1 3
C alico  P rin ters  A ssn M ayo St W orks tex 0 894 1
C alico  P trs& B leachersA ssn R eddish  V ale P rin t W orks tex 954 1 1 1114 1 1
C am bridgeB leachg& D ye ingC c A she nh u rs t see  W alton  J tex 0 460 0
C aw ley  F redk & Co Ltd B ottom ley  S ide B leach  W orks tex 1024 1 1064 1
C hadw ick  G eo & Co C layton  lane C a lenderers tex 167 0 167 0
C hadw ick  J & Son L ittle  P e te r S t ) F in ishers tex 0 165 0
C hadw icks  (M ancheste r) H ulm e Hall Rd F in ishers tex 0 1383 1
C hapm an J & Co C layton  V ale D ye W orks tex 225 0 0
C harlton  J & H Briddon S t F in ishers tex 1042 1 990 1
C ity  R ais ing  Co C am bridge  St W orks tex 104 0 0
C ochrane  Hy (& Son ) Peel T e rrace D ye W orks tex 133 0 0
C o llyhu rs t F in ish ing  Co C o llyhu rs t Rd W orks tex 167 0 268 0
C rom pton  Benj F exo rs  o f A shton  O ld  Rd D ye W orks tex p resen t 0 110 0
E nglish  Cord D yers Assn C anne l S t W orks tex 267 0 0
E ng lishV e lve tC ordD yersA ssn L im ekiln  Lane W orks tex 595 0 473 1
E ng lishV e lve tC ordD yersA ssn H argreaves St W orks tex 832 1 1 1 1

Fa llow s & K eym er P otte ry  R ow M ill tex 492 ! 0 0
G orton  F in ish ing  Co A m brose  St F in ishers tex 0 125 0
G reenfie ld  M ill Co W oodley B leach  W ks tex 0 200 0
G t N orthe rnP roo fng& F inshg  C H em pshaw  Ln D yew orks tex 248 0 200 0
Hall W m  & Co M onsall Rd D yew orks tex 378 1 0
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1902-3 C h e m is t s 1916-7 C h e m is t s
N am e A ddress D escrip tion C ode R V  £ Est. Id. R V  £ Est. Id.
H alliday  & Co C oronation  S t D yew orks tex 232 0 392 0
H am pson  & W rig ley A shton  O ld Rd F in ishers tex 292 0 292 0
H aze ld ine  0 H em pshaw  Ln D yew orks tex 71 0 80 0
H eaton  M ill B leach ing  Co H eaton Park Rd Mill tex 292 0 604 1
Hill J F & Co Ltd B ow ker Bank P rin t W orks tex 83 1 0
H ope  T hos M & Son H endham  V ale B leachers /P trs tex 56 0 0
H orrocks  Ln D ye ing  & P tgC o H orrocksLane W orks tex 375 0 0
Irkda le  B leachw orks E ast St W hse tex 79 0 0
Irkda le  P rin ting  Co S m edley  Rd W orks tex 342 1 367 1
Jackson Joseph S m edley  lane D ye /B leachers tex 471 1 0
Jersey  M ill Co C heste r Rd R ais ing  W orks tex 63 0 0
Jon es  M C & Co C om psta ll C a lico  P trs tex 289 0 0
K err & H oegger G rim shaw  Lane D ye W orks tex 505 1 1 594 1 1
Lancaste r John Exors o f R ochda le  Rd D yers tex 71 0 71 0
Lancas te r John Exors o f R ochda le  Rd D ye W orks tex 583 1 583 1
M acin tosh  C has & Co Lr C am bridge  S t W orkshop tex 3200 3 1 7049 4 3
M a nche s te r B ook C loth Co B ridge  S t W orks tex 0 2000 2
M arsden E (C layton) C layton  Lane B eetle  W orks tex 850 1 1 850 1 1
M ars land  Hy C ro ft St, S tkp t B leach W orks tex 641 1 680 1
M cD ouga ll A rth u r G erm an St Mill tex 300 0 0
M elland  & C ow ardd H eaton M ersey B leach W orks tex p resen t 1 p rese n t 1
M e llo r J & Sons C rum psall V ale W orks; D yers tex 83 0 71 0
P arke r F rancis  & W m D aw  Bank, S tkp t P rin t W orks tex 333 0 0
Peel R obert & Co Lr C am bridge  S t D yers /F in ishers tex 609 0 0
R ichardson  W m P iercy  St D yehouse tex 171 0 296 1
R iley Robt, W m  Ltd in 1916 H arpu rhey F in ishers tex 292 0 300 0
R ylands & Sons H u lm e  St Facto ry tex 0 2500 0
R ylands & S ons N ew  H igh St W arehouses tex 0 4291 0
S ackville  J W D yer St D yew orks tex 0 85 0
S chofie ld  Joshua  & Sons R om iley D yew orks tex 226 0 424 1
S chw abe  H A  & Sons B loom  St W hse, C P A  Ltd tex 145 0 presen t 0
S m a llw ood  Cop D ye ing  Syn W elling ton  Rd Sth W orks tex 60 0 0
S utc liffe  & Co N icho las C ro ft C otton  M chts tex 1000 0 0
S yddall B ros (C PA) C hadkirk C a lico  P rin ters tex 548 1 391 1
S ykes & C o Ltd E dge ley  B leach  V B leach  W orks tex 1645 2 2364 2
Too ta l B roadhu rs t Lee Co O xford  S t W hse tex 3565 2 presen t 2 1
Toota l B roadhu rs t Lee Co 16 C hepstow  S t Labora to ry tex 0 42 0
V icke rs  S t D ye ing& F inshgC o V icke rs  S t F in ishers tex 0 83 0
V ic to ria  F in ish ing  Co Tam  w orth  St F in ishers tex 472 0 450 0
W alkden  M akin  & Co C layton  lane B leach /D yers tex 375 0 412 1
W alton  Jas J un r & Bro A she nh u rs t B leachers tex 329 0 p rese n t 0
W alton  John (Itr C o llyhu rs t ) C o llyhu rs t Rd D yers tex 89 0 88 0
W alton  John (Itr C o llyhurst) L ittle  G reen D ye W orks tex 851 1 851 1
W h ittake r & H arwood B lack ley D ye W orks tex 108 0 233 0
W illiam s R & S ons(G orton) H yde Rd W orks tex 0 583 1
W in te rbo ttom  B ookC lo th  C o LI N ew ton  St F in ishers tex 0 presen t 0
W ols tenho lm e  A nn Ltd H olt Tow n W orks tex 0 200 1
W righ t G eo & Sons H em pshaw  Ln D yers tex 240 0 240 1 1
W righ t H ow arth  exo rs  o f N utsfo rd  V ale D ye W orks tex 146 0 0
Y ork  R ais ing  & D yeing Co A rd ley  St D ye W orks tex p resen t 0 p resen t 0
Y oung  F rank & Co B lack ley N ew Rd W orks; D yers tex p resen t 0 323 0
Y oung  J & Co (C rum psa ll) H endham  V ale B leach /D yers tex 253 0 250 0
Y oung  J & C o(C rum psa ll) S m ed ley  lane B leachers tex 128 0 128 0

E m p loye r no t known M ancheste r Indy 44 89

B O D IE S  W H E R E  E S T IM A TIO M
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1902-3 Chemists 1916-7 Chemists
N am e A ddress D escrip tion Code R V £ Est. Id. R V  £ Est. Id.
IS N O T P O S S IB LE

E D U C A T IO N A L  D EM AND
T e rtia ry  Education A rea  C olleges Lectu re rs edu 30 43
S econdary  Education A rea  S chools Teache rs sch 6 15

C O N S U LT A N T S
A na l & Con C hem ists M ancheste r C onsu ltan ts con 21 20
B ow es & S im s B lack ley Con. C hem ists com 2 1
C arte r Bell J M ancheste r A na l C hem ists con 1
C race  C a lve rt & Thom pson 77b P rincess St Labora to ry con 84 1 84 1
E stcourt C O ld T ra fford Con C hem ist con 1 2
H urst G H M anches te r A na lysts con 1
L iebm ann Ado lph 10 M arsden S t A na l C hem ist con 47 2
M ille r D r A K M anches te r A na lysts con 1 2
S cudde r F M anches te r Con C hem ist con 2 1
Thom son  W R oyal Institu tion  L Con C hem ist con 1 1
Wihl E & Co 17 N icho las St A na lysts con 1

C O M M E R C E  & F IN A N CE

G rea t C en tra l R a ilw ay Gorton A na l C hem ist com 1 1
H atton Hall & Co Pall Mall E Ind ia  M chts com 2
Jackson  G eo B 7 B razennose  St C hem  M chts com 20
K enyon G & Co B ack P iccad illy D rysa lte rs com 1
K itchen A lbe rt 12 W atling  St Lab. M chts com
Lancs & Y orks  R a ilw ay Co W illiam s Rd D yew orks com 1 120
M o tte rshead  & Co S he rbo rne  S t Shop com
N atl.B o ile r& G en l.ln sce  Co St M a ry 'sP a rsona Labora to ry com
R efuge  A ssu rance  Co O xford  St O ffices com 3334
R ichardson  J & Sons N icho las C ro ft D rysa lte rs com
R oyse  S ir S W C ha tham  S t C hem  M chts com 1 2
S outhern  J W  & Co S tore  S t T im b e r M chts com 1
S aa lfe ld  A 25 K ing S t C hem  M chts com 17 1
V u lca nB o ile r& G e n .lnsn c  Co C ity Insu rance  Co. com 1
Z ieg le r & Co M ancheste r C hem  M chts com 1

P U B LIC  & U T IL IT IE S
A lka li Inspector C ity pub 1
M anches te r C orpora tion M oun t Rd D estructo rW ks pub 167
M a nche s te r C orpora tion G aytho rpe  St D estructo rW ks pub 342
M an C ham ber C om m erce R oyal E xchange Testing  H ouse pub 2 125 2
M an C orp  H ealth  Dept H o lt Town C leans ingD ep t pub 1334 1
M an C orp  H ea lth  Dept G rim shaw  lane D estructo rW ks pub 125
M an S team  U sers Assn C ity Labora to ry pub 1 1
M anches te r C orpora tion T o w e r St E lec tric ity  W ks uti 865
M anches te r C orpora tion S tua rt St E lec  G ntg Stn. uti 2500 18450
M anches te r C orpora tion B loom  St E lec tric ity  Stn. uti 4470
M anches te r C orpora tion D ickenson St E lec tric ity  Stn. uti 33615
M anches te r C orpora tion D aveyhu lm e S ew age  W ks uti 5 5
M anches te r C orpora tion M oun t Rd S ew age  W ks uti 208
M an Corp G as Com m . B radford  R oad P art G as W ks uti 1366 2921
Man C orp  G as C om m W hitw orth  S t W G as W orks uti 2094
Man Corp G as C om m M edlock St G as W orks uti 8792 9520
M an C orp  G as C om m R ochdale  Rd G as W orks uti 10370 12668
M an C orp  G as C om m G leden St G as W orks uti 21944 4 31979 3
S tockpo rt C orpo ra tion M illgate , S tkp t E lec tric  P lan t uti 698 1722
S tockpo rt C orpora tion S tockpo rt Rd S ew ageTks uti 891
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1902-3 Chemists 1916-7 Chemists
N am e A dd ress D escrip tion C ode R V  £ Est. Id. R V  £ Est. Id.
S tockpo rt C orpora tion H eaton Lane G as W orks uti 2148
S tockpo rt C orpora tion G t.P o rtw ood  S t G as W orks uti 7339 1 8700
S tockpo rt S ew age  W orks S tockport S ew age  W ks uti 1
S tre tfo rd  G as W orks S tre tfo rd G as W orks uti 1

N O T  FO U N D  IN R A TE  B O O K N ot inc luded in T ab le  4.1
C u tle r Hill C o lou r & C hem ica l ( Fa ilsw orth che 1
P ickles  R H & Co D roylsden B lue  M frs. che 1 1
S teven & Co Ltd C ornbook W ks M fg C hem ists che 1
W he a t Hill C hem ica l W ks B roughton che 1
W. Ind ies C hem ica l W ks M ancheste r D yew ood Ext che 1
N icho lls  & N ag le  Ltd T ra ffo rd  park oth 1
O tte r W orks  (P a ine  S) M anches te r oth 1
P ickering  G & Sons R ose G rove oth 1
A nd rew  J & Co M anches te r C a lico  P rin ter tex 1
F ishe r J & S ons Ltd M anches te r tex 1
M arsden Hy & Co M ancheste r tex 1
M organ C ross ley  & Co Ltd M iles P latting C and le  M frs tex 1
Y ork  R ais ing  & D ye ing  Co A rd ley  St D ye W orks tex

T O T A LS 238715 241 251 393968 353 348
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TABLE 2B: Chemist-employing Establishments, Manchester Area, 1926 and 1936
1926 C hem ists 1936 Chem ists

Name Address D escription Code RV £ Est. Id. NAV£ Est. Id.
M A N U FA C TU R IN G  INDUSTRY
A cm e Soap Co G ibbon St W orks che 0 550 2
A lb ion  B ridge Chem .Co Hulm e hall lane Chem ica l W ks che 102 1 240 2
A llcock J & Sons Oak St,W  Gorton Chem ica l W ks che 74 1 100 1
A nchor Chem ica l Co C layton Lane Chem ica l W ks che 688 3 1 1222 7 2

A nderson Jos & Sons Bank St Chem ica l W ks che 743 4 748 4
A ng lo  A m erican  O ilCo M atthew  St Oil W orks che 568 1 635 1 1
A ng lo  A m erican O ilCo Trafford Park Oil Tanks che 394 0 0
A rn fie ld  J C & Sons Ltd Prince's S t.S tkpt W orks che 188 2 1 195 2 1
A shbrooks (1920) Ltd W oodley Fine C olour M frs che 210 2 1 220 3 3
B aker & Co (M an) Crabtree Lane Mfg Chem ists che 0 508 3
Barclay Hobson & Co Longshut Ln E Mfg Chem ists che 20 1 76 1
Barden J & Co W oodley G lue W ks che 0 160 1
Barlow  Hy & Son Lancashire  Hill O il W orks che 84 0 84 0
Batley Lewis & Co Upper Brook St, Mfg Chem ists che 34 1 108 1
Bayley F S C lanahan 44B razennoseS t F S egner che 208 1 197 1
BDC Ltd (C laus & Co) C layton C losed 1926 che present 8 8 0
B enger F B & Co M ary St Chem ica l W ks che 474 3 1 460 3 1
Betol Mfg Co Hyde Rd Mfg Chem ists che 65 1 60 1
BOC Ltd Trafford Park W orks che 734 4 1 734 3
Briggs G Knott Mill Soap W orks che 0 104 1
Briggs Jas & Sons B lackley Lion O il W ks che 76 0 68 0
Brit. G lue & C hem icals Brom ley St Soap W orks che 209 2 80 1
British A lizarine  Co Trafford Park Chem ica l W ks che 4800 22 3 3671 22 3
Brookes Jos & Co Derby St Mfg Chem ists che 340 1 456 1
Brothers C hem ica lC o Trafford Park che not founc 1 1 0
Bythw ay J T  & H Spring G ardens Drysa lters che 74 0 125 0
C alvert F C & Co G ibbon St W orks che 952 5 888 5 1
C arbonic  A cidG asC o Pollard St East Chem ica l W ks che 340 1 500 2
Cheshire  Gum  Co C arrington F ldSt W orks che 80 0 85 1
C layton A niline  Co Chatham  St Chem ica l W ks che 9100 35 35 7913 53 57
C olledge Roy & Co Brighton st Oil R efinery che 225 1 176 1
Coppock Thos M arsland St P ain t Mfrs che 103 0 60 0
C om brook Chem ica lC o N ewbridge Lane Dye Mfrs che 200 1 1 465 3 6
C ow bum  & C ow par Textilose  Rd, TP W orks che 1 1 294 1 1
Crane P M oir & Cod Bank St Oil W orks che 200 1 152 1
C rewe P H & Co 6 M illgate Mfg Chem ists che present 1 1 90 1 1
D avis A  H Ltd Norris St, Stkpt P ain t W orks che 98 0 105 0
D avis Bros B lackfriars 3060 C onsultancy? che present 2 2 0 0
Dawson A  H Holt Town D isin fectan t Mfrs che 0 116 0
Dean & W ood G ibbon St M anure Mfrs che 107 1 236 1
D uckworth&C o(Ess) 416  C hester Rd Mfg Chem ists che 0 832 2
E. Lancs C hem ica l Co Edge lane Chem ica l W ks che 160 1 104 1
E llis  Jones & Co M ancheste r Rd W orks che 250 2 400 3 4
Falcon Oil Co Trafford Park W orks che 120 0 122 0
Farinol Co Ltd Trafford Park Chem ica l W ks che 188 1 225 1
G eigy C olour Co St M ary's prsnge Offices che present 1 1 931 4 3
G eigy C olour Co C layton lane Store che 0 663 1
G ibson Joshua S hakespear St Polish M frs che 58 “ öl 112 1
G ibson Robt & Sons Erskine St Mfg C hem ists che 515 3 456 3
G oadsby & Co V ickers St P ain t W orks che 80 0 72 0
G ould Thos C hestergate W orkshop/D yes che 29 0 75 1
G reen H & Sons Holt Town Oil & Chem  W ks che 83 0 84 0
G reengate  C olour W orks V ickers St W orks che 167 2 128 1
G riffiths H ughes & Co Broughton Rd Mfg Chem ists che 865 3 n.f. 0 1
G rim shaw  Bros Chatham  St Chem ica l W ks che 164 2 1 152 2
G uest Thos & Co C arruthers St Mfg Chem ists che 356 3 400 2
Ham pson C E M askell St Soap M frs che 0 80 1
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H ardm an & Holden Ashton New  Rd Chem ica l W ks che 800 3 800 3
H ardm an & Holden C ollie ry st S ize W orks che 392 1 344 2
H ardm an & Holden Variey/V ickers St Benzole  R ef che 2110 9 4 1688 10 1
Harris Hart & Co 16 C om brook Rd Chem ica l W ks che 390 2 516 2
Harts Colours Bredbury C olour Mfrs che 100 1 0
H edley Thos Trafford Park W orks che 0 present 6 6
H enshaw  John & Co Green Lane Soap W orks che 102 1 96 0
Heywood W m Little Green Mfg Chem ists che 90 1 N ot found 0
H illc rest O il Co Croft St W orks che 250 1 1
H ough Hoseason & Co 2 Bridge St Mfg C hem ists che 369 1 347 1
Houghton E F & Co Trafford Park O il Mfrs che 0 present 2 1
Hyland T  & Sons Pottery Row Oil W orks che 399 1 368 1
ICI Ltd D yestuffs Group Crum psall vale Chem ica l W ks che 14500 56 45 9052 60 65
ICI Ltd D yestuffs Group Hexagon H ouse R esearch Labs che 1573 54 54 636 101 101
ICI Ltd, S a les/O ther King St S ales/O ther che present 0 p resent 2
ICI (M etals) M anchester che present 2
IG Dyestu ffs Ltd 16 B ridge St Office, Lab. che 0 1247 2 2
Jackson Andrew 30 Stock St Oil W orks che 118 0 116 1
Jackson T/M an A niline  Co Mary St C olour M frs che 49 1 1 52 1
Kaputine Syndicate C ollyhurst Mfg Chem ists che 0 932 6
K aputine(G enera l)Syn H arpurhey W orks/ Lab. che 364 2 231 1
Kay Bros Ltd Reddish in '36 Chem  Mfrs che 390 2 2 450 3 3
Kenyon Geo 10 Tib St Dyewood Ext. che 300 1 1 101 0
Kitchen A lbe rt 12 W atling St Office, Lab. che 125 0 80 1 1
Laing J Son & Co Trafford Park Mfg D rysa lters che 468 3 480 2
Lancashire  Ta r D istillers Norton St C hem ica l W ks che 0 184 1
Lancashire  Ta r D istillers V arley St Pitch Yard che 146 1 1 294 1
Lankshear W ickstead W oodley W orks che 245 1
Lew tas Lubricants Trafford Park W orks che 0 88 0
L in foot & C ooper G rey St.Openshav Chem ica l W ks che 173 1 167 1
London Oil Refin ing Co C roft St W orks che 90 1 1 148 1
Lowe C has & Co Reddish C hem ica l W ks che 800 4 1 670 4 1
Lyons Ink Ltd Park St Ink Mfrs che 180 0 200 0
M acnair & Co Ltd Dolphin St Varnish M frs che 205 1 136 1 1
M acpherson Donald & Co C om brook Rd P ain t M frs che 354 1 784 2
M ancheste r Chem ica l Co B radshaw  St W orks che 247 2 356 2
M ancheste r Chem ica l Co G ibbon St W orks che 269 2 248 2
M ancheste r O xide Co Ltd C anal St A lizarine  W ks che 858 5 1 1440 9 5
M ancr Oil & Ta llow  RefgCo Piercy St W orks che 116 0 192 1
M ancr P ain t & Varnish Co G race St W orks che 151 1 232 2
M ather W m  Ltd D yer St Mfg C hem ists che 300 2 1 320 3 1
M cDougall Bros M anchester D is in fectan t Mfrs che 0 N ot found 2 2
M cK eansPatentS izeC o Southam  St S ize W orks che 174 1 108 1
M etca lf &  Co Holland St Soap W orks che 180 1 168 1
M ethylating Co Ltd Dolphin St M eths M frs che 52 0 136 1
M idgeley C has Ltd C ity Rd, Hulme Mfg C hem ists che 0 204 1
M ills  Joseph M H em pshaw  Ln M eths Mfrs che 185 2 120 2 1
M ody & Co C om brook Rd Enam el W ks che 0 144 1
M organ W  J & Co Ltd Crum psall vale Match W orks che 302 1 296 1
M orris H N Trafford Park che present 1 1
M oss A lbe rt & Co H r Barlow  Row Mfg Chem ists che 28 0 96 1
M ounta in  W  A  C Bents Ln.B redbun C hem ica l Mfrs che 49 1 1 136 1 1
National Benzole  Co M ellor Rd S, TP W orks che 295 1 400 2
O ldfie ld  Pattinson New Bridge St W 'sa le  D rugg ists che 450 1 450 1
P ilk ington T & Co C ollyhurst Rd Mfg Chem ists che 180 1 180 2
P otter & C lark 24 Luna St W 'sa le  D rugg ists che 190 1 190 1
P rocter Jas Park St C hem ica l W ks che 0 96 1
Ram ie Co Ltd Bredbury G as M antle M fr che 800 2 1
Ratcliffe  Jas & Sons M owbray St, Stkpt Soap W orks che 178 1 1 150 1 1
Reddish Chem ica l Co Reddish Rd W orks che 0 56 1
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R eliance M anufacturing Co B lackley Chem ica l W ks che 87 1 244 2
Robinson H F Culcheth Chem ica l W ks che present 1 p resent 1
Saalfeld A  & Co R oyds St, C -on-M W orks che 255 2 1 251 1
Sankey John & Sons Moston Lne Soap W orks che 118 1 400 2
Schofie ld C & J Ashton New  Rd Chem ica l W ks che 868 4 704 4
S ha llcross & Co Collie ry St C hem ica l W ks che 64 1 1 96 1 1
S harratt W m  Exors o f Crabtree Lane C hem ica l W ks che 99 1 1 76 1 1
Sm ith & Forrest) Holt Town Oil R efiners che 283 1 1 276 1
Sm ith A  (P rocter Johnson) Bank St C hem ica l W ks che 624 3 1 624 3
Smith John O il Co Daw Bank, S tkpt O il W orks che 64 0 65 0
Southern (C otton '21)O il Co Trafford Park W orks che 2300 6 4280 10 2
Spence P & Co Ltd M cr A lum  W orks W orks, c losed '2Í che 120 2 2
S pencer Edw. & Co Tam  worth St O il W orks che 73 0 68 0
Spinn ingfie ld  Chem ica l Co W ood St W orks etc che 162 1 116 1
Sterling Varnish Co Trafford Park W orks che 180 1 222 2
S tockport Utd Chem ical Co C anada St ( W orks che 203 2 203 3
Tabbem er T h o s & C o Kyle St D rysa lters che 254 1 364 1
T e n n a n ts  Co C ollie ry St Chem ica l W ks che 1100 6 3 88 1
Tennants Lancashire  (1930) Irkdale St G rinding W ks che 86 1 76 1
Trade Varn ishes Ellesm ere St W orks che 100 0 176 1
Union A lkali Co Pollard St W orks che 259 2 248 2
Utd. Indigo S Chem ica ls Co C hapel W alks W arehouse che 540 1 242 1
Veno Drug Co C edar St(fr.'15  Ch Mfg C hem ists che present 3 1226 7
W ells  M S Co 53/65 H ardm an Si O il R efiners che 350 1 400 2
W estm aco tt S Sons 77 Cannel St Mfg Chem ists che 152 2 220 2
W ollaston E W Dutton St O il/Ta llow  Ref che 217 1 1081 1
W oo lley  Jas Sons S Co Know sley St Chem ica l W ks che 574 4 2 556 5 2
W oo lley  Jas Sons S Co M ary St W arehouse che present 0 422 0
A erow ata  D irect Supply Co W arw ick Rd N, TF Bottling P lant fod 0 551 0
A lpha M argarine Co Brixham  Rd TP W orks fod 394 0 0
Bell S Co Bell St, S tockport B rewery fod 350 0 1800 1
Bell S Co H em pshaw  Ln Brew ery fod 440 0 closed 0
Bertenshaw  S Turner B aslow  St Jam  Mfrs fod 0 204 0
Besw ick C oop Socy Philips Park Rd Bakery fod 794 0 1036 1
B irke tt S Bostock A rdem  St Bakery fod 273 0 485 0
Boardm an Joseph Daniel St Brew ery fod 74 0 100 0
B oddlngtons Breweries Briddon St B rewery fod 1750 1 2356 2
British A rkady Co Trafford Park W orks/Y east fod present 1 1 1090 3 3
British O il S Cake Mills Trafford Park M ills fod 1700 1 1710 2
B rookes W  J 8  Sons Trafford Park Bakery fod 0 1653 1
Cam w al Ltd Stockport Rd Min'1 W ater M fr fod 327 0 456 1
Cheshire  Sterilized Milk Co D idsbury Rd W orks fod 150 0 600 1
Chesters Brew ery Co Princess St B rewery fod 2248 1 2248 2
C larke R 8  Co Sandy lane Brewery fod 329 0 354 0
C liftons Choco lates M anor Rd W orks fod 585 0 585 0
C om brook Brew ery Co E llesm ere St Brew ery etc fod 1842 1 1288 1
C W S Ltd Hazelbottom  Rd B iscu it W orks fod 4787 1 4428 1 2
C W S Ltd O ldfie ld St V inegar W ks fod 623 1 568 1
C W S Ltd Trafford Park M ill/F lour fod 7268 2 7700 2 1
C W S Ltd Trafford Park Bacon Factory fod 0 507 0
C W S Ltd N icholas St Tobacco  Mfrs fod 777 0 1816 1 2
C W S Ltd Sharp St Tobacco  Mfrs fod 1972 1 1 1772 1
Dean John Ibbbbotson 2a H igh St Essence W ks fod 76 0 97 0
Dowd Patrick H illk irk St M in i W ate r M fr fod 263 0 196 0
E llio tt 8  C rabtree L illey St Starch W orks fod 215 1 229 1
Faulder Hy 8  Co Hallam  St C onfecty W ks fod 2180 2 1 2350 2 1
Faulder Hy 8  Co W arren St C ocoa W ks fod 710 0 1030 1
Greenw ood J 8  Sons Trafford Park M illers fod 1904 0 2018 1
G rundy John M arrio t St M in i W ater M fr fod 84 0 86 0
Hardy's C rown Brewery R enshaw  St B rewery fod 1674 1 1674 1
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H ay E J & Co Sackville  St Caram el W ks fod 127 0 148 1
Heald A  A D idsbury Dairy fod 74 0 204 0
Holt Joseph Exchange St B rewery fod 837 0 776 0
Horn John (S tockport) C anada St C onfecty W ks fod 1050 1 1470 1
H ovls Bread F lour Co Trafford  Park Mill fod 1572 1 1637 1
Hugon & Co Ogden Lane, 0 Lard &S uet W ks fod 1843 1 1208 1
H ulbert Thos & Son W orsley St F lour M ill fod 661 0 688 0
H unters (The Team en) Hyde Rd W orks fod 1367 0 1102 0
Hyde's Q ueens Brewery M oss Lane W est B rewery fod 861 0 1076 1
Jew sbury & Brown A rdw ick Green N M in'l W ate r M fr fod 1933 1 1712 2
Kilvert N icholas & Sons Trafford Park Lard Refiners fod 2260 2 1 2624 2 1
M akbar Prym e St Cattle  FoodM frs fod 518 0 present 1 1
M ancheste r Brew ery Co Broadie St B rewery fod 160 0 320 0
M ancheste r Brew ery Co C ooper St B rewery fod 326 0 500 1
Man & Salford Eq CoopSoc T ipping St Bakery fod 0 1332 1
M cVitie  & Price W ellington Rd N B iscu it W ks fod 1105 1 2780 2
M ille r C J B right St Baking PdrM fr fod present 0 129 0
Nelstrop W m  & Co M ancheste r Rd Com  Mill fod 700 0 740 0
O penshaw  Brew ery Co Brook St Brewery fod 898 0 1036 1
Palatine Bottling Co Im peria l B rewery Bottling S tores fod 517 0 524 0
Pattre iouex Joseph A Derby S t/Bent St Tobacco W ks fod 324 0 1024 1
Price Bros (Bakers) Parro tt St Bakery fod 500 0 812 0
Red Tow er Lager Brewery M oss Side Brew ery fod 0 800 0
Robinson E & Sons St Petersgate Tobacco W ks fod 270 0 350 0
Robinson F Lr H illgate Brewery fod 575 1 1 1350 2 2
R obinsonC has Denton St B rewery fod 137 0 136 0
R othwell W  T O ldham  Rd Brewery fod 745 0 760 0
Sandars J D Trafford Park M altsters fod 1348 1 1048 1
S horrocks R & Sons L incoln Grove Bakery fod 500 0 1448 “  1
Slack & Cox Hyde Rd M in i W ate r M fr fod 341 0 420 0
Sm iths Potato C risps S tockport Rd Factory fod 0 435 0
S tar Table W ate r Co C hapel St M in i W ate r M fr fod 72 0 168 0
S tockport Coop Soc. Adsw ood Rd Bakery fod 723 0 480 0
S tockport Coop Soc. Adsw ood Rd D airy/C ream ery fod 160 0 204 0
Sutcliffe  W  E & Sons Egerton St C om  Mill fod 1460 0 1364 0
Suthers & Co O penshaw Bakery fod 181 0 present 1 1
Swales J & G & Co Junction St B rew ery etc fod 400 0 480 0
Swan Brewery Grey St, A rdw ick Brewery fod 0 148 1 1
Taylo r John & Co Pollard St B rewery fod 440 0 440 0
Tidsw e ll Bailey & Tidswell C arnarvon St Nutr. Food W ks fod 312 0 460 1
United Y east Co M ille r St W arehouse fod 1027 1 1 1247 0
V alvona Ice B iscuit Factory R odney St W orks fod 0 604 0
W alford  & Co Heath St Essence M frs fod 51 0 120 1
W ilson H C & Co M onsall Rd N ew  Brewery fod 1233 1 1600 1
W ilson H C & Co M onsall Rd Old B rewery fod 1768 1 1630 1
Y ates Castle  Brewery Ogden St B rewery fod 950 0 952 1
Abbey Hey Pottery Co A bbey Hey lane Pottery oth 400 0 0
A llied  N ew spapers W ithy Grove Printing W ks oth 0 6700 0
Arm strong Britain Lloyd St Laundry oth 323 0 496 0
A rm strong  W hitworth D roylsden oth present 1 1
Ashton J & Son Tanyard Brow Tanyard oth 96 0 48 0
A shw orth  J (M anchester) A shw orth  St Tanyard oth 240 0 240 0
A von India R ubber Co W hitworth  St W W orkshop oth 307 1 317 1
Bank B ridge W orks Bank Bridge R ubber M frs oth 480 1 400 2
Bartow  R & Son W ellington  Rd N Foundry oth present 0 310 0
Baxendale  & Co Kenyon/M ille r St W orks oth 1000 0 present 0
Baxendale  & Co Trafford Park Lead W orks oth 664 1 680 1
Bell Bros (M an 1927) oth present 0 present 1 1
Bennetts Iron Foundry Co Green Lane Foundry oth 667 0 700 0
B eyer Peacock & Co Gorton Lane Iron W orks oth 8500 2 1 620 0
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B eyer Peacock & Co R ailw ay St Iron W orks oth 1500 0 3176 2
B rit.R eco.R ubber&C hem .Co H olt Town W orks oth 0 100 1
B rit.Recovered R ubber Co C hatham  St R ubber W ks oth 245 1 404 1
British Electron Trafford Park Metal Ref oth 0 517 1
Brooks & Doxey O ldham  Rd Iron W orks oth 4400 1 1996 1
Brownall Ltd Low er M oss Ln Brass Foundry oth 0 3ÖÖ1 0
Butterworth A  & Sons Ellesm ere St Brass Foundry oth 113 0 128 0
Butterworth Bros B arker st G lass W orks oth 573 0 400 0
Butterworth Edw in & Co Pollard St Paper,Skin ,H ide oth 1475 0 1604 1
Casarte lli J & Son G arra tt St, Mp Sc. Instrum ents oth 83 0 80 0
Clayton R ubber Co Croft St S ilent W orks oth 377 1 300 1
C ocker Tom  Jnr. S tockport Rd Leather W ks oth 280 0 300 0
C onnolly  Bros B lackley Mill Cable W ks oth 625 1 1 924 2 1
Craven Bros Greg St, Reddish E ngineers oth p resent 0 3612 1
C rossley Bros Crossley Rd W orks oth 1210 0 2000 0
C rossley Bros Pottery Lane G as EngineW ks oth 5700 2 2 5000 2 1
C rossley M otors C rossley lane A erop lane  W ks oth 2044 1 1772 1
C rossley M otors Gorton Lane M otor W orks oth 3810 1 2764 1
C W S  Ltd Ham ilton Rd Printing W ks oth 3881 0 present 1
C W S  Ltd Store St W orks oth 2425 0 present 0
C W S  Ltd Bent St Research Lab oth 7 180 6
De Bergue & Co M ary St Iron Foundry oth 1635 1 1212 1
Dean & Co (S tockport) S tockport Rd HatLeatherM frs oth 420 0 562 0
D em pster R & J R id ings St G as P lant W ks oth 2270 3 2047 3
Dow son& M asonG asP lantC o H ardw icker St Engineering W ks oth 1000 1 780 1
D unlop R ubber Co Brook St Store oth 648 1 7131 6 5
English  Steel Corpn W hitworth  St Steel W orks oth p resent 2 3724 2
Eyres J & S Lord St Iron Foundry oth 375 0 280 0
Fa irey Aviation Crossley Rd M otor W orks oth 0 7300 2
Ferranti Moston W orks oth 0 2448 1
Forrest & Sym A shfie ld  St Iron Foundry oth 175 0 140 0
Frankenste in  P &Sons Culcheth lane R ubber W orks oth 900 2 700 2
G allow ays Bennett st B o ile r W orks oth 7150 2 present 2
G arner Geo & Sons V ictoria  St Foundry oth 467 0 500 0
G lover W  T & Co Trafford Park E lec C able  Mfrs oth 4200 3 3 5848 4 1
G lover W  T & Co Trafford Park W orks oth 0 2400 0
G oldsw orthy T & Sons H ulm e Hall Rd Em ery W orks oth 1350 1 1320 1
G ratrix  S Jun&Bro Quay St B rass Foundry oth 4270 1 4270 2
G ratrix  Sam l& Son P hilips Park Rd Lead W orks oth 258 0 228 0
G riffin  & Tatlock G t D ud e  St Sc. Instrum ents oth 0 247 0
Halstead B & Co Trafford Park D ie Casters oth 0 300 0
H argreaves J Irk Dale St Paper W orks oth 149 0 328 0
H arlow  Robt & Son W ellington  Rd N Foundry oth 280 0 310 0
Haynes W m Ashw orth  St Tannery oth 100 0 176 0
H ollindrake  Hy & Son P rince 's St Foundry oth 356 0 270 0
Johnson R & Nephew Mill S t/G ibbon St W ire  W orks oth 7000 2 4660 2
Johnson R & Nephew Forge Lane C opper W ks oth 465 0 2700 0
Johnson, C lapham S Morris Trafford Park W orks oth 1663 1 1163 1
K ershaw  J (S tockport) S tockport Lea ther W ks oth 105 0 105 0
Know sley Cast Metal Co Trafford Park W orks oth 0 1118 1
Lancs&C hesh.Coal Res.Assn City W arehouse oth 4 7
Lancastrian C rysta l G lass K irby St W orks oth 0 1732 1
Lancs Dynam o & M otor Co Trafford Park W orks oth 3252 1 3343 1
LNER R ailway Co Cornwall St C arriage w ks oth 13250 1 present 2 1
M acintosh C /Dunlop Rubber Cam bridge St W orks oth 2300 2 2148 2 1
M assey B & S W illiam  St D rop forgers oth 1878 0 1428 0
M ather & Platt G rim shaw  lane W orks oth 7852 1 5550 2 1
M etropo l. Am alg  R lyCarrge&W Ashton Old Rd C arriage W orks oth 3200 0 present 0
M etropolitan V ickersE lec.C o Trafford Park W orks oth 30944 4 4 48017 5 3
M etropolitan V ickersE lec.C o Trafford Park W orks oth 0 16000 2
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M ills Jas exors of Bredbury Rolling M ills oth 1056 0 2128 1
M irlees B ickerton & Day Bram hall M oor Ln Engineering W ks oth 2100 1 1908 1
M itche lls  Em ery W heel Co C ross St W orks oth 275 0 260 0
M onarch R ubber Co V ickers St R ubber M frs oth 268 0 308 1
M oseley D & Sons C hapelfie ld  Lane R ubber M frs oth 6000 4 4100 4 1
M oseley D & Sons Stove St R ubber M frs oth 769 0 476 0
M oseley D & Sons Dolphin St R ubber M frs oth 1207 0 924 0
M ostonM alleableCastingsC o St M ary's Rd Iron W orks oth 246 0 244 0
M urray & Ram sden C arringtonF ie ld  SI V u lcan ite  Mfrs oth 114 0 200 0
N aylor J G & Co W oodley Em ery W orks oth 284 0 320 0
N eedham  J & Sons M illgate Foundry oth 126 0 270 0
Newton W  H & Co V ickers St Foundry oth 292 0 240 0
N oblett J C Holt Town Tannery oth present 0 140 0
Norbury Lockwood Derby St Printing W ks oth 0 211 0
Northern R ubber Co Derby St W arehouse oth 0 237 0
O ico R ubber&W aterproofCo Palm erston St W orks oth 0 129 0
P ire lli Ltd H ulm e Hall Rd R ubber Mfrs oth 400 1 no t found 0
P rem ierW aterprf&R ubberCo 22/24 Brom ley St W orks etc oth 2087 4 3 1876 4 3
P rem ierW aterprf&R ubberCo Bilberry St W orks oth 530 1 1132 2
R enold Hans Bum age Lane W orkshops oth 5181 2 present 3 1
Roe A  V  & Co Briscoe Lane Engineering W ks oth 4500 1 4360 1
R othband W  S & Co Bent St R ubber W orks oth 0 256 0
Rotunda W ilson St R ubber Prfg. M fr oth 0 456 1
R ow lands R B Station Rd B oile r W orks oth 0 480 0
R ubber Heel m anfg Co C hatham  St R ubber W orks oth 150 0 220 01
R ubber R egenerating Co Trafford Park W orks oth 2288 4 1 2396 4 2
Schuurm an J 49  B roughton Ln R ubber W aste oth 280 0 268 0
S im on Carves M ount St O ffice e tc oth 972 1 2 present 1 1
S im on Hy M ount St W hse & O ffices oth 1150 2 present 2 2
S ixsm ith A  R Co Hardm anSt R ubber M frs oth 29 0 120 0
Sm ith John & Son Tam worth  St Ironfoundry oth 330 0 316 0
S tockport R ubber & Vulcanite H arrie t St, S tkpt W orks oth 110 1 100 1 1
Stubbs Joseph P iercy St Iron Foundry oth 2121 1 2072 1
Swain M atthew Holt St Foundry oth 600 0 600 0
Taylo r G arnet Evans & Co Greg St, Reddish Printing W ks oth present 0 1400 0
Taylo r JJ exors of Savoy St P aper W orks oth 121 0 100 0
Textile  P aper Tube Co Rom iley W orks oth 625 0 700 1
Topping Bros G ibbon St C hem .P lantM frs oth 68 0 72 0
Turner Jas A  & Co Nutsford Vale P aper Mill oth 480 0 328 0
United C oop Laundries Hem m ons Rd Laundry oth 1227 0 1227 1
W allpaper M anufrs W ard St, B lackley W allpaper W ks oth 1200 1 1924 1
W allpaper M anufrs B redbury W allpaper W ks oth 0 2364 2
W alters F & Co V ickers St R ubber PrfgW ks oth 223 0 332 1
W ests G as Im provem ent Co Hulm e Hall Ln Iron W orks oth 2158 4 1 2116 5 2
W hittle  W m Bank Bridge Tannery oth 85 1 116 1 1
W righ t Jas Crum psall vale Tannery oth 108 0 88 0
Yarwood S & Son Norton St oth 600 0 100 0
A shw orthO  & Co M ount St F in ish ing W ks tex 370 0 370 1
A shw orth  Jas Sm edley lane Dye W orks tex 158 0 720 2
Battersby Geo (Dyers) Bell St, S tkpt D yeworks tex 35 0 36 0
Bentley Jas (Sco(F in ishers) Bradford Rd B leaching/P tg  Wl tex 1252 1 1100 2
B leachers Assocn B lackfria rs St O ffices tex 3200 5 3 present 5 2
Bradford D yers Assn 6 Oxford St W hse, O ffice tex 2003 3 1 2580 4 1
BritishC ottonW oolDyersAssn M ancheste r Central Lab. tex 2 1
Brinksw ay Dyeing Co Brinksway, S tkpt D yeworks tex 290 1 1 330 1
Brown Jas & Sons W ellington St D yeworks tex 116 0 100 0
Brown T & G W Shears St B leach W ks tex 177 0 160 0
Calico  P rin ters Assn M ayo St W orks tex 1002 0 1204 3
Calico  P rin ters Assn Poland St Mill tex 2878 6 6 2878 11 5
Calico  P rin ters Assn Levenshlm e Printwks (Boyd T tex p resent 0 1440 2
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Calico  P rin ters Assn R hodes R esearch Lab tex 3 6
C alico  Ptrs & B leachers Assn Reddish Vale Prin t W orks tex 1380 2 1916 3 3
C aw ley Robt & Co B lackley New  Rd D yeworks tex 285 1 1 468 2
C hadw ick Geo & Co C layton lane C alendering  Wks tex 572 1 260 1
C hadw ick J & Son Little Peter St F in ish ing W orks tex 165 0 164 0
C hadw icks (M anchester) Hulm e Hall Rd Fin ish ing W orks tex p resent 0 552 2 2
C ochrane Hy (& Son) Peel Terrace Dye W orks tex 360 0 348 1
C ollyhurst F in ish ing Co C ollyhurst Rd W orks tex 400 0 400 1
Courtau lds Trafford Park W orks tex 2872 4 1 4144 6 4
Crom pton Benj F exors o f O penshaw  Bridge Dye W orks tex 209 0 212 0
English  Textilose Mfg Co Trafford Park C arpet M frs tex 1176 1 2907 2
English Velvet&C ord D yers A Lim ekiln  Lane W orks tex 2
G t Northern Prfng & FinshgCc H em pshaw  Ln D yeworks tex 240 1 340 1 1
Hall W m  & Co (M onsall) M onsall rd D yeworks tex 583 1 448 1 1
H alliday & Co Ltd Coronation St Factory/Dyers tex 615 1 780 1
Ham pson & W rig ley Ashton O ld Rd Fin ish ing W ks tex 437 1 436 1
Hazeld ine 0 H em pshaw  Ln D yeworks tex 98 0 100 0
Heath St F in ish ing Co Heath St, F in ish ing W ks tex 240 0 228 0
Heaton M ill B leaching Co Heaton Mill W orks tex 900 1 776 1
Irkdale Printing Co Sm edley Rd W orks tex 732 1 520 2
K err & H oegger Ltd G rim shaw  lane Dye W orks tex 1167 2 964 2
Lancaste r John(M anchester) H arpurhey tex 1100 1 1100 2
Lawson R P & Sons Elizabeth  St Dyeing Mill tex present 2 2 1360 3 3
M acintosh C has & Co C am bridge St W orkshop tex 6908 5 5 5816 3
M ancheste r Book Cloth Co W aterloo Place W orks tex 2264 2 1916 3
M archlngton T  E & Co Droylsden Beetle W orks tex 0 present 2 2
M arsden Edw  (C layton) C layton lane Beetle W orks tex 1271 1 1200 2
M arsland Hy C roft St, S tkpt B leach W ks tex 930 1 830 1
M elland & Coward Heaton M ersey Bleach W ks tex 2200 2 2300 2
M ellor J & Sons Crum psall va le Dye W orks tex 215 0 176 0
Provincial Laundries Dundonald  Rd Laundry tex 400 0 308 0
Riley Robt, W m H arpurhey Fin ish ing W ks tex 560 1 528 1
Schofie ld Joshua & Sons Rom iley Dyeworks tex 700 1 765 2
S ilk Screen Prtg & F in ish ing CCulcheth lane Fin ish ing W ks tex 0 240 0
Sm all & Parkes Hendham  Vale W orks tex 1517 1 2236 2
S unlight Laundries Derby St Laundry tex 546 0 500 0
Syddall Bros Ltd (CPA) Rom iley Calico  Ptg W ks tex 1355 2 1268 3
Sykes & Co C head le  O ld Rd Bleach W ks tex 2760 3 2260 4
Toota l B roadhurst Lee Co Newton Heath Mill tex 1634 0 present 0
Toota l B roadhurst Lee Co Oxford St W arehouse tex 5347 3 present 2
Toota l B roadhurst Lee Co 16 C hepstow  St Laboratory tex 6 15
W alkden Makin & Co C layton lane B leach&D ye Wks tex 940 2 516 2
W alton Jas Co B lackley D yeworks tex 1150 3 1088 3
W alton John (Collyhurst) L ittle Green D yeworks tex 1100 3 856 2 1
W alton John Ltd Park Place, S tkpt Bleach W orks tex 188 0 165 0
W hittaker & Harwood Hill Top, B lackley Dye W orks tex 365 1 352 1
W ilk inson  J M & N Ltd Tam worth  St F in ish ing W ks tex 625 1 616 1
W illiam s R bt &Sons(G orton) H yde Rd Fin ish ing W ks tex 800 1 776 1
W olstenho lm e Ann Ltd Holt Town Fin ish ing W ks tex 450 1 396 1
Y ork Raising & Dyeing Co A rd ley St W eaving Shed tex 500 1 500 1
Young Frank & Co B lackley N ew  Rd Bleach & Dye W l tex 363 1 352 1

E m ployer not known M anchester M ainly IC Membs che? 154 117

BO DIES W HER E ESTIM ATION IS NO T POSSI!

ED U C A TIO N A L DEM AND
Tertia ry  Education M ancheste r A rea Lecturers edu 73 85
S econdary Education M ancheste r A rea S choolteachers sch 39 47
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C O N S U LTA N TS
A na ly tica l & C onsulting Chem M ancheste r A rea che 23 11
Bowes & Sim B lackley Con Chem ists che 1
A llch in  Bridycor M anchester Con E ngineers oth 1
Brownlie  & Green Ltd Cheetham Con E ngineers con 1

C O M M ER C E & FINANCE
Bard & W ishart Ltd Trafford Park Dyestu ffs M chts com 1 1
D earnaley A Royal Exchange Cotton M chts com 1
Evans N & Rais Ltd Dudley Rd C olour M chts com 1
K abbur & Co Ltd Jacksons Row Chem ica l M chts com 1
Kitchin A Shudehill Dye M erchants com 1
LM S R ailway Newton Heath W agon W ks com 14403 1 2
M arks & Clerk, 25 M arket St Patent Agents com 1
M ottershead & Co 7, Exchange St Pharm acists com 496
N atl.B o ile r& G enl.lnsce  Co St M ary's psnge Laboratory com 76 1
N atl.B o ile r& G enl.lnsce  Co St M ary's psnge Offices com 1944 2298
Page C & Co Ltd Royal Exchange Chem  M chts com 1
Royse S ir S W  Ltd 16 A lbe rt Sq Chem  M chts com 284 1 122
Saville  M arvel & Co Ltd 68 Port St C olour M fr com 103
Saville  T W hittle  & Co Ltd M anchester M erchants com 1
V ulcanB o iler& G en.lnsnc Co 71 King St O ffices com 480 1 1

PUBLIC  & UTILITIES
Man C ham ber C om m erce Royal Exchange Testing House che 400 2 2 413 2 3
HM Stationery Office M anchester pub
M ancheste r Corp G aythorpe St D estructo r Works pub 484 379
M ancheste r Corp G rim shaw  Ln D estructo r Works pub 164 328
M ancheste r Corp M ount Rd D estructo r Works pub 242 400
M ancheste r Corp B lackley R efuse Destructc pub 550
Man M edical/M RI M anchester H ospita ls/Labs pub 6 8
Man Public  A na lyst 34 John Dalton St Public  Ana lysts pub 6 7
Man Corp Health Dept Holt Town Health W orks(36 pub 1860 1 1800 1
Man Steam UsersAssn City Laboratory pub 1 2
Man Corp G as Com m Bradford Road Pt G as W orks uti 3267 4890
Man Corp G as Com m G leden St G as W orks uti 38188 5 22140 8
Man Corp G as Com m M edlock St G as W orks uti 10685 2655
Man Corp G as Com m R ochdale  Rd G as W orks uti 15549 9550
M ancheste r Corp D avyhulm e Sewage W ks uti 7 6
M ancheste r Corp Mcr W aterT reatm ent uti 2
M ancheste r Corp B loom  St E lectric ity  Stn uti 6520 4896
M ancheste r Corp D ickenson St E lectric ity  Stn uti 8369 6178
M ancheste r Corp Stuart St E lectrica l Stn uti 31265 1 40425 6
S tockport C orporation Stockport Rd S ew ageTanks uti 1278 1 nf 2
S tockport C orporation Gt. Portwood St Gas W orks uti 7500 7500 3
S tockport C orporation M illgate E lectric  P lant uti 6000 18000 1
Stretford G as Co Stretford G as W orks uti 1
S tretford UDC Trafford Park G enerating Stn uti 5738 1

R ESEARCH ASSOCIATIONS
BCIRA D idsbury, M anche Laboratories tex N ot rated 25 N ot rated 84

N O T FO UND IN RATE BOOH N ot included in Tab le  4.1
Assn Brit.Chem .M frs M anchester che 1

C hem ica l Eng. Co Deansgate che 1

Cl BA M anchester C ity Sales che 1
C ity Laboratory Trafford Park che 1
Cooper, McDougall, Robertson 66-68 Port St Mfg Chem ists che 2
Ferguson Chem  Labs. Deansgate Laboratory che 1
G oodlass W all M ulberry St C olour M frs che 1
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Goodw in GW & Son Trafford Park Soap Mfrs. che 1
Hill W W  & W allace Lr. Broughton P ain t M frs che 1
IG Dyes 14 B ridge St Dyes che 1
M orris H N Denton Chem ica ls che 1
N icholls  & Nagle Trafford Park che 1
Norris W m  & Co 96 Sackville  St Polish Mfrs che 1
Russell Brown M anchester Mfg Chem ists che 1
R igby J J Trafford Park O il/Ta llow  Ref che 1
Shell Mex & BP M anchester che 1
Steven G & Co Cornbrook W ks Mfg Chem ists che 1
S tretford Chem .W ks Stretford che 1
W  Ind ies Chem .W ks Brazennose St Dyewood Ext. che 1
B roughtonD airies&C rm y Broughton fod 1
C W S M anchester Preserve W ks fod 1
M altose M anchester M anchester Tel address fod 1
R obertson J & Sons Ashton Hall Ln Preserve W ks fod 1
United Y east Co M anchester Y east Mfrs. fod 1
A nderson D & Son Stretford M fr Roofg.M ats. oth 1
Brita in Leonard M anchester oth 1
C arborundum  Co Trafford Park oth 1 1
Cum m ing Parsons M anchester Engineers oth 1
Egan Jas & Co 50 E llesm ere St oth 1
M anlove A llio tt & Co M anchester Engineers? oth 1
N oblett R A udenshaw Tanners oth 1
Pickering G & Sons M anchester oth 1
Turners A sbestos Trafford Park oth 1 1
Dacca Tw ist Co Princess St Textiles tex 1
Drey S im pson Co Reddish V e lve t M frs tex 1
F le tcher M & Sons W hitefie ld B leachers tex 1
Holden J & Co M anchester Velve tC ord  Mfrs. tex 1
W interbo ttom B ookC lo thC o Newton St Textiles tex 2

TO TALS 517026 522 626 525357 729 826
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Table 3A: Identified Chemists, Manchester Area, 1902
Name Occupation Employer/Address Qualification
A llen  G J FCS 55/6  B arton A rcade FC S
A llpass  J T C hem ist CAC B S c Man.
A nge ll J C hem ica l Lec tu re r FC S, FIC
A nse lm  Dr Research Chemist (left 1907) CAC PhD
A nspach  R C hem ist L iebm ann  & S tuder M cpl. Coll.
A rdern  E C hem ist M a nche s te r S ew age  W ks M S c Man.
B agnall E H W orks  C hem ist Lev inste in M S c Man.
B ailey G H Lecture r O w ens C ollege D S c Lon.
B arlow  H W  L nq U rm ston M A, M B O xon
B arlow  W m nq D roylsden FC S, FIC
Baron W  B C hem ist M a nche s te r S team  U sers A ssocn. B S c Man.
B arra tt W  S T eacher?? S t M a rgare t's  S chools , M oss S ide A R C S c, A C S
B arrow  J C hem ist G rim shaw  Bros, C layton M cpl. Coll.
Bean Percy FCS S e lf FC S
Beck T  C D em ons tra te r o f C hem istry M un ic ipa l S chool o f T e chno logy M cpl. Coll.
Bell J C arte r P ub lic  A na lyst S e lf F IC
Bell P ercy C arte r nq (U S A  in1900back '01  ) H r B roughton FIC , FC S
Bell W  R G as W orks  C hem ist S tockpo rt G as W ks M cpl. Coll.
Belton F rank C hem ist? P end le ton FC S
B en fey D r H M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist C AC P hD
B en g e r FB M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist B enger F B &  Co FIC , FC S
B en tley  W H T echn ica l C hem ist Lev inste in BSc, M an,D S c
B e n tz E L ec tu re r on Dye ing FC S
B lum en tha l L C hem ist Lev inste in M cpl. Coll.
Bold J S enr C hem ist C AC
B one W  A nq O w ens C ollege P hD ,D S c,F C S
B ottom ley  Jas nq L r B roughton  Road D S c Lon. FC S
B ow es H arry nq B ow es & S im s, H r C rum psa ll FCS, FIC
B ow m an D r FH C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r D eansga te PhD, FIC
B ow m an F E nq Son o f 'F H '?  S am e address. FC S
B raceg ird le  H W C hem ist C AC M cpl. Coll.
B rad ley  N FC S 53/5  C hapm an St, H u lm e FC S
B ra tby  P S A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem ist FCS, O w ens S hort
B ray  D nq H r B roughton FC S
B rie rley Jas nq A shton  Rd BSc, FCS
B roadben t J J A na lyst 14 C ross  S t (a lso  C hem  Soc, FC S ) FIC , FC S
B ro the rs  W  M nq (B ro the rs  C hem  C oL td  in 1916) FC S
Brow n RJ T echn ica l S chool P rinc ipa l S tockpo rt T echn ica l School M Sc, FC S
Brow n W  D C hem ist C a rte r Bell J M S c V iet
B uck ley  W C hem ist M a nche s te r C orpn  G as W ks M cpl. Coll.
B urgess C H A ss t Lec tu re r O w ens C ollege M S c M ane
B urgh a rd t D r CA C onsu lting  C hem ist 35 Foun ta in  St PhD
B urton T  E C hem ist S cho fie ld  C J, C layton M cpl. Coll.
B u tte rw orth  G eo C hem ica l C o louris t A nd re w  J & Co, C a lico  P rin ters M cpl. Coll.
Cain  J C C hem ist Lev inste in M S c Man.
C a rte r Thos A na lyst H atton  Hall & Co, C hem  M erchan ts M cpl. Coll.
C hapm an D L Lec tu re r (M cr in 1900) O w ens C ollege BA  Oxon
C laus W  H M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist C laus & R e Ltd, C layton
C layton  Geo nq S choo l o f P harm acy FC S
C layton  R H C hem ist H ardm an  & H olden Ltd, M iles P la ttir B S c M an.
C o lem an  W H T ar W orks  C hem ist C layton
C o llins  W H A na ly tica l C hem ist W ih lE & C o ,  17 N icho las  St FC S
C orke r J S C hem ist M acin tosh  C has & Co M cpl. Coll.
C ou tts  F J H nq P lym outh  G rove FC S
C ow burn  A  W nq (A na lys t in 1916) B ow don FC S
C ra ig  T  J I A na ly tica l C hem ist S pence  P & C o Ltd, A lum  W ks M cpl. Coll.
C ross ley  A  W Lecturer, Itr P ro f C hem istry S t T h om a s 's  H osp ita l B S c,P hD  W urzb
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C ross ley  Frank A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  Chem S oc P ub lic  A na lys ts M cpl. Coll.
D arling  W  H nq 126 O xford  St FC S, FIC
D av ies  G W C hem ica l Lec tu re r
D av ies  P ercy M nq N ew ton  H eath A R C S C I.F C S
D ixon P ro f HB P ro fesso r o f C hem istry O w ens C ollege M A .M S c Man.
D oug las  W  G C he m is t? L tr A ss t.M a na ge r C AC
D oxey C C hem ist?? C A C  2 -3  Y rs  a round 1902 M cpl. Coll.
D reyfus  DR  C D ye M anu fac tu re r C AC PhD, FCS
D reyfus S C hem ist C AC
D uncan A  W C hem ist (S oc P ub lic  A na l) W oo lley  Jas  & Co FC S
D uxbury  T nq D eansga te FC S
E dga r G C S en io r D em ons tra to r O w ens C ollege B S c Man,
E ntw is tle  H nq Longs igh t FC S
E stcourt C has C onsu lting  C hem ist O ld  T ra fford FIC , FC S
E stcourt P A P ub lic  A na lyst 20  A lbe rt Sq. FC S, FIC
F asnach t EA T echn ica l C hem ist C layton  B ridge
Fe ilm an M E C hem ist CAC B S c,Lo ,P hD  B asle
F lin to ff R obert J nq C rum psall FC S  O w ens S hort
Fo llow s H nq U rm ston FC S
F o rre s t J A M C hem ist CAC M S c M an.
Foste r R Le N eve M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist B redbury FC S
Fow le r GJ S up e rin tenden t & C hem ist M a nche s te r C orpn  S ew age  W ks, U r D S c Viet, FC S
Franklin  J H C hem is t/D rugg is t W oo lley  Jas  & Co M cpl. Coll.
G add W  L A na lys t?? C hem ica l Labora to ry, 5 C la rence  S t FIC , FC S
G a rn e tt Hy nq M oss S ide FC S
G ars ide  A  L H S oc P ub lic  A na lysts M ille r A  K Dr
G aske il Jas A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  Chem S e lf FC S
G ibbons B ates & Co A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i 4  K ing St, 41 M a rke t St, & S tre tfo rd M cpl. Coll.
G ilbody A  W nq O w ens C ollege MSc Viet,PhD Munich
G ran t J Lec tu re r(C h m S o cM cr1 900) M un ic ipa l School o f T e ch no lo gy FIC , FC S
G rayson R E C hem ist M orris  H N & Co M cpl. Coll.
G reen  John E nq U rm ston A R S M , FIC
G rim shaw  H C hem ica l M au fac tu re r G rim shaw  Bros, C layton FC S
G ripp e r H A na ly tica l C hem ist G rea t C en tra l ra ilw ay, G orton FC S
G rossm ann  D r J C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r H arpu rh ey  C hem ica l W orks PhD  H eid lbg
G rundy F B nq note  IC 1907 R am ie  Co Ltd FIC
H adfie ld  E A na lys t C orpo ra tion  S ew age  W ks M cpl. Coll.
H am ilton  W  B C hem ist W hitw o rth  & Co M cpl. Coll.
H ardcastle  E C hem ist K ay B ros Ltd
H ardy Hy & Co A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i S e lf
H arland  W  D nq 48 K ing St FC S
H art B A na lys t T ennan ts  & Co, C layton
H a r tT W C hem ist H atton  Hall & Co, C hem  M erchants M cpl. Coll.
H art W B C onsu lting  C hem ist 8 E xchange  St FC S
H artley  L C hem ist M cD ouga ll B ros, A g ric  C hem ist M cpl. Coll.
H eap  Benj A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i 46  L loyd St M cpl. Coll.
H ep w orth -C o llins  W C hem ist W ihl E & Co
H eyl-D ia  GE C hem ica l & E lectrica l E ng inee H r B roughton
H ibbert M iss E D em ons tra te r o f C hem istry M unic ipa l School o f T echno logy
H inne ll H L nq 11 C orpora tion  St FC S
H irsch be rg e r Jose f W orks  M anager Levinste in PhD
H o ffa E R esearch  C hem ist Lev inste in PhD
H olden AN C hem ist H ardm an & H olden Ltd, M iles  P latting
H olden GE W orks  C hem ist M a nche s te r O xide  C o L td ,M iles  P la t M cpl. Coll.
H o lden  GH C hem ist M a nche s te r O xide  Co L td ,M iles  P la tting
H olden N orm an N C hem ist H ardm an & H olden Ltd, M iles  P la ttir M cpl. Coll.
H o lm es F W C hem ist C ho rlton -on -M ed lock BSc, M Sc, M ane
H olt W m C hem ist S cho fie ld  C J, C layton M cpl. Coll.
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H ope Jas W orks  C hem ist Lev inste in
H uebner J D irec to r D ye ing  & P aperm akin M cr M un ic ipa l School o f  Techno logy M S cTech  M ane
H ulm e Jas & Co A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i 15 F itte r Lane
H urs t G H A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i 22 B lack fria rs  St M cpl. Coll.
H utch inson  T  J A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i 54 A rca de  C ham bers
H utton R S Lecturer, E lec trochem istry M S c Man.
Ingham  E F C hem ist C W S  B iscu it Facto ry M cpl. Coll.
Irw in W nq C hee tham  Hill FC S
Jackson  A lf C hem ist Lev inste in M cpl. Coll.
Jackson  GB C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r 7 B razenose  St
Jackson  T C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r C lay ton  C hem ica l W orks, C layton
Jones D T A ss t Lec tu re r O w ens C ollege B S c Man.
Kenyon P S D rysa lte r K enyon G  & Co, B ack P iccad illy B S c Man.
Kenyon T M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist
K nech t D r E P ro fessor o f T incto ria l C hem is M un ic ipa l School o f T e chno logy P hD  Zurich
Lange  E F S nq W ith ing ton FC S
L es te r CH A na lyst Poch in  H D & Co M cpl. Coll.
Les te r J H A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i M cr C ham b  C om m . T esting  H ouse M S c Viet, FC S
L ever G P rin tw orks C hem ist CPA, N ew ton  B ank M cpl. Coll.
Lev inste in  H C hem ist Lev inste in M S c Man.
Levinste in  I C o lou r M anu fac tu re r Lev inste in
Levy R C hem ist CAC
L iebm ann D r A A na ly tica l C hem ist L iebm ann  & S tuder PhD
Low e CW M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist 'C o rnb rook ' Legh Rd, K nu tsfo rd FC S
M acF arlane  A nq B lack ley FC S
M a jo r G  H nq A rdw ick FC S
M aron D R esearch  C hem ist Lev inste in PhD
M arsden  Fred nq C ho rlton -on -M ed lock M S c,P hD ,M an . fC S
M arsden  H C hem ist M arsden  H y & Co B S c Man.
M arsh  Jas C hem ist U nion A lka li Co, S oho W ks M cpl. Coll.
M arsh  W C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r U nion A lka li Co, S oho W ks
M arsha ll W A na lyst A na ly tica l Lab, C head le  H ulm e FIC
M assey A A na ly tica l C hem ist G aytho rn  G as W orks M cpl. Coll.
M audsley  R J C hem ist Thom pson  W  G & Co B S c Man.
M cD ouga ll IS M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist (M cD ouga ll B ros??)
M cK errow  C A C onsu lting  C hem ist? H art & M ckerrow ,8  E xchangeS t FC S
M eiling  S E A na lys t H r B roughton FIC
M ensch ing  D r C R esearch  C hem ist Lev inste in PhD
M eyerberg  Dr R esearch  C he m is t (Le ft 1906) C AC PhD
M ille r D rA K A na ly tica l C hem ist K ilve rt's  B ldgs, W ithy  G rove P h D ,F C S
M itton  T  J A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem ist
M o rris  EF R esearch  C hem ist O ld  T ra ffo rd  (C hem  Soc) M A, FC S
M orris  H C hem ist W oo lley  Jas  & Co M cpl. Coll.
M orris  HN T echn ica l C hem ist G orton  B rook C hem ica l W orks FCS, S ho rt O w ens
N a e fE E R esearch  C hem ist Lev inste in PhD
N ea le  H A nq D idsbury FCS, S ho rt O w ens
N elson  A  J C hem ist C AC
N elson  G eo C hem ist B radshaw  H am m ond, CPA, Reddish B S c M an.
N eura th  F M anag ing  C hem ist Lev inste in M cpl. Coll.
N ew all J F nq 33 G eorge  St FC S
N ew ton T  H A na ly tica l C hem ist B ecke tt J M & Co M cpl. Coll.
N ixon A lf nq C en tra l School FC S
N orris  E W W orks  C hem ist Lev inste in M cpl. Coll.
O lle renshaw  S nq D avyhu lm e  Lane, U rm ston FIC
P aine  S P harm aceu tica l C hem ist O tte r W orks,
P arrish  J C hem ist, la te r M anage r C AC M cpl. Coll.
P arting ton  W C hem ist Jew sbu ry  & Brown Ltd B S c Man.
Perkin  W  H Jun Prof. O rgan ic  C hem istry O w ens C ollege P hD  W urzbg
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P ettig rew  R C hem ist R oscoe  S ir H M cpl. Coll.
P ickles  R  H M anufg . C hem ist D roy lsden  P russ ia te  W ks M cpl. Coll.
P ope P ro f W J FRS P ro fesso r o f C hem istry M un ic ipa l S chool o f T e ch no lo gy M S cTech  M ane
P orte r H A lka li Inspector FCS, FIC
P otts  J T C hem ist W ilson  J V, B radfo rd , O il M chst M cpl. Coll.
P u llinge r W nT nq R om iley BA, FCS
R adcliffe  L G Lec tu re r M un ic ipa l S chool o f  T e ch no lo gy M cpl. Coll.
R ay W m nq U rm ston FC S, FIC
Ree D r A A n iline  D ye m anu fac tu re r G u ildha ll C ham bers ,L loyd  St P hD , FC S
R head E L M e ta llu rgy  Lectu re r M un ic ipa l S chool o f T e chno logy
R ichards  F G D em ons tra te r o f C hem istry M un ic ipa l S chool o f T e chno logy
R ichardson  H nq Bow don FC S
R ichardson  JH M anager Poch in  H D & Co FC S ?
R oberts  FA C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r C ornb rook  C hem ica l W orks, H u lm e
R ob inson HF (O wens) M anu fac tu ring  C he m is t C ulche th  C hem ica l W orks ,N ew ton  F B S c M an,FC S
R ose J L R esearch  C hem ist Lev inste in
R oss J L C hem ist Lev inste in B S c Man.
R othw e ll C F S nq O ld T ra ffo rd FC S
R oy L L C hem ist Jew sbu ry  & Brow n Ltd M cpl. Coll.
R oyse  SW C hem ica l E ng inee r 20  A lb e rt Sq
R usse ll E J Lec tu re r O w ens C ollege BSc, M an.,FC S
S arto rius  Dr R esearch  C hem ist Lev inste in PhD
S cho les  G R A na ly tica l C hem ist S cud de r F M cpl. Coll.
S chw arz  H F C hem ist Lev inste in M cpl. Coll.
S cud de r F A na ly tica l C hem ist M e rsey  & Irwell Jo in t C om m ittee FC S
S hap les  J Steel W orks  C hem ist B eye r Peacock, Gorton M cpl. Coll.
S haw  G  A W orks  C hem ist K ay B ros Ltd FC S
S haw  W C hem ist T ennan ts  & Co M cpl. Coll.
S henton  J p nq (A na lys t in 1916) W  D idsbury FC S
S hepherd  R des F C hem ist C P A  C en tra l R esearch  Lab B S c M an.
S iebo ld  L nq Sale FIC , FC S
S im s W E T echn ica l C hem ist B ow es & S im s, H r C rum psa ll
S inna tt FS D em ons tra te r o f C hem istry M un ic ipa l S chool o f  T e ch no lo gy
Sm ith  A M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist E xce ls io r C hem ica l W orks, C layton
Sm ith  H P A na ly tica l C hem ist C ????  &  Co, E ng ineers, O penshaw M cpl. Coll.
Sm ith  N Lectu re r O w ens C ollege M S c Man.
S outhern  F M anage r S ou the rn  J W, S tore  St B S c Man.
S outhern  T hos Jun nq W he a t Hill C hem . W ks,B roughton FC S
S pence D A lum  M anu fac tu re r S pence  P &  Co Ltd, A lum  W ks
S pence F A lum  M anu fac tu re r S pence  P & Co Ltd, A lum  W ks
S pence  H C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r S pence  P & S ons Ltd A lum  W ks
S pence J C hem ist S pence  P & Co Ltd, A lum  W ks
S pence J D A na ly tica l C hem ist A rm strong  W hitw orth M cpl. Coll.
S pence  JW D rysa lte r T iv io t C o lou r W orks, M a nche s te r Rd
S toddard  R T C hem ist H ardm an & H olden Ltd, M iles P la ttir M cpl. Coll.
S toecke r H C hem ist Z ie g le r & Co, C hem  M erchants M cpl. Coll.
S tra tfo rd  A  W C hem ist H ardm an  & H olden Ltd, M iles P la ttir M cpl. Coll.
S tubbs F C hem ist S pence  P & Co Ltd, A lum  W ks M cpl. Coll.
S tuder D r A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i L iebm ann  & S tuder P hD
T a y lo r A lbe rt Lec tu re r M un ic ipa l T echn ica l School
T a y lo r R L nq W ha lley  R ange FCS, FIC
T e rry  H L A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i S e lf FCS, FIC
Thom pson  W G C o lou r M anu fac tu re r Tonge  S pring  W orks, M idd le ton
Thom son  W A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i R oyal Institu tion  Labora to ry FIC , FC S
T horpe  J F Lec tu re r (C hm S oc  1900) O w ens C ollege PhD  H eid lbg
T u rn e r C has A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i 225a  O xford  St FC S
T u rn e r L C hem ist W oo lley  Jas  & Co M cpl. Coll.
V a rley  G P T e ache r M S c M an.
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V icke rs  T C hem ist?  S hort s tudy  a t Owne V icke rs  T  & Co M iles P latting S ho rt O w ens
V icke rs  W C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r V icke rs  T  & Co M iles P la tting
V lies LE T echn ica l C hem ist Thom pson  W  G & Co M cpl. Coll.
W alford  S M S c ie n c e  T e ache r W ood ley FCS, S ho rt O w ens
W arburton  T  J W orks  C hem ist C layton  A n iline  Co M cpl. Coll.
W ate rhouse  R nq F ishe r J & S ons Ltd FC S
W atson CE C hem ica l A ss is tan t P S pence, M a nche s te r A lum  W orks M cpl. Coll.
W e izm ann  C D em ons tra te r o f C hem istry O w ens C ollege D S c Fre ibg
W ild  J nq B redbury B S c V ie t,A C S
W illiam s Evan nq R ochda le  Rd G as W ks FC S
W ilson  C T e ache r T h e  G ram m ar School FC S
W ind e r G R nq B ram hall P hD  Z u rich ,F C S
W ins loe  H M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist T ennan ts  & Co, C layton
W olfenden  J H nq Fa ilsw orth BSc, FC S
W ood F C hem ist H igg in  &  L loyd, S t P e te r St M cpl. Coll.
W oodhead  C E C hem ist R ochda le  Rd G as W ks M cpl. Coll.
W ray  E C hem ist CAC S tud C S
W rig ley  H C hem ist S pence  P & Co Ltd, A lum  W ks M cpl. Coll.
Y a tes  L E C hem ist C AC M cpl. Coll.
Y oung  T  A A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i 3 C oope r St
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T a b le  3A : Id e n tif ie d  C h e m is ts , M a n c h e s te r  A re a , 1 9 0 2
Name Occupation Employer/Address Qualification
A llen  G J FCS 55/6  B arton A rcade FC S
A llpass  J T C hem ist CAC B S c M an.
A nge ll J C hem ica l Lec tu re r FCS, FIC
A nse lm  Dr Research Chemist (left 1907) C AC PhD
A nspach  R C hem ist L iebm ann  & S tuder M cpl. Coll.
A rdern  E C hem ist M a nche s te r S ew age  W ks M S c Man.
B agnall E H W orks  C hem ist Lev inste in M S c Man.
B ailey  G H Lec tu re r O w ens C ollege D S c Lon.
B arlow  H W  L nq U rm ston M A, M B O xon
B arlow  W m nq D roylsden FCS, FIC
Baron  W  B C hem ist M a nche s te r S team  U sers A ssocn. B S c Man.
B arra tt W  S T eacher?? S t M a rgare t's  Schools , M oss S ide A R C S c, A C S
B arrow  J C hem ist G rim shaw  Bros, C layton M cpl. Coll.
Bean P ercy FC S S e lf FC S
B eck T  C D em ons tra te r o f C hem istry M un ic ipa l School o f  T e chno logy M cpl. Coll.
Bell J C arte r P ub lic  A na lys t S e lf F IC
Bell P ercy C arte r nq (U S A  in1900back ’01) H r B roughton FIC , FCS
Bell W  R G as W orks  C hem ist S tockpo rt G as W ks M cpl. Coll.
B e lton  Frank C hem ist? P end le ton FC S
B en fey  D r H M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist CAC PhD
B enger FB M anu fac tu ring  C he m is t B enger F B & Co FIC , FC S
B en tley  W H T echn ica l C hem ist Lev inste in BSc, M an,D S c
B e n tz E L ec tu re r on D ye ing FC S
B lum en tha l L C hem ist Lev inste in M cpl. Coll.
B old  J S enr C hem ist C AC
B one  W  A nq O w ens C ollege P hD ,D S c,F C S
B ottom ley  Jas nq L r B roughton  Road D S c Lon. FCS
B ow es H arry nq B ow es & S im s, H r C rum psa ll FCS, FIC
B ow m an D r FH C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r D eansga te PhD , FIC
B ow m an F E nq Son o f 'F H '?  S am e address. FC S
B raceg ird le  H W C hem ist CAC M cpl. Coll.
B rad ley  N FCS 53 /5  C hapm an  St, H u lm e FC S
B ra tby  P S A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem ist FCS, O w ens S ho rt
B ray  D nq H r B roughton FC S
B rie rley  Jas nq A shton  Rd BSc, FC S
B roadben t J J A na lyst 14 C ross S t (a lso  C hem  Soc, FCS) FIC , FC S
B ro the rs  W  M nq (B ro the rs  C hem  C oL td  in 1916) FC S
B row n RJ Techn ica l School P rinc ipa l S tockpo rt T echn ica l School M Sc, FC S
B row n W  D C hem ist C a rte r Bell J M S c V iet
B uck ley  W C hem ist M a nche s te r Corpn G as W ks M cpl. Coll.
B urgess C H A ss t Lec tu re r O w ens C ollege M S c M ane
B urghard t D r CA C onsu lting  C hem ist 35  Foun ta in  St P hD
B urton T  E C hem ist S chofie ld  C J, C layton M cpl. Coll.
B u tte rw orth  Geo C hem ica l C o louris t A nd re w  J & Co, C a lico  P rin ters M cpl. Coll.
C ain  J C C hem ist Lev inste in M S c M an.
C a rte r Thos A na lyst H atton Hall & Co, C hem  M erchants M cpl. Coll.
C hapm an D L Lec tu re r (M cr in 1900) O w ens C ollege BA  O xon
C laus W  H M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist C laus & Re Ltd, C layton
C layton  G eo nq S chool o f P harm acy FC S
C layton  R H C hem ist H ardm an  & H olden Ltd, M iles  P la ttir B S c Man.
C olem an W H T a r W orks  C hem ist C layton
C o llins  W H A na ly tica l C hem ist W ih l E &  Co, 17 N icho las  St FC S
C orke r J S C hem ist M acin tosh  C has & Co M cpl. Coll.
C ourts F J H nq P lym outh  G rove FC S
C ow burn  A  W nq (A na lys t in 1916) B ow don FC S
C ra ig  T  J I A na ly tica l C hem ist S pence  P & Co Ltd, A lum  W ks M cpl. Coll.
C ross ley  A  W Lecturer, Itr P ro f C hem istry S t T hom as 's  H ospita l B S c,P hD  W urzb
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C ross ley  F rank A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem S oc P ub lic  A na lysts M cpl. Coll.
D arling  W  H nq 126 O xford  S t FCS, FIC
D avies G W C hem ica l Lec tu re r
D avies P ercy  M nq N ew ton  Heath A R C S C I.F C S
D ixon P ro f HB P ro fesso r o f C hem istry O w ens C ollege M A .M S c Man.
D oug las  W  G C he m is t? L tr A sst. M anager C AC
D oxey C C hem ist?? C A C  2-3  Y rs  a round 1902 M cpl. Coll.
D reyfus DR  C D ye M anu fac tu re r C AC PhD, FCS
D reyfus S C hem ist C AC
D uncan A  W C hem ist (S oc P ub lic  A na l) W oo lley  Jas & Co FC S
D uxbu ry  T nq D eansga te FC S
E dg a r G C S en io r D em ons tra to r O w ens C ollege B S c Man.
E ntw is tle  H nq Longs igh t FC S
E stcourt C has C onsu lting  C hem ist O ld  T ra ffo rd FIC , FC S
E stcourt P A P ub lic  A na lyst 20  A lb e rt Sq. FCS, FIC
F asnach t EA T echn ica l C hem ist C layton  B ridge
Fe ilm an  M E C hem ist C AC B S c,Lo ,P hD  Basle
F lin to ff R obert J nq C rum psall FC S  O w ens S ho rt
Fo llow s H nq U rm ston FC S
F o rre s t J A M C hem ist C AC M S c Man.
Foste r R Le N eve M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist B redbury FC S
Fow le r GJ S up e rin tenden t & C hem ist M a nche s te r Corpn S ew age  W ks, Ur D S c Viet, FC S
Franklin  J H C hem is t/D rugg is t W oo lley  Jas  & Co M cpl. Coll.
G add  W  L A na lyst?? C hem ica l Labora to ry, 5 C la rence  St F IC , FC S
G a rn e tt Hy nq M oss S ide FC S
G ars ide  A  L H S oc P ub lic  A na lysts M ille r A  K D r
G aske ll Jas A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i S e lf FC S
G ibbons Bates & Co A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem 4 K ing St, 41 M a rke t St, & S tre tfo rd M cpl. Coll.
G ilbody  A  W nq O w ens C ollege MSc Viet,PhD Munich
G ran t J L ec tu re r(C h m S o cM cr1 900) M un ic ipa l S chool o f T echno logy FIC , FC S
G rayson R E C hem ist M orris  H N & Co M cpl. Coll.
G reen John E nq U rm ston A R S M , FIC
G rim shaw  H C hem ica l M au fac tu re r G rim shaw  Bros, C layton FC S
G ripper H A na ly tica l C hem ist G rea t C en tra l ra ilw ay, G orton FC S
G rossm ann  D r J C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r H a rpu rhey  C hem ica l W orks P hD  H eid lbg
G rundy  F B nq note  IC 1907 R am ie  C o Ltd FIC
H ad fie ld  E A na lys t C orpo ra tion  S ew age  W ks M cpl. Coll.
H am ilton  W  B C hem ist W hitw orth  & Co M cpl. Coll.
H ardcastle  E C hem ist K ay B ros Ltd
H ardy Hy & Co A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i S e lf
H arland  W  D nq 48  K ing S t FC S
H art B A na lyst T ennan ts  & Co, C layton
H a r tT W C hem ist H atton Hall & Co, C hem  M erchan ts M cpl. Coll.
H art W B C onsu lting  C hem ist 8 E xchange  S t FC S
H artley  L C hem ist M cD ouga ll Bros, A g ric  C hem ist M cpl. Coll.
H eap  Benj A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i 46  L loyd St M cpl. Coll.
H epw orth -C o llins  W C hem ist W ihl E & Co
H ey l-D ia  GE C hem ica l & E lectrica l E ng inee H r B roughton
H ibbert M iss E D em ons tra te r o f C hem istry M un ic ipa l School o f T e chno logy
H inne ll H L nq 11 C orpora tion  St FC S
H irsch be rg e r Jose f W orks  M anager Levinste in PhD
H o ffa E R esearch  C hem ist Lev inste in PhD
H olden AN C hem ist H ardm an  & H olden Ltd, M iles P latting
H olden GE W orks  C hem ist M a nche s te r O xide  Co L td ,M iles  P la t M cpl. Coll.
H olden GH C hem ist M a nche s te r O xide  Co Ltd, M iles Platt ing
H olden N orm an N C hem ist H ardm an & H olden Ltd, M iles P la ttir M cpl. Coll.
H o lm es F W C hem ist C ho rlton -on -M ed lock B S c,M S c,M ane
H olt W m C hem ist S cho fie ld  C J, C layton M cpl. Coll.
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H ope  Jas W orks  C hem ist Lev inste in
H uebner J D irec to r D ye ing & P aperm akin M cr M un ic ipa l School o f Techno logy M S cTech  M ane
H ulm e Jas & Co A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  Chem 15 F itte r Lane
H urs t G H A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  Chem 22 B lack fria rs  S t M cpl. Coll.
H utch inson  T  J A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  Chem 54 A rcade  C ham bers
H utton R S Lecturer, E lec trochem istry M S c Man.
Ingham  E F C hem ist C W S  B iscu it Facto ry M cpl. Coll.
Irw in W nq C heetham  Hill FC S
Jackson  A lt C hem ist Lev inste in M cpl. Coll.
Jackson  GB C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r 7 B razenose  St
Jackson  T C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r C layton  C hem ica l W orks, C layton
Jones D T A ss t Lec tu re r O w ens C ollege B S c Man.
Kenyon P S D rysa lte r Kenyon G & Co, Back P iccad illy B S c Man.
Kenyon T M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist
K necht D r E P ro fessor o f T incto ria l C hem is M un ic ipa l School o f T e chno logy PhD  Zurich
Lange  E F S nq W l th ington FC S
Les te r CH A na lyst Poch in  H D & Co M cpl. Coll.
Les te r J H A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem M cr C ham b C om m . T esting  H ouse M S c Viet, FC S
L ever G P rin tw orks  C hem ist CPA, N ew ton  Bank M cpl. Coll.
Lev inste in  H C hem ist Lev inste in M S c Man.
Levinste in  I C o lour M anu fac tu re r Lev inste in
Levy R C hem ist CAC
Liebm ann  D r A A na ly tica l C hem ist L iebm ann  & S tuder P hD
Low e C W M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist 'C o rnb rook ' Legh Rd, K nu ts fo rd FC S
M acF arlane  A nq B lack ley FC S
M a jo r G H nq A rdw lck FC S
M aron D R esearch  C hem ist Lev inste in PhD
M arsden Fred nq C ho rlton -on -M ed lock M S c,P hD ,M an . fC S
M arsden H C hem ist M arsden  Hy & Co B S c Man.
M arsh  Jas C hem ist U nion A lka li Co, S oho  W ks M cpl. Coll.
M arsh  W C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r U nion A lka li Co, S oho  W ks
M arsha ll W A na lyst A na ly tica l Lab, C head le  H ulm e FIC
M assey A A na ly tica l C hem ist G aytho rn  G as W orks M cpl. Coll.
M audsley  R J C hem ist Thom pson  W  G & Co B S c Man.
M cD ouga ll IS M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist (M cD ouga ll B ros??)
M cK errow  C A C onsu lting  C hem ist? H art & M ckerrow ,8  E xchangeS t FC S
M eiling  S E A na lyst H r B roughton FIC
M ensch ing  D r C R esearch  C hem ist Lev inste in PhD
M eyerberg  Dr R esearch  C hem ist (Le ft 1906) C AC PhD
M ille r D rA K A na ly tica l C hem ist K ilve rt's  B ldgs, W ithy  G rove PhD , FC S
M itton  T  J A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem ist
M orris  EF R esearch  C hem ist O ld  T ra ffo rd  (C hem  Soc) M A, FC S
M orris  H C hem ist W oo lley  Jas  & Co M cpl. Coll.
M o rris  HN Technica l C hem ist G orton  B rook C hem ica l W orks FCS, S ho rt O w ens
N a e fE E R esearch  C hem ist Lev inste in PhD
N ea le  H A nq D idsbury FC S, S ho rt O w ens
N elson  A  J C hem ist CAC
N elson  G eo C hem ist B radshaw  H am m ond, CPA, Reddish B S c M an.
N eura th  F M anag ing  C hem ist Lev inste in M cpl. Coll.
N ew all J F nq 33 G eorge  St FC S
N ew ton T  H A na ly tica l C hem ist B ecke tt J M & Co M cpl. Coll.
N ixon A lt nq C en tra l School FCS
N orris  E W W orks  C hem ist Lev inste in M cpl. Coll.
O lle renshaw  S nq D avyhu lm e  Lane, U rm ston FIC
P aine  S P harm aceu tica l C hem ist O tte r W orks,
P arrish  J C hem ist, la te r M anager CAC M cpl. Coll.
P arting ton  W C hem ist Jew sbu ry  & Brow n Ltd B S c M an.
Perkin  W  H Jun Prof. O rgan ic  C hem istry O w ens C ollege PhD  W urzbg
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P ettig rew  R C hem ist R oscoe  S ir H M cpl. Coll.
P ickles  R H M anufg. C hem ist D roy lsden  P russ ia te  W ks M cpl. Coll.
P ope P ro f W J FR S P ro fesso r o f  C hem istry M un ic ipa l School o f T e ch no lo gy M S cTech  M ane
P orte r H A lka li Inspector FCS, FIC
P otts J T C hem ist W ilson  J V, B radfo rd , O il M chst M cpl. Coll.
P u llinge r W m ' nq R om iley BA, FC S
R adcliffe  L G Lectu re r M un ic ipa l School o f T e chno logy M cpl. Coll.
R ay W m nq U rm ston FCS, FIC
Ree D r A A n iline  Dye m anu fa c tu re r G u ildha ll C ham bers ,L loyd  St PhD, FC S
R head E L M e ta llu rgy  Lec tu re r M un ic ipa l School o f T e chno logy
R ichards  F G D em ons tra te r o f C hem istry M un ic ipa l School o f T e chno logy
R ichardson  H nq B ow don FC S
R ichardson  JH M anager P och in  H D & Co FC S ?
R oberts  FA C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r C o rnb rook  C hem ica l W orks, H u lm e
R ob inson  HF (O wens) M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist C ulche th  C hem ica l W orks, N ew ton  F B S c M an,FC S
R ose J L R esearch  C hem ist Lev inste in
R oss J L C hem ist Lev inste in B S c Man.
R othw e ll C F S nq O ld T ra ffo rd FC S
R oy L L C hem ist Jew sbu ry  & B row n Ltd M cpl. Coll.
R oyse  SW C hem ica l E ng inee r 20  A lbe rt Sq
R ussell E J Lectu re r O w ens C ollege BSc, M an .,F C S
S arto rius  Dr R esearch  C hem ist Lev inste in PhD
S cho les  G R A na ly tica l C hem ist S cudde r F M cpl. Coll.
S chw arz  H F C hem ist Lev inste in M cpl. Coll.
S cudde r F A na ly tica l C hem ist M e rsey & Irwell Jo in t C om m ittee FC S
S hap les  J S teel W orks  C hem ist B eyer Peacock, G orton M cpl. Coll.
S haw  G  A W orks  C hem ist Kay B ros Ltd FC S
S haw  W C hem ist T ennan ts  & Co M cpl. Coll.
S henton  J p nq (A na lys t in 1916) W  D idsbury FC S
S hepherd  R des F C hem ist C P A  C en tra l R esearch  Lab B S c Man.
S iebo ld  L nq Sale FIC , FC S
S im s W E T echn ica l C hem ist B ow es & S im s, H r C rum psa ll
S inna tt FS D em ons tra te r o f C hem istry M un ic ipa l School o f  T e ch no lo gy
Sm ith A M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist E xce ls io r C hem ica l W orks, C layton
Sm ith H P A na ly tica l C hem ist C ????  & Co, E ng ineers, O penshaw M cpl. Coll.
S m ith  N Lec tu re r O w ens C ollege M S c Man.
S outhern  F M anage r S ou the rn  J W , S to re  S t B S c Man.
S outhern  T hos Jun nq W he a t Hill Chem . W ks,B rough ton FC S
S pence D A lum  M anu fac tu re r S pence  P & Co Ltd, A lum  W ks
S pence F A lum  M anu fac tu re r S pence  P & Co Ltd, A lum  W ks
S pence H C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r S pence  P & S ons Ltd A lum  W ks
S pence J C hem ist S pence  P & Co Ltd, A lum  W ks
S pence J D A na ly tica l C hem ist A rm strong  W hitw orth M cpl. Coll.
S pence JW D rysa lte r T iv io t C o lou r W orks, M a nche s te r Rd
S toddard  R T C hem ist H ardm an & H olden Ltd, M iles  P la ttir M cpl. Coll.
S toecker H C hem ist Z ie g le r &  Co, C hem  M erchants M cpl. Coll.
S tra tfo rd  A  W C hem ist H ardm an &  H olden Ltd, M iles P la ttir M cpl. Coll.
S tubbs F C hem ist S pence P & Co Ltd, A lum  W ks M cpl. Coll.
S tuder D r A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i L iebm ann  & S tuder PhD
T a y lo r A lbe rt Lec tu re r M unic ipa l T echn ica l School
T a y lo r R L nq W ha lley  R ange FCS, FIC
T e rry  H L A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i S e lf FCS, FIC
Thom pson  W G C olour M anu fac tu re r Tonge  S pring  W orks, M idd le ton
Thom son  W A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i R oyal Institu tion Labora to ry FIC , FC S
T horpe  J F Lec tu re r (C hm S oc 1900) O w ens C ollege P hD  H eid lbg
T u rn e r C has A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i 225a  O xford  St FC S
T u rn e r L C hem ist W oo lley  Jas & Co M cpl. Coll.
V a rley  G P Teache r M S c Man.
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V icke rs  T C hem ist?  S ho rt s tu d y  a t Owne V icke rs  T  & Co M iles P latting S ho rt O w ens
V icke rs  W C hem ica l M anu fac tu re r V icke rs  T  & Co M iles P la tting
V lies LE T echn ica l C hem ist Thom pson  W  G & Co M cpl. Coll.
W alford  S M S c ie n c e  Teache r W ood ley FCS, S ho rt O w ens
W arbu rton  T  J W orks  C hem ist C layton  A n iline  Co M cpl. Coll.
W ate rhouse  R nq F ishe r J & S ons Ltd FC S
W atson CE C hem ica l A ss is tan t P S pence, M a nche s te r A lum  W orks M cpl. Coll.
W e izm ann  C D em ons tra te r o f C hem istry O w ens C ollege D S c F re ibg
W ild  J nq B redbury B S c V ie t,A C S
W illiam s Evan nq R ochda le  Rd G as W ks FC S
W ilson  C T e ache r T he  G ram m ar School FC S
W ind er G  R nq B ram hall P hD  Z u rich ,F C S
W ins loe  H M anu fac tu ring  C hem ist T ennan ts  & Co, C layton
W olfenden  J H nq Fa ilsw orth BSc, FCS
W ood F C hem ist H igg in  &  L loyd, S t P e te r St M cpl. Coll.
W oodhead  C E C hem ist R ochda le  Rd G as W ks M cpl. Coll.
W ra y E C hem ist CAC S tud CS
W rig ley  H C hem ist S pence  P & C o Ltd, A lum  W ks M cpl. Coll.
Y a tes  L E C hem ist CAC M cpl. Coll.
Y oung  T  A A na ly tica l & C onsu lting  C hem i 3 C oo pe r St
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Adam s F Schoolteacher Hulme G ram m ar School MA Cantab
A irey F T Chemist? HM Factory, W est Gorton BSc Man.
A lexander W T Drysalter Eccles, M anchester
Allan J nq w. D idsbury FCS
Allchin, L J Managing Chem ist Eccles
A llpass Jas T Chem ist CAC BSc Man.
Alston Richard A Chem ist Old Trafford
Andrew  J H Rsearch Metallurgist Arm strong W hitworth (Chem Degree) MSc Man.
Andrews R J M anager and Chem ist S tockport Sewage Wks, Cheadle Hth
Angell J nq W ithington FCS FIC
Applebee, Harry C W orks Chem ist Gas W orks, Bradford Road
Appleby H nq Stretford FCS
Archdale W Chemical W orks M anager Blackley, Manchester Mcpl. College
Ardern Dr Edward Chem ist M anchester Sewage W orks DSc Man.
Am field H nq Am field & Co FCS.OwensShortCse

Astbury A Chem ist Arm strong W hitworth M Sc Man.
A tack Frederick W D irector o f Research C laus & Co BSc Lon.DSc Man
Avery H B Assistant in Dyehouse Municipal College o f Technology M Sc Tech Man.
Baddiley J Research Chemist Levinsteins Ltd, B lackley
Bailey HJ Alkali Inspector
Bain Dr David ?? Research Chemist Levinstein Ltd, Blackley(Owens) PhD?
Barash Michael Chem ist College o f Technology, Sackville St MScTech Man.
Barlow H W Analytical Chem ist Urmston M a,M D,FCS
Barnes Jonathan Analytical Chem ist G t C lowes St
Baron WB Chem ist Vulcan Boiler & Gen Insurance Co Ltd BSc Man.
Barr, James Technical Chem ist CAC
Barton R Junr. Analytical Chem ist Fairfield MSPA, FCS
Barwick FW Analyst Cham ber o f C om m erce Testing House FCS
Bean P Analyst 10 Marsden St FCS
Bearder E A nq Sale FCS
Benson Miss M Research Chemist BSc '10, By 1917 res at Metrovick M Sc Man.
Bentley WH Technical Chem ist CAC BSc Viet, FCS
Bentz E Technical Chem ist W halley Range FCS, FIC
Berry H nq Northern College o f Pharm acy FCS
Best S R Chem ist Faulder H, Chocolate M fr M Sc Mcr. FCS
Birley J Harold India Rubber M anufacturer Macintosh C & Co Ltd
Blythe JR Leather Trades Chem ist Audenshaw Mcpl. College
Booth T H Science M aster Stretford Gram m ar M Sc Man.
Boral R W orks Manager Rhodes
Bowes H Analytical Chem ist Bowes & Sims, Blackley FCS, FIC
Bowyer A  S Chem ist Lowe C & Co M Sc Man.
Bracegirdle HW Technical Chemist CAC Mcpl. College
Brentnall J Chem ist S torey I & Co Ltd BSc, MSc, Mane
Brierley J nq Failsworth BSc Viet, FCS
Brightman, Rainald Research Chemist Levinstein Ltd M Sc Lon. FIC
Brindle H nq M anchester C ollege o f Pharm acy FCS
Brinsley F Dem onstrator Phys. Chem istry
Brothers HE H.M. Inspector o f Factories BSc Lon. FIC
Brothers W Chemical M anufacturer Brothers Chem. Co Ltd, Trafford Park
Brownlie D nq 14 Corporation St BSc. Lon. FCS
Bryant E G nq 100 Burlington St FCS
Buerger D r J Technical Chem ist Old Trafford PhD
Burnett A Chem ist Prem ier W aterproof & Rubber Co Ltd Mcpl. College
Burrell W W Plant Chemist HM Factory, W est Gorton BSc,M Sc,Mane
Burt F P Lecturer M anchester University BSc Lond
Callan, D r Thom as Technical Chemist Prestwich PhD Heidlbg
Cam pbell Colin Lecturer Owens College M Sc Man.
Campbell, A rthur F Research Chemist M iddleton(Hardm an & Holden, Ownes) M Sc Man.,FIC
Cardwell David Chem ist CAC MSC Vict.FIC
Carpenter H C H Prof Metallurgy M anchester University MA Oxon
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Charlton Jas Chem ist C laus & Co BSc,M Sc,M anc
Chazan, S W orks chem ist
Cheke, Thos W Research Chem ist C laus & Co FIC
Chorley P Research Chem ist Levinstein's, B lackley TechResDept BSc,M Sc,M anc
C laus WH M anufacturing Chemist C laus & Co, Clayton
Clayton RH Chem ist Hardman & Holden Ltd, M iles Platting BSc Man.
C lem ents F C Science Master Municipal Secondary School BSc Lon
Cooke Norman Research Chem ist Reddish
Cooper C C Analytical Chem ist CPA Central Research Lab, Rhodes M Sc Man.
Cooper TS Calico and Printing Chem ist Beckfoot, Birch Hall Lane Mcpl. College
Copisarow M Research Chem ist M anchester University M Sc Man.
Corker JS Rubber W orks Chem ist Chas Macintosh & Co Ltd Mcpl. College
Coward Dr HF Lecturer in Chem istry Municipal School o f Tecnology DSc Mane,FIC
Cowburn AW Chemical Merchant & Anal. C Cowbum  & C owpar Ltd, Trafford Park FCS
Crabtree Jas Chemist Davyhulm e Sewage Wks M Sc Man., AIC
Craig D rT J I Chemist Spence P & Sons Ltd, A lum  W ks PhD
Crewe P H nq Crewe P H & co ?? FCS
Crlghton, Adam  M Calico Printer's Chem ist Agecroft Print W orks, Pendleton
Cronshaw, Cecil J T Research Chem ist British Dyestuffs Corpn Ltd BSc Man.
Cross SM Research Chem ist Levinstein Ltd AIC?
Crowther RE Chem ist Marple Bridge FCS
Davies H Chemist Levinstein's BSc Man.
Davies W  0 Chemist CAC Mcpl. College
Davis AR Analytical Chem ist Davis Bros ??
Delahunty, Paul V W orks Chemist Levinsteins Ltd, B lackley (Fox p. 37) M Sc Tech Man.
Dixon W G Chem ist W est Gorton BSc Man.
Dixon, Norman Chem ist G lover W  T& Co Ltd, Trafford Park AM CT, AIC
Dixon, Prof. Harold B Professor o f Chem istry Owens College M A,PhD,FCS,FRS
Dodd R Research Chem ist CAC FCS
Douglas W  G Manager, Benzole Dept CAC
Douse 0  S Chem ist M acDougall Bros MSc Man.
Dreyfus Dr C Retired D yestuff M anufacture Dreyfus & W olff Drs., 85 Deansgate PhD Stras.FCS
Duncan AW Analytical Chem ist W oolley Jas & Co FCS
Duxbury T nq 17 G rosvenor Cham bers FCS
Edgar E C Lecturer M anchester University DSc Mane
Edge A nq Clayton Bridge FCS
Edm ondson J H Chem ist's Assistant M anchester Sewage W orks Mcpl. College
Emerson FW Research Chemist C laus & Co AM CT, AIC
Entwistle H nq Palatine Rd FCS
Ermen W FA Analytical Chemist Levinsteins Ltd, B lackley (Fox p. 244) MA
Estcourt C Consulting Chemist Old Trafford FIC, FCS
Estcourt P A Consulting Chemist Old Trafford FIC, FCS
Evans Wm Chem ist CAC BSc Tech Mane
Eyres Alfred Analytical Chem ist CAC
Fairbrother Fred Research Chem ist Munitions Research W ork M Sc Man.
Fairbrother T H Research Chemist Levinstein's M Sc Man.
Fairfield TJ Analytical Chem ist G lover W  T & Co, Trafford Park
Ferguson Jas Technical Chem ist ARTC, AIC
Firth J B Lecturer Owens College M Sc Man.
Fishenden R B Lecturer Photographic Processes, Mcpl Tech
Follows H nq V ictoria Park FCS
Forster D r RB Chem ist Levinstein Ltd, Blackley PhD Berlin,FCS
Foster R le Neve M anufacturing Chemist W ilm slow FCS
Fowler D r GJ Prof, o f Applied Chem istry V ictoria University DScVict.F IC .FCS
Freem antle W  G Chemist's Assistant M anchester Sewage W orks BSc
Gam ble Charles Wm?'! Head o f Dept o f Photo Techm College o f Technology
G arner C lem ent Technical Chem ist CAC Mcpl. College
G arnett Hy nq 309 Oxford Rd FCS
Garrard S F Research Chem ist Crum psall M Sc Man.
Garside A LH Analytical Chem ist M iller D r A K MSPA.FCS
Gaskell J Analytical Chem ist Cross St FCS
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Goodwin CC Soapm aker Altrincham
Goodwin Harold Research Chemist Levinstein's M Sc Man.
Grant J Lecturer Municipal Technical School M Sc Tech Man.
Green E Science Teacher Cheadle Hulme FCS
Green J E nq Stretford FCS.FIC
Green Prof. A rthur G F Prof o f C olour Chem istry M anchester University FIC ,FCS,FRS
G rier Jas Lecturer M anchester University MSc
Grim shaw  HB W orks Chem ist BScM an?(HC)
G ripper H Analytical Chemist G reat Central Railway, Gorton FCS
Grossmann J Consulting Chemist 15 Plymouth Grove M A.PhD Heidelberg
Hampson Harry W orks Chem ist Levinstein Ltd, Blackley
Hardcastle E Lab Chem ist Kay Bros Ltd
Hardy H Ltd Analytical Chemist Hardy H Ltd, M arket Place
Hargreaves E Lecturer Municipal Technical School M Sc M an.,FCS
Harland W  D nq 48 King St FCS
Harper Josiah Chem ist HM Factory, W est Gorton BSc Man.
Harrison J G nq Stockport Technical College BSc,M Sc,Mane
H a rtB Analyst Tennants & Co, Clayton ? Mcpl. College
Hart WB Consulting Chem ist Lab, 8 Exchange St FCS
Harwood H F Chem ist CPA Ltd BSc,M Sc,Mane
Hatton AB Research Chemist Northwich(M ackintosh, Owens) BSc Man.
Heap Harri Consulting Chem ist FCS
Heap, Initials not know Chem ist Ramie Co Ltd OxbridgeDegree
Henderson B W Chem ist CAC
Henderson Jas A R Prfessor o f C hem istry & Phys Sale DSc Glas. FCS
Hepburn G G Consulting Chem ist 54 N ewport Rd PhD
Hibbert Miss Eva Dem onstrator Municipal School o f Technology Mcpl. College
Higgins W  H Chemical M anufacturer Schofield C J, Clayton
Higham R nq W ithington FCS
Higson F nq FCS
Hikins George H Chem ical Engineer Old Trafford
Hodge Andrew Printworks Chem ist
Hodgkinson Sam uel E W orks Analyst AIC
Hodgson T  R Analyst 34 John Dalton St M A,FIC,FCS
Hodson Thom as W orks Chem ist Levinstein Ltd, B lackley Mcpl. College
Holden E H nq H & H Ltd ?? MSc Vist, FCS
Holden GH Manufacturing Chem ist M anchester Oxide Co Ltd, M iles Plattin g
Holden Norman N Manufacturing Chem ist Hardman & Holden Ltd, M iles Platting Mcpl. College
Holroyd Thos A Colour Chem ist Levinstein Ltd, Blackley
Holt B A Lecturer M anchester University BA Cantab
Holton A lfred L Chem ist Chemical D e p t. , Bradford Road Gas W orks
Horrocks JM Tar D istille rs  M anuf.Chem ist Levenshulme Mcpl. College
Horsfall J Anlytical&Consulting C hem ist Rawtenstall FCS
Horsfall Ronald S Chem ist Levinstein Ltd
Hoseason JH Chem ical M anufacturer & S C I FCS
Hough B G nq Sale FCS
Hough Ralph N M anufacturing Chemist FCS
Howard Tom Chem ist Cutler Hill Colour&ChemicalCo.Failsworth

Howland J Schoolteacher Stand G ram m ar School BA Dublin
Howies Fred Chem ist M cDougall B ros,Port St, D isinfectant Mf BSc, DSc Mane
Huebner Julius Director, Dyeing & Papermakii M anchester School o f Technology MSc.FIC, FCS
Hulme John nq Macclesfield PhD Halle
Hulme W m Chem ist Crace Calvert, Consultants BSc Man.
Hutchinson T  J Analytical Chem ist FIC
Jackson Thos Chemical M anufacturer Jackson Thos (C layton) Ltd
Jackson WM M anager BOC Ltd, G t Marlborough St
Jacques H J Chem ist Stretford
Jam es G nq Chorlton-on-M edlock FCS
Jepson C Chem ist's Assistant Davyhulm e Sewage Wks M Sc Man.
Johnson Arthur Chemist Pendleton Mcpl. College
Jones Dr WJ Lecturer The University M ScW ales,DScM an
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Jones Francis Schoolteacher M anchester G ram m ar School MSc Man.
Kay Jas H Soapm aker Ramsbottom Mcpl. College
Kay WE Printworks Chem ist Broughton Park FCS
Kelly B W orks Chem ist CAC
Kenyon PS Drysalter Cheadle Hulme BSc Man.
Kerfoot T Manufacturing Chem ist
Kirkby W m nq Heaton M oor FCS
Kitchin A lbert Chem ist W right G & Sons Ltd, Dyers BSc,M Sc,Mane
Knecht D r E Prof. T inctoria l Chem istry Municipal School o f Technology PhD Zur.FCS FIC
Kubler Ernest Dyewoods Chem ist W.lndies Chemical WksLtd.Brazennose St

Land HS Tar W orks Chem ist Moston
Lange E F S nq Beyer Peacock & Co Ltd FCS
Lankshear J R Lecturer M anchester University BSc NZ
Lapworth Prof A Professor Organic Chem. The University DSc Lond
Larmuth L G nq FCS
Leech Ben Consulting Chemist Macclesfield
Lester JH Analytical Chemist Tootal Broadhurst Lee & Co Ltd BSc,M Sc,Mane
Levinstein D r H Chem ist Levinstein Ltd, Blackley PhD Zur.FCS
Littlewood EA W orks Chem ist Crumpsall AIC, AM ST
Livsey H nq Old Trafford FCS
Llewellyn Ivor P Chem ist AICE
Llewellyn WB Chem ist
Lockett W  T Asst Chemist Davyhulm e Sewage W ks BSc,M Sc,Mane
Lodge G Research Chem ist Levinstein Ltd
Lowe CW Manufacturing Chem ist Thorneyholm e, Knutsford FIC
MacLachlan HF Managing D irector H illcrest Oil Co Ltd FCS
Manning S E Analytical Chem ist
M archant Ernest N Technical Chemist CAC
Marsden H Chem ist HM Factory, W est Gorton BSc Man.
Marshall Wm Analytical Chem ist Cheadle Hulme FIC ,FCS
Martin Chas H nq Pendleton FCS
Martin D r G Science Teacher & Industrial CWS, Research Dept PhD
Martin T W orks Chem ist A nchor Chemical Co
Mason D r FA D em onstrator in Chem istry M AO xon.PhDM unich
M ather W ilfrid nq Audenshaw FCS
M cCleary Wm nq Pendlebury FCS
McKusick MH Managing D irector Rubber Regenerating Co Ltd, Trafford 3ark
Meiling SE Analytical Chem ist Hr Broughton FIC, FCS
Miers S ir H J nq Fallowfield MA, DSc Oxon
Miller D r AK Analytical Chem ist M iller D r A K PhD,W urzburg FCS
Mills W S Research Chemist Levinstein's MA, DSc, FCS
M ody FW W orks Chem ist Mcpl. College
M ooney P M Research Chemist British A lizararine Co Ltd BSc Lon, AIC
Moore Arthur Chem ist M inistry o f Munitions BSc Man.
Moore Harold C nsulting& A nalyticalChem ist (also dem onstra tor Mcpal College) BScTech Mane
Morgan TO Analytical Chem ist Middleton
M orris HN Technical Chem ist A lpha W orks, Denton FCS, Short Owens
M orris Joseph nq Eccles PhD
Mumford E M nq Chorlton-on-M edlock MSc M an..FCS
Myers Jas E Dem onstrator M anchester University MSc Man.
Nagle JC Glucose & Starch M anuf N icholls & Nagle Ltd, Trafford Prk
Naunton W m JS Research Chem ist Levinstein Ltd, Blackley MA Cant. MSc Lon
Naylor G S Chem ist CPA Ltd BSc,M Sc,Mane
Nelson A J M anager TNT CAC
Nelson Geo Chemist Bradshaw Hammond BSc,M Sc,Mane
Newall J F nq Oxford St FCS
Newbould H S Schoolteacher M anchester G ram m ar School MA Cantab
Nicholl G Director C laus & Co Ltd, Clayton
Nichols J A nq New Mills FCS
Nightingale Ernest W orks Chem ist Hyde
Norris E W W orks Chemist Levinstein Ltd, Blackley Mcpl. College
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North wood TG W orks Chem ist
O'Neill C Chem ist & Colourist Bleachers Association Ltd, Norfolk St
Owen F nq Bradford FCS
Palm er C W Chem ist W ithington
Parker E Analytical Chem ist
Parrish J Asst. Manager, Aniline CAC Mcpl. College
Partington Edw. nq Sedgeley Park FCS
Patterson W  H Chem ist CAC BSc,M Sc,M anc
Paul David M Chem ist CAC BSc S t Andrews
Payman J B Research Chem ist Levinstein's, B lackley (SCI by 1919) M Sc Tech Man.
Peachey S J Lecturer Municipal School o f Technology M Sc Tech Man.
Pearson H Chemist Morris, Gorton, TNT BSc Man.
P eckH Research Chem ist BDC MSc Man.
Pem berton WG Rubber W orks Chem ist
Pennington A J nq Fallowfield FCS
Perkin W  H Prof O rganic Chem istry M anchester University DSc Cantab
Pettigrew  R Electro-Chemist M ersey & Irwell Joint Com m ittee FCS
Phipps S Chem ist CAC
Pickering HR Chem ist G Pickering & Sons, Rose Grove
Pickford Wm Research Chem ist Levinstein's BSc Man.
Pickles Robert H Chemical M anufacturer Prussiate W orks, Droylsden Mcpl. College
Potter A W orks Chemist CAC
Potter Alfred Rubber W orks Chem ist Lower Broughton
Poulot A S J Chemist CAC
Pring J N E lectrochem istry Lecturer M anchester University DSc Mane
Radcliffe L Chem ist Stretford
Radcliffe L G Lecturer Municipal School o f Technology Mcpl. College
Ratcliffe WA Candle & Soap M aker Jas Ratcliffe & Sons Ltd
Rawson C Anlytical&Consulting C hem ist 22 Cum berland St FIC
Ree Dr A Aniline Dye M anufacturer PhD Bern.FCS
Rhead E L Lecturer Municipal School o f Technology M Sc Tech Man.
Robbins C Schoolteacher Stand G ram m ar School BSc W ales
Roberts W  M Chem ist M anchester Infirm ary Laboratory BSc,M Sc,Mane
Robertshaw GF W orks Chem ist Levinstein Ltd, K rom oline D ept,B lackley Mcpl. College
Robinson Frederick Brewing Chem ist Robinson F & Co Ltd M Sc M an.,FCS
Robinson HF Manufacturing Chem ist Culcheth Chemical W orks MSc Vict.FCS
Robinson Miss Rona Research Chemist Owens ?? BSc,M Sc,Mane
Robinson Robert Lecturer M anchester University DSc Mane
Rothwell B P Research Chemist M inistry o f Munitions, Res W ork M Sc Man.
Royse AE Chairman Sir S W  Royse & Co Ltd BSc Lon, Owens
Schedler A Technical Manager CAC PhD Basel
Scudder F Analytical Chem ist M ersey & Irwell jo in t com m ittee FCS
Sellers RA Print & Dyeworks Chem ist Crawshawbooth
Senior John nq Morgan C rossley&Co.Ducie Mills, M P FCS
Sharpe S W orks Chem ist Kay Bros Ltd
Sharratt W alter Research Chemist Sharratt W BSc Man.
Shenton JP Analytical Chem ist Chorlton-cum -Hardy FCS
Shepherd R des F Printworks Chem ist Central Laboratory, Rhodes BSc Man.
S impson A M nq 444 C hester Rd FCS
Sinnatt FS Dem onstrator o f C hem istry Municipal School o f Technology A M C T F C S
Slack Harry Chem ist BSc Man.
Smith Alfred Chemical M anufacturer Excelsior W orks, Clayton Mcpl. College
Smith Norman D irector O rganic Labs M anchester University DSc Mane
Smith R C nq Gorton FCS
Southern F Manager Southern J W  & Co, Store St BSc Man.
Spence H Chemical M anufacturer Spence P & Sons Ltd, A lum  Wks
Spence JW Drysalter T iv iot Colour W orks
Stanhill DB Chemist Cheetham  Hill
Stephen Henry University Lecturer M anchester University BSc,M Sc,M anc
Steven George Pharm aceutical Chem ist G Steven & CLtd, Com brook W ks.Chorlton Rd
Stockdale W Calico Printer Ramsbottom
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Stone E D nq Cheadle Hulme FCS
Taylor A lbert W orks Chem ist CAC BSc Man.
Taylor A rthur Chem ist CAC BSc Man.
Taylor R L Schoolteacher Municipal Secondary School FIC, FCS
Terleski FH Technical Chemist
Terry HL Consulting Chemist Lab. 23 Hopwood Av
Thom son W Consulting Chemist Royal Institution Laboratory FIC
Tlnnlswood J W holesale Druggists Manage Hough Hoseason & Co, 2 Bridge St
Tong W alter nq Failsworth M Sc Tech Man.FCS
Tristram Rev J F Schoolteacher Hulme G ram m ar School MA Oxon BScLon
Varley G P Schoolteacher Municipal Secondary School M Sc Viet
Vlies LE Aniline Dye M anufacturer Claus & Co Mcpl. College
Vuilleum ier V Chem ist CAC
W agstaffe D r EA Analytical Chemist PhD Munich
W alm sley W  A W orks Manager Hardman & Holden Ltd, M iles Platting
W alsh Miss G M Chem istry Mistress M anchester High School M Sc Man.
W arburton Thos J Chem ist CAC Mcpl. College
W ard W  J Chem ist Sale
W aygood B J nq Levenshulme FCS
Weil J 1 Chemical Engineer Hr. Broughton
W eizmann Dr C Lecturer Owens College PhD,DSc,FCS
W elsh W nq Holt Town Oil W orks Mcpl. College
W est Tom Chem ist (la ter to army) Johnson Clapham  & Morris (Brass) M Sc Man.
W heaton HJ Chemical Engineer Lower W alton
W heeler Ernest Metallurgical Chem ist C hem . Lab,C rossley B ros,G as E ng .w ks .O penshaw

W hinyates L Aniline Colour C hem ist Blackley (Levinstein's ?)
W hitehead Thos Chem ist Mcr Steam Users Assocn. BSc Man.
W hittaker C J nq United Indigo & Chemical Co,CooperS FCS
W hitworth Harry Chem ist CAC Mcpl. College
W hyte W W orks Chem ist CAC
W ickstead John B Chem ical M anufacturer Lankshear W ickstead & Co, Botany Mill, W oodley

W ignall Harry Chem ist HM Factory, W est Gorton BSc Man.
W ild John nq Bredbury B S cM an.,A IC
W ilkins J K Schoolteacher Municipal Secondary School BA Oxon BSc Lon
W illiam s Alan H nq Urmston FCS
W illiam s Evan nq Bradford Rd Gas Works FCS
W illiam s Herbert E Chem ist Prestwich FCS
W ilson Christopher nq The G ram m ar School FCS
W insloe LS Manufacturing Chemist Tennants (Lancs) Ltd, Booth St
W instanley Capt. WHJ Technical Chem ist Probably Kay Bros
W olfenden J H Schoolteacher Municipal Secondary School BSc A R CS Lon
W ray E Chem ist C laus & Co Ltd, Clayton
W ykes H F Chem ist CAC BSc,M Sc,Mane
W yler Dr Max M anufacturing Chem ist Levinstein Ltd,. Blackley PhD
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Adam s F School Teacher Hulme G ram m ar MA Cantab
Adams, E B Chem ist (SCI) Crum psall MSc Birm
Albinson J Chem ist M cr Corpn Gas W orks BSc Viet, AIC
Alcock JE M anufacturing Chemist ICI Blackley, Manchester
A lkins W  E Lecturer Owens, Metallurgy BSc Man.
Allan Jas nq W hitworth Park M A,BSc,S t Andrews
Allan John nq CPA Ltd BSc Glas
Allchin, L J Managing Chem ist Allchin Bridycor, Manchester BSc Lon.
Alliott, Eustace A Chemical Engineer Manlove, A llio tt & Co, 23 King St AM IM echE Leftby'29
A llo tt E N nq Stretford MA,BSc,Bm,BChOxon

Allpass Jas T Chemist CAC BSc Man.
Alston R A Chem ist & W ks Manager Goodwin G W  & Son, T ra f Park AM CT
Altham  F W Instructors Bl/Dyg Coll Technology MSDC
Am ies E J Research Chem ist nq ARCS
Applebee, Harry C W orks Chem ist Gas W orks, Bradford Road AIC
Archdale W Chemical W orks Manager Blackley, Manchester
Archer, John Analytical Chem ist Mcpl. Coll.
Ardern Dr Edward Chemist Urmston DSc Man. FIC
Arm strong E F Managing D irector BDC Ltd DSc Lon.
Arnfield H nq G adsby Wks, Arnfields FCS
Ashton H  E Chemist CAC
Ashton Miss D W orks Chemist CPA Ltd BSc Tech Man.
Ashworth Frank Chemist Russell Brown, Manufg Chem ists BSc, M Sc Man.
Atherton W Headm aster Pitman's School BSc Man.
Austin R Tech Chemist CAC
AustinS S Tinctorial Chemist nq BSc Tech Man.
Baddiley J Research Chem ist BDC Ltd FCS
Bagnall M Miss Library & Info BCIRA M Sc Viet. FCS
Bailey F W Paper Mkg Parttime Coll Technology AM ST
Bailey HJ Alkali Inspector
Bain D r David Research Chem ist BDC Ltd PhD
Bainbridge E G Chemist BDC Ltd BSc, M Sc Man.
B ake rW Lecturer Owens PhD Man.
Ballard J Chemist CPA Ltd BSc Lon.
Barash Michael Head o f Research Dept W est's Gas Im provem ent Co Ltd MSc Tech Man.
Bardsley, Jam es W Technical Chemist
Barlow  W nq nq ARCScI
Barlow  Wm Analytical Chemist FIC
Barnes Jonathan Analytical Chemist G t C lowes St
Baron WB Chem ist Vulcan Boiler & Gen Insurance Co L BSc Man.
Barratt W  S Maths Lecturer M anchester College Technology ARCScI, AIC
Barrett F L Research Chemist ResDept, B leacher'sAssn,4Norfolk S FIC
Barrowcliff M Research Chemist BDC Ltd FIC
Barwick F W Analyst Cham ber o f C om m erce Testing Hou FCS
Bate S C Research Chemist BDC Ltd BSc Lon.
Battye A  E Research Chemist Tootal Broadhurst Lee M Sc Leeds
Bayley G A Teacher BSc Man.
Bayley, Frank Technical Chem ist Longsight
Bean Percy Analytical Chemist self FCS, MPhS
Bean Percy Analytical Chemist self (son o f above) MSc, PhD, AM CT
Bearder E A Advisor Assocn. British Chemical Mfrs M Sc Leeds
Beesley D W W orks Manager Tennants Lancs Ltd FIC
Benson Margaret Research Chemist W estinghouse BSc, M Sc Man.
Bentley W  H Technical Chemist CAC BSc DSc Man.
B en tzE Technical Chemist W hatley Range Mcpl. Coll.
Berry E Chem ist & Manager M ather W  Ltd M Sc Man.
Berry W R Metallurgist Metropolitan Vickers M Sc M anchester
Best S R Manager Faulder H, Stockport BSc, M Sc Man.
Birley J Harold India Rubber M anufacturer Macintosh C & Co Ltd
Birtw istle Constance Research Assistant Chem ist BCIRA BSc, MSc Man.
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Blackwell C A Chem ist BDC Ltd BSc Man.
Blakey G A nq nq AIC
Blench E A Rsearch Physical Chem ist Metropolitan Vickers M Sc Lon.
B loom er V Analyst Cham ber o f Com m erce Testing Hou BSc, M Sc Man.
Blythe J r Tech Chem ist(Leather Trades) CAC Mcpl. Coll.
Booth Alfred L Fuel Technologist AIC, AM ICE
Booth J Gas Exam iner AM ICE?
Booth T School Teacher Stretford Secy. M Sc Man.
B o ttT H Chem ist CPA Ltd M Sc Lon.
Bowes H Anlytcal & Consulting Chem ist Bowes & Sim, B lackley FIC
Bowyer A  S nq Chelford FIC, FCS
Bracegirdle HW Technical Chem ist (CAC) Mcpl. Coll.
Bradwell A Chem ist Asst Mcr Sewage W ks
Briant, A rthur W orks Chem ist Sale
Bridge J School Teacher Central High MA Cantab
Brightman, Rainald Research Chem ist BDC Ltd MSc Lon. FCS
Brindle H Principal M anchester School o f Pharm acy AIC
Brindley W  H Dem Chem Tech Coll Technology M Sc Tech Man.
Brittain A Consulting Chem ist self M Sc Liv.
Brockbank B School Teacher Hulme Gram m ar MA Cantab
Brothers HE H.M. Inspector o f Factories BSc, FIC Left by'29
Brothers W Chemical M anufacturer Brothers Chem. Co Ltd,Trafford Prk
Brown H P Chemist C laus & Co, Clayton
Brown S N Gas Exam iner Also Kelly, Broughton Anal Labs FCS
Browning, Henry jun. Managing & Research Chemist Beswick(W elcom e Research?, Owne M Sc Man.
Brownlie, David Technical Chem ist & Engineer Brownlie &Green Ltd.Cheetham BSc Lon
Buckley H E Lecturer Owens M Sc Man. FCS
Buerger D r J Technical Chem ist Old Trafford PhD
Buerger, A W Chemist BDC Ltd
Bullock K Research Chem ist Bengers Foods BSc PhD Man.
Bunbury H M Research Chem ist BDC Ltd BSc Lon MSc Bris
Burkhardt G N Lecturer Owens PhD Man.
Burnett A Chemist Prem ier W aterproof & Rubber Co Lt< Mcpl. Coll.
B u r tF P Rdr StoichioChem Victoria Uni DSc Bristol
Butler C Research Chem ist BDC Ltd M Sc Man., AIC, FCS
Butler 1 School Teacher Xaverian College BSc V id
Cahn R S Research Chem ist M anchester University MA Cantab
Callan, D r Thom as Chief Analyst BDC Ltd M Sc Viet,PhD Heidlbg
Cam pbell A F Managing Director Hardman & Holden Ltd, M iles Plattin DSc Man.
Cam pbell C Sen Lect/Dem Victoria Uni DSc Man.
Cam pbell G A School Teacher Technical School MSc Leeds
Cardwell D Applied Chem L Coll Technology MSc Man. B Com
Carpenter C W nq BDC Ltd MSc Tech Man.
Carrington S Gas Exam iner
Cartw right W Ast L e d  Metall V ictoria Uni M Sc Man.
Cash W A Chem ist National Dyes Ltd AM C T
Cavanagh B Asst Lect V ido ria  Uni BA Oxon
Chadw ick M Miss Fodstuffs As L Coll Technology M Sc Man.
Challenger F Sen Lect/Dem Victoria Uni BSc Lond DSc Birm
Challis W nq nq AM CT
Chapm an E Research Chemist BDC Ltd MSc, PhD Man. AIC
Chazan, S W orks chem ist
Cheke, Thos W Research Chem ist C laus & Co, Marple
Choate M F S Technical Chem ist (SCI) nq BSc Dun
Chorley Percy Research Chem ist BDC Ltd M Sc Man. AIC
Clark, WH Analytical Chem ist
C larke C Instructors Bl/Dyg Coll Technology
Clarke H E M anager & Research Chem ist O ldham  & Son Ltd MA Oxon
Clarke, Sydney Analytical Chem ist BDC Ltd
C laus WH M anufacturing Chem ist C laus & Co, Clayton
Clayton RH Chem ist BSc Man. FCS
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Clibbens D A Research Gen/lnorg Chem. BCIRA BSc Lon. PhD Jena
C lutterbuck PW Dem onstrator The University PhD Leeds
Cockcroft J P Dem onstrator Electrochem istry, Ownes BSc, M Sc Man.
Coffey S Research Chem ist BDC Ltd DSc Lon.
Collins G E Research Colloid Chem &Phys BCIRA MScTech Viet
Cooke RH W orks Secretary C laus & Re Ltd, Clayton
Cooper L Research Chem ist CAC BSc Man.
Cooper TS Calico and Printing Chem ist Beckfoot, Birch Hall Lane Mcpl. Coll.
Corker JS Rubber W orks Chem ist Macintosh Chas & Co Ltd Mcpl. Coll.
Corrigan J F nq nq M Sc Man.
Costigan H A School Teacher Stretford Secy. PhD Liv.
Coulthard A Technical Research Chem ist BDC Ltd BSc Viet
Cowbum  AW Chemical M erchant & Anal. Ch< Cowburn & C owpar Ltd, Trafford Pa FCS, O wens St.Cse.
Craig D rT J I Chemist Spence P & Sons Ltd, A lum  W ks PhD
Craven Mrs M B As Lecturer Coll Technology M Sc Tech Man.
Crewe P H nq Crewe & Co FCS
Cronshaw, Cecil J T Technical D irector BDC Ltd BSc Man. FIC, FSDC
Cropper F D irector & W ks Chem ist C ropper Bros & Co Ltd BSc Viet.
C ross S M Chemist nq ARCScI
Crozier HM Technical Chem ist HB ?? Mcpl. Coll
Cunliffe P W Research Colloid Chem &Phys BCIRA PhD Lon.
Curtis, Raymond Research Chem ist BDC Ltd
Davidson A Research Chem ist BDC Ltd BSc Glas.
Davidson G F Research Colloid Chem &Phys BCIRA BSc Edln.
Davies H Chemist BDC Ltd BSc Man.
Davies W  0 Tech Chemist CAC Mcpl. Coll.
Davis AR Analytical Chemist
Davis G K Chemical Engineer Blackfriars 3060 M Sc Man., MICE
Dawe A Research Chem ist Lancs & Ches. Coal Research Assoc BSc Tech Man., AIC
Dawson W  H nq nq FIC
Dearden F Headm aster S tockport County Sec. School BSc, M Sc Man.
Dearnaley A Cotton Merchant Deam aley A, Royal Exchange BSc Man.
Deam ley S Assistant Chem ist Prem ier W aterproof SRubberCoLtd BSc, MSc Man.
Delahuntry, Paul W orks Chemist
Dent J H Chemist CAC BSc Lon.
Dixon D L Chem ist Kay Bros Ltd
Dixon H B Hon. Prof V ictoria University DSc Man.
Dixon N Chem ist G lover W  T & Co Ltd AIC, A M C T
Douse 0  S Chem ist McDougall Bros M Sc Man.
Dring G Chem ist Bradford Dyers Assn BA Cantab
Duncan AW Analytical Chemist Mcpl. Coll.
Dunkerley W Chem ist C rossley Bros BSc, M Sc Man.
Durant J W nq Brinksway Dyeing Co Ltd FCS
Dyson F Research Chemist BDC Ltd
Earnshaw  Annie Teacher Grimes BSc Man.
Eden 1J School Teacher Xaverian College BSc Liv.
Egan J P Research Chemist nq M Sc Tech Man.
Elliott C Analytical Chemist 35 Blackfriars St
Ellison H Analytical Chemist AIC, AM CT
Emerson F W Research Chemist BDC Ltd AM CT, AIC
Ennion C Tech Chem ist CAC
Ermen A Research Chemist BDC Ltd
Evans F P Research Chemist BDC Ltd MSc Lon.
Evans H Research Chemist BDC Ltd
Evans P E Research Chemist nq MA Cantab
Evans Sam Chemist
Evans W Tech Chem ist CAC BSc Tech Man.
Evans Wm C Research Chemist
Everatt R W Research Chemist BDC Ltd
Eyres Alfred Technical Chem ist CAC
Fairboum e A b ___________________________ B ________________________________ MSc Man. FIC, FCS
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Fairbrother F Lecturer (Itr P ro f Inorg Chem) Victoria Uni DSc Man.
Fairbrother T H Head o f Fine Chem icals Dept BDC Ltd M Sc Man.
Fairfield TJ Analytical Chem ist G lover W  T & Co, Trafford Park
Fargher R G Research Organic Chem BCIRA PhD Viet.
Farrar H E nq Crumpsall M Sc Leeds
Farrow  F D Research Colloid Chem &Phys BCIRA M s c N Z
Ferguson Jas Technical Chem ist (SCI) Ferguson Chemical Laboratories ARTC, AIC
Ferrey G J W Senior Analyst W oolley Jas & Co BSc, AIC
Field H A School Teacher MGS BA Cantab
F letcher F Chem ist & Owner Ashbrooks Ltd, W ood M ill,W oodley Mcpl. Coll.
F letcher G A Chemist Courtaulds, Droylsden BSc Man.
Forrester R E Chemist Turners Asbestos M Sc Dunelm
Forshaw Arthur W orks Chemist M Sc Man. Leftby'29
Forster D r RB Chemist BDC Ltd PhD
Forsyth R Research Asst. Coll Technology MSc Tech Man.
Foulds R P Rsearch Technologist Tootal Broadhurst Lee MSc Man. FIC, FCS
Fox N T Chem ist & W ks M anager Geigy C olour Co AIC
Francis W Research Chemist BDC Ltd
Fritzche Dr H Chem ist CAC PhD
Gamble Charles Wm Head o f Dept o f Photo Technok College o f Technology
G am er C lem ent Technical Chemist CAC Mcpl. Coll.
Garrard S tanley F W orks and Research Chem ist BDC Ltd (Levinstein in 1920) BSc, M Sc Man.
Garside A L H Analyst nq FCS
Gaskill MS W orks Chem ist Hr Broughton FCS
Gaul E G Lecturer V ido ria  Uni MSc Man.
Gaunt R Research Chem ist nq M ScLeeds.PhDBerlin
Geake Arthur Research Gen/lnorg Chem. BCIRA PhD Bristol
Gee F H W orks Chem ist nq MA Oxon
George M Research Chem ist BDC Ltd
G ibbins L B Rsearch Assistant The University BSc Man.
Gibson Wm Research Chem ist Lancs & Ches. Coal Research Assoc MSc Tech Man.
Gladding G Research Chem ist Hardman & Holden Ltd, M iles Plattin M Sc V id , AIC, FCS
Gloag Vivian F W orks M anager Simon Carves Ltd MICE
Glover A Chief Research Chem ist CW S Research Dept., Corporation S M Sc Man.
Goldstein R F nq BDC ? Ltd, C rumpsall PhD Lon. FCS, AIC
G o o dg e rA  H nq nq BSc Tech Man.
Goodier Ethel Teacher Stretford Girls BSc Man.
Goodwin H Research Chem ist BDC Ltd BSc, M Sc Man.
Gore A F Spec. L e d V ictoria Uni MSc Man.
Gough Wm Analytical & W orks Chem ist Ashbrooks Ltd, W ood M ill,W oodley Mcpl. Coll.
G ray George H W orks Chem ist Mcpl. Coll.
Green Harry W orks Chemist Hr C rumpsall
Greenwood J W orks Chemist Lawson R P & Sons Ltd AIC, AM CT
G rier J Prac Pharm acy Victoria Uni M Sc Man.
G rim shaw  HB W orks Chem ist G rim shaw  Bros probably BSc Man. ?? (HC)
G rindley R Dem Chem Tech Coll Technology M Sc Man.
G rindley T D Chem ist BDC Ltd BSc, M Sc Man.
G ripper H Analytical Chemist G reat Central Railway, Gorton Mcpl. Coll.
Grisman W ilfrid W orks Chem ist BDC Ltd
Grundy J G Tech Chem ist CAC
Hailwood A J Research Chemist BDC Ltd BSc Man, FCS
Hall A J Research Chemist Tootal Broadhurst Lee BSc, FCS
Hall N Chemist BDC Ltd BSc, M Sc Man.
Hammond G G Chemist W oolley Jas & Co BSc V id .
Hampson Harry W orks Chem ist BDC Ltd
Hancock A As Lecturer Coll Technology M Sc Tech Man.
Hancock Algie Research Chemist
Hankey John L Chem ist BDC Ltd
Hannah J D Rsearch Chem ist & Metallurgist nq MSc Tech Man.
Hardcastle E Chem ist Kay Bros Ltd
Hardman H Teacher North M anchester High CSChool BSc Man.
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Hardman J Instructors Bl/Dyg Coll Technology MSDC
Harker Katherine N E Research Chem ist Mcr Corporation MSc Tech Man.
Harley R B Research Chem ist British A lizarine Co Ltd BSc St Andrews,FCS
Harper J Chem ist W est Gorton BSc Man.
Harris F S School Teacher Hulme G ram m ar BA Cantab
Harrison J G School Teacher Technical School MSc Man.
Harrison Reginald T Chem ist
Hart B Analyst Tennants & Co, Clayton ? Mcpl. Coll.
Hart L R Research Organic Chem BCIRA PhD Lond
Hart WB Consulting Chem ist FIC
Hartley Harold Research Chem ist BSc M Sc DSc Mane
Hatton AB Chem ist Macintosh Chas & Co BSc Man.
Hatton C A Chem ist Dyer nq M Sc Tech Man.
Haycock J Anlytical & Consulting Chem ist Sleath E W  & Co FIC
Hayward Charles E Chem ist Mcpl. Coll.
Heald J F School Teacher Cheadle Hulme BSc Viet.
Heap Chief Chem ist,Thorium  Plant Ramie Gas Mantles Degree, Oxbridge?
Heap Harri Public Analyst Soc Public & O ther Analysts M Sc Man., FIC
H e a p T Chem ist BDC Ltd MSc PhD Man.
Heaton J S nq CPA Central Lab. Rhodes PhD.Liv., FCS
Henderson Jas A R Prfessor o f Chem istry & Physic: Sale DSc Glas.
Henry D C Lecturer V ictoria Uni BA Cantab
Henshall H Tech Chem ist CAC
Hepburn G G Consulting Chem ist PhD
Herbert J B M Asst L e d Victoria Uni BSc Man.
Heywood A lfred D Analytical Chem ist
H ibbert M iss E As Lecturer Coll Technology M Sc Tech Man.
H ibbert S W orks Chemist Kerfoot T  & Co Ltd AM CT, AIC
Higginbotham  L Miss Research Organic Chem BCIRA MSc Viet. FCS
Higgins Sidney H Chem ist & Asst. Manager Bleachers Assocn. Ltd BSc, MSc Man.
Higson F Analytical Chem ist self FCS
Hikins George H Chemical Engineer Old Trafford
Hill Jas Research Chem ist BDC Ltd MSc Leeds
H illS Gas Exam iner FCS
Hindes F W Chemist CAC BSc, M Sc Mane
Hodge Andrew Printworks Chemist
Hodgkinson Samuel Asst M gr & Chem ist CW S Tobacco Factory AIC, Bcom Mane
Hodgson H H Research Chem ist BDC Ltd MA Cantab,BSc,PhD
Hodgson T R Public Analyst John Dalton St MA Cantab
Hodson Thom as W orks Chem ist BDC Ltd Mcpl. Coll.
Holden E H nq nq M Sc Mane
Holden G E Director Blackley M Sc Tech Mane
Holden GH Manufacturing Chem ist M anchester Oxide Co Ltd, M iles Plat
Holden Norman N Manufacturing Chem ist Hardman & Holden Ltd, M iles Plattin Mcpl. Coll.
Holligan P T nq nq BSc Tech Mane
Hollins Cecil Technical Librarian BDC Ltd BSc Lond
Holroyd Thos A Colour Chem ist BDC Ltd
Holton A lfred L Chemist Chemical D e p t. , Bradford Road Gas
H om er Thos Departmental Manager BDC Ltd MSc Tech Mane
Horrocks JM Tar D istille rs  M anuf.Chem ist Levenshulme Mcpl. Coll.
Horsfall Ronald S Chemist BDC Ltd
Hoseason JH Chemical M anufacturer Hough, Hoseason & Co Ltd FCS
Hough R SCI in 1920,, nq Hough, Hoseason & Co Ltd FCS
Housley H Commercial Manager BDC Ltd MSc Mane
Howard Tom Rsearch in B aderio logica l Chm nq MSc Mane
Howell 0  R Applied Chem L Coll Technology PhD Cantab
Howies Fred Analytical Chemist 68 Port St DSc
Hubball W Dem onstrator Faculty o f Technology, The Uni M Sc Tech Mane
Huebner Julius D irector,Dyeing & Papermaking M anchester School o f Technology MSDC
Hughes R J School Teacher MGS BSc W ales AIC
Hum phries R Analytical Chemist Brit Cotton&W ool Dyers Assocn AIC
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Hunter H nq Cheadle DSc, FIC
Hunter J Science M aster Mcr BSc Lond
Jackson F Salesman CPA BSc Mane
Jackson F Research Chemist CW S Research Dept., Corporation S BSc Mane
Jackson P G Anlytical & Consulting Chem ist self (also in Kelly) FIC
Jackson RS W orks Chem ist Eccles
Jackson S R Chem ist Textiles AIC
Jackson Thos Chemical M anufacturer Thos Jackson (C layton) Ltd Owens Short Cse.
Jackson WM Manager BOC Ltd, G t Marlborough St
Jam es Geo Analytical Chemist Chorlton-on-M edlock FCS
Jam es T nq nq M Sc W ales
Jenkins S H Chemist Caw ley R & Co, Bowker Bank M Sc Tech Mane
Jepson C Chemist Davyhulme M Sc Viet
Jinks J R A Organic Research Asst. M anchester University M Sc Mane
Johnson Arthur Chemist Pendleton Mcpl. Coll.
Jones A rthur 0 Chemical Engineer Cadishead
Jones E 0 nq Metallurgical Dept, The University M Sc Mane, AIC
Jones L A nq nq M Sc Birm
Jones R 0 Chief Chem ist English Sewing Cotton Co BSc W ales
Jones W  E Science M aster Central School BSc Mane
Jowett F Tech Chemist CAC
Judd C W nq nq BSc W ales
Kay WE Printworks Chem ist Broughton Park FCS
Kearns HW Dyer Brooklands
Kenrick D A W ks M anager & Chem ist nq BSc Tech Mane
Kenyon PS Drysalter Cheadle Hulme
Kerfoot T Manufacturing Chem ist
Keyworth C M Chemical Engineer CPA Central Lab. Rhodes M Sc Leeds, AM ICE
Kingsley Harry Calico Printer Consultant? BSc Tech Mane
K irk b y W A Investigator M ines Dept PhD Mane
Kletz Leonore Dem onstrator Owens BSc, M Sc Mane
Kubler Ernest Dyewoods Chem ist W est Indies Chemical W ks Ltd, Braz
Land HS Tar W orks Chem ist Moston
Lange E F S Chem ist Beyer Peacock & Co Ltd, Gorton FCS
Lapworth A Director V ictoria Uni M Sc Mane DSc Lond
Lapworth Morvan Research Chem ist BDC Ltd BSc Lond, FCS
L a w J C Tech Chemist CAC BSc S t Andrews
Lawrence S G School Teacher Cheadle Hulme BSc Lond
Lawrie L G Chem ist Dyehouse Dept, BDC Ltd AIC
Lea T R nq nq BSc Mane
Lecom ber L V Research Assistant BCIRA BSc Mane
Leech E B Pharm acology Victoria Uni MD Camb
Lever Margaret Teacher Dover S t High School BSc Mane
Levin B Chemical M anufacturer
Levinstein D r H Chemist nq M Sc Mane, PhD ZH
Linch F W Chief C hem ist (SCI) BDC Ltd (Fox) M Sc Lond, FIC, FCS
Linton T  F Chief Chem ist Prem ier W aterproof & Rubber Co Ltc AM ST, AIC
Littlewood EA W orks Chemist BDC Ltd AM ST, AIC+G52
Livsey H S nq Old Trafford FCS
Llewellyn Ivor P Chemical Engineer Spence P & Co Ltd(moved by 1929) A ICE also SCI
Lloyd J nq nq AM CT, AIC
Lobley A G Electro Chem Rdr Victoria Uni M Sc Mane
Lockett W Research Chem ist Sewage Wks M Sc Mane
Lockhart T  T  R Headm aster Cheadle Hulme MA BSc Edin
Lodge G Research Chem ist BDC Ltd
Lowe C W Manufacturing Chem ist Lowes, Reddish FIC
Lowe G M Research Colloid Chem &Phys BCIRA BSc Lond
Lowe H Tech Chemist CAC
Lumsden CH Research Chem ist BDC Ltd BSc Lond
M acLachlan HF Managing Director H illcrest Oil Co Ltd FCS
M acm illan J H School Teacher St Bedes BSc
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Mangan A  F Tech Chem ist CAC
Manley C H Asst Public Analyst self MA Oxon
Mann Samuel Chem ical Engineer Longsight
M archant Ernest N Departm ental M anager CAC AIC
Marsden Alice M Chem ist CW S Research Dept., Corporation £ BSc Mane
Marshall W Public Analyst Soc Public & O ther Analysts FIC
Martin D r G Science Teacher & Industrial C CWS, Research Dept PhD,FIC Left by'29
Martin T W orks Chem ist A nchor Chem ical Co
Mason F A Research Chem ist BDC Ltd (also lecturer dyes Tech) M AO xon.PhD Munich
M ather W ilfred Leather W ks Manager Audenshaw AIC, AM CT, FCS
M ather Wm nq nq BA, FCS
Mathias 0 nq nq MSc Tech Mane
Maxfield HL Research & W orks Chem ist Cheetham  Hill(Levinsteins, Owens) BSc, M Sc Mane
McCardell R 0 nq nq FCS
McCulloch A Fuels Lect Coll Technology AIC, AM CT
M cDonnell J W  D School Teacher Hulme G ram m ar M Sc Dun
McKillop J Chemical Engineer BDC Ltd MICE
McRae Prof John A Research Chem ist Old Trafford(O wnes) D egrees not known
Medofski Samuel Research Chem ist Cheetham  Hill
Meiling S E Public Analyst FIC
M e llo rJ C Tech Chem ist CAC
M endoza M Research Chem ist BDC Ltd BSc Lond
M iller D r AK Public Analyst Soc Public & O ther Analysts PhD W urzburg
M iller J Public Analyst Soc Public & O ther Analysts FIC
Mitchell Marion M Teacher M anchester High BSc Mane
Mody FW W orks Chem ist Mcpl. Coll.
Mohn G Metall Dem Coll Technology M Sc Tech Mane
Moore E W  J nq nq BSc Lond
Moore Harold Analytical Chem ist Moore & George Ltd,49 Deansgate M Sc Tech Mane
Morgan E D Chemist Holden J & Co BSc W ales
Morgan J J M etallurgical Analyst Soc Public & O ther Analysts FIC
Morgan TO Analytical Chem ist M iddleton
Morley A M Dem Chem Tech Coll Technology M Sc Tech Mane
M orris E F Chemical Engineer Morris E F Ltd, 4 A lbert Sq MA Oxon
M orris EF Research Chem ist Com brook Chem  Co, 60, M illgate
Morris HN Technical Chem ist A lpha W orks, Denton Mcpl. Coll.
Morton Allan Technical Research Chem ist BDC Ltd
Moss H W Research Chem ist BDC Ltd
Mottram E N Research Chem ist The University PhD Mane
Moulipied A T de nq nq M Sc Mane
Myers J E Sen Lect/Dem Victoria Uni DSc Mane
Nagle JC Glucose & Starch Manuf Nicholls & Nagle Ltd, Trafford Prk
Naunton W m JS Departm ental M anager BDC Ltd MA Cantab
Naylor D S Chemist Bard & W ishart Ltd, Chem Mchts BSc Tech Mane
Naylor H Research Organic Chem BCIRA FIC
Neale S M Research Colloid Chem&Phys BCIRA M Sc Liv
Nelson A J Technical Chemist CAC
Newbould H S School Teacher MGS MA Cantab
Newman SH Research Chemist BDC Ltd MSc Tech Mane
Nichol T  C Colourist nq BSc Tech Mane
Nicholl G Director C laus & Co Ltd, Clayton
Nobes F L Ceram ic Chem ist Carborundum  Co Ltd, Traf. Pk ARCS, AIC
Norris W  H Chemist Prestwich
North wood TG W orks Chem ist
O'Brien A M Chemical Engineer Old Trafford AICE, FIC
Ollard E A Electro-M etallurgist Metropolitan Vickers ARCS, AIC
O'Neill C Chem ist & Colourist (SCI) Bleachers Association Ltd, Norfolk S FIC
O'Neill H Ast Lect Metall V ictoria Uni M .M et Sheff
Ormrod GW Analytical Chem ist Hr Crumpsall
Owen F Asst M anager & Chem ist M cr Corpn Cleansing Dept, Holt Tow AM ST, FCS
Owles A B C hie f Chem ist M cr Corpn Electricity Dept. AM CT, AIC
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Oxley HF Chem ist (SCI) BDC Ltd BA Cantab
Paine Clifford Research Chem ist ICI Dyestuffs Group, B lackley BSc Lon, FIC
Parker E Analytical Chem ist
Parrish F N Tech Chem ist CAC
Parrish J Technical Chem ist CAC Mcpl. Coll.
Parry-Jones RT Chem ist Harpurhey
Paul David M Chemist CAC BSc S t Andrews
Payman Joseph B Research Chem ist ??BDC Ltd (BDC Ltd Fox p.244) M Sc Tech Mane
Pearson H Research Chem ist British A lizarine Co Ltd BSc Mane
Pearson Mrs L nq nq M Sc Mane
Peck H Research Chem ist BDC Ltd BSc, MSc Mane
Pem berton WG Rubber W orks Chem ist
Perry DS Chemist BDC Ltd BSc Mane
Philip A Physical Research Municipal' BSc Mane
Phipps T Chemist CAC
Pickard R H Research D irector BCIRA DSc Lond.
Pickering HR Chemist G Pickering & Sons, Rose Grove
Pinkerton A Chief Chemist nq FCS
Plackett R School Teacher MGS BA Oxon
Platt J H Tech Chemist CAC
Pollard H E Chem ist Asst Mcr Sewage Wks AM CT
Pollard R S School Teacher Central High BSc Viet
Potter Charles E Research & W orks Chem ist FCS, Left b y '29
Preston J M Research Chem ist M anchester College Technology BSc Liv
Probert M E Research Organic Chem BCIRA PhD Lond
Pyman F L Prof Tech Chem Coll Technology DSc Mane PhD Basel
Radcliffe L G Lecturer Coll Technology M Sc Tech Mane
R âper H S Prof o f Physiology The University MB ChB, DSc, FIC
Ratcliffe WA Candle & Soap Maker Jas Ratcliffe & Sons Ltd
Rathbone J H Teacher North M anchester High CSChool BSc Mane
Rawson C Head Chemist Brit Cotton&W ool Dyers Assocn FIC
R ayne rA Anlytical & Consulting Chem ist self BSc Lond, FIC
Ree Dr A nq nq PhD Berne
Renshaw A Research Chemist IBDC Ltd Not known
Rhead H L Metall & Assayg Coll Technology M Sc Tech Mane
Richardson E Apprentice Dyer Tootal Broadhurst Lee BSc Mane
Richardson W A Research Colloid Chem &Phys BCIRA MSc Viet
Ridge B P ResearchGen/lnorg Chem. BCIRA PhD
Ridge D Science M aster Central High MSc Lond
Ridgeway L R Research Chem ist Macintosh Chas PhD Viet, AIC
Robert R L F Analytical Chem ist MScTech, AIC, FCS
Roberts 1 Miss Pharm Chem AsL Victoria Uni BSc Mane
Roberts W  M Director Clinical Lab. MRI MSc, FIC, MD
Robertshaw  GF W orks Chem ist BDC Ltd Kromoline Dept Mcpl. Coll.
Robertson A Asst Lect Victoria Uni PhD Glas
Robinson E B Chemist BDC Ltd MSc Mane AIC
Robinson Frederick Biochemist & Head Brewer Robinson Frederic Ltd MSc Mane
Robinson HF Manufacturing Chemist Culcheth Chem ical W orks M Sc Mane, FCS
Robinson R Prof Org Chem Victoria Uni DSc Mane
Robinson Rona Research Chem ist CAC M Sc Mane, FIC
Roche J W Research Chem ist W ater Analyst BSc Bristol
Rodd EH Research Chem ist BDC Ltd DSc Lon, FCS
Roebuck JH Research Chem ist Hr O penshaw
Rogers WD Head o f Vat Dyes BDC Ltd BSc Lond FIC
RosenbaumJ L Chemical Engineer Blackfriars 3060, Consultancy?? MSc Leeds
Rothwell (Thos) Lecture Asst Coll Technology Mcpl. Coll.
Rothwell BP Research Chem ist nq MSc Viet
Rowbottom S W kds M anager & Chem ist nq AM CT
Rowe F M Rsearch Chem ist & Lecturer Coll Technology DSc Leeds, FIC
Rydings A Manufacturing Chem ist Failsworth
Salmon W Analytical Chemist United Yeast Co Ltd FCS Left b y '29
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Sanderson W  J Research Chemist CW S Research Dept., Corporation S M Sc Mane, AIC
Saunders K H Chem ist BDC Ltd BA Cantab
Schedler D r A Tchnical D irector CAC PhD
Schedler J Research Chemist CAC BSc, M Sc Mane
Scholefie ld F Bleaching/Dyeing Coll Technology BSc Lond MSc Mane
Scott EH Chief Chem ist Urmston BSc Dun
Scott J F Xaverian Coll. Technical School BSc Lond
Scudder F Analytical Chem ist M ersey & Irwell jo in t com m ittee FCS
Shallcross A Chem ist & W ks Manager Shallcross Bros & Co M Sc Tech Mane
Sharp Miss M nq nq M Sc Dun
Sharpies E H Research Chemist G overnm ent Laboratory M Sc Tech Mane
Sharratt W alter Research Chemist (O wens)(O wn firm) BSc Mane
Shatwell HG Research Chemist Openshaw
Shaw  E Miss Library & Info BCIRA MSc Viet
Sheldon W Research Chemist BDC Ltd MSc Mane
Shenton J P Consulting Chem ist Royal Institution Laboratory FIC, FCS
Shepherd R des F Printworks Chem ist CPA Central Lab. Rhodes BSc Mane
Shepherdson A Research Chem ist BDC Ltd BSc Leeds
Sherratt J G nq nq BSc Tech Mane
Shipston GT Research Chem ist BDC Ltd (Levinstein in 1920)
Shires G A nq nq M Sc Birm
Short W F Lecturer UMIST BSc Mane
Short W M Asst Public Analyst nq M Sc Mane
Shorter S A Research Colloid Chem &Phys BCIRA DSc
Silvester WA Research Chem ist BDC Ltd M Sc Sheff, AIC, FCS
Simpkin N Director Lancs & Ches. Coal Research Assoc M Sc Tech Mane
Simpson M argaret E Secretarial Chem ist BDC Ltd BSc Mane
Slack Harry Chemist BSc Mane
Slate J Consulting Chem ist BSc Mane
Smith A W School Teacher Central High BSc Bristol
Smith Alfred Chemical M anufacturer Excelsior W orks, Clayton Mcpl. Coll.
Smith E C Rsearch Biochemist Physiology Dept, The University PhD Mane
Smith Leo Research Chem ist BDC Ltd
Smith N Sen Lect/Dem Victoria Uni DSc Mane
South A School Teacher S tockport G r MSc Mane
Sparrow  S W orks Chemist CPA Ltd AIC, AM CT
Spence H Chemical M anufacturer Spence P,M anchester A lum  W orks MICE
Spensley JW Chemical Engineer Chem ical Engineering Co.Deansgatc
Stafford W  E Chemist Rubber Regenerating Co Ltd, Traffoi A IC, A M C T
Standring P K Research Chem ist BDC Ltd B lackley BSc Mane
Stanhill DB Chemist Cheetham  Hill
S tan ier J E Chemical Engineer AM ICE
Steele N Technical Chem ist Macclesfield Mcpl. Coll.
Steven George Pharm aceutical Chem ist G Steven & CLtd, Com brook W ks,Cl
Stevenson H Wks M anager & Chem ist Lawson R P & Sons Ltd FIC
Stevenson J A Industrial Chemist nq AIC, AM CT
Still CJ Research Chem ist BDC Ltd
Stocks F A Private Tutor self M Sc Viet
Stocks H H Chemist BDC Ltd M Sc Leeds
Stone H G Chemist BDC Ltd BSc Lond
Strafford N Chemist BDC Ltd BSc Lond
Stubbings W  V Research Chem ist BDC Ltd
Sutcliffe H T Research Chem ist CW S Research Dept., Corporation E BSc Mane
Sutton R W Chem ist Asst Mcr Sewage Wks BSc Lon
Swan E Research Chem ist BCIRA MSc Mane
Swann H Research Chem ist BDC Ltd BSc Tech Mane
Tansley L B Research A sst to  D irector BCIRA MA Cantab, M Sc Lon
T a rbuckC Chemical Engineer Denton AICE
Tatum  W  W Research Chemist BDC Ltd Blackley BSc Lond
Tavroges J nq nq AIC
Taylor A lbert W orks Chem ist CAC BSc Mane
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Taylor George V Research Chemist BDC Ltd, Blackley AM CT, FIC
Taylor H nq nq M Sc Mane
Taylor H F W ks & Research Chem ist Hardman & Holden Ltd, M iles Plattln AIC
Taylor N nq nq M Sc Tech Mane
Terleski FH Technical Chemist
Thom as G Chem ist Mcr Royal Inf. M Sc Mane
Thompson F C Prof Metallurgy V ictoria Uni BSc Lond
Thompson F P nq nq M Sc Tech Mane
Thom ley S Research Chemist BDC Ltd PhD Mane
Thom ley T Chemical Engineer Kilvert & Sons Ltd, Trafford Park BSc Lond AIC
Topham  G Manager Saalfeld, Shield W orks
T r ic k e rR E L Metallurgical Chem ist Arm strong W hitworth & Co Ltd M Sc Tech Mane
Trotter J R [nq__ nq ARCS, AIC
Tunnicliffe Lilian Analytical Chemist Ramie Gas Mantles BSc Mane
Upton AWH Research Chemist BDC Ltd
Urquhart A R Research Colloid Chem &Phys BCIRA BSc Edin
Varley H Clinical Assistant MRI BSc, MSc Mane
Venn H J P Research Chem ist cotton' BSc Lon
Vernon H W Research Chemist BDC Ltd BSc Mane
Vlies LE Aniline Dye M anufacturer BDC Ltd Mcpl. Coll.
Vuilleum eier V Tech Chem ist CAC Swiss Degree ??
W ade EG Analytical Chemist Rhodes
W agstaffe D r EA Consulting Chem ist M ScM an.PhDM unich
W alker E E Chem ist BDC Ltd, Blackley DSc Lon., FCS
W alker R Chemical Engineer M anchester Gas Wks, Partington BSc,ARICE,AIC
W alker TK Research Chemist Fermentation L, Coll Tech (OCA) PhD Mane
W alm sley J R Pharm aceutical Analyst Soc Public & O ther Analysts AM CT, FIC
W arburton Thos Chem ist Rusholme Mcpl. Coll.
W ard A R Chem ist S tockport Sewage W ks FCS
W ard Kathleen N Teacher Broughton High BSc Mane
W arren F W W orks Manager Macintosh Chas BSc Tech Mane
W atson W Assistant Lecturer Owens, electrochem istry BSc Mane
W atson W  H Assistant Chem ist Tootal Broadhurst Lee BSc, M Sc Mane
W aygood B J nq Heaton M oor FCS
W ellacott W  L B Chemist BDC Ltd BA Oxon
W ells Ernest E Technical Chem ist BDC Ltd No 1 Research Lab
W elsh H C School Teacher Central High BA Dublin
W elsh W nq Holt Town Oil Works Mcpl. Coll.
W heeler Ernest M etallurgical Chem ist C hem . Lab.C rossley B ros,G as Eng.wks.c

Whinfield J R Research Chem ist Cellulose BA Cantab
W hinyates L Aniline Colour Chem ist BDC Ltd??
W hite FD Research Chemist Tech. Dept,British Dyestuffs Corpn (B lac

W hite GN Research Chemist
W hittam R nq nq FCS
W hitworth Harry Chem ist CAC Mcpl. Coll.
W hym per R Chem ist?? British A rkady Co Ltd, Old Trafford FCS
W lckstead John B Chem ical M anufacturer Lankshear W ickstead  & Co, B otany Mill,

W ignall H Research Chem ist BDC Ltd M Sc Mane
W ild R B Prof Therapeutics V ictoria Uni M Sc Mane MD
W ild S V Research Chem ist nq BSc Tech Mane
Wilkin C R Chem ical Engineer M anchester Gas Wks, Partington AICE
Wilkinson E J nq nq AIC
Wilkinson J F Organic Research The University PhD Viet
W illiam s F A Research Chem ist BDC Ltd PhD Lond
W illiam s H Science M aster nq BSc Viet
W illiam s HE Chem ist FCS
W ilson C T School Teacher MGS AM CT
W ilson EJ Chem ical Engineer
W ilson H Chem ist Davyhulm e Sewage Wks
W ilson S P Research Chem ist Public Health Laboratory M ScTechM an;M BChB
W inder G R Anlytical & Consulting Chem ist PhD Zurich
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W insloe LS Manufacturing Chem ist Tennants (Lancs) Ltd, Booth St
W instanley W  H Chemist Kay Bros Ltd
W interbottom  A B Dem Chem Tech Coll Technology BSc Tech Mane
W ithers J C Library & Info BCIRA PhD W uerzburg
W ood C G Research Chem ist Lancs & Ches. Coal Research Assoc M Sc Tech Mane
W ood F C Research Chem ist Tootal Broadhurst Lee M Sc Lond
W ood Harold Asst. Chemist M anchester S team Users Assocn. BSc, MSc Mane
W ood J K Phys Chem Coll Technology DSc Viet
W ood Jas Chief Analyst CW S Ltd (Research Dept SCI) MA BSc Aberdeen
W ood R J Research Chem ist British A lizarine Co Ltd AIC
W ood R P nq nq M Sc Dun
W ood W  S W orks Chem ist nq BSc Mane
W oollam J P V Chemical Engineer Simon Carves Ltd AICE
W right L Chemist M etropolitan Vickers BSc Mane
W right W E W orks Chemist Connolly's Ltd MSc Lond, FCS
W yler D r Max Research Chem ist BDC Ltd PhD
Y arrow  G E Tech Chemist CAC MSc Dun
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a Brassard Thos Member I G Dyestuffs Ltd, 14 Bridge St M S D C
Adam s E B C hf Chemist Crumpsall (also MSDC prob.lC I) M S c Birm.
Adam s F Teacher Mcr. Schools M A  C antab
Adam s H Chemist Hr Crumpsall A M C T
Adam son D W Lecturer College Technology P hD  M an.
Ainley A  D Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  M an.
Albinson J Chf Chemist Mane. Corpn. Gas Works B Sc M an ., A IC

A lk in s W E Lecturer in Metallurgy The University BSc Man.
Allan John Not known W. D idsbury B Sc G las. F C S
Allen R L M Research Chemist Research B lackley P hD  Leeds
Allpass J T Departmental Manager Clayton Aniline Co Ltd B S c M an.
Alston R A W orks Manager Old Trafford A M C T
Anderson J Research Chemist ICI Ltd S tA ndrew s PhD

Anderson Jas G Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group BSc Man.
Anderson S  L Research; Spinning Shirley Institute B Sc Lon.
Applebee H  C Chf Chemist Mane. Corpn. Gas Works A IC , F C S
Ardem  E Consultant Chemist Consultant M an .D S c
Arm our J Chemist CPA Central Research Dept, Mcr B Sc G las.
Am field Harold Chemist Arnfield & Co, G adsby Works F C S
Aschaffenberg Dr Chemist Ellis Jones & Co PhD
Ashtington H W orks Manager Com brook Chemical Co
Ashton H E Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Ashton Miss D Junr. Research Asst. Shirley Institute B S c Tech  M an.
Ashton Ronald Not known Talbot Rd, Old Trafford BA, BSc, F C S
Ashworth C F Member 108 Portland St M S D C
Ashworth D R W orks Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group O xon D .Phil
Ashworth R de B Organic Chemist ICI Ltd N Z  M S c
Aspa A Metallurgical Chemist ICI (M etals) Ltd A M C T

Atherton W Science M aster Not known BSc Man.
A tkinson Miss M Teacher S tockport High School B Sc Lon.
Austin R Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Baddeley G Lecturer College Technology Sheff. PhD
Baddiley James Research Director ICI Dyestuffs Group B Sc Leeds
Bailey F W Lecturer Paper Manufr. College Technology A M C T
B a in b r id g e  E G Group Leader Research Blackley M S c M an.
Baird W Research Chemist Research Blackley P hD  Glas.
Balaban I E Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  M an ., D Sc
Baldwin A W Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Lon., A IC
Banks G Member Old Trafford M S D C
Bann B Research Chemist M anchester Oxide Co Ltd M S c  M an.
Barash M Chief Research Chem ist W est's Gas Improvement CoLtd P hD  M an.
Barclay S F Member M ather & Platt Ltd, Park Wks M S D C
Barker J C hf Chem ist Com brook Chemical Co B Sc Lon.
Barlow H Not known Urmston M A , M D , F C S
Barlow W Head Chem ist & Mgr. Not known A R C  S c. I
Barnes R S Group Leader Research Blackley
B a rrT Student, Research The University B Sc Glas.
Barraclough J K Research Chemist Com brook Chemical Co B Sc Lon.
Barrett J D Technical Asst. Crumpsall B Sc Leeds
Barrowcliff M Research Chem ist Research Blackley F IC
Barwick F W Analyst' Mcr. Cham ber Comm.Testing House FC S , M S D C
Battye A E Research Chem ist Tootal Broadhurst Lee Ltd M S c Leeds
Bawn C E H Lecturer The University P hD  Brist.
Baxendale J Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Baxendale J H Lecturer The University M S c  M an.
Bayley E W orks Chem ist Mane. Corpn. Gas W orks A M C T
Bean Percy Consultant Chemist 10 Marsden St F C S , M P hS
Bean Percy Jun. Consultant Chemist City P hD , M S c
Bearder E A Departmental Manager ICI Hexagon House M S c Leeds
Beckett Group Leader Research Blackley
Bell A B W orks Chemist Griffiths Hughes E Ltd B Sc M an.
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Bell J A Chem ist Shell M e x&  BP Ltd A IC

Bennett R Miss Analytical Chemist Hale M S P A

Benson Miss M Research Chemist W estinghouse M S c M an.

Berry E Director & Chemist Mather W  Ltd M S c M an.

Berry W R Metallurgist Metropolitan V ickers Ltd M S c M an.

Best A E Tutor Grimes Tutorial College B Sc M an.

Best S R MD Faulder J H, Stockport M S c M an.

Binnie D Chief Metallurgist Not known P hD  G las.

Birch Chas Chemist C layton Aniline Co Ltd
Birtwell M iss E Research-Rayon Shirley Institute BSc Man.
Bishop G E Not known W ithington F C S

Black A D Devlpt Section Chem ist ICI Dyestuffs Group A R T C

Black J H Assistant to  Director Shirley Institute B Sc Birm
Blakey G A Director Bradford Dyers Assocn. A IC

Bloom er V Asst. Chemist Mcr.Cham b.Com m .TestingHouse BSc Man.
Boon W  R Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Lon.

Booth T Snr Science M aster Stretford Gram m ar School M S c  M an.

Bott E C B Asst. Chemist Anchor Chemical M S c  Lon.

Bottom ley Arthur C Research Chemist Cancer Research B Sc, P hD  M an.

Bottom ley C H Member Marchington T E & Co Ltd M S D C
Bowyer A S Chemist Lowe Chas & Co M S c M an.

Bracegirdle H W Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd M cpl. College

Bradbrook E C F Research Chem ist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Lon.

Bradbury E Research: W eaving Shirley Institute M S c Lon.

Bradley Enoch Dyer's Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd Stkpt. C o llege

Bradley Frank W Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd Stkpt. C o llege

Bradley W Lecturer College Technology P hD  M an.

Bradwell A Asst. Chem ist Davyhulme Sewage Works A M C T

Brazier S A Technical Manager Dunlop Rubber Co Ltd M S c  Blrm.

Bridge J Teacher Mcr. Schools M A  C antab

Briertey Joseph Not known Failsworth B Sc M an. A IC

Briggs H B Not known W hitefield, A lso SDC Mem ber M S c  Leeds

Brightman R Group Librarian ICI Dyestuffs Group Lond M S c

Brightmore R G Engineer ICI Dyestuffs Group B S c Lon.
Brindle H Lecturer Pharm .Chemistry The University B S c Lon.

Brittain A Director Leonard Brittain Ltd Liv. M S c

Brookes A Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Brooks A Chemist Tootal Broadhurst Lee Ltd A M C T

Brown Solomon N Not known Hr Broughton F C S
Brown T  F Chemist Geigy Colour Co A IC

Browning H Lecturer S tockport College M S c M an.

Brownsett T Research, Dyeing Shirley Institute B Sc Lon.

Brunner E Chem ist C layton Aniline Co Ltd PhD

Buckley E D Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group
Buckley H Lecturer Newton Heath Tech. College BSc Man.
Buckley Harold E Lecturer? Crystallgphy The University BSc, D S c  M an.

Bullock K Lecturer Pharmacy The University P hD  M an.

Bunbury H M Asst Chief Colourist ICI Dyestuffs Group B S c Lon.

Burawoy Abraham Chem Dept. The University D  Phil Leipzig

Burgoine E Research Chem ist ICI Ltd B Sc T ech  M an.

Burkhardt G N Snr Lecturer Chemistry The University P hD  M an . F IC

Burnett C E W orks Chem ist Anglo-Am erican Oil Co Ltd A M C T

Burt F P Professor The University D S c  Brist.
Butler C Chem ist ICI Dyestuffs Group M S c M an.

Butterworth G Chem ist Hedley Thos & Co Ltd BSc Man.
Buttress E C Chem ist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Cadwallader C J Research Silk Shirley Institute BA Lon.

Caldwell P Member Bramhall M S D C

Callan Thos Chief Analyst ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  M an.

Callow  R H W orks Manager British A rkady Co M S c Liv. A IC

Calvert Miss M A Research, Dyeing Shirley Institute B Sc Liv.

Cam pbell A  F Not known Hardman & Holden Ltd D S c M an.
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Campbell Colin Senior Lecturer The University MSc DSc Man.
Campbell G A Lecturer S tockport College (SDC Mem.) MSc Leeds
Candlin E J Research Chem ist Tootal Broadhurst Lee Ltd PhD Lon.
Cardwell D Vice Principal College Technology MSc Man.
Carpenter C W (Chemist in '26) (BDC Ltd in ’26) MSc Tech Man.
Carrington J H C hf Chem ist A nchor Chemical BSc Lon.
Carter P G Not known Middleton PhD St Andrews
Cartwright W Asst. Lecturer Metallurgy ? The University BSc Man.
Cavanagh B (Lecturer in ’26) Eccles Lon DSc, MA
Caveney B Research; Spinning Shirley Institute BSc Lon.
Chadwick Miss M Asst. Lecturer Food College Technology MSc Man.
Chamberlain K A  J Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group PhD BirmAIC
Chapman E Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group PhD Man.
Chappell N Member ICI Ltd, B lackley Works MSDC
Charlton W illiam Group Leader Research Blackley BSc PhD Dun.
Charnley F Research; Spinning Shirley Institute BSc Man.
Childs C G Chemist C layton Aniline Co Ltd
Choate M F S Manufacture ICI Dyestuffs Group BSc Dunelm
Chorley P Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group MSc Man.
Clarke Hy Jas Chemist ICI Ltd, B lackley W orks Stkpt. College
Clayton R H Member Manchester Oxide Co Ltd BSc Man. MSDC
Clegg Miss G Research -Testing Shirley Institute Liv. MSc
C libbens D A Research, Dyeing Shirley Institute (SDC Member) BSc Lon. JenaPhD
Cliffe W  H Not known Heaton Moor FCS
Coffey D H ? Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group PhD Man.
Coffey S Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group DSc Leiden, FCS
Coles H G Analytical Chemist CWS Ltd MA Oxon, AIC
Collins G E Research -Testing Shirley Institute MSc Tech Man.
Conybeare J G G Research: W eaving Shirley Institute BSc Brist.
Cookson S Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Cooper C H Analyst Calico printers Assocn. Ltd BSc Man.
Cooper H G Asst. Chemist McrCorpnBradfordRd GasW orks AMCT, AIC
Copisarow M Not known Alexandra Rd DSc Man.
Corbishley H Ruth Asst. Secretary M anchester Lit & Phil BSc Man.
Core A F Not known W est D ldsbury MSc Man. FCS
Core Colin G Not known W est D ldsbury MSc Man. FCS
Corner Miss M Research-Rayon Shirley Institute BSc Lon.
Coucill J H Chemist Crumpsall AMCT
Coulthard A Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group BSc Man.
Cowbum  A W Director? Cowbum  & Cowpar Ltd.Traf. Pk. FCS
Cowdrey W  A Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group PhD Lon.
Cox D Ast. W orks Manager Hedley Thos & Co Ltd BA Cantab
Craven Mrs M B Lecturer Chemistry College Technology MSc Tech Man.
Crewe P H Director? Messrs Crewe & Co FCS
Critch low  J Lecturer S tockport College BSc Man.
Crompton F Junr. Member O penshaw MSDC
Cronshaw  C J T Managing Director ICI Dyestuffs Group (SDC Member) BSc Man.
C ropper F R Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group PhD Lon.,AIC
Crossley G V Member Moss Side MSDC
Crowther W  F Senr A sst Chemist Mcr Corpn Electricity Dept AMCT, AIC
Cunliffe P W Research Chemist Not known PhD Lon.
Curd F H S Not known Choriton-cum -Hardy PhD Lon.
Cuthbertson J W Lecturer The University MSc Man.
Dakin G Research; Spinning Shirley Institute BSc Lon.
Dale F W Asst. Chemist Mcr Corpn Electricity Dept BSc Lon., AIC
Dance E Not known Not known MSc Leeds
Davidson Alfred Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group BSc Glas.

Davidson G F Research, Dyeing Shirley Institute BSc Edin.
Davies Harold Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group BSc Man.
Davies W  0 Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd Mcpl. College
Davis F V Research Chem ist CWS BSc Lon.
Deakin Mary St F Science Mistress Mcr. Central High School Girls BSc Man.
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Dearden F Headmaster S tockport County Secdy.School M S c M an.
Dearnaley S Works Chemist (Prem ier W aterproof in '26) M S c M an.
Dearneley A Cotton Merchants Dearnaley A, Royal Exchange B Sc M an.
Delahunty P V W ks Chem ist in 1926 Withington M S D C , SCI
Dent C E Research Chem ist Research Blackley P hD  Lon.
Dent J H Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd B Sc Lon.
Devine J Lecturer The University P hD  Liv.
Dickinson Denis Asst. Chemist S tockport Sewage Works M S c D unelm .A IC
Dickinson Miss W Teacher Mcr. Schools BSc Man.
Dixon D L Chemist Kay Bros Ltd
Dixon N Chemist G lover W  T  & Co Ltd A M C T
Douse 0  S Chemist McDougall Bros M S c M an.
Druce S Analytical Chemist nq B Sc M an. A IC
Drummond D G Research-Rayon Shirley Institute P hD  Dun.
Dunkerley W ilfred Chief Chemist Crossley Bros M S c M an.
Dyson C Chemist Lancs & Cheshire Coal Res. Ass. B Sc Lon.
Dyson H Member (Eng.) Velvet & Cord Dyeing Co M S D C
Eam shaw  Annie Teaching Grimes Tutorial College BSc Man.
E dg e V Lecturer Education Mcr Assumed M S c M an.
Egan J P Director (SDC Mem.) Egan Jas & Co Ltd M S c T ech  M an.
Ellingworth S Section Leader Research Blackley M S c Leeds
Elliott T L Not known Sale F C S
Ellis 0  C de C Consultant Chem ist Ellis 0  C de C P hD  M an.
Elsdon G D Chief Inspector M ersey & Irwell Joint Comm. D S c  Birm ., F IC
Elson L A Research Chemist Chorlton-cum-Hardy P hD  Lon.
Emlyn J A Analyst C ooper,M cD ougall RobertsonLtd F IC
English Joe Chemist Robinson F Ltd
Ennion C E Chemist C layton Aniline Co Ltd M S D C
Ermen W  F A Analytical Chemist City M A
Estcourt Harry E Consultant Chem ist Bridge St FC S
Evans F P Chemist ICI Ltd Lond M S c
Evans M G Lecturer Phys Chemistry The University M S c  M an.
Evans Miss D Sen. Science Mistress Fairfield High School B Sc Lon.
Evans N Member Evans N & Rais Ltd, Dudley Rd M S D C
Evans P E Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group M A  C antab
Evans W  J Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group I P hD  Lon.
Eyres Alfred Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Fairbrother F Prof, o f Physical Chemistry The University D S c M an . etc
Fairbrother T H Biochemist MacDougall Bros M S c M an.
Fairweather D A W Group Leader Research Blackley D S c Edin.
Fargher R G Research Bleaching Shirley Institute D S c  M an.
Farm er W  T Flour Milling Simon Henry B Sc Tech  M an.
Farrow B Research-Rayon Shirley Institute B S c Lon.

Ferrey G J W Analyst W oolley Jas Sons & Co Ltd BSc Man.
Field H A Teacher Mcr. Schools BA C antab
Fletcher F Director Ashbrooks Ltd, Bredbury M cpl. C o llege
Fletcher M Member Fletcher M & Sons Ltd.W hitefield M S D C
Flint C F Rubber Latex Technlgst ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Lon.
Folds Chem ist Ellis Jones & Co
Ford W P C hf Chemist British A rkady Co M A  C antab
Fomachon G Asst. Chemist S tockport Corpn. Gas Works Stkpt. College
Forrester R E Chemist (Turners Asbestos in '26) M S c D unelm
Foster F W orks Chemist C ooper,M cD ougall RobertsonLtd B Sc Leeds
Foster G A R Research; Spinning Shirley Institute BA C antab
Foulds R P Head o f Research Dept Tootal Broadhurst Lee Ltd M S c M an .,F IC
Fowker F S Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group B Sc Lon.
Fowler E A Lecturer College Technology B Sc G las.
Fox H Teacher Mcr. Schools BSc Man.
Fox N T W orks Manager (Geigy Colour Co Ltd in ’26) A IC
France H Research Chem ist The University B Sc G las.

Fraser H R Research-Rayon Shirley Institute BSc Man.
Frazer G H Patent Agent Marks & Clerk P hD  Liv.
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Freeman S M Opening & Cleaning Shirley Institute B Sc Bimn

Fritzsche H Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd PhD ?

Galleymore H R Chemist Hedley Thos & Co Ltd BA C antab

Garlick H S Director Houghton E F & Co Ltd B Sc Lon.

Garrard S F W orks Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group M S c M an.

Garrett C H Research Silk Shirley Institute BA C antab
Gartshore J F C Chemical Engineer ICI Dyestuffs Group G las. PhD

Gaskill M  S (Wks Chem ist in '26) Hale F C S

Gass A G Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Gass G T Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Gaul E G Lecturer Chemistry The University M S c M an.

Gaunt P Not known Not known A M C T

Gaunt Rufus Textile Chem istry Res. Not known M S c Leeds

Geake A Research Chem ist Shirley Institute P hD  Brist.
Gee F H Group Leader Research Blackley M A  O xon

Gibson W Research Chemist Lancs & Cheshire Coal Res. Ass. M S c Tech  M an.

Gill A Manager Rigby J J Ltd BSc Man.
Gill E Not known Not known B Sc Tech  M an.

Gillam A  E M G Lecturer Chemistry The University Liv D S c

Gladding G Research Chemist M anchester Oxide Co Ltd M S c M an.
Glassman J Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group B Sc Lon.
Glover A Manager CW S Ltd, Research & Anal.Depts M S c M an.

Goldberg A A Not known Not known Lon D S c

Goldstein R F Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Lon.

Gomm A S Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Brist.
Goodwin H Head o f Dept, Research ICI Dyestuffs Group M S c M an.

Goodwin T  H A st Lecturer Chemistry The University P hD  Bimn
Gough Wm W orks Chemist Ashbrooks Ltd, Bredbury M cpl. C o llege
Gray Geo H Member Reddish Vale M S D C D ayM cp I
Gray R M Analytical Chemist Dunlop Rubber Co Ltd A H -W C

Graymore J G Head o f Chem Dept S tockport College P hD  Lon.
Green S J Research Chem ist ICI Dyestuffs Group M A  C antab
Greenwood J W orks Chemist Lawson R P & Sons Ltd A M C T

Gregory J Spinning Shirley Institute B Sc M an.

Grieve W  S M Biochemist C linical Investigation, MRI P hD  M an.
Griffiths H N Asst. Chemist Southern Oil Co Ltd P hD  Liv.

Grime H Lecturer Newton Heath Tech. College BSc Man.
Grindley T D Not known ICI Dyestuffs Group M S c M an.

Gross R F J Sales Dept. ICI Dyestuffs Group B Sc Lon.
Grundy J G Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Guise Dorothy Teaching Post Northenden BSc Man.
Gysin C Member W ilm slow M S D C

Habgood B J Chemist ICI Ltd B Sc Lon.
Haddock N H Group Leader Research B lackley B Sc Lon. Ext.
Haigh D Asst. Chemist Mcr Corpn Electricity Dept A M C T , A IC

Hailwood A J (Research chemist26) (BDC Ltd in '26) BSc Man.
Hall A J Textile Chemist Tootal Broadhurst Lee Ltd M S D C
Hall Norman Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group M S c  M an.
Halson E Ast. Exam iner Paper HM Stationery Office B S c Lon.
Halstead Miss A Librarian Shirley Institute B Sc Lon.
Hampton T E H Lecturer College Technology B Sc Lon.
Hancock A Asst. Lecturer College Technology M S c Tech  M an.

Handford C Lecturer College Technology M S c Sheff.
Hannah J D Metallurgist Renold & Coventry Chain Co Ltd M S c Tech  M an.

Hannon J Group Leader Research Blackley
Hardman H Senr. Chemistry Master N. Mcr Municipal High School BSc Man.
Hardman Jas F Member Rhodes M S D C
Hardy Miss M Teacher Mcr. Schools BA Dublin

Harper D A Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Liv.
Harper S H Chem istry Dept. The University P hD  Lon.
Harpham H Group Leader Research Blackley
Harries G H Not known Not known B Sc Lon.
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Harris F S Teacher Mcr. Schools BA C antab
Harris Miss K L Teacher Mcr. Schools B S c W ales
Harris R M Teacher S tockport Gram mar BA O xon
Harrison D F Member Drey Simpson & Co, Reddish BA C antab , M S D C
Harrison E Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Lon.
Harrison J B Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Leeds
Harrison W  B Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd Stkpt. College

Hartley H K Works Chemist Kay Bros Ltd BSc Man.
Harwood H F Chemist Calico printers Assocn. Ltd M S c M an.
Hatton A B Asst. Manager Dunlop Rubber Co Ltd BSc Man.
Hatton C A Ast. W orks Manager Not known M S c T ech  M an.
Hatton J P Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group M S c Tech  M an.
Haworth E Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  M an.
Haycock J Analytical Chemist Sleath E W  & Co PhC , F IC
Hayhurst H Chemist LMS Railway Co Research Dept. A M IC h e m .E .F IC
Head F S H Research-Rayon Shirley Institute P hD  Lon.
Heald J Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Healey H H Consultant Chem ist Bow  Lane
Heap H Public Analyst Manchester M S c M an.
Heaton John S Not known CPA Ltd, Oxford St P hD  Liv.
Heilbron 1 M Professor Org Chem. The University P hD  Leipzig
Henderson W  P Chief Chemist LMS Railway Co F IC
Henry D C Lecturer The University M A  C antab
Henry P S  H Research -Testing Shirley Institute BA C antab
Henshall H chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Henshaw C R Research Chemist Crumpsall A M C T
Hepworth H' Director ICI Dyestuffs Group Lon D S c
Herbert J B M Lecturer The University M S c M an.
Heslop R N Research Chemist Research Blackley P hD  Liv.
Hey D H Lecturer Chemistry The University P hD  Lon.
Hey Donald Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  M an.
Hey R K Research -Testing Shirley Institute B S c Tech  M an.
Hibbert Miss E Lecturer College Technology M S c Tech  M an.
Higginbotham  R Research Bleaching Shirley Institute B Sc Lon.
Higginbottom Constce Technical Assistant MRI BSc Man.
Hill D W Assistant to D irector Shirley Institute P hD  Liv.
Hill R Section Leader Research Blackley
Hills H W  J W orks Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Lon.
Hills Mrs E K Not known Not known B Sc Lon.
Hind H L Chemist Maltose Mcr. B Sc Lon.
Hindes F W W orks Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd M S c M an.
Hockney H L Member D idsbury Park M S D C
Hodgkinson S E Manager CWS Ltd Tobacco Factory M A  M cr. A IC
Hodgson T  R Public Analyst Manchester M A  C antab
Hogg J C Chemist Stretford Gas Works
Holden Edmund H Not known Rossendale (H & Holden Ltd?) M S c  M an.
Holden G E, Managing Director English Velvet & Cord Dyers Ass M S c Tech  M an.
Holden Norman E Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group M S c M an.
Holt A lfred Not known Ramsbottom F C S
Hooley L J Technical Chemist Not known M A  C antab
Horan Manager Ellis Jones & Co
Hornbrook Patricia Teaching Stockport Secondary School BSc Man.
Horner T Works Chem ist ICI Dyestuffs Group M S c T ech  M an.
Horrobin S Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group Lond M S c
Horsfall R S Director ICI Dyestuffs Group
Hough B G Not known Sale (Mane. In T 6 also) F C S
House C J Analytical Chemist 398 Com  Exchange Bldgs B Sc Lon. A R C S
Howell A K W orks Chemist Mane. Corpn. Gas Works
Howell Owen R Lecturer Applied Chem. The University P hD  W ales
Howell W  T Research: W eaving Shirley Institute M S c W ales
Howitt F 0 Head o f Silk Dept Shirley Institute P hD  Lon.
Howies F Consultant Chemist 68 Port St D Sc
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Hoyle P N Member Chorlton M S D C
Hubball W Technical Publishing Not known P hD  M an.
Hubbard T  E Not known Pendleton F C S
Hudson D P Group Leader Research Blackley
Hudswell Fred Not known Stretford C B A  C antab  FC S
Hughes R J Asst Chem istry Master M anchester G ram m ar School B Sc W ales
Humphries R Chem ist BritishCotton&W oolDyersAssocn A IC
Hunter H Dept. Head Shirley Institute D S c Lon.
Hunter J Chem istry Master Manchester Gram m ar School B Sc Lon.
Hurt N A Analyst CWS Ltd Research Dept A M C T .A IC .M S P A
Hurtley W  R H Group Leader Research Blackley
Hutton E A Research Silk Shirley Institute B S c Leeds
Hyde G W Not known Swan Brewery BSc Man.
Ingham B H Schoolteacher Bowdon P hD  M an.
Ingham J S Research Chemist Calico printers Assocn. Ltd B Sc Lon.
Irving Francis Research Chemist Research Blackley P hD  Liv.
Irving R Departmental Manager Hedley Thos & Co Ltd B Sc Glas.
Isaacs E Research Chem ist ICI Dyestuffs Group B Sc Lon.
Jackson A Asst. Research Chem ist W est's Gas Improvement CoLtd M S c T e c h  M an.
Jackson F Calico Printers Salesman Calico printers Assocn. Ltd BSc Man.
Jackson Frank Chemist CWS Research Dept BSc Man.
Jackson J Lecturer The University B S c Lon.
Jackson J M Senr Chem istry M aster S tockport Gram mar BSc Man.
Jackson Miss B H Research-Rayon Shirley Institute BSc Man.
Jackson P G Consultant Chemist Jackson & Parsons F IC
Jackson W Asst. W orks Chemist Mane. Corpn. Gas Works M S c T e c h  M an.
Jarrett S G Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Lon.
Jarrett W  G Chemist Not known A IC
Jepson C Resident Chemist Davyhulme Sewage W orks M S c M a n .,F IC
Jinks J R A Purchaser Dyestuffs Calico printers Assocn. Ltd M S c M an.
Johnson George Not known Swinton F C S
Johnson R N Research Chemist Tootal Broadhurst Lee Ltd Lond M S c
Johnson T  E Research Chemist Goodlass Wall & Lead Ind. Ltd Lond M S c
Jolley Leslie J Research Dyeing Shirley Institute P hD  Lon.
Jones B M Principal College Technology M A  Oxon
Jones E 0 LecturerNon-FerrousMet. The University B Sc Lon.
Jones E R H Dept Organic Chem. The University B Sc W ales
Jones R N Not known Tootal Broadhurst Lee Ltd P hD  M an.
Jones T S G Biochemist C linical Investigation, MRI P hD  W ales
Jones W H Manager Univ. Rubber Paviours, S tkpt P hD  M an.
Jones W 0 Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  W ales
Jones W  R Asst. Chem ist ICI Dyestuffs Group A IC
Joseph J D Chief Chemist Bell Bros (Mcr) Ltd A M C T
Joynson G L R Not known W hitefield B S c Liv.
Kay W Chem ist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Kelly J F Research Spinning Shirley Institute BSc Man.
Kendal L P Lect. Physiological Chem. The University M S c M an.

Kennedy T Student, Research The University BSc Man.
Kenner J Professor College Technology Heid. PhD
Kershaw A Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Lon.
Kershaw W Member Bleachers' Assocn. Ltd M S D C
Kertess A F Member W est D idsbury M S D C
King-Smith W  J S Opening & Cleaning Shirley Institute BSc Lon.
Kinsey H Asst. W orks Chemist Mane. Corpn. Gas W orks
Kitchin A Chemical Merchants Kitchin A MSc Man.
Klein L Asst. Research Chem ist Davyhulme Sewage W orks P hD  Lon., F IC
Kletz Leonore Asst. Lecturer The University MSc Man.
Knapp A Member Sandoz Chemical Co Ltd MSDC
Knight A H Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group BSc Birm
Kramrisch B Colourist CIBA Mcr. A IC
Kubler E Chem ist in '26 Victoria Park MSDC
Lapworth Arthur Advisory? The University DSc Lon.
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Lapworth Morvan Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group B Sc Lon.
Lascelles H W Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group M A  C antab
Latham Miss M Teacher Mcr. Schools Livp. B Sc
Latin A Lecturer The University P hD  Liv.
Law D A Teacher Mcr. Schools BSc Man.
Law J Technical Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd B S c S t A ndrew s
Lawrie L G Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group A IC
Lawson G Chief Chem ist Cumming Parsons Ltd P hC  A IC
Lawson R W Member Heaton M ersey M S D C
Lawton S E Chemist Tootal Broadhurst Lee Ltd P hD  M an.
Lead W  L Research Chemist CPA Ltd P hD  Liv.
Leadbetter G G Textile Chemist Not known AIC
Leather A N Addtnl. Public Analyst Manchester B Sc Lon.
Lecom ber L V Research Bleaching Shirley Institute BSc Man.
Lee L B Member CPA Ltd, St Jam es'sBIdg.OxfordSt M S D C
Leech B Not known Macclesfield M A  C antab
Lemon J T Research Chemist Shirley Institute M A  O xon
Lempert H Biochemist Victoria Meml. Jewish Hospital M S c M an.
Lester J H Member Tootal Broadhurst Lee Ltd M S D C
Lever Miss M Teacher Mcr. Schools BSc Man.
Lightbown R Assistant to D irector Shirley Institute B Sc Tech  M an.
Linch F W Asst Res Manager Research Blackley M S c  Lon.
Linton T F Chemist Prem ier W aterproof & Rubber A M C T
Littlewood E A Not known ICI Dyestuffs Group A M C T
Livsey H Member Old Trafford M S D C
Locke J Opening & Cleaning Shirley Institute B S c Lon.
Lockhart Miss D Librarian Shirley Institute B Sc Lon.
Lockhart T  T  R Teacher Cheadle Heath School B Sc Edin.
Lodge F Research Chemist Research Blackley
Lodge P Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Lomas Mr Chemist Ashbrooks Ltd, Bredbury D egree???
L o rd E Research Testing Shirley Institute B Sc Lon.
Loveluck R J Group Leader Research Blackley S M S c  W ales
Lovett T W Analytical Chemist nq M S P A
Lowe A R Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Lon.
Lowe H Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Lowe R C H Not known Not known B Sc Lon.
Lowther H Science Master M anchester Gram m ar School BSc Man.
Lumsden C H Section Leader ICI Dyestuffs Group B Sc Lon.
Lunt J G Senior Analyst CWS B Sc Liv.
MacArthur A Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group A M C T
Maddocks J R Plant Superintendent ICI Dyestuffs Group A M C T
Maguire P Member Kabbur & Co Ltd M S D C
Maiden A M Research Chemist Trafford Park 0529 P hD  Liv.
Main V R Senior Assistant Shirley Institute Lond M S c
Mangan A F Chem ist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Marchant E N Technical Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd A M C T
Marginson C C Lecturer The University BSc Man.
M arr H N Chief Chemist Rylands Bros Ltd ?? AIC
Marsden L Lecturer S tockport College BSc Man.
Marsden R J B Research-Rayon Shirley Institute O xon P hD
Marsh J T Research Chemist Tootal Broadhurst Lee Ltd M S c M an.
Marsh Wm Member Hall W  & CoLtd.Monsall Dyeworks M S D C
Marsland J L Chemist C layton Aniline Co Ltd
Martin C H Not known Pendleton F C S
Martindale J G Research Spinning Shirley Institute P hD  Lon.
Mather W W orks Manager Noblett R Ltd A M C T , M P S A
Mather Wm Not known Eccles BA, F C S
Mathias 0 Chemist Davyhulme Sewage Works M S c M an. Tech  A IC
Matthews W Chemist Mcr Corpn Electricity Dept A M C T
Maund 0  L Not known W halley Range F C S
Maxfield H L Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group M S c M an.
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May A B Technologist Tootal B roadhurst Lee Ltd BA Oxon
Mayne Miss C Assistant Analyst Lancashire County Lab. Livp. B Sc
McAdam J S Member Fleaton Moor M S D C
M'Cardell E Member Stretford Chemical Works M S D C
M'Cardell Robert 0 Not known Chorlton-cum-Flardy F C S
M cCleary Wm Not known Prestwich F C S
McConnell J W  D Teacher Mcr. Schools M S c D unelm
McCreath D Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group G las. PhD
McCulloch A Lecturer in Fuels The University M S c Tech  M an.
McCulloch N G Member CPA Ltd, St James'sBIdg.OxfordSt M S D C
McLellan J G Member Page C & Co Ltd,Royal Exchange M S D C
McNicholls T A Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Meade Edwin M Not known Hr Broughton F C S
Meiling S E Public Analyst Manchester FIC , F C S
M ellor J C Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Mendoza M Research Chem ist ICI Dyestuffs Group B Sc Lon.
Mennell H Chemist Tootal Broadhurst Lee Ltd A M S T , A IC
Midgeley E Research Testing Shirley Institute B S c Leeds
Midgeley J Senr. Science Master Audenshaw  Gram m ar M S c Leeds
Milburn D P Research Chemist Not known M S c Tech  M an.
Miller A K Consultant Chemist The Laboratory, 325 C ity Road P hD  W urzburg
Mills T C Chemist Simon Henry Ltd BSc Man.
Mohn G Metallurgist Mcr. Steam Users' Assocn. M S c Tech  M an.
M ontgomery F H Demonstrator College Technology M S c Tech  M an.
M ooney F F Chief W orks Chemist Mane. Corpn. Gas Works
Moore G Chemist Mcr Corpn C leansing Dept A M C T
Morgan J J (Public Analyst in ’26) Flixton F IC , F C S
Morgan V G Chemist Not known P hD  Lon.
Morley A  M Chemist M acM air A  & Co Ltd P hD  M an.
Morrison 1 H Production Dept. ICI Metals Ltd M A  C antab
Moss E Research Chemist Shirley Institute B Sc Lon.
Mountfield J D Asst Lect. Foodstuffs The University M S c  Tech  M an.
Muir W Research Chemist Not known Edin. P hD
Murray A G Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Lon.
Myers C F Research Chemist Lancs & Cheshire Coal Res. Ass. B Sc Lon.
Myers J E Lecturer The University D S c M an.
Naunton W  J S Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group M A  C antab
Naylor D S Partner Bard & W ishart (also SDC) B Sc T ech  M an.
Naylor G S Chemist Calico printers Assocn. Ltd M S c M an.
Naylor Fl Chem ist Shirley Institute F IC
Neale S M Lecturer College Technology M S c M an.
New R G A Not known Prestwich Dphil O xon FC S
Newbould Fl S Teacher Mcr. Schools M A  C antab
Newman Fl S Consultant Chemist Not known M S c Tech  M an.
Nobes F L Ceram ic Engineer Carborundum Co Ltd A R C S , A IC
Norris E Fl Member Lawson R P & Sons Ltd M S D C
Norris W  Fl Fl Managing Director Norris W m & Co (G lipso) Ltd B Sc Lon.
O'Brien E A Cereal Chemist CWS Ltd B Sc Tech  M an.
O d d y J G Chemist Public Health Lab.(ltr.MB ChB) BSc Man.
Oldham  Wm D Not known Heaton Mersey A M C T , F C S
O rm esher E C Bacteriological Research Hall Lane Hospital, Mcr(TD'27) B Sc M an.
O rr W  B Member 1 G Dyestuffs Ltd, 14 Bridge St M S D C
O'Sullivan J B Research Chemist Shirley Institute P hD  Lon.
Owen Fredk. Not known Clayton A M S T , F C S
Owen Glyn Not known Blackley M Sc W ales
Owles A B Chf Chemist Mcr Corpn Electricity Dept A M C T , A IC
Paine Clifford Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group BSc Lon., F IC
Painter G M Insp. Tech.Schools& C olleges HM Inspectorate B Sc Lon.
Pairman J G Cemical Engineer Hedley Thos & Co Ltd B Sc Glas.
Parker Bertha Chemist-Librarian ICI Dyestuffs Group BSc Man.
Parrish J Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd Mcpl. C ollege
Parrott F Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
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Parry E G Research Chemist Not known P hD  Liv.

Parsons S R Consultant Chem ist Jackson & Parsons B Sc Lon.

Partington N W orks Manager Courtaulds Ltd BSc Man.
Pascall D C S Tech Sales ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  M an.
Paul D M Departmental Manager Clayton Aniline Co Ltd S tA ndrew s B Sc
Payman J B HeadOverseasProjcts ICI Dyestuffs Group M S c T e c h  M an.

Peacock R H Chemist Calvert F C & Co Ltd Stkpt. College

Peacocke C G Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Peacocke H S W orks Chemist ICI Ltd A M C T
Peamnan F H Research Chem ist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Lon.

P eckH Research Chem ist ICI Dyestuffs Group BSc Man.
Peel E L Teaching Grimes Tutorial College M S c M an.

Peel J B Group Leader Research Blackley
Peel R E Asst. Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group A IC

Peirce F T Research Testing Shirley Institute S ydney D Sc
Pelton M 0 Research-Rayon Shirley Institute Lond M S c
Penman H L Research-Rayon Shirley Institute M S c  D unelm

Pennington J D Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group BSc Man.
Perkins T R Chem ist Not known P hD  Lon.
Perry G A Manager Exptl. Plant ICI Dyestuffs Group BA  C antab
Phillips H Research Chemist Not known B Sc Lon.

Phipps T Chemist C layton Aniline Co Ltd
Pickard Sir R H Director o f Research Shirley Institute Lon D Sc
Piggott H A Section Leader Research Blackley
Pinches L F W orks Chemist Robertson J & S ons(Preserves)Ltd B Sc Lon.

Pink H S Section Leader R esearch  Blackley

Pinkerton Arthur Not known R am sbottom F C S
Plackett R Teacher Mcr. Schools M A  Oxon
Plant J Chemist C layton Aniline Co Ltd
Pollard H E Asst. Chemist Davyhulme Sewage W orks A M C T
Pollard R S Teacher Mcr Central High School Boys M S c M an.

Pollard W W orks Chemist Hill W  W  Son & W allace Ltd A M C T

Pollitt A Member Dacca Tw ist Co,Princess St M S D C

P o llittJ Research Testing Shirley Institute B Sc Lon.
Pollock E F Tech. Department Chem ist ICI Dyestuffs Group Jena  PhD
Polyani M Professor The University B uda.P hD

Potash Simon Teacher Not known M S c M an.
Powell W m Henry Research Chemist Shirley Institute Stkpt. C o llege
Prentice B Not known Disley D S c Edin.
Preston J M Assistant Lecturer College Technology Livp. BSc

Probert M E Research Chemist Shirley Institute P hD  Lon.

Radley J A Technical Chem ist ICI Dyestuffs Group Lond M S c
Randall F G chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Raper Prof H S Prof. O f Physiology The University M S c M an.

Rathbone J H Teacher Mcr. Schools BSc Man.
Rawson C Analytical Chem ist nq F IC
Rayner A Consultant Chemist 55 Deasgate Arcade B Sc Lon., F IC

Reed F G Not known Calico printers Assocn. Ltd BSc Man.
Reid W G Section Leader Research Blackley
Renwick Mgt Research-Rayon Shirley Institute BSc Man.
Reynolds R J W Not known Middleton B Sc Birm
Richardson T N Research Chemist Shirley Institute Dublin M S c
Richardson W  A Research Bleaching Shirley Institute M S c M an.
Ridgeway Fred Chem ist Hem pshaw Dyeing Co Ltd Stkpt. C o llege

Ridgway L R Ast. W orks Manager Prem ier W aterproof & Rubber P hD  M an.

Riley A lbert Group Leader ICI Dyestuffs Group BSc Man.
Ritchie A D Lecturer The University M A  C antab

Robert R F L Principal School o f Science & Languages M S c Tech  M an.

Roberts J H Teacher Heaton Moor College F C S
Roberts Miss 1 Lecturer The University M S c  M an.
Roberts W  M Consulting Physician MRI M an .D S c  e tcF IC

Robertson George Chemist? British A lizarine Co Ltd.Traf.Park S t A ndrew s PhD
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Robinson E B Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group M S c M an.
Robinson F Director Robinson F Ltd M S c T e c h  M an.
Robinson Henry F Not known (Culcheth Chemical W ks in '26) M S c M an.
Robinson Miss R Research Chem ist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd M S c M an.
Roche J W C hf Chemist CWS Ltd Preserve W orks Bris. B Sc
Rodd E H Management, Research ICI Dyestuffs Group Lon D S c
Roe L L Lecturer Newton Heath Tech. College Lond M S c
Rogers M A T Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Lon.
Rogers W  D Technical Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group B Sc Lon.
Rogerson J Chemist Dunlop Rubber Co Ltd B Sc T ech  M an.
Roscoe W  H Research Chemist Tootal Broadhurst Lee Ltd M S c M an.
Rose J D Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group
Ross L Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Ross R G Cemical Engineer ICI Dyestuffs Group Lond M S c
Rowson J M Lecturer The University BSc Man.
Russell W  L Works Manager Marchington T E & Co Ltd A H -W C
Sagar H Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group A M C T
Salkeld D E Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Lon.
Sanderson W  E Assistant Sales Manager ICI Dyestuffs Group A IC
Saunders K  H Chemist ICI Ltd M A  C antab
Scarlett C A Senior Analyst CWS Ltd Research Dept B Sc Lon.
Schedler Arnold Director Clayton Aniline Co Ltd B asel P hD
Schedler J Research Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd BSc Man.
Schofield W 0 Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd A M C T
Scholefield F H eadofD ep tT  extileChem istry College Technology MSc Man.
Scholes Wm N ot known Eccles F C S
Scott C M Section Leader Research Blackley
Seddon H P Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Sexton W  A Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Liv.
Shallcross A Director Shallcross Bros M S c Tech  M an.
Shanks W  J Asst. Works Manager Noblett R Ltd A M C T
Sharp F L Research Chemist ICI Ltd A C G F C
S haw C Group Leader Research Blackley
S haw E Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Shaw  W W orks Chemist CPA Ltd Mcr P hD  Liv.
Sheldon W Technical Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group MSc Man.
Shenton J P Analytical Chemist (Public Analyst in ’26) F IC , M P S A
Shepherdson A Ass.Research Manager ICI Dyestuffs Group B Sc Leeds
Short W F Professor College Technology D S c  M an.
Short W m M Analyst Public Analyst, York Place MSc Man.
Shorter S A Research: W eaving Shirley Institute Leeds D S c
Silverman 1 R Director Broughton Dairies & Cream.Ltd B Sc M an.
Silvester W A Section Leader Research Blackley Sheff. M S c
Simpkin N Director o f Research Lancs & Cheshire Coal Res. Ass. M S c T e c h  M an.
Simpson Margaret G Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group BSc Man.
Smith A W Teacher Mcr. Schools Bris. B Sc
Smith C J Research Chemist W interbottom  Book Cloth Co Ltd Liv. MSc
Smith F R Not known Middleton Edin. P hD
Smith H L Prof o f Chemistry The University BSc Man.
Smith Norman Lecturer The University M S c M an .,D S c
Smith S G Research Silk Shirley Institute P hD  Leeds
Smith W Section Leader Research Blackley
Souter G W Section Leader Research Blackley
Sparrow  S Technical Chemist CPA Ltd Mcr A M C T
Spells K E Research Spinning Shirley Institute P hD  Lon.
Spencer G Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd Lond M S c
Spencer G D Chief Chem ist Chadwick J & Co Ltd M S c Leeds
Spencer Reg A Chem ist Hedley Thos & Co Ltd BSc Man.
Spring F S Lecturer The University P hD  Liv.
Spry W J Teacher Mcr. Schools Liv. M S c
Stafford W  E Chief Chemist Rubber Regenerating Co Ltd A M C T

Standring P K W orks Manager ICI Dyestuffs Group BSc Man.
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Starkey R F Not known Tootal Broadhurst Lee Ltd BSc Man.
Statham F S Research Chem ist ICI Dyestuffs Group Sheff. P hD
Steel W Not known Not known B Sc Glas.

Stent H B Research Chemist Moseley D Ltd BSc Man.
Stephen W  E Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Liv.

Stephenson M Research Testing Shirley Institute BSc Man.
Stevenson H Director Lawson R P  & Sons Ltd F IC
Stewart A Group Leader Research Blackley
Stewart R Lecturer The University Edin. PhD

Stirling J F Not known Not known MSc Man.
Stirrup V J Teacher Cheadle Heath School Liv. M S c
Stocks H H Research Chemist Research Blackley M S c Leeds
Stockton N Chief Chem ist S tockport Corpn. Gas Works
Stone R Teacher Mcr. Schools BA C antab
Storey W  A Technical Representative Not known B Sc Lon.
Strafford N Chief Analyst ICI Dyestuffs Group Lond M S c
Stratford C L W orks Chemist Dunlop Rubber Co Ltd A M C T
Stromberg H Research Chem ist Shirley Institute M S c Tech  M an.
Stubbings W  V Research Chem ist ICI Dyestuffs Group B Sc Lon.
Sutcliffe H T Research Chem ist CWS BSc Man.
Suthers A  J Director Suthers & Co Ltd M S c T ech  M an.
Sutton R W Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group B Sc Lon.
Swann H Section Leader Research Blackley B S c Tech  M an.
Sweeney Miss M Teacher Manchester Central High School B elfast B Sc
Tansley L B Asst. Director Mcr.Cham b.Com m .TestingHouse C antM A .L onM S c
Tantum T T Chem ist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
Tatum  W Group Leader Research Blackley B Sc Lon.

Taylor A Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd BSc Man.
Taylor H B Physiologist ICI Ltd MSc Man.
Taylor H F Research Chem ist M anchester Oxide Co Ltd F IC
Taylor H M Research Testing Shirley Institute BA C antab
Taylor J A Member Reddish M S D C
Taylor W Chemist Manchester Oxide Co Ltd MSc Man.
Terleski J T Not known Not known B Sc Tech  M an.
Thomas F W Research Bleaching Shirley Institute B Sc Lon.
Thom as H A Technical Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Birm
Thom as 1 H Research W eaving Shirley Institute P hD  W ales
Thom pson F C Lecturer The University MSc Man.
Thompson F P Member Levenshulme M S c T ech  M an.

Thompson G L Chemist Mills A lcohol W orks BSc Man.
Thompson Hy Wm Not known Hill Lane, Mane. 9 P hD  Lon.
Thompson L Textile W orks Chemist Not known MSc Man.
Thom ley Sydney Technical Dept ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  M an.
Thom ley T Director Kilvert N & Sons Ltd B S c Lon.
Thurlow  H J Research Chemist Research Blackley P hD  Lon.
Timmis G M Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group M S c Tech  M an.
Tippett L H C Statistician Shirley Institute Lond M S c
Todd J B Research-Rayon Shirley Institute B S c Lon.
Todd W  M Chief Colourist Chadwick J & Co Ltd A R T C , A IC
T o ftH Teacher Mcr. Schools BSc Man.
Tonkin R Group Leader Research B lackley
Towers A Teacher Mcr. Schools M S c Leeds
Townend F Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Leeds
Toy F C Deputy D irector Shirley Institute Lon D S c
Trotter J R Not known Not known A R C S , A IC
Turner A J Research Spinning Shirley Institute M A  C antab
Turner H A Dept. Textile Chemistry College Technology M S c Sheff.
Turner K Research-Rayon Shirley Institute Sheff. P hD
Turner Miss J 1 Teacher Mcr. Schools B Sc Lon.
Underwood C Research Spinning Shirley Institute M A  C antab
Urquhart A R Research Chemist Shirley Institute Edin D S c

Varley H Biochemist MRI MSc Man.
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Vernon H W Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group BSc Man.
V ickerstaff T Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  M an.
Vincent J J Research W eaving Shirley Institute Lond M S c
Vincent P D Opening & Cleaning Shirley Institute BA O xon
W aldm eyer T Asst. Chemist Davyhulme Sewage W orks B Sc Lon., A IC
W alford S M Not known Prestbury F C S
W alker E E Section Leader Research Blackley D S c Lon.
W alker F A Se. Research Chemist Cornbrook Chemical Co
W alker G H Public Analyst City Laboratory, Trafford Park P hD  Liv.
W alker J Chem ist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd A IC , M cpl Coll
W alker M L Technical Asst. Simon-Carves Ltd BA O xon
W alker T K Lecturer Chemistry The University P hD  M an.
W alker W S Lecturer College Technology M S c  Tech  M an.
W alm sley J R Analyst W oolley Jas Sons & Co Ltd P hC , A M C T .F IC
W alsh Gertrude M Research Fellow The University MSc Man.
W alton Arthur Not known M akbar Ltd MSc Man.
W alton John Member Little Green Dyeworks, Collyhurst M S D C
W arburton R Research Testing Shirley Institute B Sc Tech  M an.
W ard A F H Ast. Lecturer Phys. Chem. The University C antab  PhD
W ard A R Manager & Chemist S tockport Sewage W orks
W ard Denis Dept Textile Chem College Technology P hD  Leeds
Wardle M Member Newton Heath M S D C
Warne H Not known Not known B Sc Tech  M an.
W arren F W Research Chemist Dunlop Rubber Co Ltd M S c  Tech  M an.
W aterhouse C E Lecturer The University PhC , A IC
Watson A H Asst. Statistician Shirley Institute BA O xon
W atson W Asst. Led . Electro Chem. The University B Sc M an,

W atson W  H Chemist Tootal Broadhurst Lee Ltd MSc Man.
W atts E S Not known Kersal, Hr Broughton F C S
W aygood B J Not known Heaton Moor F C S
W eir J M Not known Not known S tA ndrew s BSc
W ells G Asst. Chemist S tockport Corpn. Gas W orks
W eston P W Not known Grafton St, Mane. SE F C S
W hite Arthur S Researcher ICI Dyestuffs Group Lon.B S c,A IC E
W hite D Chemist C layton Aniline Co Ltd M an BSc, P hD  Lon.
W hitehead ? Sales/Service Chemist Com brook Chem ical Co H N D  ?
W hitehead Allan Member Crumpsall M S D C
W hitehead T Chemist Mcr. Steam Users' Assocn. B Sc M an.
W hitelegg C J Chemist Bleacher's Assocn. Ltd M S c T ech  M an.
W hitham  H Member ICI Ltd, B lackley Works M S D C
W hitrow  W  J W orks Analyst British A lizarine Co Ltd A M C T
W hittaker C M Member Courtaulds Ltd, Droylsden M S D C
W hittam R Group Leader Research Blackley
W hittle T Director W hittle T  Saville Export Ltd M S c Tech  M an.
W hym per R Chemist? British Arkady Co Ltd,Old Traf. A C G I, F C S
Wild S V Research Chemist Lancs & Cheshire Coal Res. Ass. M S c Tech  M an.
Wilde B E Colour Chemist Geigy Colour Co Ltd Stkpt. C ollege
W ilding John Member Cheetham  Hill M S D C
W ilkinson C Member Courtaulds Ltd, Droylsden M S D C
Wilkinson D G Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group P hD  Liv.
Wilkinson J F D irector o f Medical Res. MRI M B C hB .M D Lon
W illiams Alan H Not known Urmston F C S
W illiams A lbert E Not known Southern Oil Co Ltd, Traf. Park F C S
W illiams G M Member Heaton Mersey M S D C D ayM cp I
W illiams Herbert E Not known Fallowfield F C S
W illiams T C Opening & Cleaning Shirley Institute M S c W ales
W illiamson L Analyst Cornbrook Chemical Co H N D ?
W illis H F Research-Rayon Shirley Institute M S c W ales
Willock J T Research Chemist W interbottom  Book Cloth Co Ltd BSc Man.
W ilson Christopher P Not known Withington F C S
W ilson D M C hf Chemist Anderson D & Son Ltd,Stretford B S c Lon.
W ilson J Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
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W inder G R W orks Manager Courtaulds Ltd Zurich P hD
W infield R Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
W instanley A Chemist LNER Co A M C T
W isbey E 0 Works Manager British A lizarine Co Ltd B S c W ales
W ithers J C H ead o f Information Bureau Shirley Institute W urzburg  PhD
Wood C G C hf Chemist Lancs & Cheshire Coal Res. Ass. M S c M an .Tech
Wood F C Research Chem ist Tootal B roadhurst Lee Ltd P hD  Lon.
Wood J K Lect. Phys Chemistry College Technology D S c  M an.
W oodcock W  G Dyes Technician ICI Ltd, King St A IC
W oodhouse G Asst. Chem ist Mcr Corpn Electricity Dept A M C T , A IC

W oolley Miss B E Teacher Mcr. Schools MSc Man.
W orthington T  T Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd
W rapson G Chemist Lancs & Cheshire Coal Res. Ass. B Sc Tech  M an.

W right L Research Chem ist Metrovicks BSc Man.
W right R A Chemist Rubber Regenerating Co Ltd A M C T
W right W E Research Chem ist Connolly's (Blackley) Ltd M S c Lon.
W yatt H Chemist Ellis Jones & Co B Sc

W ykes F H Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group MSc Man.
W yler Max Research Chemist ICI Dyestuffs Group Zurich PhD
Yarrow  G E Technical Chemist Clayton Aniline Co Ltd M S c  D unelm
Youd F R Sales Dept. ICI Dyestuffs Group B S c Birm


